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PREFACE

This volume, Clarifying More Baffling Biblical Passages,
contains twenty-nine chapters which focus on problematic
Hebrew and Greek biblical texts and terms that were not ad-
dressed in my two other books, entitled, respectively, The
Song of Deborah: Poetry in Dialect—A Philological Study of
the Song of Deborah with Translation and Commentary and
Clarifying Baffling Biblical Passages. The former volume is
a 2003 revision of Deborah Never Sang: A Philological Study on
the Song of Deborah (Jerusalem: Makor. 1983). It is available
now online at http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/
Deborah.pdf. The latter volume is also available online at
http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/CBBP.pdf.

Tthe Summary chapter in The Song of Deborah: Poetry in
Dialect has a “Supplemental Lexicon” containing fifty-five
old Hebrew words which never made it into the standard
lexicons of Biblical Hebrew. Fifty of these fifty-five lost
words have been recovered thanks to Arabic cognates. Simi-
larly, in the book Clarifying Baffling Biblical Passages fifty-
eight old Hebrew words appearing in eighty-four phrases (in
fifty-five different verses) were recovered—thanks again to
Arabic cognates. A list of all fifty-eight words is provided in
the Summary chapter of that book. In this volume, Clarifying
More Baffling Biblical Passages, I present over seventy new
translations of problematic Hebrew words, most of which are
based upon Arabic cognates. 

For the readers of this study the eight volume Arabic-
English Lexicon of Edwin W. Lane and the two volume Lexi-
con Heptaglotton of Edmund Castell are available at http://
daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/LaneLexicon.htm and
http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/Castell.htm.

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu.Deborah.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/cbbp-book.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/
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I

SUGGESTIONS  FOR GEN  2:1–3,

8:11  AND 39:6 1

Genesis 2:1-3

`~a'b'c.-lk'w> #r,a'h'w> ~yIm;V'h; Wlkuy>w:
Thus the heavens and the earth 

and all their host were perfected.

y[iybiV.h; ~AYB; ~yhil{a/ lk;y>w:
hf'[' rv,a] Atk.al;m.[mi]

And God was fatigued on the seventh day
 [from] his work which he had done;

y[iybiV.h; ~AYB; tBov.YIw:
`hf'[' rv,a] Atk.al;m.-lK'mi

so God rested /desisted on the seventh day
from all his work which he had done.

y[iybiV.h; ~Ay-ta, ~yhil{a/ %r,b'y>w: 
 ATk.al;m.-lK'mi tb;v' Ab yKi Atao vDeq;y>w:
 [MT tAf[]l;]; tWf[El. ~yhil{a/ ar'B'-rv,a]

God blessed the seventh day and hallowed it,
for on it he rested from his work—

which God had created to sustain life.

Repetition is well used in these two verses. Five words

(~yhil{a/, y[iybiV.h;, ~Ay, lk', and ATk.al;m. appear three times,

with lK'mi coming twice. In addition rva, hf[, and tbv
occur twice. These repetitions notwithstanding, commentators
have questioned the repetition of the verb “to finish” in the
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statements “the heavens and earth were finished”(2:1), fol-
lowed by “God finished” (2:2). Skinner (1951: 37), in agree-
ment with a tradition going back to Ibn Ezra, translated the

lk;y>w: of Gen 2:2 in a negative sense, as God “desisted from”

or “did not continue” his work. Speiser (1964: 5 and 7) trans-

lated the lk;y>w: of 2:2a as “brought to a close” and “brought to

a (gratifying) close,” suggested by the Akkadian šutes.bû used

in the sense of “inspect and approve,” but without any lexical

or cognate support. The tAf[]l; . . . ar"B'-rv,a] of 2:2b Speiser

paraphrased simply as “which he had undertaken.” 
The first bold italicized word in the translation at the begin-

ning of this article is suggested by Targum Onkelos (Berliner,

1884: 2) which reads in part, yciyvew> . . . Wll'k.T;v.yaiw>. The first

verb is a Shaphel reflexive of llK “to crown, to finish, to
perfect”; the second is a Shaphel of acy, meaning in this
form “to finish, to complete,” like the Shaphel reflexive
yceyTev.ai “to be finished” cited by Jastrow (1903: 1567). Al-

though the MT Pucal plural Wlkuy>w: in 2:1 and the Picel singular

lk;y>w: in 2: 2 appear to be from hlk “to be complete, to be

finished” (BDB 447), the Wlkuy>w: is more likely to be from

llk “to perfect, to complete,” as interpreted in the Targum

and found in Ezek 27:4 (%yEp.y" Wll.K' “they made perfect your

beauty”). Having been told repeatedly (1:4, 10, 12, 18, 21, 25)
that “God saw that it was good” and once, in summation,
(1:31) that “God saw all that he had made, and behold it was
very good,” the verb “perfected” indicates not only the
completion of the creation but hints at the goodness of the
created order.
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The MT lk;y>w: in 2:2 needs to be repointed as lk'Y"w: and de-

rived also from llk. However, the narrator shifted the  verb

from llk stem I (“to perfect”) to llk stem III, “to be tired,

fatigued, weary.” This llk is the cognate of the Arabic qk
(kalla) “he was, or became, fatigued, weary, tired” (Lane

1893: 3002; Wehr 1979: 977). In view of the use of y\ (can)
“from” with this verb, it seems best to restore an initial m (=

“from”) to the MT Atk.al;m. “his work,” which could easily
have been lost by haplography.

The weariness of God after six days of creating is hinted at
in Exo 31:17 which speaks of God’s “taking a breather,”

#r,a'h'-ta,w> ~yIm;V'h;-ta, hw"hy> hf'['
`vp;N"YIw: tb;v' y[iybiV.h; ~AYb;W

Yahweh made the heavens and the earth, and on
 the seventh day he stopped and refreshed himself. 

What was only insinuated in Exo 31:17 was once quite ex-
plicit in Gen 2:2, i.e., before llk, stem III, dropped out of
tradition, translations, and Hebrew lexicons. 

The theme of fatigue among the gods is dominant in the
Atra-H. as§s creation myth, which includes the following lines
(i 1-4; iii 162–163) as translated by Lambert and Millard
(1969: 43, 49):

When the gods like men
Bore the work and suffered the toil—
The toil of the gods was great, 
The work was heavy, the distress was much—

 . . . they suffered the work day and night
. . .  Excessive [toil] has killed us;
Our work [was heavy], the distress much.
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The threat of a revolt by the work-wearied gods against the
high gods of leisure eventuated in the creation of the lulu,
“human beings” whose labor would permit all the gods to
stop work and rest. 

The Genesis and Babylonian traditions were in agreement
that the work of God/gods led to divine fatigue, followed by
divine decision(s) to give rest to the weary. In the Atra-H. as§s
epic only the gods were granted this rest; whereas, in the
Genesis tradition not only did God rest, but those created in
his image were gifted with the rest of a seventh day Sabbath.
(Theological concerns about an omnipotent God’s becoming
weary have to be addressed in the same manner as that of an
omniscient God being forgetful at times, as noted in Gen 9:
14–15 and the prayers which plead, “Forget me not, O Lord.”)

The phrase tAf[]l; ~yhil{a/ ar'B'-rv,a] in Gen 2:3, mean-

ing literally, “which God created to make,” is awkward. The

Septuagintal reading, w-n h;rxato o` qeo.j poih/sai “which
God began to make,” reflects a Vorlage having adb for the
MT arb. Hebrew adb appears in I Kings 12:33 (with hf[)

and in Neh 6:8, meaning “to invent, to devise” (BDB 94: KBS
I: 109). It is the cognate of Arabic !;# (badac) “he began”
(Lane 1863: 163–165), which appears in the Qurcan, Sura
32:6, “He began the creation of man from clay,” and as a title
of God, \£;$to! (calmubdî cu) “the Creator, the Originator.”

English translations have played freely with the finite verb 

ar"B' and the infinitive tAf[]l;. The KJV, NKJV, NAS,  NAV

RSV, NRSV, NIV and NIB render tAf[]l as the finite verb
“(he) made”; the RSV, NRSV, NAB, and NLT read ar"B' as
the noun “creation,” while the NIV and NJB translate it as the
participle “creating.” The consonantal MT can be retained
here, with the finite ar"B' intact, once another Arabic cognate
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comes into focus, similar to the way an Arabic cognate clari-
fied the Septugintal reading of arb as h;rxato “he began”
(discussed above).

As indicated in the opening translation, the MT tAf[]l; “to
make” needs to be repointed as tWf[El., i.e., the preposition l
attached to tWf[e, an abstracted noun meaning “livelihood,
life, the sustenance of life.” This tWf[e is the cognate of Ara-
bic (1) Iè\ (câcša) “he became possessed of life,” (2) Já\
(caiš) “life, that whereby life subsists; the means of life or
subsistence, livelihood, the way of living,” (3) ÇGá\ (caišat)

“a state of life,” (4) Jw\è\(câciš) and (5) Ièá\ (cayâš) “having

much of the means of life, living well” (Lane 1874: 2210;
Wehr 1979: 775). The contraction of the diphthong in tWfy>[;
to tWfy[e, coupled with scriptio defectiva, resulted in the
homograph tX[ /twX[, which was subsequently read as the
infinitive of hX[ “to make,” rather than being read as the rare
synonym of tWYx; “life, living, livelihood” (Jastrow 452).

This tWf[e “the means of life / subsistence” in Gen 2:3 pro-
vided a summation of Gen 1:29–30, which spelled out in
detail how God had provided sustenance for every hY"x; vp,n<
“living creature”—for birds, beasts, and human beings. This
tWf[e also provides the transition to Gen 2:5–16 which deals
with subsistence issues: mists, rain, water, rivers, food, food
trees, and a garden. According to Genesis 1–2, God had in-
deed created to sustain life.
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Genesis 8:11

One word in the phrase @r"j' tyIz:-hle[] in Gen 8:11 has

proven to be very problematic. The tyIz:-hle[] is without a

doubt “an olive leaf,” but the @r"j' has been variously ren-

dered. The Septuagint has fu,llon evlai,aj ka,rfoj, “an olive
leaf, a dry twig,” with the ka,rfoj (= @r"j') being not just a

twig but a dry twig, “such as birds make their nest of” (Lid-
dell and Scott 881).  The Septuagint translators were evidently
aware of the @r"j' which was the cognate of Amharic t. arufa

“sprig, branch” (KBS II: 380).  The Vulgate used four words
to translate the three Hebrew words: ramum olivae virentibus

foliis, “green leaf olive branch,” with the @r"j' being read as

“green, verdant,” as though the text had qrt, a noun with a

preformative t from qry “green,” a cognate of the Arabic
j@Ö /j@!Ö (waraq /wâriq) “leaves, foilage / green, verdant.”

The NKJ, NRS, RSV, NIV, NIB translated the phrase as
“freshly plucked olive leaf” (with the NAS, NJB, and NAU
having “freshly picked olive leaf ”). In the opinion of this
writer only the “fresh olive leaf ” of the NLT  is correct, al-
though, in light of NLT translation of Ezek 17:9 (see next
paragraph), it appears to have been just a good guess.

The MT @r"j' is a homograph for two distinctly different

words. One word comes in Gen 37:33 Wht.l'k'a] h['r' hY"x;
@seAy @r;jo @roj, “a wild animal has devoured him, Joseph

has surely been torn in pieces!” The second @rj occurs in

Ezek 17:9, Hx'm.ci yPer>j;-lK' vbey"w> , “all the fresh ones of her

sprouting will wither” (n.b., the NLT has simply “its leaves
wither,” completely ignoring the @rj). This second @rj is
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the cognate of Arabic fªÜ?U (t. arîf) “a thing that is good [and

recent or new or fresh]” and ÇdªÜ?U (t. arîfat) “anything new,

recent, or fresh” (Lane 1974: 1845; KBS II: 380). 
The “freshly plucked / freshly picked,” in the translations

noted above, is an unnecessary doublet of (1) “freshly” (=
@rj, stem II) and (2) “plucked” (= @rj, stem I). With the

olive leaf being in the mouth of the dove, it was obviously
severed from the tree branch. The leaf’s being new and fresh
was evidence that the flood waters had abated.

Genesis 39:6

As indicated in the following statement, the relationship be-
tween Potiphar and Joseph was one of Potiphar’s complete
trust and Joseph’s full responsibility.

 @seAy-dy:B. Al-rv,a]-lK' bzO[]Y:w: 
And he left all that he had in Joseph's hand;

hm'Wam. ATai [d;y"-al{w>
(KJV) and he knew not ought he had

(NAB) he gave no thought, with Joseph there 
(RSV) and having him he had no concern for anything 

(NJB) and with him there, concerned himself with nothing
(NIV) with Joseph in charge, he did not concern himself

with anything
kai. ouvk h; |dei tw/n kaqV eàuto.n ouvde.

and he did not know of anything that belonged to him

  lkeAa aWh-rv,a] ~x,L,h;-~ai yKi
except the food which he ate.

As is evident from the paraphrases cited above, the second

phrase of Gen 39:6,  hm'Wam. ATai [d;y"-al{w> (literally, “he did

not know with him anything”) is problematic. The reason for
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1. Mr Gilad Gevaryahu (private communication) called my atten-

tion to the problems in Gen 2:1–3 and 8:11. He suggested that the

Atk.al;m. . . .  ~yhil{a/ lk;y>w: in Gen 2:2 could mean “God assessed

. . . his work.” This proposal, however, lacks corroborating lexical
support. The issue raised concerning Gen 8:11 was the Septua-
gintal reading which put an olive leaf (and) a twig in the beak of
the dove, whereas the Hebrew text has only a torn-off olive leaf.
Arabic cognates, presented in this study, clarify these problems and
permit alternative translations.

2. KBS II: 390–392 referenced the Arabic ^<Ö (wadaca) “to put

down,” but made no reference to forms IV and X “to deposit, to
leave for safekeeping, to give something in charge of someone” or

the nouns ^<Ö (wadc) “depositing” and Ç[Ü<Ö (wadîcat) “trust,

charge, deposit.”

the difficulties is that the al and the [dy are homographs of

distinctly different words. The unvocalized al can be read as

the negative particle alo “not” or as the emphatic alu “surely

verily, indeed.” The [dy is a homograph of (1) the verb “to

know,” as in I Sam 21:3, rb'D'h;-ta, hm'Wam. [d;yE-la; vyai,
“let no one know anything about the matter,” as well as (2)

the verb [dw /[dy which is the cognate of the Arabic ^<Ö /
^;Ü (wadaca / yadaca) “to entrust, to consign for safekeeping”

(Lane 1893: 3051; Wehr 1979: 1240)2. The consonantal MT
hmwam wta [dy-alw can readily be translated, “ he would

actually/ indeed entrust to him anything.” The Al-rv,a]-lK'
and the hm'Wam., together, make for “anything and everything”

being entrusted to Joseph—except, as noted, the food which
Potiphar ate.

NOTES
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NOTES ON GENESIS 6:3–4

GENESIS 6:3

 hw"hy> rm,aYOw: 
~l'[ol. ~d'a'b' yxiWr !Ady"-al{ 

rf'b' aWh ~G:v;B.1

hn"v' ~yrIf.[,w> ha'me wym'y" Wyh'w>  

And the LORD said,
 “my spirit will not always strive with man forever 

for that he also is flesh
yet his days shall be one hundred and twenty years.” 

 kai. ei=pen ku,rioj o` qeo,j ouv mh. katamei,nh| to. pneu/ma, mou
evn toi/j avnqrw,poij tou,toij2 eivj to.n aivw/na 

dia. to. ei=nai auvtou.j sa,rkaj
e;sontai de. ai` h`me,rai auvtw/n e`kato.n ei;kosi e;th

And the Lord God said, My Spirit shall certainly not remain
among these men for ever, 

because they are flesh,
but their days shall be an hundred and twenty years.

The problematic rf'b' aWh ~G:v;B. “for that he also is flesh”

in 6:3b needs to be read in reverse order and repointed to read

~yGIv;b. aWh rf'B'. Then the antecedent of  aWh “he” is the pre-

ceding rf'B' “human” or ~d"a ' “man” (gender inclusive),

precluding the reading of the ~ of MT ~G:v;B. as the suffix

“their,” for which there is no antecedent. Because a verbless

clause is unlikely to have the adverbial suffix ~-", the ~ of
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~G:v;B. must be either a part of the stem or the plural ~y- i
ending written scriptio defectiva.

If the stem were gf /~gf, it could be the cognate of Arabic

5//H /y4H (šajin / šajin) “grief, sorrow, sadness” (Lane 1872:

1510; Wehr 1979: 533). 3 If the word were gv it could be

either (1) gg;v' “to go astray, to sin inadvertently” (BDB 992)

or the cognate of Arabic 5H / Ç4H (šaj / šajjat) “to bash in the

skull, skull fracture” (Lane 1872: 1504; Wehr 1979: 532).4 In

light of the focus in 6:5 and 6:11–13 on the increased violence

on earth, the Arabic 5H (šaj) “skull bashing” is more likely to

be the cognate of the gX in 6:3. In this case the ~ of ~gX
would be the suffix ~y -I , indicating here a pluralis intensivus,

like the plural ~y[iw>[i “perverseness” in Isa 19:14 and the

~ypiaun> “adultery” in Ezek 23: 43.

Given the well attested elision of an a, as in Exo 14:25

where rsyw appears for rsayw,5 the stem ag"f' /hg"f' / ygEs. “to

grow, to increase” cannot be rule out as another derivation for

the gX of MT ~G:v;B.. The Aramaic cognate yGis; / ygEs. “multi-

tude /great, greatness” appears regularly without the a (BDB

960; Jastrow 954).

Thus, the MT ~G:v;B., traditionally interpreted as “for that

also” is better read as a preposition attached to a masculine

plural noun with defective spelling with four possible mean-

ings: (1) in sorrow, sadness, grief, (2) into inadvertent sin, (3)

into skull bashing, and (4) in multitudes.

The rf'B' “flesh” in the revised phrase  ~yGIv;b. aWh rf'B',
used in reference to ~d"a' “earthling, mankind, humanity,”

would be best understood as “physical /corporal beings” or “a
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human being,” like the Arabic ?G# (bašar) “human being”

(Castell 1669: 455; Lane 1863: 208), as opposed to the supra-

terrestrial “sons of God,” for whom a flood would have been

no threat. The mixed breed of “the sons of the daughters of

man and the sons of God,” i.e., the Nephilim, were evidently

included in the designated rf'B' “flesh, human being(s).”

For purposes of English idiom the singular aWh and rf'B'
may be translated as plurals and the plural ~gX may be ren-

dered as a singular. These options permit ~gXb awh rXb to
mean (1) “humans are in grief ” (~gX = ~ygIf' or ~gEf'), (2)

“humans are in error” (~gX = ~yGIv;), (3) “ humans are into

skull bashing” (~gX = ~ygIv'), and (4) “ human beings are in

vast numbers” (~gX = ~yaiygIf.). 
Option one suggests that the limited human life-span, an-

nounced in 6:3b, carried its own burden of grief and sorrow,

similar to the curse of sorrow (!AbC'[i) announced to Adam

and Eve in Gen 3:16–17. Moreover, the grief-stricken human

victims of uninvited and unwelcomed heavenly guests, whose

offspring were prone to violence, would never live to be a

hundred twenty years old. Instead, panic-stricken and grief-

stricken they would go prematurely to a watery grave. 

Option two, that the human race was into inadvertent sin,

would complement the theology of victimization introduced

in Gen 6:1–2. In the Eden story of Genesis 3, sin began with

the willful desire of Adam and Eve “to become like God”

(i.e., to get power). Though tempted by an earthly serpent,

Adam and Eve were responsible for their choosing to eat the

forbidden fruit. Efforts to project responsibility— Adam onto
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Eve, and Eve onto the serpent—lacked credibility, and all

three were held accountable and fully responsible. By contrast

Genesis 6 articulated a theology of victimization. The extra-

terrestrial, super-human “sons of God” impregnated terrestrial

women, creating havoc for human beings when the part-alien

offspring grew to be giants. Violence became normative and

the victimized humans inadvertently sinned when influenced

by the their violent half-brothers fathered by the “sons of

God.” A key theological difference between Genesis 3 and

Genesis 6 can be recovered if the enigmatic ~gXb meant

~yGIv;B. “into inadvertent sin.”6

Option three, skull bashing, anticipates the violence spelled

out in Gen 6:11, aleM'Tiw: ~yhil{a/h' ynEp.li #r,a'h' txeV'Tiw:
sm'x' #r,a'h' (“now the earth was corrupt in God’s sight, and

the earth was filled with violence”), in 6:12, -lK tyxiv.hi-yKi
#r,a'h'-l[; AKr>D;-ta rf'B' (“for all flesh had corrupted his

way upon the earth”), and in 6:13, sm'x' #r,a'h' ha'l.m'-yKi
(“for the earth has become full of violence”). Four words

taken from 6:3–4, create the mental image of club swinging

cave men: ~l'A[me rv,a] ~ygIV'h; ~yrIBoGIh;, “the skull bashing

giants of yore.” 

According to option four the singular Adam (~da) had

become the multitudinous (~gX = ~aigIf. = ~yaiygIf.) human

race (~da). Any punishment of all human beings would have

to be on a gigantic scale. Consequently, there was a need for

a weapon of mass destruction. Deep flood waters became

God’s weapon of choice, though not a perfect weapon since

there would be collateral damage in the destruction of in-
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nocent “beast, and creeping things, and birds of the heavens”

(Gen 6:7; 7:23), as well as unwarranted collateral benefits for

the fish and sea-creatures whose watery realm and food sup-

ply would be increased for a while.7 If the MT ~gXb in Gen

6:2 referenced the multitudes of human beings, it would have

provided a reason for the gigantic flood (daom. Wrb.G" ~yIM;h;w>
#r,a'h-l[; daom')8 to destroy the scattered human masses and

their gigantic half-brothers, as narrated in Gen 6:5–7:24.

Recognition of the ~gX in Gen 6:3b as a possible cognate

of y4H (šajin) “grief” or 5H (šaj) “skull bashing” provides

the clue for determining the meaning of !Ady" in Gen 6:3a.

Although the Septuagint translated this verb as katamei,nh|

“dwell, remain,” this evidence was dismissed by many com-

mentators. Skinner (1930: 143) thought that katamei,nh| was

“perhaps nothing more than a plausible guess at the meaning,

though a variant text has been suspected (!wly, rwdy, !AkyI,
etc.).” A number of Akkadian cognates have been proposed,

including (1) danânu “to be powerful,” (2) dinânu “bodily

appearance,” and (3) dina%nu “substitute, surrogate.” Speiser

(1964: 44) concurred with Skinner, stating, “The traditional

‘abide in’ is a guess lacking any linguistic support.” He

proposed the third Akkadian cognate above, which led him

somehow to translated 6:3 as, “My spirit shall not shield man

forever.”

However, the Septuagint’s katamei,nh| “remain” has good

linguistic support from the Arabic uÖ< /u!< (dum /dâma) which

means “it continued, lasted, or existed, incessantly, always,
endlessly, for ever . . . it became permanent, perpetual, or
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everlasting” (Castell 1669: 675; Lane 1867: 935–938; Wehr

1979: 350). The Hebrew !WD is related to uÖ< (dum) in the

same way that !veD" “fat” and vD< (dasam) “fat” are related.

There is simply the well attested ~ / n variation, as in the case

of !j;f' (Num 22:32) and ~j;f' (Job 30:21), and the names

Satan and Mastema (Jubilees 10:8 and 23:25), the latter being

the cAphcel participle in the emphatic state (=  am'jef.m;). 
Because !WD by itself could have meant “to remain/ abide

for ever,” the adverbial modifier ~l'[ol. “forever” may be a

later clarifying gloss for the rare !WD. While Job 12:10 af-

firmed vyai-rf;B.-lK' x;Wrw> yx'-lK' vp,n< Ady"B., “in His hand

is the breath9 of all life and the breath of every human being,”

Gen 6:3 provided the explanation for the transition from the

extended life-span of the antediluvian patriarchs to the limited

life-span of Noah’s descendants. The spirit / breath from God

was universal, but not perpetual. It would be measured out

with a maximum fixed limit.

GENESIS 6:4

~heh' ~ymiY"B; #r,a'b' Wyh' ~ylipiN>h;
. . . !ke-yrex]a; ~g:w>

. . . ~Veh; yven>a; ~l'A[me rv,a] ~yrIBoGIh; hM'he
the Nephalim 10 were on the earth in those days

and also afterward . . .

Those were the mighty men11 who were of old, 
men of renown (NKJ) 

oi` de. gi,gantej h=san evpi. th/j gh/j

evn tai/j h`me,raij evkei,naij kai. metV evkei/no  
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. . . evkei/noi h=san oi` gi,gantej oi ̀avpV aivw/noj 

oi` a;nqrwpoi oi` ovnomastoi,

and the giants were on the earth in those days and after that
. . . those were the giants of old, the men of renown.

According to Num 16:2–33 Korah, accompanied by two-
hundred fifty prominent Israelites, confronted Moses saying,
“You have gone too far! . . . Why then do you [and Aaron]
exalt yourselves above the assembly of the LORD?” These
two-hundred fifty plus challengers were identified as being 

•  hd'[e yaeyfin> (avrchgoi. sunagwgh/j) “chiefs of the assembly” 

•  d[eAm yaerIq. (su,gklhtoi boulh/j) “chosen councillors” 

•  ~ve-yven>a; (a;ndrej ovnomastoi) “men of renown.” 

As narrated, their challenge to Moses and Aaron was viewed
as a challenge to God himself, who responded by consuming
the two-hundred fifty renown gentlemen by fire and having
the earth swallow up their entire households.

The modifier ~ve-yven>a; “men of renown” used in describing

Moses’ challengers has been appealed to by commentators to

clarify the ~Veh; yven>a; in Gen 6:4c, which was translated in the

Septuagint as oi` a;nqrwpoi oi ̀ovnomastoi, and in the Targum

as am'v.DI !yvin"yae, both meaning “the men of renown.” The

Arabic ètD (sumâ) “good repute, fame” (Hava 1915: 338)

would be the obvious cognate of ~ve “renown.”

However, the original ~Xh in 6:4c may not have been what

it came to be in the MT, namely, the definite article h;
attached to the noun ~ve “name,” requiring the ~Veh; yven>a; to
mean literally “the men of the name,” without any hint as to
why “name” became definite. Another derivation of ~vh
needs to be considered.
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In Genesis Rabbah 26, Rabbi Aha offered a twofold chal-
lenge to the interpretation that the ~Veh; yven>a; was the same as

~ve yven>a;. He associated the ~ylipin> with lb'n" “foolish,” citing

Job 30:8, ~ve-ylib. ynEB.-~G: lb'n"-ynEB. “they are the children of

churls, yea, children of ignoble men,” and pondered, “Yet you
say that they were ‘men of renown!’” Rabbi Aha interpreted
the ~Veh; yven>a; to mean “they laid desolate (Wmyvihe) the

world, were driven in desolation (WMv;Wh) from the world, and

caused the world to be made desolate (~AVyI).” He obviously

associated ~Veh; with ~v;he /~vehe, the Hiphcîl of ~mv “to

ravage, to terrify” (Jastrow 1597; Ben-Yehuda 73). But it is
difficult to accomodate the h of the Hiphcîl in a noun form.

The Hebrew ~Xh in this context is more likely to be the

cognate of Arabic vG| (hašama) “to destroy, smash, shatter”
and its adjective váG| (hašîm) “broken, crushed” (Castell

1669: 891 [fractus, confractus]; Lane 1893: 3043; Hava 1915:
828; Wehr 1979: 1206), so that ~f;h' /~v;h' is a synonym of

sm;x' “to treat violently.”12 If so, the phrase needs to be re-

pointed as ~f'h' yven>a; “men of violence.” The following texts

addressed the violence initiated by the gigantic Nephalim:13

• Enoch 7:2 “and they [the daughters of men impregnated by
the angels] bare great giants whose height was 300 ells,
who consumed all the acquisitions of men . . . and devoured
mankind.”

• Enoch 9:10, “and the women have born giants, and the
whole earth has thereby been filled with blood and un-
righteousness.” 

• Enoch 15:8–11, “An now, the giants, who are produced
from the spirits and flesh, shall be called evil spirits upon
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the earth . . . . And the spirits of the giants afflict, oppress,
destroy, attack, do battle, and work destruction on the earth
and cause trouble.”

• Jubilees 5:1–2, “the angels of God saw them [the daughters
of men] . . . and they bare unto them sons and they were
giants. . . . and they began to devour each other.” 

• Jubilee 7:22–23, “. . . and the giants slew the Nâphîl and
the Nâphîl slew the Eljô, and the Eljô mankind, and one
man another.” 

• I Bar 3:26, “How vast the territory that [God] possesses!
. . . the giants were born there who were famous of old,
great in stature, expert in war. God did not choose them,
nor give them the way to knowledge; so they perished
because they had no wisdom; they perished through their
own folly.”14

• III Maccabees 2:4, “You destroyed men for their wicked
deeds in the past, among them giants relying on their own
strength and self-confidence.” 

• 1Q23 Frag. 9 + 14 + 15,  “2[ . . . ] they knew the secrets of
[ . . . ] 3[ . . . si]n was great in the earth [ . . . ] 4[ . . . ] and
they killed many [ . . ] 5[ . . . they begat] giants [ . . . ].”15 

•  Sirach 16:7, “he was not propitiated for the ancient giants
who revolted in their might.” 

• Wisdom of Solomon 14:6, “for even in the beginning, when
arrogant giants were perishing, the hope of the world took
refuge on a raft.” 

• Ezekiel 32:27, “and they do not lie with the fallen mighty
(~ylip.nO ~yrIABGI) men of old . . . . because they were the

terror of the mighty in the land of the living.”16
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• Numbers 13:33, there we saw the giants (~yliypiN>h;) who

were the sons of Anaq from the giants (~yliypiN>h;), and we

seemed to ourselves like grasshoppers.”17

• Genesis Rabbah 26, “Awim [the seventh name of the Neph-
ilim] denotes that they cast the world into ruins, were them-
selves driven from the world in ruin, and caused the world
to be ruined, as you read, hW"[; hW"[; hW"[; ‘A ruin, a ruin, a

ruin’ will I make it” (Ezek 21:27, MT 21:32).

If the gv of MT ~G:v;B. in 6:3 is related to the Arabic 5H /

Ç4H (šaj / šajjat) “skull bashing, breaking someone’s head,”
as suggested above, there is additional support from Arabic
that the ~Xh of 6:4 is related to vG| (hašama) “to destroy.”
Lane (1872: 1505) cited ten different epithets for the different
levels of “skull bashing,” the first five of which are not seri-
ous enough to require retaliation. But the seventh epithet,
which requires a mulch of ten camels, is ÇtHè| (hâšimat) “a
broken bone, a fracture of the skull.” Therefore, when in
Hebrew the enigmatic gv /~gv (used in reference to rf'B'
“human being”) and the problematic ~Xh (used in reference
to vnOa/ “human being”) appear in adjoining verses in a text

which rails against human violence, they are likely to be
related to each other as the Arabic 5H (šaj) and vG| (hašama)
would be in a similar text. 

CONCLUSION

Plaut (1974:58) acknowledged that Gen 6:1–6 was “the one
mythological fragment retained in Genesis,” and then demyth-
ologize it with the following interpretation:
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Men became giants, achieved renown in their time, and were
heroes by their own values. When God evaluated human
development, He looked neither at man’s size nor at his
reputation, but at his heart, and he found its devices evil.
Hence, God resolved to make a new start with Noah.

But quite to the contrary, for the narrative theologian who
penned Genesis 6, the Nephilim were neither ~d"a' “men” nor

~ve-yven>a; “men of renown.” They were infamous, not famous.

Contrary to Enoch 15:8, which states “the giants . . . shall be
called evil spirits,” in Gen 6:3–4 the giants were fictional cor-
poral beings (rf'B'), a mixed breed from supra-terrestrial

fathers and terrestrial mothers. Scholarly conjectures about
lost legends of beloved human heroes of yore—seemingly
hinted at in the epithet ~Veh;-yven>a;—have been misdirected

because the epithet originally was probably ~f'h'-yven>a; “men

of destruction,” i.e., those who were gifted in skull bashing
(~gIv' = ~ygIv') and skulldugery (Enoch 9:6). 

Genesis 6:1–6, as narrative theology, used mythology to
offer an alternative explanation on the origin of evil other
than the one given in Genesis 1–3. The creation story af-
firmed that evil did not came from God because everything
God created was good or very good. The Eden story affirmed
that evil was earthly in its origin and the responsibility of
earth’s preeminent creatures: Adam and Eve, who were in the
image of God, and the serpent which was the “wisest of the
beasts of the field.” 

Genesis 6 marks the beginning of a theology of victimiza-
tion which eventually ended up with the affirmation “the devil
made me do it.” To be sure, there is no devil in Genesis 2–3
nor in Genesis 6—only a renegade reptile in the former story
and some horny angels in the latter text. But the brief account
in Gen 6:1–6 became the catalyst for expanded narratives
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1. Reading the MT ~G:v;B. as a compound of the preposition B., the

relative particle v,, and the adverb ~G: , a combination which occurs

only in this verse (BDB 993; GKC 67p; Skinner 1910: 143–244;
von Rad 1961: 111). Skinner provided a list of objections to this
derivation. The Septuagint’s  dia. to. “because” does not reflect the
~G: “moreover.” 

2. Given the graphic similarity of g and z and the occasional con-

fusion of  ~ and h, the ~g of the MT ~G:v;B . may have been misread

as hz by the Septuagint translators. Delitizsch (1920: 116) cited

seven examples of he ~ /h confusion, including (1) Psa 35:5

where the MT hxwd “driving away” became evkqli,bwn auvtou,j

“afflicting them” ( = ~xwd) in the Septuagint, and (2) Ezek 45:1

(like Enoch 6–11) about fallen angels (~ylip.nO) which were

ultimately responsible for human violence, sin, and sorrow.
The four definitions cited above for the ~gX of ~G:v;B.

(namely, ~yaiygIf. “multitudes,” ~gEf' “grief,” ~yGIv; “error,”

and ~ygIv' “skull bashing”), suggest an author’s well inten-

tioned multiple layers of meaning and permit the following
paraphrase of several phrases in Gen 6:3–4.

My spirit will not abide in men and women forever.

Multitudinous 
human beings are 

      into skull bashing, in grief, in sin.

So their days will be one hundred twenty years.

The Nephalim . . . 
were the giants of yore,

the men of violence.

NOTES
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where the MT @la hrf[ “10,000” became ei;kosi cilia,daj

“20,000” (=  @la ~rf[).

3. Although one might expect the Hebrew cognate to be !gf rather

than ~gf, the interchange of a ~ and n is well attested. The Arabic

z! (cin ) “if ” and the Hebrew ~ai “if ” is one example of the m and

n variation. The rg:m ' /rg:n " variant in Ezek 21:17 and 35:5 is

another, for 21:17 reads yMi[-ta, Wyh' br,x,-la, yreWgm . “they are

delivered over (rgm) to the sword with my people,” whereas 35:5

reads br,x-ydey>-l[ ; laer'f .yI-yn EB. ta, rGET;w: “you delivered (rgn)
the Israelites over to the power of the sword.” See also note 4.

4. Ordinarily the Arabic I (š) would be a f in Hebrew, but there
are a number of cognates where a v matches the Arabic I (š),

including: (1) bybiv' “flame” and %H (šabba) “to kindle a fire, to

blaze, to flame” and Ç$H (šabbat) “a blazing, flaming fire”; (2)

hq'WvT. “desire, longing” and jÑH (šawq) “desire, yearning,

longing of the soul” and j// ÑH Ö> (d.û šawqin) “an admiring lover”;

and (3) hr"v.x; “collection” and ?G/ (h.ašara) “to collect.” If the

MT v of ~gv is retained rather than repointed as a f, the gv
which is the cognate of 5H (šaj) could be another example of

exceptions to the general pattern of I (š) = f and E (Ñ) =  v.

5. On the elision of the ), note Delitzsch, 1920: 21–22, §14a – c and

GKC 23 f and 68h.k . Other noteworthy elisions include: ynrz)tw

and ynrztw in the parallel texts of Ps 18:40 and 2 Sam 22:40;

Myrws)h and Myrwsh in Ecc 4:14; lhy for lh)y in Isa 13:20;

Mkyt+x and wbt for  Mkyt)+x and wb)t in Lev 26:18 and 26:21

in 11QpaleoLev.

6. The theme of inadvertent sin becomes very dominant in the post-
diluvian Noah narrative when (1) Noah innocently drinks stale
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grape juice, (2) became unintentionally intoxicated, (3) un-
knowingly exposed himself while asleep, (4) whereupon Ham
accidentally saw his nakedness—which led Noah in his stupor to
incoherently cursed his grandson, Canaan, because of what Ham
inadvertently did. The only intentional acts in the entire episode
were those of Ham who alerted his brothers who were then careful
to cover their father without looking at him. 

7. Jubilees 5:2–3 reads in part, “. . . all flesh corrupted its ways,
alike men and cattle and beasts and birds and everything that walks
on earth —all of them corrupted their ways and their orders.” 

8. Note the use of the verb rb;G" in Gen 7:18–20, 24 and the noun

~yrIBoGI in 6:4. There would be enough flood waters to drown the

“giants,” i.e. the ~yrIBoGI who were also known as the ~ylip in> .

9. Note the Arabic cognates Fdw (nafs) “soul, spirit, vital prin-

ciple” and Fdw (nafas) “breath,” the latter of which suggest that

vp,n< here may be the synonym of x;Wr “breath.” Lane (1893: 2827)

provided an extended citation dealing with the differences between

the Fdw (nafs) and the 2Ö@ (ruh.), i.e., vp,n< and x;Wr, noting that

God takes away Fdw when one sleeps and the 2Ö@ is taken away

when one dies.

10. The transliteration of ~ylip in > as Nephilim appears in the ASV,

NAB, NAS, NAU, NIB, NIV, NJB, NRS, and RSV, in disagree-
ment with the Septuagint, Vulgate, Targum, KJV, and NKJ which

understood ~ylipin> to mean “giants.” 

11. The Greek gi,gantej for the Hebrew ~yrIBoGI reflects a defini-

tion of rbg which corresponds to the Arabic cognate @è$3 (gab-

bâr) “huge, tall, and strong, a giant, one who is tyrannical, who is
extravagant in acts of disobedience and in wrong doing” (Lane

1865: 375) and the Aramaic ar"B'yGI “strong, hero, giant” (Jastrow

234).
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12. It is most unlikely that the ~Xh in Gen 6:2 is related to the
Arabic vG| (haššama) “to honor anyone,” vG| (hašim) “generous,

bountiful,” u"G| (hišâm) “generosity, bounty,”or vG}' (tahaššama)

“to conciliate anyone, to show kindness” (Castell 1669: 891; Wehr

1979: 1206; Hava 1915: 828). Note the name ~veh' in I Chron

11:34 and the modern day Hashemite kingdom in Jordan. See
above, note 4, for I (š) being a f or v in a Hebrew cognate.

13. Enoch 6:4–5 reads as follows, “‘Let us all swear an oath and
all bind ourselves by mutual imprectations not to abandon this plan
but to do this thing [to choose wives from among the children of
men].’ Then sware they all together and bound themselves by
mutual imprectations upon it. There were in all two hundred . . . .”
The Nephilim in this tradition became “ones who swore oaths,” as

though the lpn of ~ylipin> were the cognate of Arabic qdw (nafala)

“to swear, to take an oath” and naffala “to give an oath to” (Hava
1915: 789–790).

14. In this tradition the enigmatic ~ylipin> was taken to be a variant

form of ~ylibin> “foolish ones” (BDB 614). The b /p variation is
found elsewhere, like rz:B' and rz:P' “to scatter.” For the confusion

of b and p, see Delitzsch 1920: 115.

15. Other parts of the “Book of Giants” found at Qumran are found
in 4Q203, 2Q26, 4Q530–532, 6Q8, available online at http://
www piney.com/DSSBkGiants.html, or in The Dead Sea Scrolls,
A New Translation, by Michael Wise, Martin Abegg, Jr., and
Edward Cook (San Francisco: Harper Collins Publishing )1996. 

16. For the MT ~ylire[]me ~ylip.nO ~yrIABGI-ta, WbK.v.yI al {w >, the

Septuagint reads kai. evkoimh,qhsan meta. tw/n giga,ntwn tw/n
peptwko,twn avpo. aivw/noj, “and they are laid with the giants that

fell of old.” The significant differences in the Septuagint are (1)

the absence of any negative for the MT al{w>, and (2) reading

http://www.piney.com/DSSBkGiants.html 
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~lw[m “from of old” for the MT ~ylire[]me “from the uncircum-

cised.” The peptwko,twn “fallen ones” supports the MT ~ylip.nO,
although it is very tempting to repoint ~ylip.nO to ~ylipin> or to

assume a haplography of what was originally ~ylip.nO ~ylipin>.
Rather than ignoring the MT al{w > in Ezek 32:27, as did R. S.

Hendel (“Of Demigods and the Deluge, ” JBL 106 [1987]: 22), it

should be repointed as aluw>, i.e., the conjunction followed by the

emphatic l /al “surely, actually, indeed.” This emphatic particle

appears also in Ezek 20:25, “I gave them statutes that were indeed
good,” in agreement with 20:11, “I gave them my statutes . . . by
whose observance man shall live.” Once the emphatic particle is
restored in 20:25, most of 20:26 should be restored to follow
20:27, reading,

It is again your fathers blasphemed me, by dealing treach-
erously with me, (saying) that I defiled them through their
very gifts in making them offer by fire all their first-born,
that I might horrify them. 

This restoration has the support of 20:31, where Ezekiel quotes
God as saying, “when you offer your gifts and sacrifice your sons
by fire, you defile yourselves with all your idols to this day.” 

The point being made in Ezek 32:27 is that whereas (1) the king

of Meshech-Tubal, along with all his hordes, was actually (= alu)
buried alongside the fallen giants of yore, and (2) was adorned in
death with his sword as a pillow and his body-shield as a blanket,
but (3) the Pharaoh of Egypt shall be slain by the sword and buried
simply with uncircumcised and unadorned rival warlords.

17. This identification of the Anakim with the Nephilim assumes
that some of the Nephilim survived the flood. But the Wisdom of
Solomon 14:6, “for even in the beginning, when arrogant giants
were perishing, the hope of the world took refuge on a raft,”
suggests otherwise.



III

AMBIGUITIES ABOUT

 ABRAM AND ISHMAEL 

In the Qurcan, in Sura 37:80–84, Noah and Abraham are
mentioned in almost the same breath: 

Peace be upon Noah among the worlds (peoples)! Thus do
We regard those who do good. He was indeed of Our
believing servants. . . . of his party was Abraham, when he
came to the Lord with a submissive heart. 

Whereas in the Biblical tradition Abraham’s monotheistic
faith is assumed or insinuated, in the Qurcan it is very clearly
articulated:

He [Abraham] asked his father and his people: What is it that
you worship? Do you falsely seek gods beside Allah? Or what
do you think of the Lord of the worlds? . . . Then he went
quietly to their gods and addressed them: Do you not eat?
Why do you not speak? Then he struck them forcibly with his
right hand. When the people learned of it they came to him
running. He said to them: Do you worship that which you
yourselves have carved out, whereas Allah has created you
and your handiwork?” 

Abraham’s kinfolk were ready to burn him alive for his verbal
and physical abuse of their gods, but he was delivered by
God. And having experienced their violence toward him, Ab-
raham prayed: rabbi, habu lî minas. s.alih.îna, “Lord grant me
righteous progeny (literally, “from the righteous,” noting that
the s.alih.  “righteous, pious” used here is related to s.ulh.  mean-
ing “reconciliation, peace”). 

God answered Abraham’s prayer for a different kind of
family than that of his family-of-origin with a birth announce-
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ment: “So We gave him glad tidings (baššara = rFeBi =

euvaggeli,zw) of a gentle son (g'ulamin h.alîmin).” This would
be Ishmael, born of Hagar, Sarah’s handmaid, who was given
to Abraham as a second wife.

Below I address in some detail the differences between the
Qurcanic statement that Ishmael would be h.alîm “gentle,
mild, patient,” over against the tradition in Gen 16:10, that
Ishmael would be a “wild ass of a man.” But first a word
about God’s covenant with Noah which bears upon Abra-
ham’s willingness to sacrifice his son, then a word about the
varied interpretations of God’s covenant with Abraham, and
finally some insights concerning Ishmael’s disposition.

THE COVENANT WITH NOAH

In forty plus years of teaching in Yokohama, Tokyo,  Phila-
delphia, andWynnewood, Pennsylvania I found that the mere
mention of Noah’s name would trigger excited responses
from seminarians about a universal flood and the rainbow
which followed the flood—and the promise that God would
never do it again. But when asked about the prohibition and
the irrevocable penalty component of God’s covenant with
Noah, most seminarians have responded with bewildered
silence. Gen 9:6 went unnoticed or unaddressed in their
Sunday school classrooms and in their church school
cirricula. Gen 9:6 is where God told Noah “Whoever sheds
the blood of man, by man shall his blood be shed; for God
made man in his own image.” With this stipulation, capital
punishment was introduced to Noah and his progeny as the
deterrent against humans killing fellow human beings. It was
a succinct prohibition against (1) human sacrifice, (2) against
murder, and (3) against warfare.  

If Abraham was, as stated in the Qucran, in “Noah’s party”
and was Noah’s “follower” (šîcat) he would surely have been
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aware of God’s prohibition of and penalty for any human
sacrifice. Thus, when Abraham was tested by God’s call in a
dream for him to sacrifice Ishmael (according to the Qucran,
Sura 37:101–110), or in real life for him to sacrifice Isaac
(according to Genesis 22), two lives were at risk—Abraham’s
own life, as well as his son’s. Not only were Isaac and
Ishmael, according to the different traditions, willing to co-
operate with their father and be obedient unto death, but
Abraham, too, was willing to die—for the covenant with
Noah was in force and Abraham was no exception: “Abra-
ham, if you slaughter / sacrifice a human being, you die also.”
It was just that simple. The truth revealed was that God did
not want the blood of Isaac, or of Ishmael, or of Abraham.
The covenant with Noah remained sacrosanct. Human sacri-
fices had become a sacrilege.

THE COVENANT WITH ABRAHAM

The covenant with Abraham, as found in Genesis 12, 15,
and 17, reflects three different theological traditions, for
which we can borrow the designations offered by the literary
critics. Genesis 12 is “J,” the Yahwistic tradition (so called
because the deity is referred to by the holy name YHWH =
Jehovah = cAdonay = LORD); Gen 15 is “E,” the Elohistic
tradition (so called because the deity is referred to by the
honorific plural noun cElohîm “God”); and Genesis 17 is “P,”
the Priestly tradition. There are three parts to each of these
three traditions.

First is the announcement that Abraham’s progeny will
become as prolific as the dust of the earth, as the sands of the
seashores, as the stars of the sky, and as the droplets of a fine
drizzling rain (assuming the raham of Abraham is related to
the Arabic ruham “drizzle,” as suggested by Delitzsch in
1887). Secondly, Abraham’s vast progeny will be given a
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place to live, either in the land of Canaan (in the Yahwistic
and Priestly traditions) or in all the land between the Nile and
the Euphrates (in the Elohistic tradition). The third element in
the Yahwist’s tradition (12:3) was  that “by you [Abraham]
all the families in the earth shall be blessed.” But the third
element in the Elohist’s tradition (15:18–20) was that at least
ten nations would be dispossessed, rather than being blessed
by Abraham and his progeny. Here was the first hint of the
bloodshed and ethnic cleansing of Canaanites which was to
follow. The Priestly tradition was also silent about Abraham’s
progeny being a blessing for all the families on earth, having
instead as its third element the requirement for male circum-
cision as a sign of the covenant and a permanent proof of
one’s ethnic identity.

A survey of the literature of the Pentateuch reveals (1) the
increasing marginalization and violations of God’s covenant
with Noah which prohibited humans from killing other
humans (as when Moses required the Levites to kill the
members of their immediate families as part of their ordina-
tion rite [Exo 32:25–29, RSV]), and (2) the marginalization
of the universalism of the Yahwist who understood that Abra-
ham and his progeny were chosen (i.e., drafted for service,
not selected for privilege). Once we leave the Yahwistic
tradition in Genesis (12:1–4; 18:18; 22:18; 26:4; and 28:14)
the phrase  “a blessing for all the families of the earth” does
not appear again until Jer 4:2 and Acts 3:25. 

The universalism was replaced by an increasing ethno-
centrism, culminating in Deut 32:8 where, with the exclusion
of Esau and exclusion of Ishmael, Jacob alone is recognized
as “LORD’s portion,” as God’s “allotted heritage.” These
theological revisions were one way in which some early
Israelites exercised their right of religious freedom and
thereby created security issues for themselves and their
neighbors. If my opinion  the covenant with Noah forbidding
human bloodshed and the covenant with Abraham whereby
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all the families of the earth were to be blessed were the
prelude to the universalism found in the later revelation in
John 3:16, “For God so loved the world . . . .”

ISHMAEL: A GENTLEMAN OR A WILD MAN

The third ambiguity about the covenants with Noah and
Abraham concerns Judaeo-Christian traditions about Ishmael,
rooted in Genesis 16:10–12, which allegedly states, “You
[Hagar] shall bear a son and call his name Ishmael. He shall
be a wild ass of a man, his hand against every man; and every
man’s hand against him; and he shall dwell over against all
his kinsmen” (KJV, RSV).

Traditional Jewish and Christian interpretations considered
Ishmael to have been predestined by God to be an internecine
fighter, as though he were some wild animal devouring his
own kind. Ishmael’s descendants were supposedly destined to
make raids against members of their extended family which
would be scattered from the borders of Assyria to the borders
of Egypt. Thus, the ambiguities are at least two fold. First, if
the shedding of human blood was really forbidden by God in
his covenant with Noah, why would God predestine Abra-
ham’s firstborn to be a wild killer? Secondly, if Abraham and
his progeny were to be a servant people by whom all the
families of the earth were to be blessed, how could this
happen if half of Abraham’s progeny were wild ass warriors?

Attempts has been made by a number of commentators to
turn Ishmael’s label “a wild ass of a man” into some sort of a
compliment. The Arabic cognate of ar,P, (perec) “wild ass”

is ê?c (farac), about which is the saying “every kind a game is
in the belly of the wild ass,” meaning “every animal is inferior
to the wild ass,” as though the wild ass were a carnivore able
to devour whatever it chooses (Lane 1877: 2357). 

By making the wild ass the “king of the wastelands” it was
supposedly equal to the lion’s being the “king of the jungle.”
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Skinner (1930: 287) suggested translating ~d"a' ar,P, (perec

ca%da%m) as “the wild ass of humanity” and, in light of Job 39:
5–8 (“who has let the wild ass go free . . .”)  and Jer 2:24 (“a
wild ass used to the wilderness . . .” ), commented: “It is a
fine image of the free intractable Bedouin character which is
to be manifest in Ishmael’s descendants.” Skinner also con-

jectured that the wyx'a,-lk' yneP.-l[; (cal pe7nê ko7 l ceh.ayw =
“upon the faces of all his brothers”) in Gen 16:12 “seems to
express the idea of defiance.”

Similarly, von Rad (1961: 189) noted, “He will be a real
Bedouin, a ‘wild ass of a man’ (pere’, zebra), i.e., free and
wild (cf. Job 39.5–8), eagerly spending his life in a war of all
against all—a worthy son of his rebellious and proud
mother!” Speiser (1964: 117–118) translated “He shall be a
wild colt of a man, His hands against everyone, And every-
one’s hand against him; And in the face of all his kin he shall

camp.” Speiser then identified Ishmael’s being a ar,P,  (perec)

with Joseph’s being a tr"Po !BiI (be%n porat) “a fruitful bough”

in Gen 49:22, which he translated as “wild colt” and called
attention to the Akkadian lullu%-awe%lu “savage of a man” as
being a parallel expression. 

However, the Hebrew arp (pr c) can also be from the stem
ar"yPe (pêra%c) “fruit.” The usual spelling in Hebrew of  “fruit”

and “to bear fruit” is yrIP. (pe7rî ) and hr"P' (pa%ra%h) . But in

Hosea 13:15 ayrIp.y: (yaprî c) “he will be fruitful, he will have

progeny” appears, as though the stem could be ar "P' (pr c) as

well as hr "P' (prh). Instead of ~da arp (perec ca%da%m) 
meaning “wild ass man” it may simply be another way of
stating what appears unambiguously in Gen 17:20, “I will
make him fruitful and exceedingly numerous. He will be the
father of twelve chieftains; and I will make him a great na-
tion.” (Ordinarily, this would have been written as ca%da%m
po%rec, rather than the inverted po%rec ca%da%m .)
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The Greek Septuagint of Genesis 16:11–12 reads in part as
follows:

ivdou. su. evn gastri. e;ceij kai. te,xh| ui`o.n kai. kale,seij to.
o;noma auvtou/ Ismahl  .  .  .  . ou-toj e;stai a;groikoj a;nqrwpoj
ai ̀cei/rej auvtou/ evpi. pa,ntaj kai. ai` cei/rej pa,ntwn evpV auvto,n
kai. kata. pro,swpon pa,ntwn tw/n avdelfw/n auvtou/ katoikh,sei

You shall bear a son and call 
his name Ishmael . . . He shall be a countryman, 

his hands on all, and the hands of all on him, 
and he shall dwell in the presence of all his brethren.

This Greek text reflects a slightly different reading of the
Hebrew. The phrase “he will be a country man” (i.e. a rustic
living in the wilderness) is obviously from a Vorlage reading

arb (ba%ra%c) “country, forest, prairie” for the arp (perec) of
the Masoretic text. The Greek text made the land wild rather
than making Ishmael wild.

The options suggested by this variant in the Septuagint have
generally gone unnoticed. If the Vorlage of the Septuagint had

arb (ba%ra% c), instead of arp (perec), the Arabic cognate !?ª#
(barac) “free, secure, safe, free from disease, distress or debt”
needs to come into focus. For the slave woman to be prom-
ised that her son would be free would have been great news,
helping her make her own bondage bearable. 

By using the language of Ishmael to interpret statements in
Hebrew about Ishmael (i.e., by appealing to Arabic cognates
of  Biblical Hebrew as scholars have done for centuries), I
propose the following translation of Gen 16:11–12,

You shall bear a son; you shall call his name Ishmael . . .  
He shall be a peacemaker, a reconciler—

his hand in everyone’s 
and the hand of everyone in his; 

and in the favor of all his brothers 
he will dwell (in tranquility).1

This translation recognizes the  arp (prc) here as the cog-

nate of the Arabic verb ^?c (faraca) “he intervened, he made
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peace, or effected a reconciliation” and noun ^?ds (mifrac)

“makes peace or effects a reconciliation between people.” For

the well attested interchange of the caleph (a) and the cayin

([)—which suggests that the arp (prc) could equal the [rp
(prc) “peacemaker”—the following examples are noteworthy:

 ~g :a '   and   ~g:['   “to be sad”  (ca%gam and ca%gam)

dWa   and   dW[    “to turn”   (cûd and cûd)

 la;G"   and   l[;G"   “to pollute” (ga%cal and  ga%cal)

ba;T'  and  b[;T'   “to abhor”    (ta%cab and  ta%cab)

am'G"   and  [m;G"   “to suck”    (ga%ma%c and  ga%mac)

~aot.Pi  and    [t;P,   “a moment.” 2 (pit com and peta c)

  ar,P,  and  [;WrPe   “wild”3  (perec and  perûa c)

Support for reading the arp (prc) as a by-form of the  [rp
(pr c) “peacemaker” comes from an Arabic cognate of  ~da
(ca%da%m), namely, u<ê (cadama) “he effected a reconciliation

between them; brought them together, made them sociable, or
familiar with one another . . . and induced love and agreement

between them.” The combination of  arEPo (pore%c) “peace-

maker” and ~dEao (code%m) “reconciler” makes for an empha-

tic equivalence to Abraham’s request in Sura 37:100, noted
above, “Lord grant me righteous progeny,” noting that the
word s.alih.  “righteous, pious” is related to s.ulh.  “reconcilia-
tion” and “peace.”  

The phrase AB lKo dy:w> lKob; Ady" (yadô bakkol we7yad kol

bô) in Gen 16:12, when taken literally (“his [Ishmael’s] hand
in everyone’s and the hand of everyone in his”), further
supports the idea of Hagar’s being given the good news that
Ishmael would become a congenial person active in recon-
ciliation and peace. 

The phrase lp'n" wyx'a,-lk' ynEP.-l[; (cal pe7nê ko7l ceh.ayw

na%pa%l) in Gen 25:18b has been variously translated. Speiser
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(1964: 187) rendered it, “and each made forays against his

various kinsmen.” The Torah translation read the MT lp'n"
(na%pa%l) “he fell” as a plural and settled for “they [the
Ishmaelites] made raids against all their kinsmen.” The NRSV
kept the singular and opted for “he [Ishmael] settled down
along side of all his people,” with a footnote option for “down

in opposition to” for the ynEP.-l[; (cal pe7nê) “upon the faces.”

The translation proposed here, “he embraced all his broth-

ers,” recognizes that wyx'a,-lk' ynEP.-l[; lp'n" (na%pa%l cal pe7nê

ko7 l ceh.ayw), “he fell upon the face of all his brothers,” is

essentially the same idiom as that found in Gen 45:14,

 wyxia'-!miy"n>bi yreaW>c;-l[; lPoYIw: 
wayyippol  cal s.awwe7 crê binya%min cah.îw

“and he embraced Benjamin his brother” 

and exactly the same as that in Gen 50:1

 wybia' ynEP.-l[; @seAy lPoYIw; 
wayyippol yôsep cal penê cabîw 

“Joseph embraced his father.” 

Were these phrases taken literally (“he fell upon the neck/

face of his brother / father”) it would mean that “Joseph as-

saulted his brother / father.” Such a translation would be lexo-

graphically correct, but otherwise ridiculous. Ishmael can

surely be extended the same courtesy given to Joseph when

the lp'n" wyx'a,-lk' ynEP.-l[; (cal pe7nê ko7l ceh.a%yw na%pa%l) of

25: 18b is simply recognized as the same idiom for an affec-

tionate embrace—but with an inverted word order probably

used for emphasis.4 

CONCLUSION

The angel’s word to Hagar that Ishmael would be a arP
~da (pr c cdm) is unfortunately ambiguous. Serious exegesis
of the Greek and Hebrew texts of Gen 16:10–12 requires
careful consideration of a number Hebrew roots and defini-
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1. The !Kov.yI (yiškon) is the cognate of Arabic ylD (sakana),

which means not only “he inhabited, or dwelt, or abode,” but also

“he became still, quiet, calm, tranquilized unruffled, peaceful”

(Lane 1872: 1392–1393; Wehr 1979: 487–488).

tions, most of which have survived as cognates in classical
Arabic. These include:

•  arb  (brc) “forest, wilderness, country” 

•  arb (brc) “free, secure, safe” 

•  arP (prc) “to bear fruit, to have progeny” 

•  [rP (pr c) “a peacemaker” 

•  ~da (cdm) “a reconciler, mediator” 

•  !kX (škn) “quiet, calm, tranquil, peaceful” 

Five of these six words carry explicitly positive meanings
and would have been well received by any expectant mother
as a good omen for her child. Only ar"B' (ba%ra%c) “wilderness”

would be a neutral term; and only ar,P, (perec) “wild ass”
would have had definite negative connotations. Setting aside
the two definitions which are suggested by the Septuagintal
variant, it seems quite likely that the angel’s words to Hagar
included two word plays: (1) Ishmael would be  prolific
(po%re%c) and a peacemaker (po%re%c = po%re% c) and (2) a
reconciler ( co%de%m) and a “gentleman” ( ca%da%m). Far from
being negative, derogatory, or inflammatory, the words about
Ishmael and the Ishmaelites in Genesis were laudatory and
fully compatible with the divine promise to Abraham that
through all his progeny “all the families of the earth shall be
blessed” (Gen 12:3); and they are fully compatible with God’s
covenant stipulation to Noah that all human beings are
uniquely in the image of God. Consequently, human life is
sacred and the killing of  humans by humans is anathema.

NOTES
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2. Examples of the interchange of a (caleph) and [ (cayin) in

Arabic include (1) Q@! (carad. a) “he asked for, or petitioned for,

a thing he wanted” and Q?\ (carad. a) “he asked for, or petitioned

for, a thing he wanted” (Lane 1863: 48; 1874: 2005) and (2) É?cé
(cafurrat) and É?d\ (cafurrat) “the beginning, or first part of the

heat . . . or the vehemence thereof ” (Lane 1877: 2356). 

3. Jastrow 1213 “savage, cruel” (where Midrash Rabbah on Gen
16:12, “‘a savage among men’ in its literal sense, for all other
plunder goods, but he [Edom-Rome] captures souls,” was cited);
and Jastrow 1221 “wild, wild hair, neglected condition.”

4. The Septuagint’s  kata. pro,swpon pa,ntwn tw/n avdelfw/n auvtou/

katw,|khsen,, “he dwelt before all his brothers,” reflects a Vorlage

with lb; z" (za%bal) “to dwell” (so translated in the KJV of Gen

30:20) for the lp'n " (na%pal) “to fall” of the Masoretic text.



IV

WHAT KIND OF ARAMEAN WAS JACOB?

A CLUE FROM THE LANGUAGE OF ISHMAEL

In Tractate Pesah.im 10:4 of the Mishnah (Danby, 1933:
150) instructions are given for the a son to ask his father on
the eve of Passover, “Why is this night different from other
nights?” The father then “begins with the disgrace and ends
with the glory; and he expounds from A wandering Aramean
was my father [Deut 26:5] . . . until he finished the whole
section.” But in the traditional Passover Haggadah Deut 26:5
is translated as 

An Aramean [sought to] destroy my forefather and he went
down to Egypt and sojourned there with a small number of
people and there he became a great mighty and numerous
nation.

The Midrash for the Passover Haggadah interpreted and
paraphrased Deut 26:5 to mean 

Come and learn what Laban the Aramean sought to do to our
father Jacob. For Pharaoh issued his edict against only the
males, but Laban sought to uproot all, as it is said, “An
Aramean would have destroyed my father, and he went down
to Egypt and he became there a nation, great, mighty and
populous.

Thus, the identity of the Aramean in this verse and the

meaning of the modifier dbeao, “wandering” or “would have

destroyed” or something else, warrants further investigation.

MT DEUT 26:5

^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> ynEp.li T'r>m;a'w> t'ynI['w> 
ybia' dbeao yMir;a] 
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j[_'m. ytem.Bi ~v' rg"Y"w: hm'y>rê;c.mi dr,YEw:
`br'w" ~Wc[' lAdG" yAgl. ~v'-yhiy>w:

KJV
And thou shalt speak and say before the LORD thy God, 

A Syrian ready to perish was my father, 
and he went down into Egypt,

 and sojourned there with a few, 
and became there a nation, great, mighty, and populous.

LXX

avpokriqh,sh| kai. evrei/j e;nanti kuri,ou tou/ qeou/ sou
Suri,an avpe,balen o` path,r mou 

kai. kate,bh eivj Ai;gupton kai. parw,|khsen evkei/
 evn avriqmw/| bracei/ kai. evge,neto evkei/ 

eivj e;qnoj me,ga kai. plh/qoj polu. kai. me,ga

BRENTON’S LXX

he shall answer and say before the Lord thy God, 
My father abandoned Syria, 

and went down into Egypt, and sojourned there 
with a small number, and became there 
a mighty nation and a great multitude

VULGATE
et loqueris in conspectu Domini Dei tui 

Syrus persequebatur patrem meum 
qui descendit in Aegyptum et ibi peregrinatus est 

in paucissimo numero crevitque 
in gentem magnam et robustam et infinitae multitudinis
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DOUAY-RHEIMS

And thou shalt speak thus in the sight of the Lord thy God:
The Syrian pursued my father, 

who went down into Egypt, and sojourned there 
in a very small number, and grew 

into a nation great and strong and of an infinite multitude.

LAMSA’S PESHIT. TA

And you shall speak and say before the Lord your God:
My father was led to Aram
( Yb) RVd=) mr)L)

 (le7 caram cethde7ber ca7 bî )
and he went down into Egypt, 

and sojourned there for a short time,
and there he became a nation
great, mighty, and populous.

Noteworthy is the Vulgate’s accusative patrem meum, com-

pared with the other translations which recognize the MT ybia'
“my father” as a nominative. None of the versions understood

the  MT dbeao to mean “wandering.” Nonetheless, most stand-
ard English translation read “a wandering Aramean was my
father,” including the RSV, NRS, NAB, NJB, NLT, NAS,
NAU, NIB, and NIV. The KJV “ready to perish” has been
followed by the ASV, NKJ, YLT, RWB, and appears para-
phrased in The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew as “an Ara-
mean on the point of death was my father.”1 Support for this

interpretation of  dbeao comes from the well attested Hebrew
/Aramaic db;a' / db;a] and Syriac Db)(cebad)—all meaning
“to perish, come to nought, to get lost” (KBS, 1994, I: 2;
Payne-Smith, 1903: 2). It is surprising that the Peshit.ta did
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not equate the Hebrew dbeao with the Syriac  Db)(cebad )

but rendered it by Rb d (de7bar) “to lead, to drive away, to go

hither and thither,” as though the Syriac Vorlage read $ba2

rather than dba.3 

Standard lexicons of Biblical Hebrew, including BDB,
KBS, and DCH, have paid little attention to the Arabic cog-

nates of dba. Only in KBS is there a reference to Arabic ;#!
(cabada), stem 1, “to become wild” and stem 2, “to last for-
ever,” whereas in BDB and DCH no Arabic cognates are

cited. The meanings of the Arabic ;#! (cbd ) and its deriva-
tives, as cited by Castell (1669: 6), Lane (1863: 4–5), and
Wehr (1979:1) are quite diverse, including several verbs

spelled ;#! (cabada) with these various meanings: 

1. “he remained, stayed, abode, or dwelt constantly, contin-
ually, or permanently without quitting,” 

2. “he took fright and fled or ran away at random,” 

3.  “he became unsocial, unsociable, unfamiliar, or shy like a
wild animal,” 

4. “he became angry,” 

5.  “he was long distant from his home,”

6. “he was long in a state of celibacy . . . or little in need of
or desirous of women.”

The different Arabic nouns which could be cognates of  dba
include:

7. ;#! (cabad) “time in an absolute sense, a long time that is
unlimited, and extended space of time that is indivisible,”

8. ;#à! (cal cabadu) “the Everlasting, i.e., God,”
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9.  ;#! (cabid) “an unsociable, unfamiliar, or shy person,”

10. É;# ! (cabidat) “a calamity ever to be remembered . . . 
or a strange, abominable or evil thing,”

11. ;#! (cabid / cibid)  “a prolific person that breeds or brings

 forth plentifully.” 

The verbs numbered above as 1, 4, and 6 and the nouns
numbered 7, 8, and 10 definitely do not fit the context of Deut

26:5 and can be ruled out as possible cognates of the db;a' in
this verse. But verbs numbered 2, 3, and 5, along with the
noun numbered 10, could well be the cognates of thedb;a'
translated as “wandering” (RSV, NRS, etc.), or “fugitive”
(Albright, 1940: 181), or “vagrant” (Mazar, 1962: 101), or

“refugee” (Millard, 1980: 155). Basically, this makes db;a' a
synonym of the rWG “to sojourn,” which appears four words

later in 26:5.

But, in light of the last six words of Deut 26:5, ~v'-yhiy>w:
br'w" ~Wc[' lAdG" yAgl., “and there he became a great nation,

mighty and populous,” the Arabic cognate of the db;a' in 26:5

must surely be ;#! (cabid / cibid) “prolific” (above, number
11). This definition fits the context perfectly. Psalm 105:
23–24, “then Israel came to Egypt; Jacob sojourned in the
land of Ham; and he increased (rp,Y<w: = LXX hu;xhsen) his
people greatly and made them stronger than their foes,”
provides a close parallel to Deut 26:5 and clearly identifies
Jacob as the patriarch who went to Egypt. With twelve sons
and at least one daughter Jacob well deserved to be called  “a
prolific Aramean”—not to mention that his progeny at the
time of the exodus numbered  six hundred thousand men, plus
children (Exod 12:37). Not only was he prolific but he also
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became prodigious (br'w" ~Wc[' lAdG" yAgl),4 for there is

power in numbers! Contrary to the claim of Samuel R. Driver
(1902: 289) that Jacob’s being identified as “a wandering
Aramean” reflected an “intentional disparagement,” the state-

ment ybia' dbeao yMir;a]—when properly interpreted as “a
prolific Aramean was my father”—is quite laudatory. 

Recognition of Jacob’s having been prolific finds its paral-
lel in the renaming of Abram to Abraham and Sarai to Sarah.

Franz Delitzsch (1887: 292; 1888: II: 34) identified the Ara-
bic  u"|@ (ruhâm) “a large number,” used in reference to the

small drops of water in a drizzling rain,5 as the cognate of the
Mhr in the name  Abraham. The innumerable rain drops are

like the stars mentioned in Gen 15:5 and the sand mentioned
in Gen 22:17. Similarly, the Arabic cognate related to the
name Sarah is  Ö ?+ /£?+ (.t arrâ /.t arî) “to became great in

number or quantity/ many, numerous” (Lane 1863:335), as

interpreted in Gen 17:15, ~yIAgl. ht'y>h'w> “she will become
nations.” 6

Thus, the names Abraham and Sarah, along with the epi-
thet “prolific Aramean” given to Jacob, find their proper
interpretation from clues provided by the language of Ishmael.
Arabic lexicons have proven to be more helpful than rabbinic
traditions in recovering the original meaning of Abraham,
Sarah, and the epithet for Jacob the Aramean. 

One line of rabbinic tradition (found in the Passover Hag-
gadah) changed the participle dbeao into the verb dBeai “he
destroyed,” with the subject of the verb being identified as
Laban the Aramean—thereby creating a bit of pure fiction
that Laban destroyed (or desired to destroy) all of Jacob, in
contrast to the Pharaoh who wanted to kill only the male
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1. David J. A. Clines, ed. 1993. The Dictionary of Classical
Hebrew, Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 383. (Cited as
DCH.)

2. A by-form of  %p;h', which in the hithpa cel means “to turn this

way and that way” (BDB 5, 246).

3. See Delitzsch (1920: 119 §131) for another example of a

possible confusion of $ and d in Psalm 15:5, where the MT

%ymiAT could be read as dymiT' .

4. In modern literary Arabic É;#å (ca%bidat) means a “prodigious

event” (Wehr, 1979: 1).

5. Note the “numerus copiosus ” in Castell’s lexicon (1669: 3537)
and the “drizzling and lasting rain . . . consisting of small drops” in
Lane’s lexicon (1867: 1171).

children. In France the renown Rashi (1040–1105) accepted
this fiction as a valid interpretation. In Spain, however, the
distinguished Ibn Ezra (1089–1164) rejected the fiction be-
cause the text clearly stated that Jacob—far from being
destroyed by Laban—went safely down to Egypt. Other rab-
binic notables simply identified the lost or wandering Ara-
mean of Deut 26:5 with Abraham. But, as noted above,
Psalm 105: 23–24, “Jacob sojourned in the land of Ham; and
he increased his people greatly,” supports the interpretation

presented here that the MT ybia' dbeao yMir;a] should be re-

pointed as ybia' dbea'7 yMir;a], meaning “my father was a pro-

lific Aramean.”

NOTES
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6. The Arabic . (.t  = th) rather consistently appears in Hebrew

cognates a v and as a  t in Aramaic cognates. Therefore, given

this proposed etymology, one would expect the name yr:f' to have

change to hr"v'. And it may well have been the change that was

made—but one would never know it from the written text because
pre-Masoretic spelling use the X for both sounds, s and š (= sh).

The distinction between s and š was not absolute, as is apparent

from (1) the tl,Bovi and tl,Bosi story in Judges 12, and (2) the s

and š variation between the Hebrew vm,v, “sun” and its Arabic

cognate FtH (šams), though one would expect it to be FtD
(sams). The Masoretic vocalization reflects the tradition adopted

by most scholars that hrX is only an updated pronunciation and

spelling of the archaic yr:f' “princess.”

7. See GKC §84g for the vocalization of this class of nouns.



V

MOSES SAID “PLEASE! BEHOLD!”

There are two accounts in the Bible of Moses’ striking a
rock in the wilderness in order to provide water for thirsty and
contentious Israelites. The first account appears in Exod 17:
1–7, which tells of the Israelites’ camping at Rephidim1 as
they moved from the wilderness of Sin to Mount Sinai. The
account (vss 5–7) reads as follows:

~['h' ynEp.li rbo[] hv,mo-la, hw"hy> rm,aYOw:
 ^J.m;W laer'f.yI ynEq.ZImi ^T.ai xq;w>

`T'k.l'h'w> ^d>y"B. xq; raoy>h;-ta, AB t'yKihi rv,a]
> brexoB. rWCh;-l[; ~V' ^yn<p'l. dme[o ynIn>hi

~yIm; WNM,mi Wac.y"w> rWCb; t'yKihiw
`laer'f.yI ynEq.zI ynEy[el. hv,mo !Ke f[;Y:w: ~['h' ht'v'w>

hb'yrIm.W hS'm; ~AqM'h; ~ve ar'q.YIw:
 ~t'Son: l[;w> laer'f.yI ynEB. byrI-l[;

`!yIa'-~ai WnBer>qiB. hw"hy> vyEh] rmoale hw"hy>-ta,

And the LORD said to Moses, “Pass on before the people,
taking with you some of the elders of Israel;

 and take in your hand the rod 
with which you struck the Nile and go.

Behold, I will stand before you there on the rock at Horeb; 
and you shall strike the rock, 

and water shall come out of it, that the people may drink.”
And Moses did so, in the sight of the elders of Israel.

And he called the name of the place Massah and Meribah,
because of the faultfinding of the children of Israel,
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 and because they put the LORD to the proof by saying,
 “Is the LORD among us or not?”

Aside from the uncertain location of Horeb, Rephidim,
Massah, and Meribah, Exod 17:1–7 provides few serious
problems for commentators.2 Conspicuous in the Hebrew text,
though not obvious in translations, is the etymology of the
names Massah and Meribah. The former,  meaning “Place of

Testing,” is from hs'n" “to test”; the latter, meaning “Place of

Contention,” is from byrI “to dispute, to contend.”
The account in Numbers 20, of Moses’ striking a  rock to

get water, is far more problematic. Verses 20:8 and10 require
careful reconsideration. The texts read

hd'[eh'-ta, lheq.h;w> hJ,M;h;-ta, xq;
 ^yxia' !roh]a;w> hT'a; 

wym'yme !t;n"w> ~h,ynEy[el. [l;S,h;-la, ~T,r>B;dIw>
 [l;S,h;-!mi ~yIm; ~h,l' t'aceAhw>
`~r'y[iB.-ta,w> hd'[eh'-ta, t'yqiv.hiw>

[l;S'h; ynEP.-la, lh'Q'h;-ta, !roh]a;w> hv,mo Wlhiq.Y:w: 
~yrIMoh; an"-W[m.vi ~h,l' rm,aYOw: 

`~yIm' ~k,l' ayciAn hZ<h; [l;S,h;-!mih]

RSV
Take the rod, and assemble the congregation, 

you and Aaron your brother, 
and tell the rock before their eyes to yield its water; 

so you shall bring water out of the rock for them; 
so you shall give drink to the congregation and their cattle.
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And Moses and Aaron gathered the assembly together
before the rock,

 and he said to them, “Hear now, you rebels;
 shall we bring forth water for you out of this rock?” 3

The words above highlighted in italic bold font rightly
translate the Hebrew MT; but a different translation—based
upon a repointing of three words in the MT—will be offered
in the following paragraphs. But, by way of introduction to
clarifying the unresolved problems in Num 20:8 and 20:10, a
word about the relationship between Num 20:2–9 and Exod
17:1–7.

 Milgrom (1990: 49–50) noted

The remarkable parallels in both content and style be-
tween Exodus 17 and Numbers 20 have led most critics
to posit two variant accounts for the same incident. This
possibility was not lost upon one of the medieval Jewish
exegetes, Joseph ben Isaac of Orléans, France, known as
Bekhor Shor. He postulates the existence of duplicate
narratives in our text not just for the rock incident, but
also for the stories about the manna and the quail. . . .
Thus the possibility exists that the two episodes of
Moses’ drawing water from the rock are but variants of
the same tradition. Yet they cannot be equated because of
one major difference: In Exodus, Moses is told to strike
the rock; in Numbers he is told to speak to it.

Milgrom followed the suggestion of Rabbi Moshe ben Nach-

man (1194–1270 C.E.) to transpose the  ~T,r>B;dIw>> and the

[l;S,h;-la,>, so that Num 20:8 reads, “You and your brother

Aaron take the rod and assemble the community at the rock
and speak in their presence so that it will yield its water.”
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Milgrom concluded, “the command vedibbartem, ‘you shall
speak,’ like va-yocmer lahem (v. 10) is therefore directed to
the people, not to the rock.” 4

Thus, the punishment announced in Num 20: 12,

The LORD said to Moses and Aaron, “Because you did not
believe in me, to sanctify me in the eyes of the people of
Israel, therefore you shall not bring this assembly into the
land which I have given them,” 

was not due to Moses’ disobediently striking the rock instead
of obediently speaking to the rock. Milgrom (1990: 448) com-
mented and questioned: “Down through the ages, the sin of
Moses, as described in Numbers 20:1–13, has been regarded
as one of the Gordian knots of the Bible. The punishment is
clear; but what is the crime?”

Although Num 20:24, speaking of Aaron, states “you re-
belled against my command” and Num 27:14, speaking of
Moses, states “you rebelled against my word,” the exact
nature of that rebellion was not spelled out.5 Moreover, if the

MT [l;S,h;-la, ~T,r>B;dIw> really meant “and you [plural for

Moses and Aaron] shall speak to the rock,” there is no hint in
the Hebrew text as to how and what they were to say to the
rock. Was it to be a duet or two solo speeches? Who was to
go first? The RSV, NRS, NAB, NLT, and NJB circumvent

the problem by treating the indicative wym'yme !t;n"w> “ it will
give forth its waters” as the infinitive “to yield its water.”

The Gordian knot can be untied by recognizing four un-
usual words which were not widely used in the Judean dialect
of Hebrew and, consequently, never made it into the standard

lexicons of Biblical Hebrew. First, the rbd which appears in

Num 20:8 is not the verb meaning “to speak.” Secondly, the
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!y[ which appears in the same verse is not the word meaning

“eye.” Thirdly, the ~yrImo in 20:10 is not the plural participle

of the root hrm “ro rebel.” Fourthly, the h of the !mih] in 20:

10 is not the interrogative particle h attached to the preposi-

tion !mi . My alternative interpretation of these words now
follows, using this same sequence.

Standard lexicons of Biblical Hebrew (like BDB 180–185)
recognize the following definitions and cognates of rbd :

• rbd “to speak,” with its Arabic cognate being ?#< (dab-
bara) “to consider, to relate”;

• rb,D< “pestilence, with its Arabic cognate being ?# < (daba-

ra) “to depart, to follow behind, to perish” and ?# < (dabr)

“departure, death”;

•  rybiD> “the innermost room of Solomon’s temple,” with its

Arabic cognate being ?# < (dubur) “back, hindmost”; 

• hr"AbD> “Deborah,” meaning “(honey) bee, wasp,” with its

Arabic cognate being ?# < (dibr) “swarm of bees.”6

A fifth definition needs to be added to this list, namely that

rbd which was the cognate of Arabic @"#< (dibâr) “ridges of

earth, which retain water for irrigation” and  É@"#< (dibârat) /

*!@"# < (dibârât) “channels, rivulets that flow through a land”

(Lane 1867: 845). The verb ~T,r>B;dIw>> in Num 20:8 needs to

be repointed as ~T,r>b;d"w>, and then [l;S,h;-la, ~T,r>b;d"w>
means “you will make channels up to the rock.” 7 The plural
verb includes more than Moses and Aaron. The whole congre-
gation of Israelites were to participate in the preparation for
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the miracle of water flowing from a rock. Working from the
periphery to a rock at the center, everyone was expected to
facilitate an efficient distribution of the water when it came by
having small streamlets flowing down throughout the camp.

This interpretation of the plural suffix ~t- of the  ~trbdw
leads to the second of the four misunderstood words cited

above, namely the ~h,ynEy[el., meaning literally “to their eyes”

but paraphrased in the Septuagint as  e;nanti au vtw /n “before
them.” One would expect the verb “to speak” to be followed
by the phrase “in / into their ears,” rather than “to their eyes.”

However, the !y[ of the MT ~h,ynEy[el. was probably not

the original reading. In the context of Num 20:8, where the

verb ~trbdw means “you will make rivulets/ streamlets,”

the MT !y[e should be corrected to !W[ so that the ~h,ynEy[el.
“to their eyes” becomes ~h,ynEW[l., meaning “with their help”

or “with their assistance—with the possessive pronoun refer-

ring to the whole congregation (hd'[eh').8 (Translating the l
here as “with” matches a similar use of the l in the phrase in

Gen 23:16, rxeSol; rbe[o @s,K/ “silver passing with the mer-

chant” [BDB 512, sub definition 5]).9

The Hebrew lexeme  !W[ “help, aid, assistance,” is the cog-

nate of Arabic zÑ\ (cawn) “help, aid, assistance. . . an aider,

a helper, or an assistant” (Lane 1874: 2203; Wehr 1979: 772).

Thus, in 20:8 the reconstructed phrase [l;S,h;-la, ~T,r>b;d"w>
~h,ynEW[l. means “and make channels up to the rock with their

help”—with the singular collective “help”  translating the He-

brew plural ~ynw[ “helps” to accommodate English idiom.
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In support of this translation of Num 20:8 are three other

passages where this stem !W[ has been identified, namely,

• Deut 33:27, where ~d,q, yhel{a/ hn"[om. in context means

“(Your) Savior /Helper is the God of Old.”

• Deut 33:28, where the MT bqo[]y: !y[e dd'B' should be re-

pointed to  bqo[]y: !YE[; dd'B', meaning “By himself he

helped Jacob.”

• Psalm 18:36, where the MT ynIBer>t; ^t.w:n>[;w> appears in the

RSV as “and thy help made me great.” 10

The third word listed on page 48, above, which is not what

it appears to be is the ~yrImo in the phrase ~yrIMoh; an"-W[m.vi
in Num 20:10. Although vocalized as the plural participle of

the hr"m' “ro rebel” it needs to be vocalized as ~wIr>m; (scriptio

defectiva for ~ywIr>m;), the Hiph cîl participle plural of hw"r",
matching the singular Hiph cîl participle hw<r>m;, “he who
waters, water carrier, drawer of water” found in Prov 11:25.11

To be sure, the verb hr"m' “ro rebel” does appear in Num

20:24 and 27:14, which speak of Yahweh’s charging Aaron
and Moses with rebellion at Meribah. And Deut 9:7 and 9:24
contain that same charge against the Israelites in general,

stating hw"hy>-~[i ~t,yyIh/ ~yrIm.m;, “you have been rebellious

against Yahweh.”12 Thus, there is no problem, per se, with

Moses’ calling the Israelites ~yrImo “rebels.” But in the con-

text of the theophany in 20:6,  ~h,ylea] hw"hy>-dAbk. ar'YEw: ,
“the glory of Yahweh appeared to them,” and the polite im-

perative an"-W[m.vi “Please listen!” in 20:10, it staggers the
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imagination to have an angry Moses saying “Please!” to a

bunch of rebels. Once the shift is made from ~yrImo “rebels”

to  ~wIr>m; /~ywIr>m; “water carriers,” it becomes easier to accept

the idea that Moses actually said “Please!” Thus, there is no

need to delete the an or to ignore this particle of entreaty  to
accommodate what some commentators see as a very angry
and indignant Moses denouncing some very thirsty people
—an interpretation based solely on one word in the MT,

~yrImo “rebels.” It is more likely that the theophany mentioned

in 20:6 made Moses and Aaron glow with excitement
—glowing enough to make even Moses cordial and polite to

the ~wIr>m; /~ywIr>m;, “the water carriers” who waited around

the rock.
The fourth word listed on page 48, above, which is not

what it appears to be is the h of the MT !mih] in 20:10. It has

been consistently read as the interrogative particle introducing
a question, as in the Septuagint which reads mh . evk th /j
pe,traj tau,thj evxa,xomen um̀i/n u[dwr, “must we out of this

rock bring you water?” The h is better read as the interjection

h' or he (without an a) as in the interjection H;wl{a?h' “By

God!” (Jastrow 1903: 67, 328; BDB 21). This Hebrew ahe
“Behold!” was uttered by Joseph in Gen 47:23, along with the

more widely used interjection !he. Also in Ezek 16:43, ahe
“Behold!” appears in the oracle of Yahweh against Jerusalem,

“therefore, behold (ahe), I will requite your deeds upon your

head.” 

The elision of the a in Hebrew was quite common. For

example, in 1 Sam 2:16 and 20:2, the negative particle al /
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aAl  appears simply as Al. A sampling of other words where

the a was elided include13

• ateYEw: for ateaYEw: , from the stem ata “to come,” in Deut

33:21;

• lhey: for lh;ae/y< , from the stem lha “to pitch a tent,” in Isa

13:20; 

•  Wyt'he for Wyt'ahe , from the stem ata “to come,” in Isa

21:14;

• rs;Y"w: for rs;oa/Y<w: , from the stem rsa “to tie, to bind”

(rather than rWs “to turn aside”), in Exo 14:25;

• ~yrIWsh' for ~yrIWsa\h' , from the stem rsa “to tie, to

bind,” in Ecc 4:14.

In light of this evidence, reading the h of the MT ~yrIMoh; as

he—the defectively spelled equivalent of  ahe “Behold!”—
seems preferable to the speculation as to whether the question
of a somewhat befuddled and angry Moses meant (1) “Must
we bring you water out of this rock?” or (2) “Shall we bring
you water out of this rock?” or (3) Can we bring you water
out of this rock?”14  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The word studies presented above permit the following new
translations—cited in italic bold font—of the problematic
phrases in Num 20:7–10.

Then Yahweh said to Moses,
“Take the rod, and assemble the congregation, 

you and Aaron your brother, 
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and make channels up to the rock with their help.
It will yield its water .

You [Moses] shall bring water out of the rock for them; 
and you shall give drink

to the congregation and their cattle.”

Moses took the rod from before Yahweh,
 as he commanded him.

Moses and Aaron gathered the assembly together
 before the rock,  and he [Moses] said to them,

 “Please listen! Behold, O water carriers!
 We will bring forth water for you out of this rock!

A series of small scribal errors produced great difficulties
for exegetes and much speculation by commentators as to
what Moses did at Meribah which made him a “rebel,” pre-
cluding his entering the Promise Land. The errors included 
two words in which a w was replaced by a y ( !w[ became !y[
and  ~wrm became ~yrm) and two cases of defective spelling

(ah became h and ~ywrm became  ~wrm /~yrm). Two
words in these verses never made it into the standard Hebrew

lexicons: rbd “to make rivulets / streamlets” and !W[ “help,
aid, assist”—even though their cognates were cited by Castell
(1669: 651 and 2701, respectively) and by Lane (1867: 45 and
1874: 2203).

These corrections to the Hebrew text and the new transla-
tions they permit bring into clear focus the ways in which
Moses ignored Yahweh’s instruction, resulting in his being
labeled a “rebel” and being denied the gift of entering the
Promise Land. If these corrections and translation prove to be
correct, the conclusions of some scholars that Exodus 17:1–7
and Num 20:2–13 are variant traditions of the same event
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become highly implausible. 
In just four simple Hebrew words Moses was instructed to

organize a community project of digging small ditches from
the periphery of the encampment up to a designated rock from
which water would soon flow. But there is not a single
Hebrew word in the text telling of Moses’  implementing this
order. Yes, he and Aaron assembled the congregation before
the rock, but there was no making of rivulets or water
channels. The congregation became only spectators of a
miracle, not participants along with Moses and Aaron in
initiating it.15 Participation in the process would have pro-
moted anticipation and appreciation of Yahweh’s power and
presence, and would have strengthened their faith in him.

 Moreover, Moses was instructed by verbs in the second
person masculine singular to (1) produce water from the rock
and (2) give drink to the assembly and their animals. But

when Moses politely (an"-) and excitedly (he) addressed the

assembled water carriers (~wIr>m; ) he used a verb in the first

person plural, “we will bring forth for you,” the plural obvi-
ously referring to Moses himself and to Aaron.16 Thus, he
struck the rock twice, once for Aaron and once for himself. If

only Moses had said  ayciAy “He will bring forth” instead of

ayciAn “we will bring forth,” Yahweh’s presence and power
would have been fully acknowledged.17

Arden (1957: 52) was correct in stating, “It isn’t a question
of God splitting hairs with Moses and meeting out punish-
ment capriciously.”18 As stated in Num 20:12, Yahweh’s pro-
nouncement against Moses and Aaron is quite specific: 

yBi ~T,n>m;a/h,-al{
laer'f.yI ynEB. ynEy[el. ynIveyDIq.h;l. 
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You [Moses and Aaron] did not bring about faith in me, 
to sanctify mein the eyes of the sons of Israel.

Ordinarily the Hiph cîl of  !ma means simply “ to believe, to
have faith,” not “to cause one to have faith, to make one
believe.” Jepsen (1974: 299) noted though the difficulty in
properly interpreting this verb.

The whole discussion about the meaning of the hiphil of
cmn, the purpose of which is to clarify first of all whether
the hiphil here is to be understood as a causative, a de-
clarative, or an internal transitive, cannot be resolved.
First we must learn how the word was used; then perhaps
we will be in a position to determine the category in
which the hiphil form hecemin belongs. 

The verb !ma in Num 20:12 is clearly an exception to the

rule—if the rule is that !ma in the Hiph cîl can never be a

causative. The phrase yBi ~T,n>m;a/h,-al{, “you did not bring

about faith in me,” is elliptical. The full phrase would have
been “you did not cause the sons of Israel to have faith in
me.” (Another way to explain it is that  “sons of Israel” at the
end of the verse does double duty and goes with both verbs in
the verse.) 

The failure of Moses and Aaron to obey the command of
Yahweh to prepare water channels in anticipation of a great
miracle was their sin of omission. It was counter-productive
for deepening the faith of their fellow Israelites. Their taking
all the credit for producing the miraculous water from the
rock was their sin of commission. Hubris had subverted
humility, with very negative results. Weary Israelites had
quenched their thirst at Meribah (Num 20:11); but by the time
they set out from Mount Hor they were as faithless as ever,
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1.  Vilnay (1978: 341), as cited by Seely (1992), called attention to

a tradition which related the name Rephidim to the stem hp'r "
“meaning ‘to relax, weaken, dishearten’ because ‘Israel cast off the
commandments of the Torah’ and because of this an enemy
(Amalek) rose up against them.” However, were that the
derivation, the name should have been Rephac im, rather than

Rephidim. A more likely derivation of the Rephidim is dpr, a

complaining anew to God and to Moses, “Why have you
brought us up out of Egypt to die in the wilderness? For there
is no food and no water, and we loathe this worthless food”
(Num 21:5).

Milgrom (1974: 448–456) provided an excellent critique of
ten different rabbinic interpretations of Num 20:1–13. Even
though nothing in rabbinic exegesis about Moses’ sin and
punishment supports the emendations and translations pre-
sented above, Milgrom’s comments (452) about the punish-
ment of Moses and Aaron provide a fitting conclusion here.

In the face of the magnitude of this sin, all prior incidents
of  Moses’ petulance and doubt pale. Here in a direct
address to his people, Moses ascribes miraculous powers
to himself and Aaron. Indeed, by broadcasting one word
—notsi c, “we shall bring forth”—Moses and Aaron
might be interpreted as having put themselves forth as
God. Considering that Moses’ generation had hardly
been weaned from the bondage of Egypt, his error was
neither slight nor pardonable. Israel had to be released
from more than chains; it still had to be purged of its
pagan background. In being redeemed from Pharaoh, it
had yet to be bound to its God.

NOTES
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cognate of the Arabic ;c@ (rafada) “he gave a gift, he assisted,

aided,” with special attention given to the ;c@ (ru ffida) and !Ö;c@
(ra f fadûc ) of form 2, meaning, respectively, “[such a one] was
made lord, or chief; and was made great, or magnified, or
honored,” and “they made [such a one] a lord, or chief, made him
great or magnified him” (Lane 1867: 1119). If this is the derivation
of Rephidim, then Numbers 17:1 to 18:7, provide  an excellent
commentary, especially 18:6–7,

“Behold, I have taken your brethren the Levites from
among the people of Israel; they are a gift to you, given to
the LORD, to do the service of the tent of meeting. . . . I
give your priesthood as a gift, and any one else who comes
near shall be put to death.”

2.  See Childs 1974: 305–309, who concluded his comments by
calling attention to Psalm 95:8–11, “Harden not your hearts, as at
Meribah, as on the day at Massah in the wilderness, when your
fathers tested me, and put me to the proof, though they had seen
my work. For forty years I loathed that generation and said, ‘They
are a people who err in heart, and they do not regard my ways.’
Therefore I swore in my anger that they should not enter my rest.”

3. The Septuagint reading here is very close to the MT. 

labe. th.n rà,bdon kai. evkklhsi,ason th.n sunagwgh.n 
su. kai. Aarwn o` avdelfo,j sou 

kai. lalh,sate pro.j th.n pe,tran e;nanti auvtw/n 
kai. dw,sei ta. u[data auvth/j 

kai. evxoi,sete auvtoi/j u[dwr evk th/j pe,traj
kai. potiei/te th.n sunagwgh.n kai. ta. kth,nh auvtw/n

kai. evxekklhsi,asen Mwush/j kai. Aarwn
th.n sunagwgh.n avpe,nanti th/j pe,traj 

kai. ei=pen pro.j auvtou,j avkou,sate, mou oi` avpeiqei/j
 mh. evk th/j pe,traj tau,thj evxa,xomen u`mi/n u[dwr
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Take thy rod, and call the assembly, 
thou and Aaron thy brother, 

and speak ye to the rock before them, 
and it shall give forth its waters; 

and ye shall bring forth for them water out of the rock, 
and give drink to the congregation and their cattle.

And Moses and Aaron assembled 
the congregation before the rock, 

and said to them, Hear me, ye disobedient ones; 
must we bring you water out of this rock?

4.  This solution also required reading (or emending) la, “to” as

l[; “at” and paraphrased ~h,ynEy[el . “to their eyes” as “in their
presence.” 

5. Compare Ashley (1993: 383–384) who argued that Moses’
penalty was due to his disobedience or his anger and self-
centeredness, stating simply, “. . . inexact obedience on the part of
leaders (and others) is the same as disobedience.” 

6.  The name hr"AbD > “Deborah,” however, is best derived from

the Hittite-Luwian t/dapara “ruler, governor.” The word rbd
appears in Arabic, Aramaic, Hebrew, Syriac, and Ugaritic—all
meaning “to rule, to govern, to manage the affairs (of a province,
not just a flock), a leader” (Lane 1872: 844b; Gordon 1965:
383–384, no 641; J. Payne Smith 1903: 82–83; R. Payne Smith

1897–1901: 815a; Jastrow 1903: 279, 731). Thus hrwbd means

“Lady-governor, Ladyship,” much like  hrX “Princess” and hklm
“Queen.”  For a full discussion and bibliography see McDaniel
1983: 108–125; 2003: 73–81. 

7. The verb rb;D' , stem 5, could well be a denominative, and like

la;v ' “to ask, to make a request,” a Hiph cîl form of the verb is not
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required for rbd to mean “ make a streamlet” or “ to irrigate.”

Thus, there is no need to emend the consonantal text from the Qal

~trbdw to a Hiph cîl  ~trybdhw.

8. Other examples where !y[ and !w[ were confused include (1)

Psa 73:7, where AmnEy[e “their eye” was read as Amn"A[ ] “their

iniquity” by the Septuagint translators who rendered it as h`
avdiki,a au vtw /n ; and (2) Zech 5:6, where ~n"y[ e “their eye” was

also read as ~n"A[] “their iniquity” by the Septuagint translators
who again rendered it as h` a vdiki ,a auvtw/n. For many other

examples of the scribes’ confusing the y and the w, see Delitzsch

1923: 103–105, §103 a - c.

9. This phrase was variously paraphrased as (1) avrguri,ou
doki,mou evmpo,roij “silver approved of merchants” in the Septua-

gint, (2) “silver, according to the weights current among the
merchants” in the RSV, and (3) “silver, commercial standard” in
the NAS.

10. For a fuller discussion of !W[ “to help, to aid, to rescue,” see

McDaniel 1983: 70–86 and 2000: 53–60, 109–110.

11. The Arabic cognates of  hw"r", listed by Lane (1867: 1194–

1196), are as follows:

• £Ö@ (rawiya), “he drank enough to quench his thirst” ;

•  £@ (riyy u n ) “the state of having drunk enough to quench

the thirst” ;

• Ö !@ (rac wi) “one who brings water to his family;

• \åÖ@ (rawwâ c u n ) “(a man) whose habitual work, or occu-

pation is the drawing of water.”
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As used in this verse hw"r" is the synonym of bav “to draw water”;

and the masculine plural participle which makes “the drawers of

water” to be men parallels the ~yrI[ 'N>h ; !Wba]v.y I  “the young men

draw (water)” in Ruth 2:9.  It is also possible that the Hebrew

~yrm is related to rm ; “drop of water” and to its Arabic cognate

@s@s (marmar) “he made water to pass, or go upon the surface of

the ground” (Lane 1875: 2700). On a humorous note, this question

comes to mind: Could Moses have been using slang (~yrIm ' instead

of ~yrImo) analogous to “drip” in English, saying,  “Hey, please

listen, you drips!” ?

12. Note also Psalm 106:32, “They angered him at the waters of
Meribah, and it went ill with Moses on their account.”

13. Note also the variants ynrzatw and ynrztw in the parallel texts

of Ps 18:40 and 2 Sam 22:40. In 11QpaleoLev tryw appears for

taryw in Lev 25:36;  ~kytjx for  ~kytajx  in Lev 26:18; and

wbt for wbat in Lev 26:21 (Freedman and Matthews 1985:

45–46, 80). See also GKC 68 h k and Delitzsch 1920: 21–22,
§14a–c.

14. See, for example, Ashley 1993: 383, n. 17. 

15. Arden (1957: 52) rightly noted that 

The clear implication is that the people will rejoice at the
sight of abundant water, and they will doubly and trebly
rejoice at the knowledge that their God is with them and is
showing himself by one of his happiest miracles.

All the more so if Moses, as instructed by Yahweh, had engaged
them in preparing the channels through which the waters would
flow. Arden’s next statement, however, needs to be modified in
light of Moses’ having said “Please listen, Behold !”
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It is this circumstance which Moses, in a fit of indignation,
turns into a bitter denunciation; he curses the people, and in
smiting the magic rod against the rock, destroys the hallowed
moment that God had so clearly intended.”

16. Compare Arden (1957: 52) who interpreted Moses’ use of the
pronoun “we” to mean Moses and God, stating

Only Moses shows his exasperation, his famous temper, and
his astonishing egotism: “Hear now, ye rebels; must we fetch
you water out of this rock?” Num 20: 10). Moses in his anger
takes it on himself to assume that God is exasperated too,
that the two of them, Moses and God, are one in their
response. The tone in which he addresses the people is that
of annoyance and condescension; the “ we” is blasphemous.

Arden obviously ignored Moses’ use of the particle an" when he

said an"- W[m.vi “Please listen!”

17. Milgrom (1974: 451) provides a brief summary of Jewish
exegetes who thought that Moses sin was in his saying ayciAn, “we

will bring forth,” instead of ayciAy, “He will bring forth.”

18. As noted above, Ashley (1993: 383–384) argued that Moses’
penalty was due to his disobedience [by striking the rock instead
of speaking to it] or his anger and self-centeredness. Cole (2000:
327–328) also considered Moses’ striking the rock instead of
speaking to it to be the sin for which he was punished. He com-
mented, “Instead of addressing the rock, he launched into a diatribe
against the complaining community. . . . Moses struck the rock not
once but twice . . . so striking the rock was in a sense a striking out

against God.” Cole also ignored the an" particle of entreaty used by

Moses when he said an"- W[m.vi “Please listen!”



VI

PROBLEMS  IN THE  BALAAM  TRADITION

OF JOSHUA 24:9 –10

The “Book of the Wars of Yahweh” in Numbers 21:14–15
speaks of violence in Moab, but it is not the violence of
Israelite warriors. Rather, Yahweh was believed to have uti-
lized the violence of nature to secure Israel’s passage to
Pisgah. Following several of the suggestions of Christensen
(1974: 359–360) the short poem can be read as follows:1

The Benefactor came in a storm.
Yea, He came2 to the wadis of the Arnon,

He caused the wadis to rush forth.3 
He marched (in an) earthquake to destroy Ar.4

Then we easily entered the very borders of Moab!5

This non-military action is in general agreement with Deut
2:9–29, which speaks of a non-violent, commercial inter-
action with the Moabites—noted particularly in verses

• 2:9 “And Yahweh said to me, ‘ Do not harass Moab or con-
tend with them in battle, for I will not give you any of their
land for a possession, because I have given Ar to the sons
of Lot for a possession.’”

• 2:18–19 “This day you are to pass over the boundary of
Moab at Ar; and when you approach the frontier of the sons
of Ammon, do not harass them or contend with them, for I
will not give you any of the land of the sons of Ammon as
a possession, because I have given it to the sons of Lot for
a possession.”

• 2:27–29, “Let me (Israel) pass through your (the king of
Heshbon) land; I will go only by the road, I will turn aside
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neither to the right nor to the left. You shall sell me food
for money, that I may eat, and give me water for money,
that I may drink; only let me pass through on foot, as the
sons of Esau who live in Seir and the Moabites who live in
Ar did for me, until I go over the Jordan into the land which
Yahweh our God gives to us.”

These verses agree with Jephthah’s rhetorical questions in
Judges 11: 25, “Now are you any better than Balak the son of
Zippor, king of Moab? Did he ever strive against Israel, or did
he ever go to war with them?” But they disagree with (1) Josh
24:9, “Then Balak . . . king of Moab arose and fought against
Israel and sent and invited Balaam,” and with (2) the violence
against Moab anticipated by Balaam in Num 24:17,

laer'f.YImi jb,ve ~q'w> bqo[]Y:mi bk'AK %r:D"
tve-ynEB.-lK' rq;r>q;w> ba'Am ytea]P; #x;m'W

a star shall come forth out of Jacob
and a comet6 shall rise out of Israel; 
it shall crush the forehead7 of Moab, 
and break down all the sons of Sheth.8

Nehemiah (13:1–3) reworked the traditions about Balaam
and concluded that Balaam had cursed Israel (contrary to
Num 23: 8, 11, 25; 24: 8–9, 19), and he asserted that Moab
did not sell water to the Israelites (contrary to Deut 2:18–19,
27–29).9 Deut 23:3–5, likewise, reflects a reworking of the
tradition about Balaam, stating that Balaam had in fact cursed
Israel—resulting in the call for Israel’s eternal enmity with
Moab. 

Moreover, according to Num 31:16 Balaam was respon-

sible for the Israelite treachery against Yahweh (l[;m;-rs'm.li
hw"hyB;) at Baal-Peor, and, according to Num 25:1–3, their
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“playing the harlot10 with the daughters of Moab” (~['h' lx,Y"w:
ba'Am tAnB.-la, tAnz>li:)—even though Num 24: 25 stated

that “Balaam had returned to his place”  (i.e., to Pethor, along
the Sajur River, near the Euphrates, in the land of Amaw
which at one time had been ruled over by the king of Alalakh
[Num 22:5]). For this alleged evil Balaam was killed in a
battle in which all Midianite males were killed (Num 31:7–20
and Joshua 13:22 ).

Balaam’s name became a pejorative in 2 Peter 2:15 (“they
have followed the way of Balaam, the son of Beor, who loved
gain from wrongdoing”), Jude 11 (“hey have rushed for profit
into Balaam’s error”), Rev 2:14 (“you have some there who
hold the teaching of Balaam, who taught Balak to put a
stumbling block before the sons of Israel”), and Pirqe Aboth
5:22 (“If he has an evil eye, and a boastful soul and a haughty
spirit, he is of the disciples of Balaam the wicked. The dis-
ciples of Balaam the wicked inherit Gehenna and go down to
the pit of destruction”), associating  Balaam with Baalzebub.

An ambiguity in the text in Josh 24:9–10, no doubt, con-
tributed to Balaam’s deprecation in Israelite, Jewish, and

Christian traditions. The ambiguity came from the  al, which

could be either the negative particle alo  “not” or the emphatic

particle alu “surely, indeed.”11 With these two definitions of

al in focus, and by carefully identifying the antecedents of
the  suffixes and the subject of the verb %r,b'y>w: in Josh 24:10,

the text of 24:9–10 can be read and translated as follows:

laer'f.yIB. ~x,L'YIw: ba'Am %l,m, rAPci-!B, ql'B' ~q'Y"w:
 rA[B.-!B, ~['l.bil. ar'q.YIw: xl;v.YIw:

~['l.bil. [;mov.li ytiybia' aluw> `~k,t.a, lLeq;l.
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`AdY"mi ~k,t.a, lCia;w" ~k,t.a, %ArB' %r,b'y>w: 
Then Balak the son of Zippor, king of Moab, arose 

and warred against Israel, 
and he sent and called Balaam the son of Beor

 to curse you [Israelites].
I [Yahweh] was indeed willing to listen to Balaam, 

 and he [Balaam]  blessed you greatly.
I delivered you out of his [Balak’s] hand.12

This interpretation resonates well with Num 22:18, alo
yh'l{a/ hw"hy> yPi-ta, rbo[]l; lk;Wa  “I am not able to go beyond

the word of Yahweh my God,” and the following notices: 

• Yahweh had declared aWh %Wrb' yKi ~['h'-ta raot' alo
“you shall not curse the people [of Israel] for he is blessed”

(Num 22:12),

• Balaam had promised, “I will bring back word to you as
Yahweh speaks to me,” and

• in Num 23:11 Balak charged Balaam with having blessed

the Israelites (%reb' T'k.r;Be  hNEhiw>) instead of cursing them

as he had requested and for which he was willing to pay
dearly.

Balaam acknowledged that Yahweh was his God (Num
22:18) and that he hears the utterances of God (24:4) and
“knows the knowledge of the Most High” (24:16). The
Israelites acknowledged that he  was in dialogue with Yahweh
and had passed the test of obedience to Yahweh given by the
angel of Yahweh who had “sataned” him (Num 22: 20–35).
The prophet Micah (6:4) recognized him favorably.
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 Josh 24:10 appears to be find its echo in Deut 23:6, 

~[ê'l.Bi-la, [;mov.li ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> hb'a'-al{w>
hk_'r'b.li hl'l'Q.h;-ta, ^L. ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> %poh]Y:w: 

^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> ^b.hea] yKi
Yahweh your God would not hearken to Balaam; 

   but Yahweh your God turned the curse 
into a blessing for you, 

because Yahweh your God loved you.

Although the rule is that things equal to the same thing are
equal to each other, there are exceptions when it comes to

Hebrew homographs. For example, the hvm vyah “the man

Moses” of Exo 11:3 is not the equivalent of the hvm vyah
in Num. 12:3, which should be read as  hv,mo vy:a\h', meaning

“Moses was made to despair.”13 For contextual reasons—
such as God’s turning a curse into a blessing—the negative

al{ must be retained in Deut 23:6. Thus, the hw"hy> hb'a'-al{w>
of 23:6 is not an echo of the ytiybia' aluw> in Josh 24:10.

Once Balaam was killed in battle by the Israelites whom he
had actually blessed, it became necessary for some Israelites
to legitimate the killing of a fellow Yahwist. Simply by
changing one vowel in the Balaam tradition—the shift from

alu “indeed” to alo  “not”—it was possible to make Yahweh
say, “I was not willing to listen to Balaam,” implying that
something was radically wrong with Balaam.14 Once it could
be claimed that Yahweh was indeed dissatisfied with Balaam,
apologists—past and present—were free to deprecate Balaam
as a sinner deserving death. Thus, Balaam’s transformation
from a “prophet for Yahweh” to an infidel  was accomplished
by just one vowel change.

15
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TEXTUAL VARIANTS IN NUMBERS 24:7

Balaam’s blessing of Israel in Num 24:5–9 includes a very
enigmatic phrase in 24:7 which has been translated in radical-
ly different ways in the Septuagint, the Vulgate, the Peshitta,
and the Targum of Onkelos. In the following citations of the
verse in the MT and the versions, it will become obvious  that

(1) the first word of the MT, lZ:yI , was read as the verb lz:n"
“to flow” or the verb lz:a' “to go” (with the elision of the a
here as in Jer 2:36, where yliz>Te appears for  yliz>aTe ), and (2)

the second word, ~yIm; “water” must have been read as tm or

wtm “a man” (a singular noun as in the names of Methushael
“man of God” and Methuselah “man of the sword”) in the
Vorlage of the Septuagint and the Peshitta.16

NUM 24:7 MT

~yB_ir; ~yIm;B. A[r>z:w> wy"l.D'mi ~yIm;-lZ:yI
Atkul.m; aFeN:tiw> AKêl.m; gg:a]me ~roy"w>

KJV
He shall pour the water out of his buckets, 

and his seed shall be in many waters, 
and his king shall be higher than Agag, 

and his kingdom shall be exalted 

NEW JPS TRANSLATION

Their boughs17 drip with moisture,
Their roots have abundant water.
Their king shall rise above Agag.
Their kingdom shall be exalted.18
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LXX
 evxeleu ,setai a ;nqrwpoj e vk tou / spe,rmatoj auvtou / 

kai. kurieu,sei evqnw/n pollw/n 
kai. u `ywqh ,setai h ' Gwg basilei ,a auvtou / 

kai. auvxhqh,setai h ̀basilei,a auvtou/

THOMSON’S LXX

There shall come a man from his seed, 
And he shall rule over many nations; 

And the kingdom greater than Gog shall be raised up, 
And his kingdom shall be enlarged.

PESHITTA

yhw[b N! )Rbg oWpi

)AIG* AI~b H`rzw

 A<\# G;) N! /ir=+]w

h=W<\# /ir==w

A man shall rise up from his sons
and his offspring by many waters;

he shall be exalted more than Agag the king,
and his kingdom shall be exalted.

VULGATE
fluet aqua de situla eius 

et semen illius erit in aquas multas 
tolletur propter Agag rex eius 

et auferetur regnum illius.

DOUAY RHEIMS
Water shall flow out of his bucket, 

and his seed shall be in many waters. 
For Agag his king shall be removed, 
and his kingdom shall be taken away.
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TARGUM ONKELOS

yhiAnB.mi aB'r;t.yID> aK'l.m; yGEs.yI
!yaiyGIs; !ymiM.[;B. jAlv.yIw: 

HyteWkl.m; lJ;n:ytiw> HyKel.m; gg:a]me @Aqt.yIw:
A king, who will become greater than his sons, 
shall grow great and he shall rule many nations;

and he will become more powerful than Agag his king; 
and his kingdom will be exalted.

The third word of the MT, wy"l.D'mi, is probably the most

enigmatic of all the words in this verse. As pointed in the MT

it is a dual form with a 3ms suffix of yliD" “bucket” (the cog-

nate of the Arabic Ño< (dalw) “bucket” [Lane 1867: 908– 909]

and the Persian rÖ< (dûl), which Golius [1669: 280] defined

as “Urna haustoria. Vas ligneum lacti continendo idoneum :
aut quo aqua domi servatur & ex quo petitur”). But, of all the
version cited above, only the Vulgate with its situla eius “his

bucket” approximates the MT wy"l.D' “his two buckets.” It is

also noteworthy that the Vulgate’s et semen illius erit in
aquas multas, “and his seed shall be in many waters,”

matches perfectly the MT ~yBir; ~yIm;B. A[r>z:w>.
In contrast to the Vulgate’s approximation of the MT, the

Septuagint had a different Vorlage. The Greek evxeleu,setai
a;nqrwpoj evk tou/ spe,rmatoj auvtou/, “there shall come a

man out of his seed,” reflects a Hebrew text which read lzy
w[rz !m tm . This suggests that the third and fourth words

of the MT, A[r>z:w> wy"l.D'mi, became transposed in the Hebrew

Vorlage of the Septuagint. If so, the  kai. kurieu,sei evqnw /n
pollw/n, “and he shall rule over many nations,” corresponds
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to the MT ~yBir; ~yIm;B. . . . wy"l.D'mi, which must have appeared

in the Hebrew Vorlage of the translators as ~ymab  lwdyw
~ybr.19 At first glance the translation of wy"l.D'mi by kurieu ,w

“to rule over” seems unlikely, for the ld would seem to be

restricted to the verbs hl'D" “to draw (water)” or ll'D" “to

hang, be low, to languish” and the nouns lD" /hl'D" /tl,D,
“door,” yliD> “bucket,” tyliD' “branch,” or the adjective lD:
“poor, weak.” But the hollow verb lWD needs to be restored

in the lexicons of Biblical Hebrew. It is the cognate of the

Arabic rÖ< / r!< (dûl / dâla) which in form IV means “to give
someone ascendency or superiority, to make victorious, to
grant victory, to let someone triumph”—with the noun ÇoÖ<
(dawlatun) meaning “a turn or change of fortune from bad to
good, a change to predominance, mastery, or victory” (Lane
1867: 934–935). Castell (1669: 674) defined this cognate as
“fortunæ mutatio, conversio temporis, ac fortunæ : pec
infelicitate, prosperitas : aut prim. in pugna, victoria.” In
post-classical times the Arabic noun came to signify “a
monarchy, a dynasty, or an empire” (Wehr 1979: 348–349).
The Septuagint translators were obviously aware of this rare

Hebrew stem when they translated the ld of MT wy"l.D'mi by
kurieu ,w.20

One other variant in the Septuagint of Num 24:7 requires
comment. It is the reading of Gog for Agag. The Greek phrase
u`ywqh,setai h' Gwg, “he shall be raised up (more) than Gog,”
should probably he read—with the reduplication of the h

which was lost by haplography—as u`ywqh,setai h' hvgwg (or

H' HvGWG), “he shall be raised up (more) than Agog.” The
variation would shift from the different names Gog and Agag
to simply a different spelling of the one name: Agag or �go%g.
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Although Gray (1903: 365) rightly concluded with refer-
ence to Num 24:7 that the “MT. must be corrupt,” he was
wrong in his conclusion that “G is unfortunately paraphrastic
. . . and its evidence in consequence less certain with regard
to the original.” Gray’s conjecture that the “a;nqrwpoj is pro-
bably a paraphrase for water and spe,rmatoj for bucket” is
less than convincing.21

The Hebrew Vorlage used by the Septuagint translators can
be reconstructed as 

 ~yBir: ~yMiauB. lAd"y"w> A[r>z> !mi Wtmu lz:ayO 
Atkul.m; aFeN:tiw> AKêl.m; gg:a]me ~roy"w>

A man from his (Jacob’s) seed shall go forth, 
and he (Jacob) shall become superior 

by means of many tribes; 
and his (Israel’s) king shall be higher than Agag, 

and his (Israel’s) kingdom shall be exalted.

This reconstruction, with support from the Peshitta, is far
more likely to reflect the original Hebrew text than Cheyne’s

emendation (1899: 401) of the MT wy"l.D'mi ~yIm;-lZ:yI to
wlyxm ~ymal wzgry “Let people tremble at his might,”
which was adopted by Gray (1903: 360). As reconstructed
here, 24:7 expresses the same idea as that found in 23:10a,
“Who can count the dust of Jacob, and the number of the
fourth of Israel?” The “reversal of fortune” which is ex-
pressed by lWD appears in 24:20, “Amalek was the first of the
nations, but in the end he shall come to destruction.” Adopt-
ion of the reconstructed Vorlage given above makes gratui-
tous all attempts to wrench some meaning from the  MT with
its “water flows from his two buckets” and “his seed is in
many waters.” 
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The Peshitta followed the Septuagint in reading tm / wtm
“man” in lieu of the MT ~yIm; “water.” But the MT wy"l.D'mi
“from his two buckets” became yhw[b N! “from his sons”

in Syriac. Once the prepositional m and the possessive suffix

w of the MT wyldm were removed, the remaining yld was
obviously inverted (or read from left to right) to become dl,y<
“child, boy, son.” The balance of 24:7 in the Peshitta follows
the MT quite closely, with all of its ambiguity.

The Septuagint translators were not the only ones aware of

the rare Hebrew root lWD “to reverse one’s fortune, to be-
come prosperous, to rule over, etc.” The translators of Tar-
gum Onkelos were seemingly aware of the multiple meanings

of lWD, which would account for the following five  Aramaic
translations of this one Hebrew word: 

• (1) yGEs.yI “he will become great,” which reflects the idea of

“good fortune, prosperity, and superiority coming to some-
one”;

•  (2) aB'r;t.yI “he shall grow great,” which also reflects the

idea of “the transition of wealth, blessing, and good to
someone”; 

• (3) aK'l.m; “the king,” which mirrors the idea of “monar-

chy, mastery, and becoming victorious”;

• (4)  jAlv.yIw: “he will rule,” which also mirrors the idea of
“monarchy and mastery”; and

• (5) the yhiAnB.mi “from his sons” matched the Peshitta in

translating the MT wyldm as though the text were wydlym.

Although Onkelos has these five different interpretations of
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the MT wyldm, it has nothing for the MT A[r>z:w> . . . ~yIm;-lZ:yI.
But in the second half of 24:7 the Targum reflects the MT
perfectly.

The unusual use of tmu / Wtmu in the singular and the use of

the hapax legomenon lWD can be explained by Balaam’s
speaking in a dialect which did not conform completely to the
lexical options of the Judean Hebrew dialect.22 The fact that
the translators of the Septuagint and Targum Onkelos recog-
nized Balaam’s dialectal Hebrew highlights the limitations of
later lexicographers, translators, and exegetes who did not re-
cognize dialectal Hebrew. 

THE STAR AND COMET IN NUMBERS 24:17

Milgrom (1989: 207–208), in his commentary on Numbers
mentioned that Alexander Yannai (103–76 B.C.E.) had

imprinted a star on some of his coins to symbolize that
he was the conquering star that rose from Jacob. In
ancient Near Eastern mythology, the gods Resheph,
Nergal, and Apollo direct shooting stars or comets to
destroy their enemies.

He indicated that bk'Ak can also mean a “host,” like its  Ara-

bic cognate %kÖk (kawkabun) “star, multitude, host [of an

army].” (Lane [1885: 2623] noted that this Arabic quadri-

literal stem “is an arabicized word, from the Hebrew bk'Ak;
and that ignorance of its being so caused the Arabs to dispute

respecting its formation [whether the Ö (w) or the n (k) was the
anomalous fourth radical].) Lane’s definitions include “con-
stellation, chief, lord, prince,” as well as “mass, bulk [of an
army].”
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Milgrom concluded that jb,ve “scepter, ruler, tribe” can
also mean “comet, meteor,” based on the Akkadian cognate
šibt. u and Talmudic Aramaic, reflecting the same suggestion
made by  Staerk (1922: 28, 65) and Gemser (1924: 301), who
are cited in KBS (1994: vol. 4: 1389). Staerk stated, “Der
Apokalyptiker hat Num 24 17 nicht jbv im Sinne von jb,ve
‘Szepter’ gelesen, wie noch immer viele Exegeten, sondern =

jybev. (jyBiv;) ‘Stern, Komet’, und so muß übersetz werden.”

In full agreement Gemser concluded “. . . glaube ich, daß
Staerk im allgemeinen Recht hat, und daß man speziell in
Num 27 17 dieses Wort nicht als ‘Stab’ , sondern als ‘Komet’
aufzufassen hat.” Milgrom reinforced his argument by a cita-
tion from a stela of Thutmose III (1504–1450 B.C.E.), “where
the god Amen-Re proclaimed: I let them see your majesty as
a shooting star, that scatters fire as it sheds its flame.”

The passage from the Babylonian Talmud which Gemser
quoted (in German) and Milgrom referred to is Berakôt 58b.
It reads as follows:

lawmX rmaw jybXd abkk lawmX rma !yqyz yam
a[drhnd ylybXk aymXw ylybX yl yryhn

yam an[dy ld jbXd abkkm rbl
(Goldschmidt 1933: 216) 

What are ZIK. IN? Samuel said: A comet. Samuel also said:
I am familiar with the paths of heaven 

as with the streets of Neharde ca,
with the exception of the comet about which I am ignorant.

(Simon and Epstein 1948: 361)

Rabbi Samuel’s knowledge that !yqyz “comets” meant

jybXd abkk reflects his excellent knowledge of  Aramaic/
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Hebrew vocabulary; and lexicographers since Rabbi Samuel

have had no problem with qyz. (Jastrow [1903: 395] defined
it as “sparks, burning arrows, meteors, shooting stars [or
comet]”; and Payne Smith [1903: 115] has “shooting star” for
the Syriac Aoiz [zîqa%c]).

But the jybX in Rabbi Samuel’s answer was a different
matter. As recognized by Staerk, Gemser, and Milgrom, this

jbX is not the  jbX meaning “scepter, ruler, tribe,” nor is it

related to Šabat.u, a Babylonian loanword, for the eleventh
month of the Jewish calendar. Rather it is the cognate of the
Arabic T$D (sabit. / sabat. ) and ÇU"$D (sîbât.at / sûbât.at), all
meaning “lank, loose, long hair” (Lane 1872: 1294; Wehr
1979: 458; Hava 1915: 306–307). Thus, Rabbi Samuel’s

jybXd abkk meant literally “a star having long hair,”

similar to the well attested use in Arabic of %w> Ö> v4w (naj-

mu d.û d.anab) “a star having a tail.” (Levy [1924: 496] cited

the Arabic T$D (sabit. / sabat. ) but gave no definition for it—
although he noted for jybXd abkk “der Planet Schebit.
Raschi erklärt das W. vom vorg jbv : der Stern, dessen
Schweif wei ein Stab herabhängt.”)

Support for interpreting jybXd abkk as “a star having
long hair” comes from the analogous origin of the English
word “comet.” It is derived from the Greek kom,h /kom,hthj
—defined by Liddell and Scott (1966: 975) as (a) “hair / long
hair,” (b) foliage, and (c) the luminous tail of a comet.” The
American Heritage Dictionary (2000 CD Version, s. v.)
includes the following notice.

This figurative name [comet] is recorded first in the works
of Aristotle, in which he uses kome%, the Greek word for
“hair of the head,” to mean “luminous tail of a comet.”
Aristotle then uses the derived word komte%s, “wearing long
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hair,” as a noun meaning “comet.” The Greek word was
adopted into Latin as come%te%s, which was refashioned in
Late Latin and given the form come%ta, furnishing Old
English with come%ta, the earliest English ancestor of our
word comet.

Thus, Rabbi Samuel’s explanation that !yqyz “comets”

means jybXd abkk “a star having lank hair” finds its

parallel in the Greek/English kom,hthj /comet “a star having

long hair.” Consequently, another definition of jbX—along

with its cognate  T$D (sabit. / sabat. ) “long loose hair”—needs

to be restored to the lexicons of Biblical Hebrew and post-
biblical Aramaic.

As for the nominal parallelism of “star” and “scepter”
Levine (2000: 190, 199–201), like Staerk, Gemser, and Mil-
grom (cited above), referred to Berakot 58b and recognized
that

Some commentators have taken their cue from kôka7b
“star,” and sought a parallel meaning for še%bet., “the
name of a star,” referring to a meteor or shooting star
that leaves a “tail” in its wake, having the appearance of
a staff or scepter (Babylonian Talmud, Berakôt 58b;
Levy IV, 496, s.v. šebît. ), extending the usual meaning
of the Hebrew še%bet. .

But as already noted, it is not a matter of an “extended mean-

ing” of jbX “staff” becoming also jbX “comet.” It was a
matter of homographs: two completely different stems—one
(“long, lank [hair]”) having an Arabic cognate and the other
(“scepter”) having no Arabic cognate, but having the Akka-
dian cognate šibt. u and the Egyptian cognate ša-ba-t.  (cited by
Albright, 1934: 39).
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Levine translated the second couplet of Num 24: 17 as, “A
‘star’ marches forth from Jacob; a meteor rises from Israel.”
By placing quotation marks around the word “star,” Levine
highlighted his conclusion that the celestial imagery of the
“star” was an applied metaphor, “a way of referring to a hero,

or victorious king.” For him MT bqo[]Y:mi bk'AK %r;D' could

mean, “A ‘star’ exercises sovereignty in Israel.” Likewise, he

suggested that jb,ve “meteor,” had a “figurative connotation

of ‘sovereign, head,’ namely, one who bears a scepter,” and

that laer'f.YImi jb,ve ~q'w> could mean “A sovereign rises to

power from Israel” or “A ‘star’ exercises sovereignty in
Israel”—as proposed by some interpreters on the basis of the
Ugaritic cognate drkt “dominion.” However, Levine retained

the traditional meaning of %r:D' “to tread, to march forth” but

opted to follow Rabbi Samuel’s definition and read jb,ve as
“meteor.” Levine’s conclusion is especially noteworthy. He
stated

It is likely, however, that we have multilayered mean-
ings, and that two dimensions of metaphor are ex-
pressed in this verse. Underlying the applied metaphor
is celestial imagery. . . . Although the translation given
here remains faithful to this celestial imagery, the
applied metaphor should be acknowledged as essential
for understanding the full thrust of the verse. (Italics
added.)23
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1. Levine (2000: 93) rejected Chistensen’s emendations as ex-
cessive and his interpretation for its being forced “into an inter-
pretative mold.” Levine  conjectured, “One wonders if Waheb . . .
might not, after all, be symbolic or allegorical . . . [which] could be
taken to mean ‘gift, grant,’” acknowledging at the same time that
“as a typonym, Waheb remains unidentified.” Levine argued,
“Generally, Numbers 21 does not speak of theophany, or the acts
of YHWH, but of the Israelite advance,” therefore, for Levine, this
poetic fragment from the “Chronicles of the Wars of YHWH”
should be interpreted simply as a topographic note to fit its prose

context. He read the MT ta and taw as prepositions  (and added

a third ta) and translated

At Waheb in Suphah, and at the wadis;
[At] the Arnon and the cataract of the wadis.

Where it bends to the settlement of Ar, 
and leans toward the boundary of Moab.

2. Christensen is correct in identifying the MT taw with hta “to

come,” but he is incorrect in deleting the h of !yljnh. The words

have been misdivided. The h goes with the preceding ta as the

vowel letter ô (see Cross and Freedman 1952: 57). This hto a; is the

infinitive absolute having the force of a finite verb (see GKC 75
n

and 113
y

, McDaniel  1968b: 208 –210).

3. Christensen emended MT d`aw to read r`a “he marched
through.” But the emendation is unnecessary. The noun dw`
“torrent” may also occur in Isa 13:6, awby yd`m d`k “(the day of
Yahweh) shall come like a raging torrent.” Another  possibility is
the Amorite and South Arabic cognate asad /asd “warrior” and the
denominative verb, “to fight” (see Huffmon, 1965: 169; P. D.
Miller, 1973: 79).

NOTES
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4. Christensen is correct in reading MT  rva as the verb “to march

forth.” But his  proposal to delete the word is unnecessary since the
verb dva need not be emended to rva, nor does the text have a

redundant use of rva “to march forth.” The MT hfn is better read

as an adverbial accusative, either the participle “quaking” or the
noun “(earth) quake,” from the biliteral base fn, with probable

by-forms fwn, ffn, hfn, like stems ^d and dn (GKC a 77, Dahood,

1968: 368). Here the Hiphcîl tbiv]l' “to destroy” reflects the elision

of the h (GKC 53q), like the tyb`l in Amos 8:4.

5. Christensen follows a traditional reading of this line. The
proposal here calls for reading @[`n as the energic Qal 1cpl

imperfect of [w`, a cognate of Arabic bÑD “to enter easily” (Lane

1872: 1468b, 1469a, especially noticing the quotation õ aD
"`"Cs *;3Ö "s Q@à! “Enter the land while thou findest a place

of entrance”). For the vocalization of the energic, see Gordon
1965: 11; Dahood 1965: 21; 1970: 377–378; McDaniel 1968b:
205–206; and Blommerde 1969: 15. The l is an emphatic l, and

this occurrence should be added to the list cited by Dahood 1965:

22; 1970: 406–407; McDaniel 1968b: 206–208; and Blommerde

1969: 31. [w` is possibly attested in Ezek 23:23, where MT dwqp
[wqw [w`w, traditionally read as place names, “Pekod, and Shoa and

Koa,” could better be read: [wq w[w`y dwqp “attacking (see Isa

26:14) they will easily enter the plain,” reading an infinitive ab-

solute dwqp, used with the yqtl of [w`, followed by the adverbial

accusative [wq,  which is related to Arabic ^"g “an even place, a
depressed plain” (Lane 1893: 2994).

6. See below, pages 74–77.

7.  The versions took the MT ytea]P; “corners” in a metaphorical
sense meaning “leaders.” The Septuagint reads kai. avnasth,setai
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a;nqrwpoj evx Israhl kai. qrau,sei tou.j avrchgou.j Mwab, “a
man shall spring out of Israel and shall crush the princes of Moab.”
Similarily, the Vulgate has et consurget virga de Israhel et per-
cutiet duces Moab “and the scepter/rod of Israel shall rise up and
strike the leaders of Moab.” The Peshitta’s  v)w#d )RB[g

(ganburac de7mocab) and the Targum’s ba'Am yber>b .r:  also inter-

preted it as “leaders.”

8. Here Seth equals the Aramean Shutu/Suti, the Swtw mentioned
in the Execration texts. (See Albright, 1944: 207–233.) This cannot
be the Seth of Gen 4:25 or Luke 3:38. Note that Targum Onkelos
reads  av'n"yae yrEB' “sons of man” for the MT tve- ynEB. . This con-

flict may be a reference to Saul’s war with Moab (I Sam 14:47) or
David’s conquest of Moab (II Sam 8:2). 

9. This revisionism by Nehemiah supported the “divorce of the
Gentiles” sponsored by Ezra (Ezra 9:10–10:44). 

10. As is obvious from Num 25:2, “they [the Moabites] invited the
people [of Israel] to the sacrifices of their gods, and the people [of
Israel] ate and bowed down to their [Moabite] gods,” the sin of

Israel had more to do with idolatry than harlotry. The Hebrew hnz
may be the verb “to fornicate,” but it is also a homograph for the

verb “to commit idolatry,” as evidenced by the Arabic cognate zÖB
(zûn) “an idol, and anything taken as a deity and worshiped beside
God, . . . a place in which idols are collected and set up” (Lane,
1867: 1273).

11. The emphatic alu is the cognate of Ugaritic l (Gordon, 1965:

76, 425 [#1339]) and the Arabic r (la) “verily” (Lane 1893:3006).

See also note 5, above.
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12. Woudstra (1981: 348) identified Balaam as the antecedent of

the 3ms suffix of the AdY"mi “from his hand” in Josh 24:10. Howard

(1998: 431) agreed that God had delivered Israel from Balaam,
stating,“ Strictly speaking, Balaam was only passing on Balak’s
request of him, but the context suggests fairly strongly that Ba-
laam’s inclinations were in accord with Balak’s desires.” However,
Boling (1982: 536) rightly identified Balak as the antecedent of the

suffix on AdY"mi.

13. See Chapter 7, “Moses was Made to Despair,” in my book,
Clarifying Baffling Biblical Passages, available on the internet at
http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/.

14. Howard (1998: 431, note 65) stated, “When God said that he
was not willing to listen to Balaam (v. 10) he was referring to
Balaam’s implicit request that God should put a curse on Israel.”

15. Levine (2000: 240) recognized that 
One can only speculate on the motivation for the denigration
of a seer who was so highly praised by Micah and celebrated
in the Torah tradition of the Balaam Pericope. This trend
probably had something to do with the changing attitude to-
ward the Midianites in particular, or toward the Transjor-
danian people, in general; . . . There is also the matter of the
changing attitudes toward the Transjordanian Israelites,
themselves, in biblical literature.”

16. For the confusion of the m and the t, see Delitzsch, 1920: 118

§129 b.

17. Reading wyt'AYliD' or ~t'AYliD' for the MT wy"l.D'm i, the New

JPS translaion shifts from a water motif to arborial imagery, which
is followed by Levine’s paraphrase (2000: 189), “Water drips from
his boughs; his seed grows near plentiful water.” Levine’s com-
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mentary on “The Balaam Pericope” covers 103 pages (plus 34
pages on the Deir cAlla Inscription), but only 11 lines are given to
the enigmatic first stitch of this verse, with no mention of any of
the variants in the versions.

18. The NIV, NIB, and NLT also gratuitously render the four
singular suffixes referring to Jacob/ Israel as plurals, e.g., “Water
will flow from their buckets; their seed will have abundant water.
Their king will be greater than Agag; their kingdom will be ex-
alted.”

19. On the confusion of yw and m, see Delitzsch, 1920: 120 §132 c

and 132 e. On the absence of an a, see GKC § 19k 68h.k and note

the variants ynrzatw and ynrztw in the parallel texts of Ps 18:40

and 2 Sam 22:40. In 11QpaleoLev (Freedman and Matthews 1985:

45–46, 80) tryw appears for taryw in Lev 25:36, ~kytjx for

~kytajx in Lev 26:18, and wbt for wbat in Lev 26:21. See

also Delitzsch 1920: 21–22, §14a – c. The masculine plural ~yMiau
(rather than tAMiau) appears also in Psa 117:1.

20. Compare Levine’s statement (2000: 193), made with reference

to identifying ~tuv. “opened” (Num 24:3,16) with the rare ~tv of

Talmudic Aramaic and Rabbinic Hebrew,

. . . it is sound method to factor in a rare verb, and at that,
one known only from late Hebrew, in attempting to fathom
the meaning of Early Hebrew poetry. This is because the
diction of the Balaam poem is so unusual that one would ex-
pect to find in them exceptional vocabulary, including hapax
legomena.

21. Compare Ashley (1993: 493) who concurred with Gray that the
Septuagint is of little help in restoring what is patently a corrupt
Hebrew text.
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22. See note 19, above. One Jewish tradition states that the Hebrew
spoken by Balaam’s ass was better than the Hebrew spoken by
Balaam himself. For text and bibliography, see Ginzberg, 1968,
Vol. 3: 365 and Vol. 6: 128, note 746. 

23. My only disagreement with Levine’s exegesis is his translating

the yvip.n: ykir>d>Ti of Judg 5:21 as “my body marches powerfully,”

used in support of his conclusion that the verb $rd need not be

identified with the Ugaritic cognate drkt “dominion.” When vp,n<
means “body” (as in Lev 21:11, Num 6:6, and Hag 2:13) it general-

ly refers to a “dead body” (i.e., tme vp,n,). For an entirely different

interpretation of Judges 5:21, see McDaniel 1983: 230–231 or
http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/Deborah.pdf (194). 

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/6Chapter.pdf


VII

THE PRAYER OF JABEZ

INTRODUCTION

Sara Japhet (1993: 110) noted concerning the now popular
“Prayer of Jabez”1 in I Chron 4:9–10, that 

The language of the prayer is difficult, a fact which is not
brought out by the translation. The details are too tech-
nical for a full discussion here [i.e., in her commentary]
but the point should be noted. 

In this study many of the technical details alluded to by Japhet
are fully noted in order to recover the original meaning of
Jabez’s prayer. There are only thirty-five words in the Hebrew
text of I Chron 4:9–10, including the name “Jabez” which
occurs three times. Six other words appear twice; thus, the
number of different words is but twenty-seven. Because the
name “Israel” is a compound, there are actually twenty-eight
Hebrew lexemes in these verses; and lexicographers have
already recognized that twenty-four of these lexemes have
Arabic cognates. A by-product of this study is an increase in
the number of known Arabic cognates to the Hebrew lexemes
in the Jabez pericope from twenty-four to twenty-six. In addi-
tion, corrections to the interpretation of three other Hebrew
words are proposed in light of alternative cognates. 

Modifying the derivation and interpretation of five of the
twenty-eight Hebrew lexemes in these verses has support
from interpretations found in the Aramaic Targum of Chron-
icles. But, at the same time, the alternative translations pro-
posed in this study radically reshape the brief Jabez tradition
from that found in the Targum, Talmud, and contemporary
Christian exegesis. The differences between the Hebrew text
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in of I Chron 4:9–10 and the Greek, Syriac, and Latin ver-
sions are quite conspicuous and require an explanation. My
translation of the “Prayer of Jabez” follows the citation of the
Hebrew text, versions, and the Targum—all of which is intro-
ductory to the critical exegesis presented here.

I Chronicles 4:9–10

 wyx_'a,me dB'k.nI #Bêe[.y: yhiy>w:
`bc,[oB. yTid>l;y" yKi rmêoale #Be[.y: Amv. ha'r>q' Amaiw>

rmoale laer'f.yI yhel{ale #Be[.y: ar'q.YIw:
yliWbG>-ta t'yBir>hiw> ynIker]b'T. %reB'-~ai

yB_ic.[' yTil.bil. h['r'Me t'yfi['w> yMêi[i ^d>y" ht'y>h'w>
`la'v'-rv,a] tae ~yhil{a/ abeY"w:

New Revised Standard Version 

Jabez was honored more than his brothers; 
and his mother named him Jabez, saying, 

“Because I bore him in pain.”
Jabez called on the God of Israel, saying,

“Oh that you would bless me and enlarge my border, 
and that your hand might be with me, 

and that you would keep me from hurt and harm!” 
And God granted what he asked.

Septuagint

kai. h=n Igabhj e;ndoxoj up̀e.r tou.j avdelfou.j auvtou/
kai. h ̀mh,thr evka,lesen to. o;noma auvtou/ Igabhj 

le,gousa e;tekon w`j gabhj
kai. evpekale,sato Igabhj to.n qeo.n Israhl le,gwn

eva.n euvlogw/n euvlogh,sh|j me kai. plhqu,nh|j ta. o[ria, mou
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kai. h =| h` cei ,r sou metV evmou / 
kai. poih,seij gnw/sin tou/ mh. tapeinw/sai, me 

kai. evph,gagen o ̀qeo.j pa,nta o[sa hv|th,sato

Thomson’s Septuagint
Igabes indeed was the most honourable of his brethren; 

Now his mother had called his name Igabes, saying,
I have brought him forth Os-gabes [with sorrow].2

And Igabes called on the God of Israel and said, 
If thou wilt bless me with blessings, and enlarge my borders,

let Thy hand  be with me, 
and give me knowledge that I may not debase myself

 Accordingly God gave him all that he asked.

Peshitta

H#) L`w yhWb) L` RIOi NwH[# D{ )whw

AiR# K>RB] W>RB# .Y[I` h~? )Row

K~` hDi) )wh=w K#W}= A\%]w

Kb _l+&] ALd A&Ib N# KoRF]w

hL +[) lA?d A! Kl L+]w

 Lamsa’s Peshitta (modified)

And one of them was dear to his father and to his mother,
so they called his name My Eye. And they said to him,
The Lord shall surely bless you and enlarge your terri-
tory, and his hand shall be with you and shall deliver you
from evil, that it may not have power over you, and he
shall grant you that which you request of him.

Vulgate

 Fuit autem Iabes inclitus prae fratribus suis et mater
eius vocavit nomen illius Iabes dicens quia peperi eum in
dolore invocavit vero Iabes Deum Israhel dicens si
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benedicens benedixeris mihi et dilataveris terminos meos
et fuerit manus tua mecum et feceris me a malitia non
opprimi et praestitit Deus quae precatus est.

Douay Rheims

And Jabes was more honourable than any of his brethren,
and his mother called his name Jabes, saying: Because I
bore him with sorrow. And Jabes called upon the God of
Israel, saying: If blessing thou wilt bless me, and wilt en-
large my borders, and thy hand be with me, and thou
save me from being oppressed by evil. And God granted
him the things he prayed for.

Targum 3

[atyrwab ~ykxw] ryqy [laynt[ awh] #b[y hwhw
ar[cb ~wra #b[y hymX trq hymaw yhwxa !m ryty

rmyml larXyd ahlal #b[y ylcw `hytdly
aydymltb ymwxt ty ygstw aynbb ynnkrbt akrb !ya

ayrbx yl dyb[tw arjmw lqXmb ]] ym[ $dy yhtw
[[aXyb arcy ynnzgry ald llgb !m ytmkd

`lyaXd hm ty hwhy ytyaw
Jabez, who was Othniel, was more honored and expert in
the Law than his brothers; his mother had called his
name Jabez, “for,” she said, “I gave birth to him in pain.”
Jabez prayed to the God of Israel saying: “O that you
might indeed bless me with sons,” and extend my terri-
tory with disciples! O that your hand might be with me in
debate, and that you might provide me with companions
like myself, so that the evil inclination may not provoke
me. And the Lord brought about what he had asked for.
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McDaniel 
          And Jabez was more afflicted than his brethren:
  and his mother called his name Jabez (“Preemie”), saying,

“I indeed gave birth in sudden unexpected haste.”
And Jabez called on the God of Israel, saying, 

“Ah, Please ! would that 
you truly bless me, 
and increase my people, 
and your hand be with me, 
and that you keep (me) from sickness,
to bring to naught my sorrow.” 

And God granted him that which he requested.

THE DERIVATION OF “JABEZ” 

The claim by Zuck (2002: 114) that the name Jabez is
meaningless is erroneous—though he may well be citing one
Hebrew lexicon (BDB: 716) which stated that the meaning of
Jabez’s name was now “unknown.” But Zuck is correct in
disagreeing with Wilkinson’s statement (2000: 20): “In
Hebrew the word Jabez means ‘pain.’ A literal rendering
could read, ‘he causes (or will cause) pain.’”4

Everyone, however, is an agreement that the meaning of
the Hebrew root #b[, which appears in Jabez’s name, has
been very problematic. Many commentators, not finding the

root #b[ in their Hebrew lexicons, assumed that #b[ was

(via a transposition of the b and c) a variant of  bc[ “sorrow,
pain, labor.” A wordplay seemed obvious once the initial as-

severative yKi “indeed,” spoken by Jabez’s mother, was read

as the conjunction yKi “because.”5 This assumption was,
unfortunately, widely circulated as a fact.6 
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The translation of the name #Be[.y: in the Peshitta of Num
4:9 as Y[I` (cayny) “My Eye”—rather than being translit-

erated as Cbei (ya cbes. ) as in 1Chron 2:55—appears also

in the Arabic text of Brian Walton’s London Polyglot (1657:

III: 637), which has ¢xá\ (caynay) “My Eye.” It is obvious that

the translators of the Syriac and Arabic texts did not consider

the stem #b[ to be meaningless nor a wordplay with bc[
“sorrow, pain” which appears twice in these two verses.7

Jastrow (1903: 1038) cited the use of  the Aramaic #b[
(with ac'b'a] as a variant) in the Targum of Num 31:22 and

Ezek 27:12 for the Hebrew lydIB. “tin”; and Levy (1924: 609)

cited the Aramaic  #b;[' “erblassen, to blanche, to turn pale.”

But neither of these definitions fits the context of I Chron 4:9;
nor does the Ugaritic cbs.  “weapon” (Gordon 1965: 453;
Driver 1971: 142). The definition cited in KBS (778) is more

helpful for it links Hebrew #b[ with the Arabic cognate X$\
(cabad.a) “to hasten,” which appears in the Genesis Apocry-

phon spelled as [b[ (Fitzmyer 1966: 54, 113) and is related

to the Old Aramaic qb[ “hâte, aussitôt, haste, immediately”
(Jean and Hoftijzer 1965: 202).

But the most helpful information for derivation of the #b[
of  “Jabez” comes from the Lexicon Heptaglotton of Edmund
Castell (1669: 2644). He cited the Arabic  M$\ (cabis.a) which
was omitted from the later Arabic lexicons of Lane (1883),
Hava (1915), Dozy (1927), and Wehr (1979). Castell defined
M$\ (cabis.a) as 

1. Lippitudine valde laboravit (“to be sick with very sore
eyes”);

2. Quod fluit ex oculis (“what flows from the eyes”);
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3. Cùm vir plorare vult, sed occulus lachrymas denegat.
(“when a man wistfully begs but the tear drops do not
come”);

4. Adventus repentinus (“a sudden, unexpected appearance”).

With definitions 1, 2, and 3 in focus, the Syriac and Arabic

translations of  #b[ as “My Eye” become explicable though

not defensible. But it is the fourth definition which really fits

the context of I Chron 4: 9–10. When the rare  #b[, meaning

“sudden appearance” and “haste,” appears in a birth narrative,
it most likely refers to a premature birth of a child. Therefore,
the name “Jabez” would, in colloquial speech, actually mean
“Speedy” or “Preemie”—an appropriate name for a premature
baby.8 According to the Septuagint, what Jabez’s mother said
was simply e;tekon w`j gabhj, “I have born very quickly.”
Therefore, perhaps with a chuckle, she called him “Gabe%s”/
“Jabez,” i.e., “Speedy/ Preemie.” This interpretation has a

ring of authenticity; whereas the alleged wordplay with  #b[y
“Jabez” and bc[ “sorrow”—which has no support from the
versions—may reflect a late pseudo-correction in the Hebrew

text once the meaning of the rare (dialectal) #b[ “a sudden,

unexpected appearance” was lost. My translation, given a-

bove, follows the gabhj ( = #b[) of the Septuagint.

On the other hand, if the MT bc,[, is retained as the most

authoritative text, there is good reason to anticipate that a
mother, having had a sudden premature delivery would use

the multilayered word bc,[, “labor, worry, pain, hardship,

sorrow” when speaking about such a  life threatening experi-
ence.9 Just as the name Jacob means “Heel,” and Naomi
named her sons Chilon “Diseased” and Mahlon “Sickly,”
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there is little reason to be suspicious about Jabez’s mother
naming him “Speedy” or “Preemie.”10 But, far from being a

pejorative, #Be[.y: “Preemie” or “Speedy” could well have
been a name of endearment, as well as a statement of fact.11

JABEZ: HONORED OR AFFLICTED ?

If #Be[.y: means “Preemie,” then there are good reasons to

challenge the traditions and translations which interpret the

MT dB'k.nI , a Niphcal (passive) participle, to mean “honored
or honorable.” Premature infants always—and many times
their mothers also—must fight for their very lives and are
constantly in great difficulty and distress, a burden to them-
selves and to others. Consequently, Jabez, as a preemie,
would have experience greater affliction and distress than his
siblings (assuming they went full term), and he would have

been a burden to his mother. Thus, the MT wyx'a,me dB'k.nI  in
this context would surely mean “he had been more afflicted
than his brothers” rather than his having been more “honored”
or more “honorable” than his brothers.

The lexeme dbk “heavy, weighty” permitted polarized

meanings, with the nouns dAbK' “honor, glory” and tdubeK.
“heaviness, difficulty.” The verb db;K', in all its various
forms, could mean either “to be honored” or “to be burden-

some.”12  In contrast, the Syriac and Arabic cognates of db;K'
did not permit such polarized meanings. The Syriac DB<

(kabed) meant only “to move to wrath, to be angry” (Payne

Smith 1903: 203); and the Arabic noun ;$k (kabad) always
meant “difficulty, distress, affliction, trouble,” with the verb

;#èk (kâbada) meaning “he endured, struggled or contended
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with (difficulties).” Lane (1885: 2584) cited as an example
Sura 90: 4 of the Qurcan, “Verily, we have created man in

difficulty (;$k õ [f î kabadin]).13

Knoopers (2003: 339), aware of the polarized meanings of

dbk noted,

It is also possible to translate ‘Jabez was heavier than his
brothers.’ If one follows the latter interpretation, the in-
troduction to the tale explains why the birth of Jabez
caused his mother so much suffering.

This interpretation well accounts for why Jabez’s mother used

the term bc,[, “pain, labor” (4:9); but it does not explain why

Jabez used bc,[, with reference to himself (4:10).14 Knoopers,

following exegetical tradition, noted that bc,[, “plays on the
name of Jabez,” but he makes no reference to the meaning of
Jabez’s name itself. But the meaning of the name Jabez is the

key  for understanding why there was bc,[, “pain, labor” in the

first place. Had Jabez been a big heavy (dbeK') baby who
caused pain for his mother, he could  have been named some-

thing like Ithchabed (dbeK'-tyai ) “Fatty/ Hefty,”15 rather than

#Be[.y:  “Speedy/Preemie.” Given the real meaning of Jabez’s
name, as proposed here, it is much more likely that he was
underweight at birth. 

Traditions about Jabez in Talmudic literature indicate that

in time Jabez became highly honored; but the dbk in I Chron
4:10, which compared him with his brothers, almost certainly
spoke of his health problems as a child due to his premature
birth. Jabez’s being afflicted in infancy preceded his being
honored in maturity. Thus, a disability from birth may lie

behind his request to be delivered from his h['r"Me “sickness”

and bc,[, “pain.”16
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FIRST WORD IN JABEZ’S PRAYER

The problem with the first word spoken by Jabez in his
prayer is summarized by Japhet (1993: 110), who stated

The prayer’s opening cim (‘if ’) is the most common con-
ditional lexeme and could imply an  oath or a vow:  ‘if
    . . . then’. However, no apodosis follows. It is therefore
an implied vow, or a case of the word cim serving as a
wish: ‘Oh that . . .’ (so RSV). For this last usage Geseni-
us cites four more instances, but only two of these (Ps.
139.19; Prov. 24.11) seem convincing (Gesenius §151e).

Actually, the optative particle ~ai is the cognate of the Arabic

vÜ ! (caymu) and u! (cami) appearing in the expression Äpo! vÜ !
(caymu clallahi) “I swear by God.” This expressoin is a vari-

ation of  Äpo! ytÜ ! (caymunu clallahi). Along with the biblical

examples of  the optative ~ai cited by Gesenius, these Arabic

phrases provide additional commentary on Jabez’s first word.

The Arabic ytÜ (yumina) in form V means “he looked for a

blessing,” being a synonym of n?$' (tabarraka) (= $rb) “he

looked for a blessing, he was blessed.”17 The MT %reB'-~ai
ynIker]b'T., “Ah, Please! Would that you truly bless me,” is a

perfect match with the Arabic cognates vÜ ! (caymu) and n?$'
(tabarraka), i.e., having the particle ~ai initiate an entreaty or

oath, which is then followed by the plea for a blessing (%reB').

JABEZ REQUESTED PEOPLE, NOT PROPERTY

At first glance Jabez’s request, yliWbG>-ta, t'yBir>hiw> “would
that you increase/ enlarge my territory/border,” appears to
have gone unanswered—despite the closing statement that
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“God granted what he requested.” The only mention of a
“territory” bearing Jabez’s name is in I Chron 2:55,

#Be[.y: Îybev.yOÐ wbv.yO ~yrIp.so tAxP.v.miW 
~yt_ik'Wf ~yti['m.vi ~yti['r>Ti 
tM;x;me ~yaiB'h; ~ynIyQih; hM'he

 `bk're-tybe ybia]
The families of the scribes that dwelt at Jabez:

 the Tirathites, the Shimeathites, and the Sucathites. 
These are the Kenites who came from Hammath, 

the father of the house of Rechab.

Wherever the town or village of Jabez was located18 it cer-
tainly could not have been large or enlarged. Consequently,

interpreters have taken the yliWbG> “my border/ territory” to be

symbolic or a metaphor, as Wilkinson (2000: 30) stated

From the context and the results of Jabez’s prayer, we
can see that there was more to his request than a simple
desire for more real estate. He wanted more influence,
more responsibility, and more opportunity to make a
mark for the God of Israel.

A clue to the precise meaning of the yliWbG> spoken by Jabez
comes from the Targum, which reads, 

O that you might indeed bless me with sons (aynbb), and

extend my territory with disciples! (aydymltb) O that
your hand might be with me in debate, and that you
might provide me with companions (ayrbx) like myself.

Along with the ymwxt “my borders,” the Targum delineated
sons, disciples, and companions. A similar expansion of
Jabez’s request appears in the Talmud (Teruma 16a) where
Jabez prayed for an increase of borders, pupils, and friends.
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In light of these expanded definitions of lWbG" , it is obvious

that the Targum translators and some of the rabbis who con-

tributed to the Talmud were aware of a word lbg  which was

the cognate to the Arabic q$3 (jibill / jubull), qá$3 (jabîl) “a

company of men, a great company of men.”19 According to

Lane (1875: 376) the feminine Çp$3 (jibillat) signified the

same as Çs! (cummat) “a nation or people.”20 Thus, a very
reasonable conclusion is that Jabez prayed for an increase of

his people (lybiG"), not his property (lWbG").21

Support for this conclusion comes from the mention of
the town/village of Jabez in I Chron 2:55, cited above. This
verse needs to be read as an integral component of the Jabez
pericope.22 I Chron 4:9–10, which interrupts the genealogical
listing there, should probably be moved to follow I Chron
2:55, as the last verse of that chapter. Jabez prayed for a
community of kindred souls, and God answered his prayer by
creating in his hometown—which was named after him—a
community of Kenite scribal families. And according to Jew-
ish traditions, these quasi-Israelite23 scribes, along with Jabez,
became honored for their devotion to Torah and its transmis-
sion. Knoppers (2003: 315) noted that “recent studies have
made progress in understanding the importance of households
and larger kinship groups in economic matters.” I Chron 4:9
highlights the importance Jabez gave to kinfolk, family, and

community in religious matters. If Jabez’s use of  lWbG" had
any overtone of “real estate” it was really secondary.

A HINT OF JABEZ’S DIALECT

Curtis (1910: 108) noted well that the h['r"Me t'yfi['w> of

Jabez’s fourth request “is difficult to translate.” The verb
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hf[ “to do, to make” is translated a hundred different ways

in the KJV, forty-three times by the verb “to keep,” which is
the verb of choice for English translations here. The Vulgate
has feceris “to do”; but the Septuagint has the noun gnw/sin

“knowledge,” indicating a Vorlage with an erroneous h[dm
for the MT h['r"Me. It is the MT h['r"Me which is ambiguous.

If the h[rm is a noun with a preformative m, it could be 

• (1)  h[,r>mi “pasture,” 

• (2)  h['r"me “one causing evil” (a feminine participle), 

• (3)  h['rEme “female friend” (like [;rEme “a male friend”),

• (4)  h['rEm. “place of friendship.” 

If the initial m is the preposition “from,” then h[r could be

• (5)  h[,r o /h['ro “shepherd/ shepherdess,”

• (6)  h['re  “female companion,”

• (7)   h['r" “desire” (an Aramaic loanword),

• (8)  h['r" “evil, misery, distress” (from the stem [['r").
The Targum’s reading, “that you might provide me with

companions like myself, so that the evil inclination may not
provoke me,” is not a free paraphrase but a doublet for the

MT h['r"Me. The Targum’s ayrbx “companions” is related
to options (3) and (4) above, with  ~y[rm “friends, com-

panions” having been read for the MT h['r'Me. The Targum’s

aXyb arcy “evil inclination” clearly reflects option (8). 

But none of these obvious meanings would require the

anomalous dagesh in the initial m of h['r"Me, found even in

the Leningrad and Aleppo codices. The dagesh doubles the m,
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as if h[rm were to be read as h[rmm, with one m for the

preposition “from” and the second m being the first letter of

the stem—not simply a nominal prefix on the stem h[r. If

so, the root [rm would be a variant of #r:m' “to be sick,”

which is the cognate of Aramaic [r:m., Syriac (R# (me7rac),

and Arabic Q?s (marid.a)—all meaning “ to be sick” (KBS :
637).

 Jabez’s use of h[rm instead of hcrm may well reflect his

Kenite dialect. Thus, this ninth definition must be added to

the eight interpretations of h['r'Me noted above. It is possible,

given the ambiguity of h[rm, to make Jabez pray for deliver-

ance from (a) a troublesome woman, or (b) a female friend, or
(c) desires in general, or (d) just evil in general. But his link-

ing the h['r'Me with yBic.[' “my suffering, pain” is sufficient

reason for reading h['r"Me as “sickness.” In so speaking, he

provided the reader with another hint of his native dialect.

(The first hint being his use of ~ai “Ah! Please!”—analogous

to the vÜ ! [caymu] and u! [cami] in Arabic, noted above.)

SEVERAL SCRIBAL ERRORS

The NKJ, surprisingly, has “that I may not cause pain” for

the MT yBic.[' yTil.bil.—as if the suffixed infinitive yBic.['
were the Hiphcîl jussive byci[]a;. The KJV has “that it may
not grieve me,” and it remains preferable, along with those

translations which make the y suffix of yBic.[' possessive or

objective. More problematic, though, are the translations of

the Peshitta and Vulgate. The Syriac has  Kb _l+&] ALd
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(de7lac neštalat.  bak)  “that it may not have power over you.”

But Syriac _\& (= jlv “to rule” = zçVpD “Sultan”) cannot

be a translation of bc[; but it can be a translation of ~c[ “to
be strong, to protect.” Thus, in the Vorlage used by the Syriac

translators a b was misread or written as a ~.24

The Vulgate translated the yBic.[' yTil.bil. as non opprimi

“not to be oppressed,” which became in the Douay Rheims
“from being oppressed.” But opprimo cannot be a translation

of bc[; but it can be a translation of rc[ “to press, squeeze,

restrain, retain.” Thus, in the Vorlage used by the Latin trans-

lators a b was misread or written as a r.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The general consensus among modern commentators that

the name #Be[.y: (Jabez) is a variant of bc,[, “sorrow, pain”

does not have the support of the versions. In the Peshitta, the

bc,[, spoken by Jabez’s mother was translated as Y[I` “My

Eye,” but the bc,[, spoken by Jabez himself was translated as

_l+&] “overpower.” In the Vulgate, the bc,[, spoken by

Jabez’s mother became dolore “pain,” but the bc,[, spoken by

Jabez became opprimi “oppression.” Similarly, in the Tar-

gum, the bc,[, of Jabez’s mother became ar[c “pain, grief,”

but from Jabez’s lips it became ynnzgry “it may provoke me.”
According to the transliteration used in the Septuagint,

Jabez’s mother did not say bc,[, “pain,” but #be[' (= gabhj)

—a word which was not meaningless to her or to the author

of the Jabez vignette. But the bc,[, spoken by Jabez became
tapeinw/sai “to humiliate.”
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Thanks primarily to the lexicon of Edmund Castell, the
meaning of the Septuagint’s gabhj and the Hebrew #be[' has
survived.25 The meaning of Jabez’s name and the source of
his mother’s sorrow comes from the fact that he was born pre-
maturely. A disability from birth may well account for the
sickness and sorrow Jabez prayed about in his maturity.

As interpreted in this study, Jabez was no land-grabber or
nascent imperialist who coveted someone else’s pasture land.
The increase he desired was for ~yliybiG>  “a great company of

people,” not ~yliWbG>  “borders” or “territory.” He was an out-
sider praying to become an insider; and what he sought for
himself he sought for his extended family and clan. Accord-
ing to I Chron 2:55 and 4:10, God answered Jabez’s prayer,
and as a result Jabez got a small town named after him where
a lot of people from other clans congregated to perpetuate and
propagate the Torah. 

Along with ~yliybiG>  “people,” two other words  were  re-

defined in light of alternative cognates, namely, dbk “to be

afflicted” and h[rm (=  hcrm) “sickness.” The two Hebrew
lexemes with Arabic cognates that need  to be recognized in

any new Hebrew lexicon are (1) ~ai “Ah! Please!” the cog-

nate of vÜ ! / u! (caymu / cami), and (2) #be[' the cognate of M$\
(cabis.a) “an unexpected sudden appearance.” 

With twenty-six of the twenty-eight Hebrew lexemes in the
Jabez pericope having Arabic cognates, the argument can 
well be made that Jabez and his mother spoke in a southern
(desert) dialect which differed from the dialect of Judah and
Jerusalem, which would not likely have such a high ratio of
words with Arabic cognates. 

It is important to note that Jabez prayed to the “God of
Israel,” not to “Yahweh, my God.” He was not from the
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family of Jacob nor of the household of Israel. Consequently,
in the popular theology articulated, for example, in Deut 32:9,

 Atl'x]n: lb,x, bqo[]y: AM+[; hA'hy> ql,xe yKi 
“Indeed, Yahweh’s portion is his people Jacob, 

Jacob is his allotted heritage,”26 

Jabez and his kinfolk were not a part of the blessed people of
Yahweh. As a non-Israelite, though, Jabez prayed emphatic-
ally (1) that Yahweh would bless him (as though he were an
Israelite), (2) that Yahweh would increase his family and clan
(as Yahweh had promised his ancestors, Abraham and
Ishmael), and (3) that the hand of Yahweh would be with him
as it was with the Israelites coming out of Egypt (Deut 4:34,
“by a mighty hand and an outstretched arm . . . as Yahweh
your God did for you in Egypt”). Jabez was pleading to be
included in the household of faith, a part of the blessed people
of the covenant. And as noted, according to I Chron 4:10, God
answered Jabez’s prayer; and as a result Jabez and his people
became quasi-Israelites with a town of their own and the
freedom to embrace the Torah and copy the sacred texts. With
Jabez and his kinfolk the covenant God made with Abraham,
“In thee shall all the families of the earth be blessed” (Gen
12:3), was partially realized.

But Jabez’s sickness threatened his personal status as a
quasi-Israelite. In Deuteronimic theology (Deut 28:20–22)
sickness was a curse from God for violating the covenant.
Jabez’s sickness  threatened his acceptance and participation
in Israel’s household of faith. In the Torah sickness was
viewed as a punishment for sin. Death and destruction were
the prescriptions written for sick sinners. This threat of death
or expulsion from the blessed people of Yahweh was the
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source of his bc,[o /bc,[,, his suffering, anxiety, and worry”

—not the physical pain and discomfort of the illness itself. 
Lastly, Jabez’s nameless mother needs to be rehabilitated

from being viewed as a nasty woman, who placed a curse of
suffering and pain on her helpless newborn when she named
him Jabez, to a lovely lady with a sense of humor even when
giving birth prematurely. Commentators need to remember
that, according to the Septuagint text, Jabez’s  mother never
spoke of her pain or sorrow. What she said was simply e;tekon
w`j gabhj, “I have born very quickly.” My translation on page

90 follows the gabhj (= #b[) of the Septuagint, coupled with

the definitions of this #b[ which survive in Castell’s lexicon

of 1669 and the definition cited in the KBS lexicon of 1994.

APPENDX

JABEZ IN RABBINIC TEXTS

Babylonian Talmud: Temurah 16a

A Tanna taught: Othniel is the same as Jabez. He was called
Othinel because God answered him, and Jabez because he
counselled and fostered Torah in Israel. An what was his real
name? Judah the brother of Simeon. And whence do we
derive that God answered him — Since it says: And Jabez
called on the God of Israel saying, Oh that thou woudst bless
me and enlarge my border, and that thine hand might be with
me, and that thou wouldst keep me from evil that it may not
drive me! And God granted him that which he requested. ‘Oh
that thou wouldst bless me indeed’ with Torah; ‘and enlarge
my border’ with pupils; ‘that thine hand might be with me’,
that my studies may not be forgotten from my heart; ‘and that
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that my studies may not be forgotten from my heart; ‘and that
thou wouldst keep me from evil’, that I may meet friends like
myself; ‘that it may not grieve me’, that the evil inclination
may not have power over me so as to prevent me from
studying: If thou doest so it is well, but if not, I shall go with
‘grief’ to the grave. Immediately, ‘God granted that which he
requested.’ . . . This is the teaching of R. Nathan. R. Judah the
Prince says: ‘If thou woudst bless me indeed’, by multiplying
and increasing; ‘and enlarge my border’, with sons and
daughters. (Soncino Edition, 110–112) 

Babylonian Talmud: Yoma 80a

The minimum required for penalties is fixed by laws [com-
municated] to Moses on Sinai. It was also taught thus: The
minimum required for penalties are fixed by laws [com-
municated] to Moses on Sinai. Others say: The Court of Jabez
fixed them . . . . They were forgotten and then they [the Court
of Jabez] commanded them anew. (Soncino Edition 390–391)

Babylonian Talmud: Sanhedrein 106a 

Jethro, who fled — his descendants were privileged to sit in
the Hall of Hewn Stones, as it is written, And the families of
the scribes which dwell at Jabez, the Tirathites, the Shemea-
thites, and Suchathites. These are the Kenites that came of
Hemath, the father of the house of Rechab; whilst elsewhere
it is written, And the children of the Kenite, Moses’ father in
law, went up out of the city of palm trees. Jethro, who fled,
merited that his descendants should sit in the Chamber of
Hewn Stone, as it is said: And the families of scribes which
dwelt at Jabez; the Tirathites, the Shimeathites, the Suca-
thites. These are the Kenites that came of Hammath, the
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father of the house of Rechab; and it is written: And the
children of the Kenite, Moses’ father-in-law etc. (Soncino
Edition)

Tosephtha Aboth of R. Nathan 

Chapter V, Mishnah A

Said R. Jehudah: At the time when it became known that the
Temple would be built on the boundaries of Judah and
Benjamin, they had improved and separated the suburb of
Jericho. And who ate its products all these years? The chil-
dren of the Kenite, the father-in-law of Moses, as it is written
[Numb. x. 32]: “It shall be, that the same goodness which the
Lord may do unto us will we do unto thee.” However, when
the Temple was built, they vacated. And whence do we know
that they were sustained by charity? They said: “When the
Lord will reveal His Shekhina, He will reward Jethro and his
children, as it is written [ibid. 29]: For the Lord hath spoken
(to bring) good upon Israel.” Said R. Simeon: They were
prominent men and were proprietors of houses, fields, and
vineyards. However, because of the work of the Lord they left
everything and went away, as it is written [I Chron. iv. 23]:
“There were the potters, and those that dwelt in plantations,”
etc. They dwelt with the king in his work. And where did they
then go? To Jabez, to study the Torah, and thus have become
a people of the Omnipotent. Jabez was a very good and
righteous man: he was a truthful man and pious, and occupied
himself with the study of the Law; therefore the pious went to
a pious.
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1. Bruce Wilkinson’s small devotional bestseller, The Prayer of
Jabez: Breaking through to the Blessed Life (Sisters, Oregon:
Multnomah Publishers, 2000) has sold over nine million copies in
four years and has spun off multiple by-products. Reviews of this
popular book have been mixed. This study does not focus on
Wilkinson’s book. A few reviews of Wilkinson’s book are cited in
the bibliography, including those of Clapp, Heath, Schultz, Zaleski,
and Zuck. 

2. The bracketed [with sorrow] is Thomson’s interpretation of the

w`j gabhj , which is meaningless in Greek, but an adequate
transliteration of #be[.y: , for the g was commonly used to trans-

literate the [. The intensifying w`j is the translation of the Hebrew

yKi. The important thing to note is that gabhj transliterates the stem

#b[, not bc[— suggesting that the Hebrew Vorlage used by the

Septuagint translators had #b[ rather than bc[ “sorrow, pain.”

The meaning of #b[ was apparently unknown to the translators,

therefore they simply transliterated the word, similar to the

transliteration of the enigmatic wmlh, twrhdm, and zwrm in

Judges 5:22–23 (see McDaniel  2000: 25–26, 199–201).

3. For the Aramaic text see Sperber (1968, Vol. IV), and for the

English translation see McIvor (1994).

4. If #Be[.y: is parsed as a Hiphcîl, it would have to be a jussive
form expressing a wish, “would that he cause pain.” But the a

vowel of the preformative y: probably reflects the influence of the
[, which is almost always preceded by an a vowel.

5.  Note that the Targum translated yKi as ~Wra] “lo, behold.”

NOTES 
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6. Another possible Arabic cognate of the Hebrew bc[ is %K\
(cas. aba) “he bound, he drew (people) together,” which in form V
means “they leagued, or collected themselves together,” with
%K[(o! (c tta cas. s. ubu) used in a religious context meaning a

“zealot.” The feminine nouns of this stem are (1) Ç$K\ (cus. bat) “a

company of men who league together to defend one another . . . a

company of devotees” and (2) Ç$K\ (cas. abat) “a man’s people, or

party, who league together for defense.” The adjective £$K\
(cas. abî ) indicates “one who aids his people or party . . . or one
zealous in the cause of a party” (Lane 1874: 2058–2059).

However, an bc[ with any of these meanings would not fit the

context of I Chron 4:9–10.

7. Advocates for a wordplay involving #b[ and bc[ need to

consider also (1) the Arabic Ndª` (g'afas. a) “he came suddenly, or

unexpectedly” (Lane 1877: 2275; Hava 530), which would involve

not only the transposition of the b and c, but the interchange of b
and p as well; and (2) the Arabic %O\ (cad. aba) “it rendered (him)

weak or infirm: deprived him of the power of motion”; %O[o! 
(cal cud.

un ) “a state of the privation of the power of motion, and un-

soundness, and lameness”; &ÑO[s (ma cd. ûb un ) “weak, infirm,

crippled, or deprived of the power of motion, by disease, or by a
protracted disease” (Lane 1874: 2071). The first of these two
cognates suggests a premature birth, and the second one suggests
a birth defect which could have done permanent damage. See the
next section for a more direct indication of Jabez’s premature birth.

8. Compare Clapp and Wright (2002: 31) who proffered the name
“Ouch!” for Jabez because, in their opinion, there was a wordplay

with bc[, and Jabez must have been a “heavy” (dbk) baby at
birth who caused his mother great pain.
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9. See above, note 7. KBS II: 864 cited the Ethiopic cognate
cas. (a)ba “to be in a bad way, to be in difficulties, to be in need.”
For the trauma that a premature delivery can still cause consider
the following death statistics for premature births in the USA in
2003, compiled from the National Vital Statistics Report, the
National Center for Health Statistics, and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (The bw in the chart below is the
abbreviation for birthweight.):

856.8 deaths per 1,000  live births with bw  under 500g 

313.0 deaths per 1,000 live births with bw  between 500–999g

59.4 deaths per   1,000 live births with bw  between 1,000–1,499g 

246.9 deaths per 1,000  live births with bw  under 1,500g 

27.6 deaths per   1,000 live births with bw  between 1,500–1,999g

11.4 deaths per   1,000 live births with bw  between 2,000–2,499g

59.4 deaths per   1,000 live births with bw   under 2,500g 

2.5 deaths per     1,000 live births with bw  over 2,500g

4.5 deaths per     1,000 live births with bw  between 2,500–2,999g

2.3 deaths per     1,000 live births with bw  between 3,000–3,499g

1.7 deaths per     1,000 live births with bw  between 3,500–3,999g

1.6 deaths per     1,000 live births with bw  over 4,000g) 

1.5 deaths per     1,000 live births with bw  between 4,000–4,499g

2.0 deaths per     1,000 live births with bw  between 4,500–4,999g

6.5 deaths per     1,000 live births with bw  over 5,000g .

Disorders related to prematurity and low birth weight caused 15.7%

of deaths less than 1 year old in USA 1999. 

Disorders related to prematurity and low birth weight caused 23.1%

of deaths for neonates in USA 1999.

(See www.wrongdiagnosis.com/p/premature_birth/deaths.htm .)

10. The y prefix of the name #Be[.y: is better read as preterite prefix

rather than the prefix for the imperfect. For the preterite prefixed
forms, see Moscati, 1964: 131–134.

11. Compare Curtis’s (1910: 107) statement, “His mother had
given him a name of ill omen [“He causeth pain”], but he prayed
that its significance might not be fulfilled and God granted his
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request.” This claim that the name Jabez was an ill omen has been
reiterated by many, including Williamson (1982: 59), Tuell (2001:
28), and Heath (2002: 11) who concluded, “his name is represented
as a kind of curse placed on him by his mother . . . a negative
spiritual force is released upon Jabez in his mother’s naming him
. . . he was born under a curse.”

12. See BDB 457–459; Jastrow 1903: 606–607, and KBS II:
455–456.

13.  Compare the Syriac ROi (yiqar) with its polarized meanings

(1) “to be heavy, oppressed, oppressive” and (2) to be honored,
honorable, venerated” (Payne Smith 1903: 196– 197).

14. Clapp and Wright (2002: 31), though had an answer to this
question. They conjectured that “Jabez’s corpulent affliction
continues into adulthood, meaning he needs increased amounts of
food (an so more arable property) to sustain his girth and, in his
anxious and hungry eyes, his very life.”

15. This artificial dbeK'-tyai (with the Aramaic tya i instead of the

Hebrew vy E ) is simply an attempt at a wordplay with the well-

known Ichabod (dAbk'-yai) of I Sam 4:21.

16. See above, note 7. Jabez’s bc,[,, could mean he was infirm

“weak, crippled, or deprived of the power of motion, by disease, or
by a protracted disease.”

17. Lane 1863: 138; 1893: 3064; Wehr 1979: 48, 1299; Hava 1915:

904. For the Arabic Äpo! vÜ! (caymu clallahi) note also Castell 1669:

100 and 1615, “juramentum per Dei nomen”; and “hkrb, felicitas

: prosperitus Benedictio : rerum copia, oppulentia . . . felix,
prosper, fortunatas, 2, adjuravit, ad ajuramentum adegit eum
petiitve ab eo ut juraret.”
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18. Knoppers (2003: 316) succinctly stated, “The precise location
of this town is unknown.”

19. Castell (1669: 474) also cited q$3 (jibill ), meaning “hominum
turba, multos, copiosus.” 

20. See BDB 52 and Jastrow 1903: 26–27 for hM'Wa “people,

nation, government, gentile.” For the Arabic Çs! (cummat) “a

nation, people, race, tribe, distinct body, community, family,
kinfolk,” see Lane (1863: 90) and the Qurcan, Sura 2: 213 [or 209
in some translations], “mankind were one community.”

21. For the confusion of the w and the y, see Delitzsch, 1920:

103–105, §103a– c.

22. Compare Myers (1965: 28) who simply conjectured, “This
little pericope [4:9–10] is theological in meaning though it may
have been intended as a comment on ii 55 where Jabez is a place
name. . . This is a case of prayer without a vow, which may have
fallen out.”

23. According to Judges 1:16 and 4:11, the Kenites / Qenites are
the descendants of Hobab, the father-in-law of Moses, and are
thereby distant relatives of the Israelites. See Knoopers (2003:
315–317) for a detailed discussion on I Chron 2:55. For the possi-
bility that the Song of Deborah was written by Jael, the Kenite
heroine, in a Kenite dialect see McDaniel, The Song of Deborah:
Poetry in Dialect, 208–209, 247–251, available online at http://
daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/Deborah.pdf  (especially pp.
248–251). 

24. For many other examples of the confusion of b and m, see

Delitzsch, 1920: 113–114, §114a– c.
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25. Castell’s lexicon was not widely available in the past, and,
therefore, seldom consulted. A cross reference in KBS to Castell’s
definitions would have been helpful. The two folio volumes of
Castell’s Lexicon Heptaglotten are now available online at
http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/.

26. The name Jacob should be read with what precedes it and what
follows it. Compare the “Israel : Jacob” in the Septuagint text of
this verse,

kai. evgenh,qh meri.j kuri,ou lao.j auvtou/ Iakwb 
scoi,nisma klhronomi,aj auvtou/ Israhl

And his people Jacob became the portion of the Lord,
 Israel was the line of his inheritance.

These words are echoed in Psa 135:4,

AtL'gUs.li laer'f.yI Hy= " Al rx;B' bqo[]y:-yKi
For Yahweh has chosen Jacob for himself, 

Israel as his own possession.



VIII

A PSALM BY A BLIND POET

Psalm 19:1–6

The heavens are telling the glory of God; 
and the firmament proclaims God’s handiwork. 

Day by day ‘speech’ pours forth, 
and night after night ‘knowledge’ is made known.

There is no (human) speech, nor are there (human) words
without the sounds from the skies heard in the background.
The ‘voice’ of the firmament goes out through all the earth,

and the ‘words’ from space go to the end of the world.1

Verily, in the skies the scorching sun shines!
He comes out like a fire-carrier from his canopy,
and, like a champion,2 runs his course with joy.

His start is from the end of the heavens;
and his finish-line3 is the heavens’ (other) end.

And nothing is hid from his heat.
(McDaniel)

C. S. Lewis (1958: 63), commenting on this psalms, stated 

I take this to be the greatest poem in the Psalter and one of the
greatest lyrics in the world. First he thinks of the sky; how,
day after day, the pageantry we see there shows us the splen-
dor of the Creator. Then he thinks of the sun, the bridal
joyousness of its rising, the unimaginable speed of its daily
voyage from east to west. Finally of its heat; . . . the cloudless
blinding, tyrannous rays hammering the hills searching for
every cranny. The key phrase on which the whole poem de-
pends is “there is nothing hid from the heat thereof.”

Weiser (1962: 198), who compared the authors of Psalm 8
and Psalm 19, was of a similar opinion, stating
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The author of the latter is undoubtedly the greater artist. His
insight, the result of great concentration, combines with his
powerful metaphorical language to raise him to a status of a
great poet who has stimulated the creative work of such emi-
nent men as Goethe, Haydn, and Beethoven.

By way of contrast, Briggs (1906: 165), while acknowledg-
ing that the author of Psalm 19:1–6 (MT 19:2–7) “was a true
poet,” considered 19:4 (MT) to be a prosaic gloss, stating,

The numerous attempts to get an appropriate meaning out of
the verse have all failed to give satisfaction; as indeed they
are all awkward and entirely out of place in a Ps. of such
wonderful simplicity, terseness, and graphic power. 

Although Lewis wrote of the pageantry of the psalm and
Weiser wrote of the poet’s profound vision “to express in lyri-
cal language the sentiments which the beauty of Nature has
evoked in him” and how “the poet’s vision vivifies the inani-
mate things of nature,” (italics mine) the psalm lacks any hint
of a visual experience of the psalmist. Mays (1995: 96) recog-
nized this and commented, “It is all very mysterious and
marvelous. The visible becomes vocal. Seeing is experienced
as hearing.” Similarly, Terrien (2003: 210) noted, “The ear
dominated the eye.”

In the absence of any hint of visual experiences—such as
references to sunlight, a golden sun, a silver moon, crimson
sunsets, blue skies, billowing clouds, or the star studded heav-
ens, it is reasonable to assume that the poet who composed
Psa 19:1–6 was blind. But, though blind, the psalmist was not
deaf. When extolling the firmament and the heavens, the
poet’s auditory experience was quite pronounced, with dyGIm;
and ~yrIP.s;m. appearing in 1:2 (MT), rm,ao coming in 1:4 and

1:5, and  ~yrIb'D>, [m'v.nII, and ~l'Aq found in 1:5. Although
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x;Wr “wind” and ~[;r: “thunder” do not appear in these

verses, the lAq in 1:5 is most likely a synonym of ~[;r:—like

the “thunder” appearing in twelve verses in the KJV for lAq.

In addition to the heavens, the firmament, the day, and the
night being personified, the rumbling thunder and the howling
winds from heaven were considered by this psalmist to be a
language all of its own by which the glory of God was con-
tinually communicated to the people on earth. On the wind-
swept hill or plain where the psalmist lived, no one could
ignore or escape the continuous sound of the wind, day by day
and night after night. It was a fact of life for the psalmist—
perhaps more apparent to a blind poet—that all human speech
is accompanied by these ‘wind instruments’: the howling in
the firmament, the winds whispering from the heavens, and
the rumblings of the stormy skies. For the blind psalmist, the
aerial currents of sounds and scents spoke volumes in their
own unique dialects.4 

Commentators gifted with sight have failed to appreciate
the voice of this poet who, though living in darkness, extolled
the grandeur of the of the heavens based upon auditory, olfac-
tory, and thermal sensations. The poet’s paean of praise was
not a product of the imagination, but an expression of per-
sonal experience. In a more prosaic paraphrase the poet was
making the point that there is no human speech, nor are there
any human words articulated anywhere in the world without
the concurrent ethereal sounds and scents in the background
which make one aware of the glory of God.5 The shift from
the poet’s focus on aural and auditory sensations to thermal
sensations is made after 19:4a (MT 19:5a).
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Psa 19:5b–7 (MT)

~h,B' lh,ao-~f' vm,V,l;
AtP'xume aceyO !t'x'K. aWhw> 
`xr;ao #Wrl' rABgIK. fyfiy" 

~t'Acq.-l[; Atp'Wqt.W Aac'Am ~yIm;V'h; hceq.mi
AtM'x;me rT's.nI !yaew>

In the heavens he has set a tent for the sun
which comes out like a bridegroom from his wedding canopy,

and like a strong man runs its course with joy.
Its rising is from the end of the heavens, and its circuit to the end

of them; and nothing is hid from its heat.

(NRS)
evn tw/| h`li,w| e;qeto to. skh,nwma auvtou

kai. auvto.j w`j numfi,oj evkporeuo,menoj evk pastou/ auvtou/
avgallia,setai w`j gi,gaj dramei/n o`do.n auvtou/

avpV a;krou tou/ ouvranou/ h` e;xodoj auvtou/ 
kai. to. kata,nthma auvtou/ e[wj a;krou tou/ ouvranou/ 
kai. ouvk e;stin o]j avpokrubh,setai th.n qe,rmhn auvtou/

In the sun he has set his tabernacle; 
and he comes forth as a bridegroom out of his chamber: 

he will exult as a giant to run his course.
His going forth is from the extremity of heaven, 

and his circuit to the other end of heaven: 
and no one shall be hidden from his heat.

The MT ~h,B' lh,ao-~f' vm,V,l; has been misunderstood in

tradition and by contemporary commentators. The Septuagint
(cited above) and the Vulgate (in sole posuit tabernaculum

suum) reflect a Vorlage reading wlha ~X XmXb, with the

MT ~hb conspicuously missing. Several commentators, in-

cluding Weiser (1969: 199), needlessly emended the ~hb to
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~yb so as to read “(God) set a tent for the sun in the sea.”

Dahood (1966: 122) opted to translate the ~hb “in them” as

“from/after these” with the force of the conjunction “then.”
However, the ~hb “in them” (i.e., the firmament and the

heavens) should be retained as original, and the l of vm,V,l;
should be read as the emphatic lu “indeed, verily,” much like

the l in Lam 4:3, where rz"k.a;l. means “was indeed cruel.”6

Moreover, the MT ~f' “he set” needs to be repointed as ~v'
“scorching” and read as the cognate of Arabic uÑtD (samûm)

“a hot violent wind” (Lane 1972: 1420). Wehr (1979: 499)

defined it as a hot sandstorm known as a simoom, which has

become a loanword in English.7 Instead of reading the MT

lha as lh,ao “tent” it should be read as lhea{ “shining,” the

Hiphcîl of which occurs in Job 25:5, x;rey"-d[; !he lyhia]y: al{w>
“if even the moon does not shine” (NKJ).8 Thus, the MT of

19:5b, ~h,B' lh,ao-~f' vm,V,l; “for the sun he set his taber-

nacle in them” can be read as ~h,B' lhea{ ~v' vm,V, lu “Verily,

the scorching sun is shining in them,” i.e., in the heavens.
The poet’s seeming use of  !t'x' “bridegroom” as a meta-

phor for the sun was given sexual connotations by Terrien
(2003: 211) who stated

. . . the sun, a lively athlete, spends each night under the

shelter of a tent Yahweh has set up for the rest and erotic play

of his champion (v. 5c). The sexual aspect of Near Eastern

myths is here reduced to a comparison with a young bride-

groom who jumps, alert, from his nuptial couch. Nothing will

escape his ardors.

However, if  !t'x' in 19:6 (MT) really means “bridegroom,”

it appears much more likely that the poet chose !t'x' because
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of its aural proximity to ht'x' “to snatch up (fire, coals)” and

hT'x.m; “a fire-holder.” The MT !t'x' could be repointed as

!tox' (scriptio defectiva for !Atx') “a fire-carrier,” in which

case the original !tox' would be to ht'x' what !AaG" “pride” is

to ha'G", what !Amh' “noise” is to hm'h', and what !Azx' “vision”

is to hz"x'.9 Removing the simile of the “bridegroom” from

19:6 (MT) and restoring the “fire-carrier” motif is supported

by 19:7b, AtM'x;me rT's.nI !yaew>, “and nothing is hidden from

his heat,” i.e., “from the heat of the sun.”10 As might be ex-

pected, a blind psalmist would more likely speak about solar

heat than about sunlight. 

The removal of the “bridegroom” from this verse requires

also the removal of any “wedding canopy” (NRS) or “nuptial

couch” (Terrien). The hp'Wx “canopy, chamber” is a cognate

of Arabic f/ /fád/ (h.affa /h.afîf) “to circuit, to surround,

to enclose” and “to make (rustling) sounds (from running

feet), or the whizzing sounds of wind” (Lane 1865: 597–598;

Wehr 1979: 219). With these nuances of hp'Wx in focus, the

transition was easily made to the hp'WqT. “circuit” of the sun

and a (noisy) running athlete. The psalmist made an associa-

tion between solar heat and rustling winds, and experienced

both as declarations of the glory of God.

Weiser (1962: 199) thought that the psalmist had reworked

“with remarkable freedom and ease” (1) an “ancient mythical

idea of the abode which the Sun-god has built for himself,”

(2) the “widespread mythological idea that the Sun-god rests

during the night in the sea, lying in the arms of his beloved,”

and (3) a mythological “image of the champion who delights
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in contest.” However, philology rather than mythology pro-

vides the better clues for recovering the original meaning of

the poem. Replacing the “bridegroom” and “warrior” with a

“fire-carrier” and a “star runner” (no pun intended), removes

erotic nuances and military overtones. 

The poet’s lexicon for the communications coming from

the skies included rma “speech” (vss. 3, 4), t[d “knowl-

edge” (v. 3), ~yrbd “words” (v. 4), lwq “sound” (v. 4), hwq
“voice” (v. 5) and ~ylm utterances (v. 5). These six synonyms

are matched by six synonyms for the communications re-

ceived directly from Yahweh, spelled out in 19:8–10, which

are hrwt “law,” twd[ “testimony,” dwqp “precept,” hwcm
“commandment,” hrma “word” (for MT trry “fear”), and

jpvm “judgment.”

The statement in 19:8b (English text), “the commandment

of Yahweh is pure, enlightening the eyes,” was unlikely to

have been made by a blind person. If 19:1–6 was written by

a blind person, as proposed in this study, 19:7–14 was indeed

a separate poem, as argued by a number of commentators like

Briggs (1906: 162), who stated, 

Ps. 19 is composed of two originally separate poems: (A)

a morning hymn, praising the glory of 
c
El in the heavens

(v.2 – 5 b ), the glorious movements of the sun (v.5 c –7 ); (B) a

didactic poem, describing the excellence of the Law

(v.8–11), with a petition for absolution, restraint from sin,

and acceptance in worship (v.12 –15 ).

Weiser’s concluding remark (1962: 200) on 19:1–6 is es-

pecially noteworthy if these verses were composed by a blind
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1. This is not to suggest that the psalmist knew about solar winds
or anticipated radio astronomy.

2. Following here the NJB and the NIB. Note also the NAB which

translated rAbGI as “athlete.”

3. For this meaning of  @Wq / @q;n", compare Job 1:5,

hT,v.Mih; ymey> WpyQihi yKi yhiy>w: 
kai. w`j a'n sunetele,sqhsan ai` h`me,rai tou/ po,tou
and when the days of the feast had run their course.

4. The following brief report from ABCNews.com about the visit
of Pope John Paul II to the Jordan River on March 22, 2000 illus-
trates the point: 

A windswept crowd of thousands listened to the pope recite
a reading and deliver prepared remarks during the brief
ceremony. “On the banks of the River Jordan, you [God]
raised up John the Baptist, a voice crying in the wilderness
. . . to prepare the way of the Lord, to herald the coming of
Jesus,” the pope said, his soft voice all but drowned out by
the strong gusts of wind. 

5. The MT ~W"q; “their line” (KJV) or “their voice, sound” (Sep-

tuagint, Vulgate) or “their chord = music” (BDB 876) is probably

a double entendre involving (1) hw"q' stem II, “to call, to proclaim,”

as advocated by Barth (1893: 29, followed by Dahood 1965:

psalmist, “The comprehensiveness of the poet’s belief in God

thus enables him to grasp the true meaning and significance

of those phenomena [in the heavens and the firmament] to

which anxious and prejudiced minds turn a blind eye.”

NOTES
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121–122), and (2) hw"q', stem III, the cognate of Arabic ÅÑg / ÉÑg
(qawiya / quwwat) “to be strong, strength, power, might, force”

(Lane 1893: 2997). The Septuagint’s fqo,ggoj “voice” reflects the

meaning of stem II. The widely recognized ~h,yLemi “their words”

can be added to the above list of auditory terms in this passage.

6. See McDaniel 1968: 206–207; 2000: 11, 20, 156, 181–182, 211;
2003: 95–96, 129–130; 144, 148, 203, 224, 230, 324, and 332.

7. The ("( stem ~m;v ' would be analogous to ~m;T ' which has the

lengthened adjective ~ymiT ' and the shorter ~T ', both meaning

“complete, sound” (BDB 1070). The ~v ' “scorching” is to ~Wmv '
what ~T ' is to ~ymiT '.

8. This lha would be a by-form of lhh, stem I, “to shine” (BDB

14, KBS I: 19, citing Driver AJSL 52: 161.

9. See GKC 85u for nouns with a ! affixed. For scriptio defectiva

of nouns in this class, note ~ynImoh] in Joel 4:14, Hn"moh] in Ezek

29:19, and !b'r>D" in I Sam 13:21 and tAnbor>D" in Ecc 2:11.

10. The universal and timeless heat of the sun cannot be convin-
cingly likened to the episodic and sporadic heat of erotic passion
found in myth or in reality.



IX

NOTES ON PSALMS 70 AND 40

Psalm 70:1

`ryKiz>h;l. dwId'l. x;Cen:m.l.
ynIleyCih;l. ~yhil{a/;

`hv'Wx ytir'z>[,l. hw"hy> 

NAS
For the choir director. 

A Psalm of David; for a memorial. 
O God, hasten to deliver me;
 O LORD, hasten to my help!

LXX

eivj to. te,loj tw/| Dauid eivj avna,mnhsin 
eivj to. sw/sai, me ku,rion

o` qeo,j eivj th.n boh,qeia,n mou pro,scej

For the end, to David, for a remembrance. 
That the Lord may save me,

O God, draw nigh to my help.

McDaniel

For bass voices,1 for the king,2 for a memorial.3

Remember, O God, to deliver me
O Yahweh, hasten to save me.

Following the superscription, Psalm 70:1 begins now with

the vocative ~yhil{a/, “O God,” followed by the sequential

infinitive ynIleyCih;l. “to deliver me.” The original finite verb

which began the verse survives in the ryKiz>h;l. “to hold in
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memory” of the superscription. This ryKiz>h; was mistakenly

read as the Hiphcîl infinitive—hence its being given

secondarily the preposition l and made the final word of the

superscription.

However, this ryKiz>h; was a Hiphcîl imperative and was ori-

ginally the first word of the psalm itself: “Remember, O God,

to save me . . . .” 4 On the other hand, if the infinitive ryKiz>h;
was always a part of the superscription, the text would have

included the infinitive and the imperative: ryKiz>h;  ryKiz>h;(l.),”
with the imperative ryKiz>h; having dropped out by haplogra-

phy. Thus, there is no need to assume that the imperative hcer>
“be pleased,” found in Psa 40:14, was ever a part of Psa 70:1.5

A typical 3 + 3 bi-colon can be restored simply by borrowing

the ryKiz>h; from the superscription or restoring its double.

Psalm 40:14–17

Psalm 70 is quoted in its entirety in Psa 40:14–17, although

it is not an entirely exact quotation, there being twelve vari-

ations in the texts of the two psalms. Four words in Psa 40:

14–17 are not found in Psalm 70, namely, the hcer> “be

pleased” in 40:14, the dx;y: “together” in 40:15; the Ht'APs.li
“to snatch it away” in 40:15; and the yli “to me” in 40:16. The

other eight variations6 between the psalms are

  MT Psalm 40:  MT Psalm 70

v.14       hw"hy> v. 1   ~yhi Ola/
v. 16      WMvo y" v. 4        WbWvy"7

v. 17       hw"hy> v. 5   ~yhi Ola/
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v. 17 ^t,['WvT. v. 5     ^t,['Wvy>8

v. 18       yn:doa] v. 5   ~yhi Ola/
v. 18 yli bv'x]y: v. 6    yLi-hv'Wx9

v. 18       ytir"z>[, v. 6      yrIz>[,
v. 18       yh;lo a/ v. 6     hw"hy>

There was no plagiarism involved in the use of Psalm 70 by
the author of Psalm 40. The poet clearly identified his source,
stating:

 yl'[' bWtK' rp,se-tL;gIm.Bi 
in the scroll of scripture it was written about me.

Unfortunately, this citation introducing the quotation became
detached from the quotation itself, which at one time must
have immediately followed the statement of source. Somehow

the phrase yl'[' bWtK' rp,se tL;gIm.Bi ended up as 40:8b, and the

quotation from Psalm 70 ended up as the last five verses of
Psalm 40. 

Rearranging Psalm 40

Once the psalm, now called Psalm 40, was incorporated

into the rp,se-tL;gIm. “scroll of scripture” which included what

is now called Psalm 70, the discrepancies between the origi-
nal Psalm 70 and its duplicate in Psalm 40 became em-
barrassingly conspicuous. The problem was solved not by
harmonizing the texts of Psalms 40 and 70 but by rearranging
the verses of Psalm 40 so as to obscure the direct quotation
and eliminate its proper citation. The rearrangement was quite
successful, for commentators have attempted to identify the

rp,se-tL;gIm. “scroll of scripture” with the Torah of Moses, or

the Deuteronomic Code, or the heavenly record book of hu-
man deeds, mentioned in Psa 56:8, 87:6, and 139:16. The fact
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that it referenced a scroll of “published” psalms from which
the current psalmist quoted has to date gone unrecognized.10

Originally, Psalm 40 was likely to have had the following
sequence of verses (with the words requiring additional com-
ment being marked in bold italics): 

40:7b.  In the scroll of scripture it is written about me:

40:13–17.  Let them be put to shame and confusion al-
together who seek to snatch away my life; let them be
turned back and brought to dishonor who desire my hurt!
Let them be appalled because of their shame who say to
me, “Aha, Aha!” But may all who seek thee rejoice and
be glad in thee; may those who love your salvation say
continually, “Great is Yahweh!” As for me, I am poor
and needy; but the Lord takes thought for me. You are
my help and my deliverer; do not tarry, O my God!

40:11–12.  Do not thou, O LORD, withhold thy mercy from
me, let thy steadfast love and thy faithfulness ever preserve
me! For evils have encompassed me without number; my
iniquities have overtaken me, till I cannot see; they are more
than the hairs of my head; my heart fails me.

40:1–6.  I waited patiently for Yahweh; he inclined to me
and heard my cry. He drew me up from the burial plot, out
of the miry bog, and set my feet upon a rock, making my
steps secure. 

He put a new song in my mouth, a song of praise to our God.
Many will see and fear, and put their trust in Yahweh. Bless-
ed is the man who makes Yahweh his trust, who does not
turn to skeptics or misleading myth.

You have multiplied, O Yahweh my God, your wondrous
deeds and your thoughts toward us; none can compare with
thee! Were I to proclaim and tell of them, they would be
more than can be numbered. Sacrifice and offering you do
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not desire. You freed me of my faults. Burnt offering and
sin offering you have not required.

40:7a. Whereupon I said: “Behold, I have confessed :

40:8–10. I delight to do your will, O my God; your
law has been internalized.”11 I have told the glad news
of deliverance in the great congregation. Lo, I have not
restrained my lips, as you know, O Yahweh. I have not
hid your saving help within my heart. I have spoken of
your faithfulness and your salvation; I have not con-
cealed your steadfast love and your faithfulness from
the great congregation.

Psa 40:2a (MT 40:3a)

!wEY"h; jyJimi !Aav' rABmi ynIle[]Y:w:
RSV

He drew me up from the desolate pit,
out of the miry bog

LXX
kai. avnh,gage,n me evk la,kkou talaipwri,aj

kai. avpo. phlou/ ivlu,oj
And he brought me up out of a pit of misery,

 and from miry clay.

McDaniel
He drew me up from the burial plot, 

out of the miry bog.

Contextually, the !Aav' rAB appears to be a reference to the

grave. As suggested in BDB (981) the phrase can mean “pit

of roaring (of waters?),” which would fit well the context of

II Sam 22:5–20 (Psa 18:4–19), which speaks of “the waves of
death,” “the torrents of perdition,” “a gathering of water,”
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“the channels of the sea,” and “many waters.” But the only

hint of moisture in Psalm 40 is the “miry bog,” which, as in

Psa 69:2, suggests one’s silently sinking into soggy soil.12 The

!Aav' in Psa 40:2a is actually the cognate of Arabic £Ñ+
(.tawaya) “he remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode . . . he was

slain and remained where he was, or he remained in his grave

. . . he died,” with the passive £Ñ+ (.tuwiya) meaning “he was

buried.” The noun £Ñ,s (ma.twan) means “a place where one

stays, dwells, or abides, an abode or a dwelling,”(Lane 1863:

365–366; Wehr 1979: 131). In terms of dynamic equivalence,

!Aav' would mean “the final resting place” and the !Aav' rAB
would be equal to “grave site” or “burial plot,” with the rAB
perhaps being read as rB' “field, uncultivated ground.”

This cognate also provides the derivation for the hY"aiv. in
Isa 24:12—as understood by the Septuagint translators. The
Hebrew and Greek for 24:12 are  

r[;v'-tK;yU hY"aiv.W hM'v; ry[iB' ra;v.nI
Desolation is left in the city,

 the gates are battered into ruins (RSV).
kai. kataleifqh,sontai po,leij e;rhmoi

kai. oi=koi evgkataleleimme,noi avpolou/ntai
and cities shall be left desolate,

and houses being left shall fall to ruin.

Hatch and Redpath (1897: 138, 366, 980) identified the

evgkataleleimme,noi “ones being left” with the MT hY"aiv. and

the avpolou/ntai “fall to ruin” with the MT tK;yU. According to

this analysis, the MT r[;v; “gate” has no equivalent in the

Greek translation. They did not identify the oi=koi of Isa 24:
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12 (marked with a †) with any Hebrew stem. However, the

oi=koi reflects the MT hY"aiv. (perhaps read as the plural tyav
[scriptio defectiva] in the Vorlage). This hY"aiv. /tYoaiv., like

the !Aav' of Psa 40:2, is a cognate of the Arabic £Ñª+ (.tawaya)

“he dwelt, or abode,” and £Ñ,s (ma.twan) “a place where one

stays, dwells, or abides, an abode or a dwelling,” i.e., the

oi=koj of the Greek translation.13 

Although the Septuagint translators of Psa 40:2 translated

 !Aav' as talaipwri,aj “misery, distress” (as though it were

from the root  aAv—like the ha'vom.W ha'Av “distress and

misery” in Job 30:3—rather than from the root hw"v' / ha'v'),
the fact that the Septuagint translators rendered hY"aiv. in Isa

24:12 as  oi=koj is sufficient reason to add hw"v', stem III, the

cognate of £Ñª+ (.tawaya), to the lexicon of Biblical Hebrew,

and to recognize  that the !Aav' of 40:2 was derived from it.

Psa 40:4b (MT 40:5b)

bz"k' yjef'w> ~ybih'r>-la, hn"p'-al{w>
RSV

who does not turn to the proud, 
to those who go astray after false gods!

LXX
kai. ouvk evne,bleyen eivj mataio,thtaj14

 kai. mani,aj yeudei/j
and has not regarded vanities and false frenzies

McDaniel
who does not turn to skeptics nor misleading myth 
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While most translators and commentators have interpreted

the ~ybih'r> of 40:4 as “proud, arrogant, boisterous” (BDB

923; KBS 3: 1193), Dahood (1965: 243) paraphrased ~ybih'r>
as “pagan idols.” He argued

The usual derivation of reha%bi%m from ra%hab, “to be arro-
gant,” is supported by analogous ze%di%m, a term for pagan
deities in Ps xix 14 deriving from zyd, “to act stormily, ar-
rogantly.” Hence the mythical sea monster Rahab is “the
Arrogant One.” Note too that LXX translates reha%bi%m by
mataióte%tas which elsewhere reproduces Hebrew words for
“idols, gods.”

But this argument in weakened by two facts. First, the  ~ydIzE
in Psa 19:14 was translated in the LXX as avllotri,wn “stran-

gers, foreigners” (as though ~ydz were  ~yrz), not by mata-

io,thtaj “vanities.” Secondly, ~ydIzE was used elsewhere to

modify ~yvin"a] “men” (as the “godless men”in Jer 43:2) and

used with vyai “man” as the subject (as in Exo 21:14, “a man

acts presumptuously to slay his neighbor”). Thus, Psa 19:14

is not a convincing analogy for building the case that ~ybih'r>
means “pagan idols.” Moreover, mataio,thj was used to trans-

late lb,h,, lbeh], hW"h;, qyrI, and aw>v', but never the words for

idols, like bc,[ o, lm,s,,  tc,l,p.mi, and lylia/.15

Gunkel and many others identified the ~ybih'r> with Rahab,

the sea monster mentioned in Pss 87:4 (Raab); 89:10 (MT 89:

11) (u`perh,fanon “proud ones”); Job 9:13 and 26:12 (kh,th /

kh/toj “sea monster”); Isa 30:7 (matai,a “vain”); and Isa 51:9

(which lacks a corresponding word in the Greek). 

The mataio,thtaj “vanities” in the Septuagint and the
)=WOiR* (se%rîqûtac) “vanity, nothingness” in the Syriac of
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Psa 40:4 suggested for Briggs (1906: 358; BDB 923) and

others a Vorlage with lbh /~ylbh for the MT ~ybih'r>. But

the translation of both bhr and lbh in Isa 30:7 as ma,taia/

matai,a “vain” and as )=WOiR* /QiR* (se%rîq / se%rîqûtac)

“vanity,” supports the integrity of the MT ~ybih'r> in 40:4.

In light of the Arabic %Ü @ /&!@ (raib / râba) “it made me to

doubt, to be suspicious, to be skeptical,”%Ü @ (rayb) “disquiet,

a disturbance, or agitation of the mind . . . an evil opinion,”
and &"'?s (murtâb) “a sceptic in matters of religion,” (Lane

1867: 1197–1198), one can postulate the Hebrew root byr,

stem II, and its by-form bhr, which would be the cognate of

Arabic %ª|@ /Ä$ª|@! (rahiba / carhab) “he feared, he frightened”

(BDB 923; KBS 3: 1192), as in the phrase  m# %|@ê vo (lam
curhab bika) “[lit. I was not frightened by thee]; meaning, I
did not see in thee what induced in me doubt, or suspicion, or
evil opinion” (Lane (1867: 1168).16 

Consequently, the MT ~ybhr has four possible meanings:
(1) proud, boisterous, frightening (2) the “Rahabeans,” i.e.,
devotees of the mythical sea monster Rahab who was also
known as Leviathan and Lotan, (3) “vain, useless, worthless,”
as understood by the Greek and Syriac translators who took

bhr to be a synonym of lbh, and (4) “doubtful, suspicious,

skeptical.” Given the positive references to those who trust

(xj;B' /xj'b.mi) in 40:3–4, a negative reference to skeptics and

doubters (~ybih]ro) in 40:5 would be contextually appropriate.

The MT yjef' is generally translated as “those who turn

aside” or “go astray” or “lapse into,” and is derived from jWf,

a by-form of hj'f' /hj's' “to swerve, to fall away” (BDB 962;

KBS 4:1439). But the Septuagint translators interpreted it
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differently.17 The mani,aj of 40:4 (39:4) is marked with a † in
Hatch and Redpath (1897: 895), as though there were no

corresponding word for it in the MT (like the hm'jef.m; [=
mani,aj] appearing twice in Hos 9:7–8). But the yjev. /aj'v. “to

become demented” and the hyj,Av / yjev' /ay"j.v; “madman,

fool” (as cited in Jastrow 1531, 1553) is a good match for the
Septuagint’s mani,aj yeudei/j “false frenzies.”18

However, the MT bz"k' is singular and the yjef' is a plural

construct (or an Aramaic singular absolute) without a preposi-
tion, meaning literally “ones avoiding a lie.” Thus, “false
frenzies” (LXX), “lying follies” (DRA), “such as turn to
lies”(KJV, ASV, NKJ) and “those who lapse into falsehood”
(NAS, NAU)—which add the preposition “to” or “into”—
are not literal translations.

Given the well attested confusion of y and r ( Delitzsch

1920: 111 §109a), the yjef' in 40:4 may have been originally

the rjevo  “scribe, official, a writ, a document”(BDB 1009;

Jastrow 1555; KBS 4: 1441, 1475). The Syriac cognate car-
ries nuances of “talking foolishly, to lose one’s senses,” as
well as a promissory note, bond, or deed (Payne Smith 574).

The Arabic cognate is ?VD (sat.ara) “he composed lies, false-

hoods” and ?VD / É@ÑVDê (sat.r / cust.ûrat) “lies, or falsehoods;
or fictions, or stories having no foundation or no right ten-
dency or tenour . . . [such as we commonly term legends] . . .
written stories or their written lies” (Lane 1872: 1357–1358).
Wehr (1979: 477) included the terms “fable, saga, myth,” as
well as “legend.” 

Thus, instead of  paraphrasing bz"k' yjef' (which literally

can mean only “those avoiding a lie” or “the fools of a lie”) to

“those who go astray after false gods,” the restored bz"K' rj,v,
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means quite literally a “lying legend” or “misleading myth”
(written or oral). This interpretation shifts the focus away
from what was at best an allusion to idols to an explicit
reference to the myths which challenged the traditions of
Israelite monotheism. It was not about what skilled artisans
crafted with their hands, but about what poets composed and
mythologists wrote: empty words, vain thoughts, false fables
—all of them bz"K' rj,v, “a written lie” compared to the

thoughts, wonders, and law of Yahweh (40:5, 8).

Psa 40:6 (MT 40:7; LXX 39:6) 

T'c.p;x'-al{ hx'n>miW xb;z< 
yLi t'yrIK' ~yIn:z>a'

`T'l.a'v' al{ ha'j'x]w: hl'A[
Sacrifice and offering you desired not.

Ears you dug for me.
Burnt offering and sin offering you did not require.

Greek Texts of Psa 39:7 (MT 40:7) 

qusi,an kai. prosfora.n ouvk hvqe,lhsaj

Sacrifice and offering you desired not.

sw/ma de. kathrti,sw moi (G A B S )

But a body you restored for me

wv ,tia de. ev ,skayaj moi (Aquila)

But ears you covered/protected for me 

wv ,tia de. kateskeu,asa,j moi (Symmachus)

But ears you prepared for me 

wv ,tia kathrti,sw moi (Theodotian)

But ears you restored to me 
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 o`lokau,twma kai. peri. am̀arti,aj ouvk h; |thsaj
Burnt-offering and sacrifice for sin you required not

Syriac Texts of Psa 40:6b (40:7b)19

Y| +[o= Nid )Rgf (Syro-Hex.)

pagra%c den te7qant liy
then you restored the body for me

Y| =RFx Nid A]d) (Syro-Hex. Margin)
cedna%c den h.e7pa%rt liy

then you dug the ear for me

Y| +BO] Nid A]d) (Peshit. ta)
cedna%c den ne7qabt liy

then you pierced the ear for me

As is obvious from these translations the yLi t'yrIK' ~yIn:z>a'
“ears you bored for me” has been very problematic. At first
glance it appears that the three major Greek codices, reading
sw/ma de. kathrti,sw moi “but a body you restored for me”
(later quoted in Heb 10:5, see below) had a quite different
Vorlage. Hatch and Redpath (1897: 1330) marked the swma

of this verse with a † to indicate that there was no corres-
ponding word for it in the Hebrew text. The variants in the
Syriac tradition correspond to those in the Greek text, re-

inforcing the impression that yLi t'yrIK' ~yIn:z>a' had been cor-

rupted in the Vorlagen used by some Greek and Syriac trans-
lators. 

Briggs (1906: 358) cited a number of proposed emenda-

tions, like reading ~c[ “bone, body, self” for ~ynza “ears,”

and offered his own emendation of  yl tyrb za “then had I

the covenant.” His assertions that “G translates as if it rd.
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T'nn:AK (sic) and had supplied the obj.” and “H mistook . . . za
for !za” are, in my opinion, mistaken. Although his recogni-

tion that “H mistook b for k” was correct, the original spell-

ing of the MT t'yrIK' “you dug” was not tyrIB. “covenant” but

the Picel t'yrIBe “you set free” (discussed below on page 133).

Dahood (1966: 246), by (1) reading T'r:K' “you cut, you

circumcised” for MT t'yrIK' “you bored” and by (2) appealing

to the ~n"z>a' hl'rE[] “their uncircumcised ear” in Jer 6:10, para-

phrased the yLi t'yrIK' ~yIn:z>a' as “so you made my ear recep-

tive” (to divine inspiration). However, had the psalmist in-

tended to say “you circumcised ears for me,” the noun hl'r>['
“foreskin” and /or the verb lWm, used for the circumcising of

the foreskin of the heart (Deut 10:16), as well as the foreskin

of the flesh (Gen 17:11), would surely have been used.20

In light of the occasional confusion of b and k,21 I would

emend the MT t'yrIK' “you dug” to t'yrIBe and derived it from

hrb, stem III,22 the cognate of 

• Aramaic yrb /arb to get well, recover, to be strong or

stout”; yrIb.a; “to make well”; and yrIB' /ayrIB" “healthy,

strong, stout” (Jastrow 192; KBS 1: 154) and

• Arabic Å?# (baraha) “his body returned to a healthy state, or

his health of body returned to him, or his bodily condition

became good, after having been altered by disease.” 

• Arabic nouns Å?#ê (cabrahu) and \£@è# (bâriy) meaning

respectively “having the body in a healthy state” and

“recovering from disease, sickness or malady” (Lane 1863:

179, 196; Castell 1669: 431 rendered it “convaluit”).
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Consequently, the sw/ma de. kathrti,sw moi, “but a body

you restored for me,” in GA B S and the Y| +[o= Nid )Rgf,

“then you restored the body for me,” in the Syro-Hexapla

would be very literal translations of the restored  t'yrIBe , with-

out a separate word like hY"wIG> or ~c,[, or rg<P, for the sw/ma.

The lack of any word in these Greek and Syriac trans-

lations for the MT ~yIn:z>a' is due to a confusion in the respec-

tive Vorlagen of  (1) a z and d, (2) a y and n, and (3) a ! and

~,23 which resulted in the ~ynza being read as !yyda (=

!yyId:a]), a by-form of !yyId:[] “yet, as yet, still,” 24 which was

translated into Greek as de. and into Syriac as Nid (den) “but,

for, then.” 

Given the implicit reference to healing in 40:2, “he drew

me up from the the burial pit,” a reference to restored health

in 40:6 would be contextually very appropriate. But the

immediate context of the yl tyrb ~ynza in 40:6 deals with

the sacrifices and offerings, suggesting that this difficult

phrase has more to do with sin than with sickness. (The

translations of the G Aq q S and of the Peshit. ta, cited above, are

obviously corrections to the MT.)

If the MT t'yrIK' ~yIn:z>a' was originally tyrb ~ynza, as I

propose, the ~ynza is not likely to mean “ears.” The initial a
of  ~ynza could be a prosthetic a (GKC 19m, 85b) prefixed to

the noun !z or !yz, much like the variants (1) [;Arz> and [;Arz>a,
“arm”; (2) rk,zE and hr"K'z>a; “memorial / remembrance”; (3) qzE
and qzEa] “fetter, manacle”; (4) bz"K' and bz"k.a; “deceptive, lie”;

and (5) yxir>z: and yxir"z>a, “Zerahite /Ezrahite.” 
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The noun !z or !yz (or !za or !yza) would be the cognate of

Arabic z!> (d.ân) and yªÜ> (d.în) “a vice, fault, defect, or the

like” (Lane 1867: 976, 989, 991; Castell 1669: 697, 700–

701).25 In the psalmist’ quotation from the “scroll of scrip-

ture” reference was made to the h['r" “harm, trouble” others

wanted to inflict (Psa 70:2; 40:14), but the psalmist also con-

fessed that he had more than enough tA[r" of his own mak-

ing: “my iniquities have overtaken me, till I cannot see; they

are more than the hairs of my head; my heart fails me”

(40:12). These iniquities are apparently what the psalmist had

in mind when ~ynIzE/~ynIzEa] was used as a synonym for tA[r".
The yl tyrb ~ynza in Psa 40:6b is the psalmist’ assertion

that he was free of the ~ynIzEa] “vices / faults” which plagued

him. Once t'yrIK' is emended to t'yrIBe, the verb hrb, dis-

cussed above on page 131, comes back into focus. Not only

can it mean “(God) restored him to convalescence, ” but, like

its Arabic cognate ê?# (baraca),  it could also mean “he was, or

became clear or free,” and a causative Picel t'yrIBe (like the

Arabic form  IV) would mean “(God) made one guiltless . . .

free from the fault, defect, imperfection, blemish, or vice.”

The noun hrb, like the cognate \£?# (bariyc), would signify

“clear of evil qualities or dispositions; shunning what is vain

and false . . . pure in heart from associating any with God,” as

well as signifying “sound in body and intellect.”26

Moreover, the psalmist was made guiltless and became free

of faults and vices by the sheer grace of God. Perhaps the

clearest statements in the psalm are those in 6a and 6c (MT 7a

and 7c): 
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T'c.p;x'-al{ hx'n>miW xb;z< 
qusi,an kai. prosfora.n ouvk hvqe,lhsaj

Sacrifice and offering you desired not

T'l.a'v' al{ ha'j'x]w: hl'A[
o`lokau,twma kai. peri. am̀arti,aj ouvk h; |thsaj

Burnt-offering and sacrifice for sin you required not.

The psalmist was not making a forensic repudiation of the

sacrificial cult27 but was sharing a personal experience. He

had been near death, but was healed; he was overwhelmed by

his  iniquities, but was made guiltless, pure, and free. All of

this without a sacrifice or an offering having been made.

God’s help (hr"z>[,) and deliverance (jLeP;) had been free for

the asking. But once healing and forgiveness was received the

psalmist responded with a pledge to declare “the glad news of

deliverance in the great congregation.”

 The pledge lies hidden in 40:7a (MT 8a) in the phrase

ytiab'-hNEhi yTir>m;a' za' “then I said, ‘behold I came.’”28 While

the MT ytiab' has been derived from the common verb aWb
“to come,” it is better derived in this context from aWb, stem

II, which is the cognate of Arabic êÑ# / \ë# (bawaca / bâca) “he

returned . . . he made himself answerable, responsible, or

accountable for it [sin] by an inseparable obligation, . . . he

acknowledged it or confessed it.”29 In prayer one says \Ñ# !
m(t[x# máo!  (cabûcu cilayka binicmatika) “I acknowledge, or

confess, to thee thy favour [towards me, as imposing an ob-

ligation upon me]” (Lane 1863: 270–271; Castell 1669: 299

translated it “reversus fuit . . . confessus fuit”). The first  part
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of this prayer could well have been a paraphrase of the

psalmist words in 40:7a-8
. . . ytiab'-hNEhi

yTic.p'x' yh;l{a/ ^n>Acr>-tAf[]li
y['me %AtB. ^t.r'Atw> 
Behold I confessed:

“to do your will, O my God, is my desire

your Law has been internalized.”30

Psa 40:7–9 (LXX 39:7–9) and Heb 10:5–9

The quotation of the Psa 40:7–9 (MT) in Heb 10:5–9

follows the Greek text rather than the Hebrew text. But the

quotation is not an exact quotation. Several differences sug-

gest that the author of Hebrews was working from memory.

They are (1) the singular  o`lokautw,ma “burnt offering” (39:7)

became the plural  o`lokautw,mata (10:6); (2) the  ouvk hvqe,-

lhsaj “you did not desire” in 39:7 became ouvk euvdo,khsaj

“you did not find pleasure in ” (10:5); (3) the tou/ poih/sai to.

qe,lhma, sou o` qeo,j mou evboulh,qhn “to do your will, O my

God, I desire” (39:8b) became simply ou / poih /sai o ` qeo.j to.

qe,lhma, sou “to do, O God, your will” (10:7); and (4) the

wv ,tia “ears” of GAq qS (39:7)—like the A]d) (cednac) “ear”

of the Peshit. ta and in the margin of the Syro-Hexapla—
became  sw/ma “body” as in the GA B S.

Jobes (1991: 387–396) argued that these variations were

the “intentional and creative rhetorical product of the author”

of the epistle and that they
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were not already in the Greek translation of the OT in the
first century. If this is true, the appearance of sw/ma in Ps
40,7 in all extant Greek manuscripts implies that Christian
scribes ‘corrected’ the text of Ps 40 in subsequent manu-
scripts to agree with the quotation by the author of Hebrews

(388).

Jobes based her argument on “the principles of first-century

rhetoric” which, according to the Institutio Oratoria of Quin-

tillian, included, among other options, the use of paronoma-

sia.31 She noted

With each variation the author [of Hebrews] has achieved a
phonetic assonance between the variant and another element
in the quotation. This phonetic assonance functions to de-
note linguistic highlighting, or marked prominence, for that
pairing (390).32

But the question as to why the author of Hebrews restricted
his use of good Quintillian rhetorical devices to just the “pho-
netic manipulation” of six quotations from the Septuagint is
not addressed. One would expect the entire epistle to abound
with euphony, homoeoteleuton, cadence, paronomasia, and
parison if that were the author’s rhetorical style.

Moreover, if, as Jobes argued, Christian scribes ‘corrected’
all extant Greek texts of Psa 40:7, how did they miss the wv ,tia

in GAq Q S, and why was this Psalm 40 singled out for correc-
tion and the many, many other variants, like those in Matt
4:16 and Isa 9:2,33 not corrected? Lastly, why would Christian
scribes be indifferent to the variants between the Psalm 40
(LXX 39:14–18) and its quotation of Psalm 70 (LXX 69:
2–6)?

Four of the five questions posited by Jobes in the first para-
graph of her study require a “yes” answer: (1) the variations
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under review were present in the Greek Vorlage use by the
author of the Hebrews; (2) the Hebrew Vorlage used by the

Septuagint translators (tyrb !yyda) did differ from the MT
(tyrk ~ynza); (3) the LXX variant swma/, instead of  wv ,tia (=

~ynza), definitely served the author’s Christological argument
in a way the Hebrew text could not; and  (4) the abbreviated
statement in 10:7, “I have come to do your will,” did serve the
author’s soteriological assertion that “by which will (evn w-|
qelh,mati) we have been sanctified through the offering of the
body of Jesus Christ once for all (evfa,pax ) (10:7).
  Jobes’ question about the variants being evidence of the
author’s lapse of memory requires a “no” answer. The vari-
ations in Heb10:5 and Psa 39:6 (LXX) definitely do not
reflect a lapse of memory. Rather, the variants reflect the
author’s freedom to paraphrase with all the rights and
privileges of a Targumist—which is not surprising given the
fact that this Epistle Pro.j ~Ebrai,ouj was, in the words of
Buchanan (1976: xix, xxi), a “homiletical midrash based on
Ps 110.” The epistle received the title Pro.j ~Ebrai,ouj be-
cause of its midrashic literary style and content. Buchanan
well noted

Midrashic composers were resourceful apologists with a-
mazing skill in manipulating words, phrases, and passages to
suit their own need in ways that were far removed from the
original meaning of the text.

The author of Hebrews (whoever he was) and the original
community of Christians to whom he wrote (whoever they
were)34 were obiviously more attuned to the rhetoric of the
Targumim and Midrashim than to the canons of Quintillian
elocution.
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SUMMARY

As rearranged in this study Psalm 40 was balanced by a
lengthy quotation used as the introduction and a second,
shorter quotation which provided the psalm’s conclusion. The
introductory quotation was from the “scroll of scripture”
which contained what is now Psalm 70 in the canonical
Psalter. The “poor and needy” author of Psalm 40 identified
with the words penned by an earlier “poor and needy” psal-
mist and made those words the prelude of his own psalm.

Between the introductory borrowed quotation (five verses)
and the psalmist’s own concluding personal public confes-
sions of his faith and God’s faithfulness (three verses) was the
main body of the psalm (eight verses). One verse introduced
the two quotations: “In the scroll of scripture it is written
about me” (7b) preceded the introduction, and “Whereupon
I said: ‘Behold, I have confessed’” (7b) preceded the closing
quotation. 

The eight verses making up the main body of the psalm
include eight elements in this order: (1) a plea for Yahweh’s
mercy, (2) a confession of sin followed by a patient wait for
God’s help, (3) God’s deliverance of the psalmist from a
grave illness, (4) the psalmist sings the praises of God in
whom he puts his trust, (5) a blessing for those who trust
Yahweh rather than trusting scary skeptics or misleading
myths, (6) an affirmation of the incomparable goodness of
God, (7) recognition that God does not require sacrifices and
offerings, and (8) the psalmist’ recognition that he has been
freed from his sins, faults, and vices by the sheer grace of
God.

A number of Arabic cognates help to clarify  ambiguities
and variant readings in the Greek, Syriac, and Hebrew texts
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of Psalms 40 and 70, as well as Heb 10:5–7 and Isa 24:12.
These cognates are (in Arabic alphabetical order)

• ê?# (baraca) the cognate of arb /hrb “to restore the body,”

found in Vorlage of the LXX (39:7) which has sw/ ma de.
kathrti,sw; whereas  the MT (40:7) has hrk “to dig.”

• Å?# (baraha) a by-form of ê?# (baraca), the cognate of hrb
“to make pure, guiltless, to heal the body,” found in the
restored Hebrew text of 40:7 (MT 40:8).

• êÑ# / \ë# (bawaca / bâca) the cognate of awb, stem II, “to con-

fess,” found in 40:7 (MT 40:8).

• £Ñ+ (.tuwiya) /£Ñ,s (ma.twan) the cognate of  hw"v' /ha'v'
and the noun hY"aiv. in Isa 24:12 (LXX  oi=koj), as well as

the !Aav'  “(final) resting place” in Psa 40:2 (MT 40:3).

• z!> /yªÜ> (d.ân /d.în) the cognate !z / !yz (= !za / !yza)

“vice, fault, defect” as restored from the ~ynza “ear” in

40:6 (MT 40:7).

• %Ü @ /&!@ (raib / râba) “to doubt, to be suspicious, to be

skeptical,” %Ü@ (rayb) “disquiet, a disturbance, or agita-

tion of the mind . . . an evil opinion,” the cognate of the

~ybih'r> in 40:4 “sceptics (in matters of religion).” 

• ?VD (sat.ara) the cognate rjevo  “a writer, a writer of lies,

legends”  and rj,v, myths” in 40:4 (MT 40:5) when the

MT yjef' is restored to rjefo  or rj,v,.

The working Hebrew vocabulary of the Septuagint transla-

tors included hr"B' “to heal the body” and hY"aiv. “resting
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1. Dalglish (1962: 237–238) noted “. . . the phrase x;Cen:l . appears

to indicate that the lutes and lyres were to lead the voices of the
singers” and cited the following exhortation in Egyptian to school-
boys, dating from the Nineteenth Dynasty:

You have been taught to sing to the pipe and to chant to the
w(cc )r-flute, to intone to the lyre (knnr), and to sing to the
nezekh (nt-.h) [ = x;Cen:].

Dalglish concluded:

The phrase x;Cen :l. may then be translated “for the director of

strings” or, if we adopt Ewald’s suggestion [1881: 340] that
it should be regarded as a neuter formation, we may translate
the phrase “for string rendition.”

The Syriac xC] (ne7s. ah. ) “to celebrate, to triumph” when used of

the voice meant “clear, sonorous” (Payne Smith 1903: 348), a

place, home,” two words which have have gone unrecognized

in the current lexicons of Biblical Hebrew. Had this hr"B' sur-

vived in post-biblical Hebrew—as its cognate survived in
Arabic—there would have been no need for all the specula-

tion of how Hebrew ~ynza (=  wvti,a = ears) ended up in the

Septuagint as sw/ ma “body.” Other words still needing to be

added to the Hebrew lexicons include aw"B' “to confess,” !Aav'
“(burial) place,” !zEa] “vice,” and bh'r" “skeptic.” 

Ambiguities in handwriting contributed to a number of

variants, like the ~ynza being read as !yyda (=  de. = then) and

the confusion of b and k, b and m, y and t, etc. The ambi-

guity of homographs like yjX, awb, !za, and bhr also

contributed to a number of poor translations.

NOTES
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definition which would also fit well the Egyptian exhortation cited
above. This cognate is the basis for my translation.

2. See Dalglish (1962: 239), who cited (1) Dossin (1938: 110), “le
terme dâwidum semble avoir désigné le ‘chef suprème’, une sorte
de ‘grand cheikh’ de tribu, le maître d’un pays ou d’une ville”; and
(2) Engnell (1943: 176) “. . . the term dwId"l. which will be in-

terpreted as a technical term meaning ‘for the king’. . . . it is used,
as a matter of fact, in the O. T. simply as a title of the reigning
king, as can be seen in a lot of text passages” [like Hos 3:5; Jer
33:26; and Ezek 37:24–25].

3. Note the ryKiz >a; “memorial offering” in Lev 2:2, 9, 16; 5:12; 6:8;

24:7; Num 5:26. The ryKiz >h ; in Psa 70:1 could well be a variant

spelling of ryKiz >a ; 

4. For variations of this imperative addressed to God, compare Jdg

16:28 and Psalm 106:4 (ynIrEk.z"); Neh 13: 14, 22, 31 (yLi hr"k.z");
and Job 10:9 (an"-rk'z>).

5. The RSV, NRS, NJB added “be pleased”; the NLT added just
“please”; whereas the KJV and NKJ added “make haste”; the
NAS, NIB and NAU added just “hasten.” The NAB gratuitously
added “graciously.”

6. For variants within the manuscripts of each psalm, see the notes
in BHS.

7. For the confusion b and m see Delitzsch 1920: 113–114 §114a-c.

8. For the confusion y and t see Delitzsch 1920: 114 §116a 117.

9. No examples of a confusion of b and h were cited by Delitzsch.

The MT bv'x]y : became in G 39:18  frontiei/ “consider.” The MT

hv'Wx—which was rendered in GB S 39:14 as pro,scej “give
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heed” and in GA as speu/son “hasten”—was translated in GB1 S2

in 69:1 as speu/son and in GS1 as qe,lhson “be pleased.”

10. See Briggs 1906: 355 and Anderson 1972: 318. Other occur-
rences of  rp,se-tL;g Im. include Jer 36:2, 4 and Ezek 2:9.

11. MT  y['me %AtB. “within my bowels.” See note 30.

12. Note Psa 31:17–18, 94:17, 114:17, and Isa 47:5, all of which
speak of the silence in Sheol. 

13. The MT r[;v ' was obviously read as the equivalent of ra;v' “to
remain”(=  evgkatalei,pw). Like  hav and h[v “to gaze” (BDB
981, 1043), rav andr[v could be by-forms, although it is more
likely that a r[v  and rav variation simply reflects an aural error
once the [ was softened into a glottal stop.

14. Note Ecc 1:2, mataio,thj mataioth,twn “vanity of vanities.”

15. See Hatch and Redpath 1897: 899. In Zech 11:17, lylia/h' y[iro
“my worthless shepherd” became oi` poimai,nontej ta. ma,taia
“the worthless shepherds” in the Septuagint. But the “idol shep-
herd” of the KJV here notwithstanding, the lylia /h' y[iro, like the

yliw Ia/ h[,ro (poime,noj avpei,rou “unskilled shepherd”) of 11:15,

was not an idol or a god but an earthly monarch.

16. Note also Wehr (1979: 420) who cited forms II and IV meaning
“to terrorize”; &èª|@! (cirhâb) terrorism”; and £#èª|@! (cirhâbî)

“terrorist.”

17. The Peshitt. a has A\gd A\\~# (mamle7la%c daga%l) “lying

speech,” apparently reading ypX  or hpX for MT yjX. 

18. None of the other possibile derivations (including hj'f' “turn

aside”; jWv “to go, to rove / row about”; jAv “scourage, whip”;
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jWv “treat with despite”; or hJ'vi “acacia, tree and wood”) corres-

pond to the Greek mani,aj.

19. Field 1964: 151.

20. A person with a hk'p.v' tWrK. “severed penis” could not enter

the assembly (Deut 23:1), suggesting that the verbs lWm and tr:K'
were not fully interchangeable.

21. See Delitzsch 1920: 110 §107a-c.

22. hrb “to eat” is stem I ; hrb “to bind” is stem II, which is the

base of tyrIB. “covenant.” Hebrew and Aramaic yrb / arb /hrb
can also mean “to perforate,  to hollow out,” not to mention arb
“to create”(see Jastrow 192).

23. For the confusion of (1) z and d (like the zxa /dxa variants

in I Chron 24:6), (2) y and n (like the ~yYIn:P.mi/~ynIynIP.mi Qere /

Kethib in Pro 3:15); and (3) ! and ~ (like the !h'm.Ki /~h'm.Ki variant

in II Sam 19:41), see Delitzsch 1920: 111–112 §110a; 116–119
§120b, 128a, and 131.

24. See Jastrow 16, 1044 and BDB 725, noting also the hn"d,[ ] by-

form.

25. Its synonyms are %Ü> (d. îb), vÜ > (d. îm), and uÑs> (d.umûm)

which Castell defined as yªÜ > (d. în) “culpa, labes, ignominiosus,”

%Ü> (d. îb) “macula, vitium,” and vÜ > (d. îm) “vitium, vituperium.”

26. Compare Castell (1669: 425–426) who rendered it “liberavit,
absolvit, . . . justificavit . . . convaluit à morbo, sanatus fuit.”

27. For statements repudiating sacrifice note I Sam 15:22; Psa 50:

7–15 (with the initial alo  of vs. 8 being read as the emphatic al u “I

do indeed reprove you . . .”); Psa 51:16–17; Psa 69:30–33; Isa
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1:11–17; 66:1–4;  Jer 7:21–23; Hosea 6:6; 8:13; Amos 5:21–25;
and Micah 6:6–8.

28. The Qal perfect ytab “I came” has been translated as a present

tense “I come” (KJV, RSV, NKJV, NAS, NAU), “I am coming”
(NJB). This translates well the present indicative h[kw of the Sep-
tuagint and Heb 10:5, but not the MT. The NRS has simply “I am.”

29. BDB (97) noted this cognate but limited the Arabic definition
to the one word “return”; and KBS (1: 112) cited only “to return.”

30. MT  y[;me %AtB. means literally, “in the midst of my bowels.”

It was used figureatively for the seat of emotions.

31. Tertium est genus figurarum quod aut similitudine aliqua
vocum aut paribus aut contrariis convertit in se aures et animos
excitat. Hinc est paronomasia quae dicitur adnominatio. Book 9:
3: 66. See http://www.thelatinlibrary.com/quintilian.html. 

32. The careful reader of Jobes study will note the variant she
introduced on page 395 line 17, “to do you (sic) will,” my God, I
desire,” apparently as a rhetorical devise to highlight the corres-
ponding  assonance of the ou of the English you and the ou of the
Greek sou. To interpret this variant simply as a typographical error
for an intended “your” would preclude proper appreciation of the
author’s deliberate use of a rhetorical device which would enhance
the reader’s memory of her argument.

33.     Matt 4:16          Isa 9:2
lao.j o` kaqh,menoj o` lao.j o` poreuo,menoj
evn sko,tei evn sko,tei 
fw/j ei=den me,ga( i;dete fw/j me,ga 
kai. toi/j kaqhme,noij oi` katoikou/ntej
evn cw,ra| evn cw,ra| 
kai. skia/| qana,tou kai. skia/| qana,tou
fw/j avne,teilen auvtoi/jÅ fw/j la,myei evfV uma/j

http://www.thelatinlibrary.com/quintilian.institutio.html
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    The people who sat O people walking 
    in darkness in darkness, 
    have seen a great light, behold a great light
    And upon those who sat you that dwell 
    in the land in the land 
    and shadow of death and shadow of death
    Light has dawned. a light shall shine upon you.

34. See Moffat 1924: xiv–xvii.



X

PSALM 109 
A WOMAN’S LAMENT

Psalm 109:4b, 28, 31

The proper interpretation of Psalm 109 as a whole is depen-

dent upon the correct understanding of the hL'pit. ynIa]w: in v.
4. As pointed in the MT, these two words are the conjunction
+ pronoun subject and a noun predicate, meaning “I (am) a
prayer.” Because this literal meaning is senseless, it has been
paraphrased as 

• evgw. de . proseuco,mhn “but I continue to pray” (Septuagint),

• ego autem orabam  “but I pray” (Vulgate),

• nwHI\` +iwh A|c# A[)w “but I have prayed for them”

    (Peshitta),

• “but I give myself unto prayer” (KJV),

• “but I am a man of prayer” (NIV, NIB),

• “even while I make prayer for them” (NRS),

• “and all I can do is pray!” (NJB),

• “even me. My prayer . . .” (Dahood (1970: 97).

But the hlpt in this verse is not the same as the hL'piT.
found in 109:7, which is the noun “prayer” from the stem

ll;P' (BDB 813; Jastrow 1182–1183). The initial t of the

hlpt in 109:4 is not a noun prefix but the first letter of the

stem lp;T' “to be unseemly, to be indecent.” Thus, this hL'piT.
“prayer” should be pointed as (1) hl'p.Ti “impropriety, inde-

cency,” the abstract of which is tWlp.Ti “obscenity, triviality,
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frivolity” (Castell 1669: 3932; BDB 1074; Jastrow 1903:

1686–1687), or as (2) hl'peTo, a feminine singular participle

(GKC 84as), meaning “an indecent /obscene (woman).”

The noun hl'p.Ti appears in Jer 23:13 !Arm.vo yaeybin>biW
hl'p.ti ytiyair", which the Septuagint appropriately translated

as kai. evn toi/j profh,taij Samarei,aj ei=don avnomh,mata,
“and in the prophets of Samaria I have seen lawless deeds.”

This Hebrew lp;T' is the cognate of the Syriac \F- (t. e7pal)

“defiled, corrupt” (Payne Smith 1957: 180);1 and the  by-form

lpj appears in Job 13:4, rq ,v'-ylep.jo ~T,a; ~l'Waw>, “But all

of you are forgers of lies,”2 and in Psa 119:69, yl;[' Wlp.j'
~ydIzE rq,v,, “the godless besmear me with lies” (RSV).3

When the problematic hL'pit. ynIa]w: “and I prayer” is read as
hl'peTo ynIa]w: “and I (am) an obscene (woman),” the various
pieces of the psalm fall into order. The female psalmist
laments the deceitful mouths, lying tongues, words of hate,
and verbal attacks which besmirch her. This besmirchment

was summed up in the phrase hl'peTo ynIa]w>, “that I (am) inde-

cent.” The mention of the psalmist’s love being rejected by
(male) liars and attackers, who return hate for  love, provides
a hint of a failed family or romantic relationship which
resulted in the men of the male’s  family (which accounts for
the plural masculine verbs) verbally attacking a dismissed
concubine or a divorced secondary or tertiary wife. As a result
of being jilted and threatened with trumped up charges that
could bring death, the lady invokes a string of curses against
her former lover, master, or husband (which accounts for the
singular “him” and “his” in the twenty-some curses invoked
in verses 6–19). The masculine plurals which reemerge in
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109:20 again focus on the (male) family members of the man
who jilted or divorced her. 

As permitted in Deut 24:1, a man could give a woman a bill

of divorce (ttuyrIK. rp,se) if he was not satisfied with her or

found something obscene (rb'D" tw:r>[,) about her. A charge

of obscenity was something other than adultery, for the latter
crime carried an immediate death penalty (Lev 20:10), and
there would have been no time to compose a lament or write
out curses. Although rb'D" tw:r>[, and hM'zI “lewdness”(Lev

18:17) are not found in this psalm, the same issue appears

with the use of hl'peTo “obscene, lewd (woman)”—which is

the label the psalmist feels she now bears thanks to the false
testimony of a hateful man and his conspiratorial fellows.

The ancient Israelite divorce hinted at in this psalm was
certainly not amicable. As noted, retaliation for the false
charges brought against her, the woman invokes at least
twenty curses against the nameless male. From the curses in-
voked the reader learns that the man being cursed was married
and had children. (This did not preclude his having other
women in his life according to his pleasure—as long as they
were single.) He had property, but at the same time had un-
paid debts. He is alleged to have been stingy and given to
cursing a great deal. The woman invoking God’s blessing
upon herself—all the while invoking curses of death against
her former male mate and his people—claimed to be poor,
needy, depressed, and dishonored by the false charges of her
being an indecent obscene woman. While begging to be saved
the psalmist expressed her confidence in God’s defending the
poor and needy, stating in the Septuagint of 108:31, o[ti
pare,sth evk dexiw/n pe,nhtoj tou/ sw/sai evk tw/n katadiw-
ko,ntwn th.n yuch,n mou, “For He stood at the right hand of
the poor, to save me from them who pursue my soul.” 
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Two problems with this interpretation of the Psalm 109
which need to be addressed are (1) the reference in v. 28 to

the psalmist as ^D>b.[;w> “your servant” (a masculine noun)

translated as o` de. dou/lo,j sou, and (2) the MT Avp.n: “his

soul” in v. 31 (a masculine suffix). These would indeed make
the psalmist a man if they were in the original psalm. In the

Septuagint (108:31) the MT Avp.n: was translated as th .n
yuch,n mou, which reflects the gender neutral yvip.n: “my

soul,” which may well be the original reading.4 
Moreover, v. 28 has three problems of its own: (1) the MT

WvboYEw: Wmq' “they arose and were put to shame” is not re-

flected in the Peshitta; (2) the Septuagint read oi` evpanista-

no,menoi, moi, reflecting a Vorlage with yl;[' Wmq'  for the MT

Wmq'; and (3) as is evident by looking at the text in BHS, the

poetic line is overly long. In the Septuagint Vorlage of nine
words, v. 28 would scan as a 2 + 2 + 3 + 2 line; and the eight
words in the MT could be scanned as a 3 + 4 line or a 2 + 2 +
2 + 2 line. Most other lines have five to seven words and scan
as 2 + 2 or 3 + 2 or 3 + 3. 

Thus, based upon the extended line length and the fact that

the singular xm'f.yI interrupts the series of five plural impreca-

tives in vv. 27–29, the MT xm'f.yI ^D>b.[;w> “and may your
servant rejoice” in v. 28 can be isolated as a later addition to
the original 2 + 2 + 2 colon. The phrase may well be a
misplaced insertion from the margin, which should have been
inserted in the text after Psa 108:6 (MT), so as to read there,
“That thy beloved may be delivered, give help by thy right
hand, and answer me! And let thy servant rejoice!” 

The minor adjustments to the MT of Psalm 109 proposed

here are, in inverse order, (1) to move xm'f.yI ^D>b.[;w> to
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follow Psa 108:6, (2) to follow the Septuagint’s th.n yuch,n

mou and read the gender neutral yvip.n: “my soul” for the MT

Avp.n: “his soul”; and (3) to repoint hL'piT. “prayer” as the
feminine participle hl'peTo “(a woman) being indecent.” These

modest changes compare favorably with the rather radical
interpretation of Briggs (1907: 364–365), who considered
Psalm 109 to be a composite—with vv.2a, 3b–5a, 19–20, 25,
28–29 being glosses and vv. 6–15 being an independent
imprecatory psalm which was later inserted into the text at the
end of the first strophe (composed of vv. 1b, 2b, 3a, 5b,
16–18, and 21–27). 

The interpretation presented above that Psalm 109 was
composed by a woman stands also in sharp contrast to that of
Weiser (1962: 690) who stated

This psalm is an individual lament, prayed by a man
who, if we understand the psalm aright, is accused of
being guilty of the death of a poor man (v. 16), presum-
ably by means of magically effective curses (vv. 17ff.).

The curses (which, in my opinion, were invoked by a cast-
away concubine or a divorced wife against her former mate,
his fellows, and his family) were, according to Weiser, in-
voked against the psalmist himself by his adversaries— thus,
the psalmist recited them by way of review but did not invoke
them. Weiser argued unconvincingly, “The change from the
plural in vv. 1–5 and 20 ff. to the singular in vv. 6–19 is
satisfactorily accounted for only if vv. 6–19 are interpreted as
a quotation of the imprecations directed against the psalmist.”
But as Anderson (1972: 758) noted in his criticism of similar
statements made by Kraus (1960: 747), “in view of the
current belief in the inherent power of the spoken word, it is
questionable whether one would venture to repeat such curses
originally directed against oneself.”
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Psalm 109:23

The interpretation presented above also stands in sharp con-
trast to that of Dahood (1970: 99) who identified the psalmist
as an aged man and stated

A perplexing Hebrew text makes it difficult to identify
with certainty the dramatis personae and the sequence of
action in this lament of an individual. . . . In vss. 6–19.
the psalmist directs a series of dreadful imprecations
against the venal judge (see vs. 31) who, instead of
throwing out the case as preposterous, agrees to hear the
case.

Dahood rendered 109:23, yTir>[;n>nI yTik.l'h/n< AtAjn>Ki-lceK.
hB,r>a;K', as “Like a shadow indeed have I tapered, and am

passing away. I have lost my youth, truly I have aged,” which,
for contrast, should be compared with the NKJ, “I am gone
like a shadow which lengthens; I am shaken off like a locust.”

The Arabic cognate of %l;h' (stem II) can mean either (1) “he
perished, came to nought, passed away, died” or (2) “he
became in a bad, or corrupt state, marred, or spoiled, or went

away,” with form 10 of  mp| (halaka) indicating “he became
distressed, trouble, or fatigued” (Lane 1893: 3044). It is ob-
vious that the psalmist was still alive while reciting the lament

and its curses; therefore, the MT yTik.l'h/n< (a Niph cal perfect)

cannot mean “I died”—nor should it be paraphrased as an
imperfect meaning “I am passing away.” It can mean, how-
ever, “I became fatigued, worn out,” i.e, “like a fading sha-
dow I became worn out,” which does justice to the perfect

tense of the yTik.l'h/n< and the context wherein the psalmist

had become weary of the false allegations and lies.
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Dahood’s proposal to read the MT hB,r>a;K' yTir>[;n>nI “as I

have lost my youth, truly I have aged,” is possible but not at
all probable. The psalm is a lament, and although in con-
temporary western culture becoming old is something to
lament, in Eastern and Near Eastern cultures advanced age
engendered esteem and respect, and age was evidence of
God’s blessing, as stated in Prov 3:2, “For length of days, and
long life, and peace, shall they [the laws] add to thee,” and
Exod 20:12,  “that thy days may be long upon the land which
the Yahweh thy God giveth thee.” Therefore, it remains pre-

ferable to keep the hB,r>a; as “locust,” although the yTir>[;n>nI
may be derived from r[;n", stem I, the cognate of the Arabic

?ª[ªw (na cara) “he uttered a noise, he called out, he cried out”

(Lane 1983: 2815; BDB 654; Jastrow 921–922). The noise
made by locusts was proverbial; and in a lament it should not
be surprising to have a reference to the outcry or constant
crying of the one raising the lament.5

Psalm 109:4a, 6, 20, and 29

Psa 109:4a reads ynIWnj.f.yI ytib'h]a;-tx;T;, and a literal trans-

lation would be “instead of my love they sataned me.” It has

been customary in English to transliterate the noun !j'f' as

Satan, even when it comes with the definite article .h;, pre-

cluding the noun from being a name (as has happened to the

noun in Job 1:6–2:7). But the verb !j;f' (found in Psa 38:21;

71:13; 109:4, 20, 29; and Zech 3:1) was never borrowed into

English as the loanword “to satan.” The verb !j;f' in Psa 109

was translated into English by the verbs
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• to be an adversary (KJV, WEB),

• to accuse (NIV, NIB, NAU, RSV, NRS, NKJ, RWB, NLT
[in vv. 20, 29]),

• to detract (DRA, following the Vulgate’s detrahebant),

• to oppose (YLT in v. 4, but accusers in vv, 20, 29),

• to denounce (NJB in v. 4, but accusers in vv, 20, 29),

• to try to destroy (NLT in v. 4, but accusers in vv. 20, 29),

• to calumniate (for the Septuagint’s evndiaba,llw).

By contrast, the noun !j'f' in Psa 109:6, became Satan in

the KJV, WEB, and RWB; but in the NIV, NIB, NAU, RSV,

NRS, NKJ, RWB, NLT  !j'f' was translated as “an accuser.”

The Septuagint translated it as dia,boloj , and the Vulgate has
diabulus, which became “the devil” in the DRA.

Briggs (1907: 366) translated Psa 109:4 as “For my love
they are mine adversaries while I am in prayer,” and the MT

of 109:6, Anymiy>-l[; dmo[]y: !j'f'w> [v_'r' wyl'[' dqep.h;, as

“Appoint a wicked one over him, and let an adversary stand
at his right hand.” By contrast, Dahood (1970: 97) translated
the two verses as (1) “in return for my love, they slander me,
even me. My prayer they . . .” and (2) “Appoint the Evil One
against him, and let Satan stand at his right hand.” But

Dahood interpreteded the plural participles yn:j.fo / yn:j.Af in
vv. 20 and 29 as being ordinary human “slanderers.” For
Dahood the Satan in Psalm 109 was the same supra-human
celestial prosecutor who appears in I Chron 21:1, Zech 3:1–2,
and Job 1–2. He concluded, 

These descriptions warrant, then, the interpretation of the
Evil One and Satan as one personage who will serve as
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the prosecutor at the trial of the psalmist’s adversary be-
fore the divine judge after death.

Missing from Dahood’s interpretation is any reference to

the verb !j;f' in Num 22:22, 32, where the angel of Yahweh

went forth “to satan” (!j'f'l.) Balaam who was on his way to

meet Balak, the king of Moab. This was a celestial satan who
encountered Balaam long before he died, not the celestial
Satan who, according to later intertestamental traditions,
prosecutes after death. Moreover, Balaam’s satan was doing
God’s will; he was not an evil one. The automatic equation of
a satan with the Evil One obscures the role of a satan as a
prosecuting attorney—human or celestial—seeking to estab-
lish truth and justice for the good of all. Consequently,
Dahood’s statement, “If this analysis proves correct, the
widely held view that the designation of Satan as the Evil One
is a development of the intertestamental period will need to be
reexamined,” can readily be dismissed. Nothing in Psalm 109
suggests, let alone requires, a Satan who judges after death.

Psalm 109:31

Avp.n: yjep.Vo mi [;yviAhl. !Ay+b.a, !ymiyli dmo[]y:-yKi
For he stands at the right hand of the needy, 

to save from the ones judging his soul.

o[ti pare,sth evk dexiw/n pe,nhtoj
tou/ sw/sai evk tw/n katadiwko,ntwn th.n yuch,n mou

For he stood6 at the right hand of the poor,
to save from the ones pursuing my soul.

Briggs (1907: 373), after noting the variant reading in the

versions of ~yjpXm for the MT yjep.Vo mi, proposed emend-
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ing the yjep.Vo mi to ynjXm “adversaries.” However, there is no

way that the Septuagint’s  katadiw,kw “to pursue closely” can

be a translation of either jp;v' “to judge” or !j;f' “to satan.”7

Anderson (1972: 767) suggested that the Septuagint translated

yvip.n: ~ypid>ro, but it is hard to see how the MT yjpXm could

be misread as ~ypdr. Dahood (1970: 110) speculated that

the MT yjep.Vo mi should be repointed as yjip.Vo mi with the y
suffix being used for the third person. He translated “to save
his life from his judge.” But his argument is less than con-
vincing. The Septuagint, properly understood, provides the
best clue for the correct interpretation of 109:31, and it should
be followed—in preference to the MT—without reservation.

The MT yjep.Vo mi “from the ones judging” was read by the

Septuagint translators as the Šaph ce%l  participle of the stem

jyPi, the cognate of Arabic Xªáªc (f îd5 ) and Rªáªc (f îd. ) “to

die,” as in the expressions ÄCªdªw )Y"c (fâd5 at nafsuhu) and

ÄCdªw )P"c (fâd.at nafsuhu), meaning “his soul departed.” 8

The yjpXm when pointed as yjep.v.m; and coupled with vp,n<
becomes a perfect match with the Arabic cognate in form IV,

ÄCªdªw )Zªc ê (cafad5 tu nafsahu) “I made his soul to depart”

(Lane 1877: 2472–2474). The initial m of the repointed

yjep.v.m; should probably be pointed as M, with the m doing

double duty as (1) the prefix of the causative participle, and

(2) the prefixed preposition !m /m “from.” 9

CONCLUSION

Psalm 109 provides another example of the fact that in Bib-
lical Hebrew things equal to the same thing may not be equal
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to each other. The case in point is the hlpt in 109:4 is not

the same as the hlpt in 109:7. The latter is  hL'piT. “prayer,”

but the former is hl'peTo “an indecent /obscene (woman).” It
is this feminine participle which identifies the psalmist as a
woman. The psalmist’s reference to rejected love corroborates
this identification. This psalmist has been besmirched by
accusers who have labeled her as an indecent, obscene lady,
an accusation which could prove to be deadly.”

The woman presents God with a number of request for her-
self: “Be not silent!” (v. 1), “Deal on my behalf ” (v. 21),
“Help me, Save me!” (v. 26), and then ends her psalm with a
doxology (vv. 30–31). Seven of the thirty-one verses (vv. 3–5
and 22–25) are biographical, and leading this list is the fact
that men have returned hate for her love. Because fourteen of
the thirty-one verses are curses invoked against one man, it
can be assumed that he was her former mate when she was a
concubine or one of his wives. In short, she wanted him dead;
but not just him—her imprecations were against his ancestors
and his posterity as well. In vv. 20, 28, and 29 the curses are
directed at other male accusers, apparently her former mate’s
fellow conspirators.

The psalmist confessed to being unloved, poor, needy, de-
pressed, weak, gaunt, and, above all, innocent of the charge of
being an indecent lady. Though the psalmist never said so, it
is obvious that she was also a learned poet and outspokenly
independent. Proof of her innocence and that God answered
her prayer—if not her imprecations—comes from the fact
that her lament was included in the canonical psalter.

Although the Septuagint translators missed the true mean-

ing of the  hlpt in 109:4, they were right on target with their
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1. On the interchange of t and j, note the by-forms h['j ' and

h['T' “to go astray,” @j;x ' and @t;x ' “to seize,” and lj;q ' and qª(ªg
(qatala) “to kill.”

2. Here the Septuagint reads, u`mei/j de, evste ivatroi. a;dikoi,

“but you are bad physicians,” apparently reading the ylpj as

yl[t, which appears in Jer 30:13 %l' !yae hl'['T. ( =  ivatreu,qhj

“treated / healed”) and 46:11 %l' !yae hl'['T. ( =  wvfe,leia) “there

is no healing for you.”

3. The Septuagint evplhqu,nqh “it has been multiplied” seems to be

a paraphrase, for this is the only text in which plhqu,nein (which

translated fourteen different Hebrew words in  one hundred fifty

different verses) was used to translate lpj.

4. For the confusion of the w and the y, see Delitzsch, 1920:
103–105, § 103a – c. See pp. 154–155 for a discussion of the
Septuagint’s having the preferred reading and interpretation of  Psa
109:31.

5. If the nuances of Hebrew r[;n" match those of the Arabic  ?ª[ªw
(na cara), even the psalmist’s cries could be held against her, for

the noun É?\èw (na% cirat) applied to a woman signified “a clamorous

and foul, or immodest woman” (Lane 1893: 2815).

understanding of the rare idiom ypXn yjpXm in 109:31. But
appreciation for their correct translation of this expression
would not have been possible without the contributions of
Arabic lexicographers who kept alive the knowledge of the

Semitic lexeme jyPi, as well as the Hebrew grammarians who
kept alive the knowledge of the ancient Šaphce%l form.

NOTES
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6. There was apparently a haplogrphy of the y in the Vorlage of the

Septuagint, which must have read dm[ yk for the MT dmo[]y:- yKi.

7. Katadiw,kw appears only here as an odd translation of jpv.

Liddell and Scott (19: 889) noted its use in Mark 1:36. Anderson
(1972: 767) opted for the RSV which reads, “For he stands at the
right hand of the needy, to save him from those who condemn him
to death.”

8. The Šaphce%l form is rare in Hebrew but occurs frequently in
Syriac (see GKC § 55 I) and is the regular causative form in
Ugaritic (Gordon, 1965: 83, § 9.38, 9.48 and the chart on p. 155).

Ordinarily, the Arabic W ( .z) became a c in Hebrew and a j in

Aramaic and Syriac, whereas the Q (d. ) became a c in Hebrew

and an [ in Aramaic and Syriac. The Šaphce%l form itself, when

coupled with the cognate W ( .z) becoming a j, suggests that the

psalmist spoke a northern dialect of Hebrew which retained some
influence of surrounding dialects.

9. Compare the initial m of h['r"Me in I Chron 4:10, found in the

Leningrad and Aleppo codices. The dagesh doubles the m, as if
h[rm were to be read as h[rmm, with one m for the preposition

“from” and the second m being the first letter of the stem. See

above, pp. 95–97, for a full discussion on this MT h['r"Me.



XI

THE ROYAL LADY OF PROVERBS 31

Prov 31:1 MT 

AMai WTr;S.yI-rv,a] aF'm; %l,m, laeWml. yreb.DI 
The words of king Lemuel, 

the prophecy that his mother taught him.(KJV)  

The words of Lemuel, king of Massa, 
which his mother taught him. (RSV) 

LXX Prov 24:69 = MT 31:1 

oi ` evmoi . lo ,goi ei;rhntai u `po . qeou / 
basile,wj crhmatismo,j o]n evpai,deusen h ̀mh,thr auvtou/

My words have been spoken by God; 
the oracle of a king whom his mother instructed. 

The name Lemuel (laeWml /laeAml.) calls to mind the

Arabic phrase Äpo! vo (lamma callahu) “God rectified, restored
someone to good condition, reunited (people)”(Lane 1893:
3013; Wehr 1979: 1029). Given the well attested interchange
of ("( and h"l verbs (GKC 77e) one can posit the Hebrew

cognate wml /hml which would account for the w in laeWml.,
rather than ~ml, which would have called for the name 

laeyMil; (like the laeyNix; of Num 34:23) or laem.m;l. (like the

laen>n:x] of Jer 31:38). The laeAml. of Prov 31:4 is most likely

to have been the original vocalization since an original wm'l'
would have contracted (lamaw > lamô) to Aml', not Wml'.

Whereas the aF'M;h; of Prov30:1 is best read as the cognate

of Arabic ëGw (našaca, form IV) “he created, produced, origi-
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nated” and £Gxs (munšî) “author, originator” (Lane 1893:

2791; Wehr 1979: 1131),1 in Prov 31:1 the aF'm; is best read

as a proper noun related to the Ishmaelite aF'm; mentioned in

Gen 25:14 and I Chron 1:30. Consequently, the RSV and

NAB translations, “Lemuel, king of Massa” are preferred to

other translations which opted for aF'm; “oracle.”2 

Despite what is stated in 31:1, the words which follow in
31:2–9 are not the words of Lemuel, but of his mother. The

phrase aF'm %l,m, laeWml. yreb.DI would better introduce ver-

ses 10–31, which could well be Lemuel’s words of praise for
his mother, permitting the text of 31:28 to be paraphrased
“Her son arose and called her blessed.” The appropriate intro-
duction to the mother’s instructions to Lemuel in 31:2–9

should be restored as AMai WTr;S.yI-rv,a] laeWml.li ~yrIb'D>
“words to Lemuel by which his mother instructed him.” 3

Prov 31:2 MT (LXX Prov 24:70) 

`yr'd'n>-rB; hm,W ynIj.Bi-rB;-hm;W yrIB.-hm;
What, my son? What, son of my womb? 

What, son of my vows?

ti, te,knon thrh,seij 
ti, rh̀,seij qeou/

prwtogene ,j soi . le ,gw ui `e, 
ti , te ,knon evmh/j koili,aj ti, te,knon e vmw /n euvcw/n

What, O child, will you observe? 
What are the dictates of God?

My firstborn, I am speaking to you, O son,
What is it, son of my womb? What is it, son of my vows?
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McDaniel Translation

Prosper, my son! Flourish, son of my womb! 
Thrive, son of my vows!4

Behind the threefold interrogative hm,W . . .hm;W . . .hm;
“What . . .  what . . .what?” of the MT stand three imperatives

from the stem hm'n", the cognate of Arabic Åtw / \"tw (namy /

nama% c) “to grow, increase, expand, prosper, flourish, thrive”
(Lane 1893: 3038; Wehr 1979: 1174–1175). Like the verbs

af'n", hs'n", and vg:n", which drop the initial n> in the imperative,

the imperative hm'n> became simply hm', a homophone and

homograph of the interrogative hm'. The verb hm'n" is found in

the proper name laeWmn> (Namouhl) and the gentilic yliaeWmN>h;
(o` Namouhl) in I Chron 4:24 and Num 12:26.5 Otherwise,

hm'n" may never have been used in the standard Judean dialect

of Hebrew. The use of rB; “son” by Lemuel’s mother, instead

of !Be, is indisputable evidence that she was speaking in a

dialect. Thus, it is not surprising to encounter a number of
rare words on the lips of Lemuel and his mother which were
not normally used in the Jerusalem/Judean dialect.6

The Septuagint (24:70 = 31:2) has an expanded text which
includes (1) thrh,seij “you will keep,” (2) rh̀,seij qeou/ “the
dictates of God,” and prwtogene ,j soi . le ,gw ui `e “my first-
born, to you I am speaking, O son,” suggesting that the

rbhm in the Vorlage was also read as rbdm which could

account for the r`h,seij and the le,gw.7 The thrh,seij is either

a doublet of the ti, rh̀,seij (ti,rh,seij > thrh,seij) or a doub-

let of the rdn “vow” which was read as rjn “to keep.” The 

prwtogene ,j soi can be a doublet of the yrb read as yrkb
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“my firstborn,” originating from a dittography of the b which

was in turn misread as a k so that the yrbb became yrkb.

Prov 31:3 MT (LXX 24:71) 

!ykil'm. tAxm.l; ^yk,r'd>W ^l,yxe ~yviN"l; !TeTi-la;
Give not your strength to women,

your ways to those who destroy kings.

mh. dw/|j gunaixi. so.n plou/ton

kai. to.n so.n nou/n kai. bi,on eivj us̀terobouli,an

Give not thy wealth to women, 

nor thy mind and living to deliberation after the fact. 

McDaniel Translation

Give not your wealth to women

nor your acquisitions to (women) who deceive kings.

The Septuagint reads plou/toj “wealth” for Hebrew lyIx; in
ten other texts,8 and remains the best understanding of this

verse and in 31:29. Interpretations which associate lyIx; here

with the physical strength required for sexual activity seem to

have King Solomon and his harem in mind rather than King

Lemuel and his mother.9 Once the focus on lyIx; took on
sexual overtones, it became necessary to emend ^yk,r"d> to
^yk,rEy> “your thighs” (BHS note) for a implicit sexual parallel

to go with an implicit sexual lyIx;.
Defining ^l,yxe as “your wealth” and ^yk,r"D>  as “your ac-

quisitions” recovers the anticipated parallelism. The Hebrew

%r"D" is the cognate of Arabic n@< (darak) “the attainment, or

acquisition of an object of want, and the seeking the attain-
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ment or the acquisition thereof ” (Lane 1867: 874). Lemuel’s

mother is advising her son not to be overly generous with his

possessions and acquisitions , i.e., do not squander the royal
estate on untrustworthy women. 

The idea of some women being untrustworthy lies hidden

in the MT tAxm.l;. The initial l is the preposition affixed to

the feminine plural participle twxm, from the stem xx;m',
which is the cognate of Arabic 2"0s (mah.h.âh.) that Lane

(1885: 2691) defined as “one who pleases, or contents, thee

with his words, but who does, or performs nothing;  an habit-

ual liar; one who lies to thee even respecting the place whence

he comes.” Hava (1915: 709) defined 2"0s (mah.h.âh.) simply

as “liar, deceiver.” The tAxmo is a contracted form of  tAxx]mo,
like the feminine singular participle h['ro in Prov 25:19,

which is a contraction of  h['[]ro (GKC 67 s).10 The advice of

Lemuel’s mother was essentially “Son, beware of female

flatterers who do lip service only!” 
The Septuagint’s  nou/n “mind, thought, reason” is an alter-

native translation of  lyIx; which was read as though it were

the cognate of Arabic qá7 /r"7 (.hyl /.hâla) “he thought, fan-

cied, imagined” and the noun “thought, opinion, surmise,

mental image” (Lane 1865: 833–836; Wehr 1979: 309–310).

The bi,on “life” is a variant translation of the twx of twxml
which was read as twx ~l and then inverted to ~l  twx ( =

bi ,on ei vj (= Aml. hY"x;).11

The us̀tero of u`sterobouli,an “deliberation after the fact”

(Liddell and Scott 1940: 1906) comes from (1) a variant read-

ing of lyx as ldx (= u`stere ,w) “to lack,” and (2) the
bouli,an is an alternative rendering of the !ykil'm. when
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derived from %l;me “counsel, advice” (BDB 576; Jastrow 760,

971). Coming together they amount to the idea of “second

guessing.” 
Prov 31:8 

@Alx] ynEB.-lK' !yDI-la, ~Leail. ^yPi-xt;P.
Open your mouth for the dumb, 

for the rights of all who are left desolate. (RSV)

a;noige so .n sto ,ma lo,gw | qeou / kai. kri /ne pa ,ntaj u`giw /j
Open your mouth to the word of God,

 and judge all fairly.

The Septuagint’s lo,gw| qeou/ “to the word of God” trans-

lates what now stands in the MT as la, ~Leail., as though the

Vorlage read la ~lkl, with the stem ~lk being the cog-

nate of Arabic uâk(kalâm) “saying, words”, used in a similar

expression, uâlo"# Ätc 1(c (fatah.a famahu%  biclkalâm) “he

opened his mouth to say something” (Lane 1893: 3003; Wehr

1979: 981). The  u`giw /j “fairly” reflects a variant in which the

ynb was read as !yaB (= B. + !yae) “without” and the @wlx
was reads as a cognate the Arabic 

• fp3 (h.ulf) “the breach, or non-fulfilment, of a promise
.  . . disagreement, difference, dissension in opinions”;

• fp3 (h.ilf) “one who perseveres in opposition or conten-

tion”;
• Çdp3 (h.ulfat) “a vice, a fault, or an imperfection; badness,

corruptness, vitiousness, or dishonesty”;

• fp3ê (cah.lafu) “contrariousness, hard in disposition, as
though going with a leaning to one side; and [simply]
leaning to one side.”
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Ben Yehudah (1920: 114) proposed to read la, “to” as the

imperative la; “hasten,” a cognate of Arabic rê (call) (Hava

1915: 11). He also proposed to read @Alx] as the cognate of

Arabic e?7 (.haraf /.harif) “unfortunate,” which Lane (1865:

726) defined as “corrupt, unsound, disordered in intellect in
consequence of old age, dotage.” But these proposals were of
no help in understanding the Septuagint.

A number of other interpretations have been proposed for

the @Alx-ynEB. of 31:8. McKane summarized the following:

• children of abandonment, i.e., orphans
• those subject to the vicissitudes of fortune
• those likely to perish standing on the edge of a precipice
• sons of impotence
• sons of disease
• those with a bodily infirmity
• those who were stupid, foolish, of defective intellect
• adversaries, i.e., legal opponents
• those who are the victims of circumstance12

Scholars have been looking for a definition of @Alx] which

would balance the ~Leail. “for a mute” in the first part of the

line and the !Ayb.a,w> ynI[' “poor and needy” in 31:9. However,

the @Alx] ynEB. needs to be recognized as the equivalent of

tyrIb . ynEB. “sons of the covenant,” which would be a reference

to the allies, confederates, and tribal affiliates of the kingdom

of Massa who would look to their king as their adjudicator.

One Arabic cognate of @lx is fpª/ (h.alif ) meaning “the

act of confederating, or making a compact or confederacy, to

aid, or assist; and making an agreement . . . the object was to
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aid the wronged, and for making close the ties of the relation-

ship” (Lane 1865: 627; Wehr 235).13 The Arabic translation

of  tyrIB. frequently used fpª/ (h.alif ), as in Jud 9:46 where

the MT tyrIB. lae tyBe appears in the London Polyglott of

1667 as !Ñdoè0(áo qÜ! )áª# (bayti cil liyatah.a7 lafû c) “ut ibi

conjurarent conspirarentque,” i.e., the place where they made

an alliance and were united.14 The cognates of this fpª/
(h.alif) are (1) @l,xe “covenant, friendship, brotherhood,

league” and (2) @ylix ' “a sincere friend who swears to his

companion that he will not act unfaithfully with him.”15 

Lemuel’s mother advised her son not to open his mouth to

wine and strong drink, lest it interfere with his ability to prop-

erly adjudicate for the rich and for the poor. Lemuel’s need to

adjudicate on behalf of the poor is clearly stated in 31:9,

!Ayb.a,w> ynI[' !ydIw> qd,c,-jp'v. ^yPi-xt;P. “open your mouth,

judge rightly and adjudicate (for) the oppressed and the poor.”

A reference to Lemuel’s need to adjudicate on behalf of the

rich lies hidden in 31:5, ynI[o-ynEB.-lK' !yDI, where the ynI[o needs

to be vocalized as yn"['16 and identified as the cognate of the

Arabic Åxª` (g'aniya) “he was free from want . . . he became

rich, wealthy,” and the nouns 1Åxª` (g
'inan) and \"xª` (g'anac)

“wealth, affluence, riches” (Lane 1877:2301–2304; Wehr

1979: 803).17

Contrary to the pointing in the MT, this yn"[' is certainly at-

tested in I Chron 22:14, where David declared yyn[b hNEhiw> 
hw"hy>-tybel. ytiAnykih] “Behold, with my riches I have provided

for the temple of Yahweh!” Myers (1965: 152) interpreted the

hundred thousand talents of gold and million talents of silver
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David donated to be 3,775 tons of gold and 37,750 tons of

silver, which he estimated to be worth 4.25 billion dollars.

Despite the paupertatula “poverty” in the Vulgate and the

ptwcei,an “poverty” in the Septuagint, the MT yyIn>[' “my

poverty” needs to be read as  yYIn"[' “my wealth.” Similarly, the

ynI[o-ynEB. of Prov 31:5 can be repointed as yn"['-ynEB. meaning

“the sons of wealth,” i.e., the rich.18 If Lemuel listened to his

mother he soberly and rightly judged the poor (!Ayb.a,), the

needy (ynI['), and the wealthy (yn"[').19

Just as Arabic cognates helped to clarify the meanings of

@Alx] ynEB. “sons of the covenant, allies” and yn"['-ynEB. “sons of

wealth, the rich,” another Arabic cognate, rå / ÇpÜ! /r! (ca%l /
cîlat /cil) “family, relatives, kith-and-kin, consanguinity”
(Lane 1863: 75, 127–128; Wehr 1979: 27, 44), helps to clari-

fy the original meaning of the MT ~Leai “dumb” in 31:8. Al-

though, as noted above (page 164), the Septuagint apparently

read ~lk “word” for the ~la; the ~la remains the preferred

reading. However, it should be read as scriptio defectiva for

~yla and vocalized as ~ylia' or ~yLiai, the plural of  la' /hL'ai
“family, kith-and-kin,” like its cognates. Just as the Arabic r!
(cill) is a synonym of fp/ (h.ilf ), the ~la /~yLai is the

synonymn of the @Alx]-ynEB. in Prov 31:8.20

Although noted in Castell’s 1669 lexicon (58, 115) and

defined as “populus, asseclae, affines, familia, domestici,” the

cognate r! / ÇpÜ! (= la' /hl'ai) has dropped out of subsequent

lexicons. Although  rarely found in the literature, it probably

appears in the name laeylia/ (Elihl /Alihl) in I Chron 11:
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46–47, meaning the same as the ~['ylia / (Eliab) in II Sam

11:3 and the laeyMi[ ; (Amihl) in I Chron 3:5. They all mean

“God is my kinsman” and are much like the names laeW[r>
(Ragouhl) “God is my kinsman,”  hY"xia], and hY"bia ] “Yahweh

is my brother/father.” According to these interpretations of

@wlx, yn[, and ~la, Lemuel’s mother instructed her son to

judge the poor (!Ayb.a,), the needy (ynI['), the rich ( yn"['-ynEB.), all

tribal allies and confederates (@Alx] ynEB.), and his own kith-

and-kin (~ylia' /~yLiai). Her advice covered all social classes,

as well as the needs of the royal family and the affairs of
state.

Prov 31:10–31

lyIx;-tv,ae 
the woman of power

The transition from the words of a wise woman (31:1–9) to

words about a wise woman (31:10–31) is highlighted by the

use of an acrostic form which controls the logical flow of

ideas in the poem. As noted above, vv.1–9 are not the words

of Lemuel, but vv.10–31 could well be the words which fol-

lowed the introductory phrase aF'm; %l,m, laeWml. yreb.DI “the

words of Lemuel, king of Massa.” The king of Massa may

have been like the king of Moab, who (according to II Kings

3:4) was a sheep master on a grand scale, suggesting that

royal households were centers of home industries, com-

mercial adventures, and charities—all requiring good mana-

gerial skills. Even a king could wax poetic over his mother

who had been throughout life an lyIx;-tv,ae “a woman of
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power,” or, as the Septuagint has it, a  gunai/ka avndrei,an “a

manly woman.”21

English translators have rendered lyIx; by a number of ad-

jectives or adjectival phrases, including: capable, truly capa-

ble, excellent, good, noble, valiant, virtuous, virtuous and

capable, and worthy. Missing from most of these translations

is the recognition of lyIx; was also a term for being intellec-

tually gifted. This meaning is found in two of three Arabic

cognates (as found in Lane 1865: 675–677, 688, 834–835):

(1) rÑ/ /qá/ /r"/ (h. yl /h.âl /h.awl) “strength, power, might.”

(2) rÑ/ (h. uwwal) “knowing, skillful, or intelligent, in
turning affairs over, or about in the mind, considering what
may be the results and so managing them,” i.e., a strategist.

(3) qá7 /r"7 (.hyl /.hâl) “a liberal, bountiful, generous person
. . . one who keeps a thing, and manages, orders, or regu-
lates well . . . [used of] a king who manages, orders, or
regulates his subjects,” i.e., an administrator.

In light of 31:17 (“she girds her loins with strength and
makes her arms strong”) and 31:25 (“she is clothed with
strength and dignity”)  this woman’s physical strength cannot
be minimized. Cognate (1), above, reinforces this quality of
her character. But in light of cognates (2) and (3) the intel-
lectual, managerial, and charitable qualities of the woman

cannot be ignored. The word lyIx; carries multiple levels of

meaning which requires some sort of paraphrase in order to
be literally accurate—such as, “Who can find a rich generous
and dynamic smart woman gifted with administrative skills?”
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Prov 31:11b

rs'x.y< al{ llXw
 “He will not lack a son.”

h` toiau,th kalw/n sku,lwn ouvk avporh,sei
Such a one shall stand in no need of fine spoils.

Despite McKane’s dismissal of Driver’s proposal to read

the llv of 31:11 as the cognate of Arabic qápD (salîl) “a

child or male offspring,” and ÇpápD (salîlat) “daughter” (Lane

1872: 1397; Wehr 489), Driver was certainly correct. McKane

(1970: 667) argued that Driver’s interpretation22

weakens the force of v. 11b, where, in agreement with the
general tendency of the poem, a reference to the wife’s skill
as a domestic economist rather than her fertility is desider-
ated.

McKane also rejected Thomas’ proposals (1965: 277) to (1)

identify the llv in 31:11 with the Arabic cognate Çp+ (.tallat)

“wool” and (2) add Hl' “for her”—to accommodate the

feminine h` toiau,th—so that the text reads, “Wool is not

lacking to her.”23 McKane concluded, “I retain the MT, recog-

nizing that ša%la%l is difficult.”

But there is no need to follow McKane and make it a matter

of either fertility or domestic economy. In 31:28 it is clearly

stated that this lyIx;-tv,ae was a mother: “Her children rise up,

and call her blessed.” But she was not just a mother, she was

in fact the mother of a son, a lylv'. The cultural priorities in

the kingdom of Massa and in the royal household of Lemuel

were the same as those shared down to this day in Near

Eastern and Far Eastern communities in which a woman is
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expected to provide a son for  her husband. This fact is well

illustrated by the felicitous greeting in Arabic extended to

those getting married. It is the word  èc@ (rafâ ) which means

not only (1) “he effected a reconciliation, or made peace
between them,” and (2) “he married, or took a wife,” but also
(3) “may the marriage be with close union ( \èc@ [rifâ’un] ),

constancy and the begetting of sons not daughters” (Lane

1867: 1117–1118, 1129). Wehr (1979: 403) rendered this feli-

citation to newlyweds as “live in harmony and beget sons!” If

Prov 31:10–31 are the words of Lemuel, then Lemuel himself

would be the son his mother delivered to her husband, for

which she now receives his praise.

Prov 31:12

hyY<x; ymey> lKo [r'-al{w> bAj Wht.l;m'G> 
She benefited him well,

not badly, all the days of her life.

evnergei/ ga.r tw/| avndri. avgaqa. pa,nta to.n bi,on

For she employs all her living for her husband’s good.

Like the Septuagint and the Vulgate, English translations

treat the perfect verb Wht.l;m'G> as if it were an imperfect,

making the translation either a present or future tense. Of the

thirty-eight verbs in 31:10–31, only six are in the imperfect

tense (rs'x.y< [11], aybiT' [15], hB,k.yI [18], ar'yti [21], lkeaTo
[27], and lL'h;t.Ti [30]),24 and one is in the imperative (WnT.
[31]). Even the imperfect verbs may indicate past time for

actions which continued over a period of time (GKC 107b.e).

The thirty-one verbs in the perfect or waw-consecutive
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definitely support the argument made in this study that the

poet had in mind a particular woman from his past, rather

than an imaginary model women for all times in the future.

The MT [r"-al{w> (= [ralw) “and not bad” became tw /|

avndri “to the husband,” in the Septuagint, reflecting a Vor-

lage with Xnal, with (1) a confusion of a r and a y, (2) a con-

fusion of an [ and a X, and (3) the loss of the conjunctive w.
Delitzsch (1920: 111 §109a and 119 §131) has cited other ex-

amples of such confusion.

Prov 31:14

Hm'x.l; aybiT' qx'r>M,mi rxeAs tAYnIa\K' ht'y>h'
She was like the ships of the merchant;

she brings her food from afar.

evge,neto w`sei. nau/j evmporeuome,nh makro,qen
suna,gei de. au[th / eauthj to.n bi,on /plouton

She is like a ship trading from a distance,
so she procures her livelihood/ riches.

Codex Vaticanus and Sinaiticus1 have  au [th to .n bi,on “her

livelihood” for the MT Hm'x.l; “her food,”  but  Codex Alexan-

drinus and Sinaiticus 2 have  eauthj to .n plouton “her riches.”

The former reflects a Vorlage with hyyxl or  hl ~yxl for the

MT hmxl.  Reading the l of hmxl as a preposition is sug-

gested by the  ̂ yt,Ar[]n:l. ~yYIx;w> “nourishment for your servant-

girls” (NRS, NKJ) in Prov 27:27. In light of Ecc 5:9, where

!Amh' “wealth” appears in parallel with @s,K, “silver,” the

plouton in Alexandrinus and Sinaiticus2 probably reflects a
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Vorlage reading hnmhl “for her wealth” for the MT hmxl
“her bread.”

The comparison with a merchant’s fleet was interpreted by

McKane (1970: 667) to mean “that she explores and exploits

the further possibilities of producing wealth on the basis of

the husbandry of her household.” However, when the com-

parison is overlooked, the statement clearly claims that she

imported food for her household, suggesting that there was

sufficient wealth in the royal household to buy international

gourmet food.

31:15

hl'y>l; dA[B. ~q'T'w:
h'yt,ro[]n:l. qxow> Ht'ybel. @r,j, !TeTiw:

She arose while it was still night
and gave quality food to her household,

and daily rations to her maidens
kai. a vni ,statai evk nuktw/n

 kai. e ;dwken brw ,mata tw /| oi ;kw | kai. e ;rga tai /j
qerapai,naij

And she arose by night, and gave food to her household, 
and tasks to her maidens.

The paired words qx and @rj appear also in Prov 30:8,

yQixu ~x,l, ynIpeyrIj.h; “feed me with the food that is my por-

tion” (NAS).25 Both words are very problematic. The @rj,

meaning “to tear, rend, pluck” appears in Gen 37:33 where

Jacob cried, @seAy @roj' @r;jo “Joseph has surely been torn to

pieces.” @rj  is a word more suited for the food of a lion, the

king of the jungle, than for Lemuel, the king of Massa. 
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In the MT 31:15, @rj is without a doubt the cognate of

Arabic fªÜ?U ( t. arîf ) “a thing that is good [and recent or new

or fresh] . . . [or pleasing to the eye] of fruits and other

things”; and  ÇdªÜ?U (t. arîfat) “anything new, recent, or fresh

. . . anything choice” (Lane 1874: 1845; KBS II: 380). Arabic

also attests the by-form Çªc?ª'  (turfat) “good feeding . . . good,

sweet, or pleasant food” (Lane 1863: 304). In light of the

interchange of the j and the t in words like h['j' “to err”

and h['T' “to err,” and Hebrew lj;q' but Arabic qª(ªg (qatal )

“to kill,” there may well have been @r"j' /@r"T' by-forms in

Hebrew meaning “fresh quality food.” 

The qx has more to do with something inscribed than

something ingested. Only secondarily does it have to do with

food allowances and rations, as in Gen 47:22, -ta, Wlk.a'w> 
~Q'xu “and they ate their portion.” This ambiguity accounts for

the Septuagint’s e;rga “work,” the “task” in the NAS, RSV

and NRS, the “plan the day’s work” in the NLT—in contrast

to the “portions” in the KJV, NKJ, NAS, and NIV.

Prov 31:21

 gl,V'mi Ht'ybel. ar'yti-al{ 
~ynIv' vbul' Ht'yBe-lk' yKi 

She does not fear for her family when it snows
for all of them are doubly clothed. (Scott)

ouv fronti,zei tw/n evn oi;kw| o` avnh.r auvth/j 

o[tan pou croni,zh| pa,ntej 

ga.r oi ̀parV auvth/j evndidu,skontai
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Her husband is not anxious about those at home
when he tarries somewhere

for all those with her are clothed.

The variants in the Septuagint reflect (1) a misreading of

the  ar"yti as  ar"yyI, (2) a misreading of MT gl,v, “snow” as

lg"ve “consort, spouse,” and (3) a doublet for the MT Ht'ybe
which became (a) evn oi;kw and (b) croni,zh|, “he would de-
lay”—which was evidently a secondary misreading of the

htyb as hhmb.26 McKane’s refusal to repoint the MT ~ynIv'
“scarlets ” as  ~ynI v" ' “double” (following the Vulgate’s duplici-

bus and the Septuagints  dissa,j [31:22]  and Driver’s sugges-
tion [1947:11]) are puzzling. Multi-red colors don’t give
warmth against snow and the cold,  but layered clothing does.
The quality of the clothing is not an issue since the double
layers of clothing could all be top quality. Quantity does not
preclude quality.

Prov 31:23

#r,a'-ynEq.zI-~[i ATb.viB. Hl'[.B; ~yrI['V.B; [d'An
Her husband was known in the gates, 

when he sits among the elders of the land. (RSV)

peri,bleptoj de. gi,netai evn pu,laij o ̀avnh.r auvth/j 
h`ni,ka a 'n kaqi,sh| e vn sunedri ,w| 

meta . tw /n gero,ntwn katoi ,kwn th/j gh /j

Her husband is admired round about in the gates, 
when he sits in council 

with the elder inhabitants of the land

The Septuagint interpreted the MT Atb.viB. “with his sit-

ting” as h`ni,ka a 'n kaqi ,sh | evn sunedri,w  “whenever he sits in
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a sanhedrin/council.” In Exo 18:14, bv;y" is the term for

Moses’ sitting to judge the people, and in Mal 3:3 for the

messenger of Yahweh who was to judge and purify the sons

of Levi. Kings “held court” by “sitting at the gate,” as in I

Kings 22:10, which speaks of Ahab and Jehoshaphat “sitting

(~ybiv.yO) on their thrones, arrayed in their robes, at the thresh-

ing floor at the entrance of the gate of Samaria” (NAS). Thus,

the royal lady’s husband does not go to the city gates to

lounge about or to shop, but to sit in judgement in a senate

(sunedri,w) of the tribal elders.27 Thanks to the sterling char-

acter of the lyIx;-tv,ae, her charities and beautiful household,

the prestige of her husband when in public and when in court

was greatly enhanced.

Prov 31:24

`ynI[]n:K.l; hn"t.n" rAgx]w: rKom.Tiw: ht'f.[' !ydIs' 
she made and sold a linen garment to the merchant.

  sindo,naj evpoi,hsen 
kai. avpe,doto perizw,mata de. toi/j Cananai,oij

She made fine linens, 
and sold girdles to the Canaanites.

The Septuagint did not translate the MT hn"t.n" “she gave,”

and the ynI[]n:K. was simply transliterated into the plural Cana-

nai,oij “Canaanites.” But, as noted in BDB (489) and Jastrow

(650), ynI[]n:K. was a proper noun which also carried the mean-

ing of “merchant, trader.”28 The Syro-Phoenician woman
(Surofoini,kissa in Mark 7:26) who asked Jesus to heal her
daughter was identified in Matt 15:22 as gunh . Cananai ,a. In
the Shem Tob Hebrew Gospel of Matthew (Howard 1995:
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74–75) she is identified as twcram hab tyn[nk hXa
xrzm “a Canaanite woman who came from the lands of the

East.” But if she was “from the East” she was not a
“Canaanite” because Canaan was the name  given to land
west of the Jordan. So the “Syro-Phoenician” woman may
really have been a “merchant lady from the East,” whose busi-
ness, though, may well have taken her to Syro-Phonecia. Like
the Septuagint translators before him, Mark may have

misunderstood the tyn[nk “merchant” in his Hebrew source

and simply updated the old name “Canaan” to the contem-
porary name of “Syro-Phoenicia.”

Prov 31:30a

ypiYOh; lb,h,w> !xeh; rq,v, 
Charm is deceitful and beauty is fleeting. (Scott)

yeudei/j avre,skeiai
 kai. ma,taion ka ,lloj gunaiko,j29

False are desires-to-please 
and  vain the beauty of a woman.

McDaniel Translation

Infidelity is deceitful, and beauty is fleeting.

The stem !n:x' “to be gracious” appears in such names as

laen>n:x] “God is gracious” and Why"n>n:x] “Yahweh is gracious”

the latter of which became VIwa,nnhj in Greek and John in

English. Hebrew !n:x' is the cognate of Arabic y/ (h.ann) “he

was merciful, compassionate, he became affected with a

yearning, longing, desire,” and zèx/ (h.anân) “mercy, pity,

compassion” (Lane 1865: 652–654; Wehr 1979: 244). There-

fore, it is quite surprising to have this quality labeled as a
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rq,v, “a lie.” Some commentators, like McKane (1970:670),

avoided the issue altogether, while others, like Scott (1965:

186), followed the Septuagint (avre,skeiai “a desire to

please”) and resorted to paraphrase, coming up with “charm,”

“fair looks,” or “favor.” A few translations have followed the

Vulgate’s gratia with “grace” or “gracefulness” (DBY, ASV).

In the immediate context of this verse, the MT !xeh; is

better derived from !wx, which was cited by Castell (1669:

1166) as the cognate of Arabic zÑ7 /zè7 (.hwn / .hân)  meaning

“decepit, nec fidua, perfidus, fraudavit.” Lane (1865: 826–

827) cited zè7 (.hâna) as meaning “he was disloyal, false,

unfaithful, or he acted unfaithfully, perfidiously” and noted

the intensive epithets yÎè7 (.hâcin) “unfaithful, disloyal,

false” and ÇxÎè7 (.hâ cinat) “very unfaithful . . . a surreptitious

look at a thing at which it is not allowable to look,  or the

looking with a look that induces suspicion or evil opinion.”

This was the verb used in the Arabic translation of Num 5:12

and 27 in the London Polyglott of 1667, which deal with mar-

ital infidelity.” Thus, the Hebrew !wx / !x “infidelity” is the

word of choice for 30:31a, and it has nothing to do with

!nx / !x “grace, compassion,” aside from the fact that they

became confusing homographs in Hebrew.

It is difficult to relate the Septuagint’s avre,skeiai “desires

to please” with either !wx “unfaithful” or !nx “graciousness.”

It is much more likely that  yeudei/j avre,skeiai “false desires-

to-please” is a doublet reflecting the MT rq,v, “a lie” and a

variant which was read as rp,v, / rp;v. “comeliness, beauty,

seemly, to be pleasing.” In Theodotian’s translation of Dan
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3:32, 4:24, and 6:1, avre,skein “to please” was used to trans-
late the Aramaic rp;v..

The gunh. ga.r suneth. euvlogei/tai “for a wise woman is

blessed” in 31:30 comes from variant readings of the MT

ta;r>yI hV'ai. The euvlogei/tai reflects a double reading of

hXa (= gunh.) as rXa (= eu vlogei/tai)—thanks to a con-

fusion of a h and a r (see Delitzsch 1920: 114, §116c for

examples). The suneth . reflects a double reading of tary
(= fo,bon) and as  t[dy ( = suneth.)—thanks to the con-

fusion of a d and a r (see Delitzsch 1920: 105–107, §104a–c

for examples), plus the aural confusion of the a and [.

Prov 31:31

h'yf,[]m; ~yrI['V.b; h'Wll.h;ywI
And let her works praise her in the gates.

kai. aivnei ,sqw evn pu ,laij o` a vnh .r auvth/j
And let her husband be praised in the gates.

The aWh hk'al'm. hfe[o “he was industrious” in I Kings

11:28 was translated in the Septuagint as avnh.r e;rgwn evsti ,n,

rendering the Hebrew participle hfe[o “one making” by the

noun avnh.r  “man, husband.” A similar liberty with the text

occurs here in 31:31. By dropping the suffix h of  hwllhyw
and the m nominal prefix of hyX[m, the resulting hyX[ was

read as a suffixed participle, much like the hfe[o (with no

suffix) in I Kings 11:28. In this way the hyX[m “her works”

became (mis)read as hyX[ “her doer,” which was the basis

for the Greek o` a vnh .r auvth/j “her husband,” thereby making

the husband the one who received the public praise. Thus, the
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Septuagint interpreted 31:31 in light of its translation of 31:

23, where the well admired husband of the royal lady sits in

the sanhedrin (kaqi ,sh | evn sunedri,w).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The two literary units of Proverbs 31 are 31:1–9, which are

a mother’s advice to her son, Lemuel (laeWml.[li ~]yrIb'D>),
and 31:10–31, which are Lemuel’s words of praise (yreb.DI
laeWml.) about his mother. Lemuel himself had nothing to say

in 31:1–9, so “the words of Lemuel”—assuming he said

something—can only be the words of 31:10–31.

The royal lady was very anxious and emphatic that her son
prosper. She was also very protective of the royal assets, ad-
monishing her son not to squander his wealth and acquisitions
on female flatterers and liars who would give him only lip
service. Soberness, she admonished, was a requirement of the
crown. The king needed to adjudicate intelligently for both
rich and poor, and for both the royal family and the tribal
clans and confederates.

Although the lyIx;-tv,ae has been traditionally interpreted

as “virtuous woman” (KJV) or “a good wife” (RSV) or “an
excellent wife” (NAS), the foci in 31:11–31 are not limited to
the lady’s virtuousness or to her relationship to her spouse.
While a husband is mentioned in verse 11,12, 23, 28, chil-
dren, maidens, and the whole household are mentioned in

verses 15, 21, 27, 28. The words praising the lyIx;-tv,ae could

have been written by a husband, son, or daughter. 

In light of the introduction, “the words of Lemuel” (31:1),
there is a compelling reason to conclude that Lemuel said
something. If not 31:1–9, why not 31:10–31? If so, then
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Lemuel appreciated the way his mother treated his father, the
way she treated him and everyone else in the household. The
author was speaking out of experience— which explains why
thirty-one of the thirty-eight verbs in 31:10–31 are in the per-
fect tense or are waw consecutive imperfects with the force of
a perfect. Even the imperfect verbs can refer to the past re-
flecting what could, would, should or used to be done.30 The
author was not fantasizing about an ideal woman in the future
but was giving a eulogy about a family member—not his
wife, but his mother. 

As the text now stands, the wisdom of Lemuel’s mother,
expressed as admonitions to her son in 31:1–9, are but a
prelude to his eulogy of her in 31:10–31. The two units could
well be reversed, with the prelude transformed into a post-
lude, illustrating the mother’s wisdom which had been
extolled already in the eulogy itself. The point is that Proverbs
31 is a literary unit, with Lemuel being the speaker in 31:
10–31 and his mother being the speaker in 31:1–9.

Once it is recognized that the lyIx;-tv,ae was a royal lady,

the interpreter of this poem can readily appreciate her access
to power, wealth, and leisure which gave her the freedom 

• to engage in entrepreneurial activities (13, 16, 18, 19, 24)

• to have an expensive and comfortable wardrobe (21, 22)

• to enjoy a physical fitness routine (17)

• to enjoy gourmet foods and international cuisine (14, 15)

• to contribute generously to charity (20)

• to have maids (probably to care for the children) (15)

But not all of the royal lady’s fine qualities and strengths
were dependant upon withdrawals from the royal treasury.
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Her astute managerial and business skills contributed to the
income of the royal household. She had an air of dignity, a
good sense of humor, transparent wisdom, practical skills,
and a kind spirit (25–26). She was not lacking in religious
commitment. She may have been the one who named the son
Lemuel/Lemoel, meaning “God made things right.” There
was a Torah of kindness which provided her with wisdom
(26), and she stood in awe of Yahweh (30).

However, Gous (1996: 38) noticed 

The erotic is usually included in Ancient Near Eastern songs
about women, and may even play an important role in them31

. . . Here there is no suggestion of it. . . . Moreover, there is
mention of children but no mention of child-rearing, This
makes one wonder: Why ignore aspects like this?

The answer could well be that Lemuel’s eulogy was occa-

sioned by the death of his mother, and any  reference to the

erotic at such a time would not be expected. In a eulogy given

by  a son the matter of child-rearing was addressed indirectly,

but effectively, by references to (1) the household in 31:15,

21, 27, (2) “her sons” in 31:28,  and (3) the “many daughters”

in 31:29. Nothing in the 31:10–31 precludes the poem’s hav-

ing been composed in memory of the lyIx;-tv,ae.32

As Arabic cognates provided clues for unraveling the am-

biguities of Prov 30:1–5, which was written in a non Judean

dialect of Hebrew,33 Arabic cognates have also provided

clarity in the interpretation of Prov 31:1–31, also written in a

non-Judean dialect which used rB; and lyliv' for “son” rather

than !Be. The old words from the Massa dialect which need to

be added to the new lexicons of Biblical Hebrew include:
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 la family, kith-and-kin (30:8)

%rd acquisitions (30:3)

 !wx infidelity, faithlessness (30:30)

 lyx thought, imagination (30:10)

 lyx liberal, generous (30:10)

 lyx manager, managerial skill (30:10)

 lyx intelligent (30:10)

@lx ally, confederate, covenant bond (30:8)

@rj good, fresh food (30:15)

~lk word (30:8)

hml rectify, restore, unite (30:1)

xxm flatterer, liar (30:3)

hmn prosper, thrive (30:2)

  yn[ riches, wealth (30:5)

llv son (30:11)

Fifty-three other Hebrew words in Proverbs 31 have already
been identified in current Hebrew lexicons as having Arabic
cognates. In my opinion there are actually sixty-eight words
with Arabic cognates that appear in chapter 31.34

By contrast, Wolters (1985: 577–587) argued for identify-
ing just one word, the hY"piAc of 31:27, as a wordplay on the

Greek word  sofi,a , and on this basis concluded (1) “that
everything in the Valiant Woman’s sphere of action embodies
wisdom. . . . She personifies wisdom in both word and deed”;
(2) “that the song was probably composed sometime after
Alexander’s conquest, presumably in the third century B.C.”;
and (3) that  “the author and the intended audience must have
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belonged to a sophisticated and highly literate milieu” for the
wordplay to have been understood. However, the Septuagint
translators were not sophisticated enough to understand the

alleged wordplay! They rendered tAkylih] hY"piAc as stegnai.

diatribai “the ways-of-life were kept under cover / secret”35

as though hypwc were a passive of hpc, stem II, “to cover,

to overlay.” Moreover, Kennicott (1780: 477) cited the variant

perfect form hypc in manuscripts 30, 139, 207, 224 and 264.

In my opinion, the editors who incorporated this poem into
the corpus of Israelite wisdom literature, as well as those who
read it early on, were sophisticated enough to understand the
non-Judean dialect of Hebrew used by Lemuel and his
mother—be they historical or fictional characters. But in time
knowledge of many words in the Massa dialect were for-
gotten. Many differences in the Septuagint can be clarified
only by the recovery of Hebrew lexemes through an appeal to
Arabic cognates. Many modern scholars have tried unsuc-
cessfully to interpret these difficult texts using only the
vocabulary of Judean Hebrew which has survived in rabbinic
recollection and literature.

Instead of being read as a hymn about wisdom incarnate,
Prov 31:10–31is best read as a eulogy by a son about his
mother. If it was composed after the death of Lemuel’s
mother, the hyperbole can be appreciated as an expression of
Lemuel’s grief. Lemuel’s exceptional mother may provide a
paradigm for hyperactive royal ladies who are immune to
sleep deprivation and are energized by entrepreneurial success
which permits them to contribute to the royal treasury, as well
as to withdraw funds from it. But mothers of kings were not
role models for the public to emulate, but simply to
appreciate. Lemuel’s royal mother, as Lemuel saw it, was in
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a class all to herself. Perhaps with his aunts and sisters in
mind and in earshot, Lemuel eulogized, “Many daughters
have done brilliantly, but you, [Mother], surpassed them all”
(31:29).

ADDENDA

Frequent appeals to Arabic cognates have been made to
clarify the ambiguities in Prov 30:1–5 (see note 32) and in
this study of Prov 31:1–31. A few more examples are noted
here to emphasize the benefits of looking at Arabic cognates
in order to understand some of the Septuagintal variants and
problematic words in the MT.  These examples deal with
Prov 30:31, which speaks of “three things that are stately in
their stride, four that move with stately bearing.” The “mighty
lion which never retreats” was the first strident figure,
mentioned in 30: 30, after which appear

vyIt'-Aa ~yIn:t.m' ryzIr>z: . . . 
AM[i ~Wql.a; %l,m,W 

 . . . the strutting cock, the he-goat, 
and a king striding before his people. (RSV)

The Septuagint has a expanded text reading

kai. avle,ktwr evmperipatw/n qhlei,aij eu;yucoj 
kai. tra,goj hg̀ou,menoj aivpoli,ou 
kai. basileu.j dhmhgorw/n evn e;qnei

and a rooster strutting about boldly among the hens, 
and the goat leading the herd; 

and a king demagoguing before a people.

The MT ~yIn:t.m' ryzIr>z: has been translated as “greyhound”

(KJV, ASV, NKJ), “war horse” (BBE), gallus succinctus

“cock girded” (Vulgate, DRA), “vigorous cock” (NJB), and
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“strutting cock/ rooster” (RSV, NRS, NIV, NIB, etc.). The

MT ryzIr>z: can be related to zr<z< “strength, valor, belt, gar-

ments” and zr:z> “to be quick” or “to harness.” When used with

~yIn:t.m' “loins,” the combination suggested something fast in

the hindquarters (like a greyhound) and/or something fast and

girded (like a war-horse or a gladiator) (Jastrow 412; BDB

267, 608).

But ryzIr>z: also means a “starling” or a bird used for food 

(Jastrow 412; Lane 1867: 1223). Thus the “rooster” and the

“hens” appeared in the translations. The MT ~yIn:t.m' was taken

to mean “strutting,” which would be the cognate of Arabic

Å´f (.tanaya), form V, meaning “he affected an inclining of

his body . . . from side to side and walked with an elegant and
proud and self conceited gait” (Lane 1863: 357). Ordinarily,
the Arabic .t  became a š in Hebrew and a  t in Aramaic, but as
noted above, Proverbs 30 and 31 are in a dialect and mixed
forms can be anticipated. Thus, the Septuagint Vorlage had

~ynt ~ryzrz “strutting roosters” for the MT ~yIn:t.m' ryzIr>z:
“girded loins.” The  avle,ktwr “cock” and the eu;yucoj “bold”

are a doublet for the ~ryzrz. The qhlei,aij “females, hens” and

the  h`gou,menoj aivpoli,ou “leading the herd” have no corres-
pondents in the MT.

The real crux of 30:31 has been the ~Wql.a; in the phrase

AM[i ~Wql.a; %l,m,W. Scott (1965: 182) confessed that his

translation, “the king whom no man dare resist,” was only a

guess and conjectured, following Toy (1899), “Possibly the

fourth of those which stride proudly (vs. 29) is another animal

whose name is unknown or unrecognizable in the text as it

stands.” McKane (1970) has provided a convenient summary
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of a number of emendations and translations, including

• AM[;B. ~q' laeK. “who like a god stands among his people”

(Ringgren 1947);

• AM[; ~d,q, lyIa; “a leader preceding his people” (Bewer

1948: 61);

• ~Aq-la /~q-al{ AM[i “against whom there is no rising up,

i.e., a king who is irresistible” (Driver 1951: 94, citing
Hitzig);

• AM[i-la, ~q' “standing over, i.e., at the head of his people”

(Driver, 1951: 94, citing Toy, Jäger, and Ewald; and
followed by McKane 1979: 664);

• “the mountain goat (AQai) standing up in front of his

people” (Roth 1965: 20).

The consonantal MT can be retained if the ~wqla is

divided to read  ~wq la and the la is recognized as the cog-

nate of the Arabic rå (ca%la) “he (a prince or commander, or

a king) ruled, or governed, his subjects; presided over their

affairs, as commander or governor; and did so well.” The

noun Ço"Ü! (ciyâlat) means “government, rule,” and in form II

rå (ca%la) signifies “the discovering, detecting, revealing,

developing, or disclosing, or the explaining, expounding, or

interpreting, that to which a thing is, or may be reduced, or

that which it comes, or may come to be”( Lane 1863: 126).

This was certainly the meaning the Septuagint translator had

in mind when they translated la as dhmhgorw /n “dema-
goguing, orating” with all the body language that goes with it.
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The  ~wq of ~wq la is the cognate of Arabic uÑg (qawm)

“a people, or body of persons composing a community . . .  a

company or body . . . of men, [properly] without women: or

of men and women together; for the uÑg (qawm) of every man

is his party, and his kinfolk, or tribe, sometimes including

women as followers . . .” (Lane 1893: 2996). The consonantal

MT, as re-divided, wm[ ~wq la $lmw, means “and a king

governing/demagoguing a tribe of his people.” A very similar

phrase appears in Arabic, namely, ÄsÑhªo r"Ü Ñªs Ñª| (hû mûcyâl

liqawmihi) “he is ruler, governor of his people” (Lane 1863:

128). The r"Ü Ñªs (mûcyâl) is but a variant prefixed form of rå
(ca%la) which equals la, and the uÑªg (qawm) equals ~wq. In

Hebrew the aw diphthong of qawm would have contract to ô

so that ~Wq should be read as ~Aq. The wm[ “his people”

could well be a gloss on the rare (in Judean Hebrew) noun

~Aq “people,” and if so would reinforce this proposed deriva-

tion.
Thus, the problems in these biblical texts turn out to be

more problems with the lexicons of Biblical Hebrew than
with the versions or the MT. Lexicons have yet to include
many lexemes which were known by the Septuagint trans-
lators—and survive in Arabic cognates—but were unknown
in rabbinic literature. With all the precautions noted by
Kaltner (1996) in mind, the recovery of a number of Hebrew
lexemes in this study by a careful appeal to the variants in the
Septuagint and Arabic lexicons may contribute to even better
lexicons of Biblical Hebrew.
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1. The Septuagint’s kai. dexa,menoj auvtou.j reflects a reading of

af'n" as in Deu 33:3, ^yt,roB.D;mi aF'yI ( = kai. evde,xato avpo. tw/n
lo,gwn auvtou/ “and he received from his words”) and Gen 50:17,

[v;p,l. an" af' hT'[;w> (= kai. nu/n de,xai th.n avdiki,an “now

please pardon the transgression”). In Arabic the z of the cognate

of  af'n" remains unassimilated. See McDaniel, “Surely There Is a

God: Proverbs 30:1–5,” page128, in Clarifying Baffling Biblical 
Passages, available online at http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/
tmcdaniel/CBBP.pdf. 

2.  The Septuagint’s oi ` evmoi. lo,goi ei;rhntai reflects a Vorlage

which was read as lae WLm;n" yr;b.DI “my words were spoken (by)

God,” with the inversion of the l and m of lawml and the inver-

ted word order of  %l,m , and the aF'm ;.

3.  Note Scott’s (1965: 183) emendation and translation, “Words
[of advice] to a king acting foolishly.” This required reading

la;Anl. (from la;y" “to be foolish”) for the MT laeWml..

4. The use of three synonyms rather than a threefold repetition of
“prosper” is an accommodation here to English style.

5. In Gen 46:10 and Exo 6:15 the name appears as laeWmy> ( Iemihl/

Iemouhl), providing another example of the confusion of y and n,
as well as y and w. For other examples of such confusion see

Delitzsch 1920: 103–105, §103a–c and 111–112, §110b.

6. Compare Ben Yehudah’s suggestion (1920: 114) that “the con-
text demands some such significance as ‘Listen!’ ‘Take heed!’

Such a meaning of "s (ma) exists in Arabic.” This suggestion was

followed by McKane (1970: 408). But the numerous definitions of

NOTES

http://tmcdaniel/palmerseminary.edu/cbbp-chapter15.pdf
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"s (ma) cited in Lane (1893: 3016), Hava (1915: 705), and Wehr

(1979: 1042) do not include such a definition.

7. For the confusion of d /r and h, see Delitzsch 1920: 114 §116.

8.  See the Greek texts of Job 20:15; 20:18; 21:7; 31:25; Psa 48:10
(MT 49:11); 61:11 (MT 62:11); 72:12 (MT 73:12); 75:6 (MT
76:6); Prov 13:22; and 31:29. Note also BDB 299, definition 3, for
other references.

9. Solomon’s harem of 3,000 women was more social than sexual.
It was a form of welfare for the wealthy. Many of the prospective
grooms for upper class Israelite maidens had lost their lives in
King David’s imperial adventures. Since there were not enough
royal officers to go around, available maidens were compensated
with a royal “wedding” of sorts. Most maidens in Solomon’s harem
were probably childless neglected virgins as long as they lived.

10. See McKane (1970: 409) for other interpretations which relate

tAxm.l; to the root hx'm' “to wipe out, destroy, exterminate” and the

!ykil'm. to %l;me “counsel, advice” (BDB 576; Jastrow 760, 791). 

11. Note the ~yYIx; which was translated as bi,ou in Prov 4:10. For
other examples of the confusion of a y and w and a t and h, see

Delitzsch 103–105, §103a–c, 107–108, §105a–b. 

12. Note also Driver’s (1951: 194) summary of interpretations. The
meanings of the Arabic cognates fp/ (h.alafa ) and fp7 (.halafa) 
required over 1,500 lines of text in Lane’s lexicon (1865: 627–628
and 792–799, providing the interpreter with many varied options.

13. A second cognate of @lx is fp7 (.halafa )—not to be con-
fused with fp/ (h.alafa)—meaning “he came after, followed,

succeeded,” with the noun fo"7 (.hâlif ) “successor, follower,

caliph” (Lane 1865: 792–799). This cognate was cited in BDB
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(322) and provided the basis for translating the @Alx] ynEB as “those

who are passing away.” See McDaniel, “I Have Not Come to Bring
the End,” pp. 305–306, in Clarifying Baffling Biblical Passages,
online at http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/CBBP.pdf 

14. The feminine Çdpª7 (.hilfat ) is also attested. According to Simon

(1793: 564, citing Schultens), fp/ (h.alafa ) is the cognate of the

tApylix] in Psa 55:19–20, 

~yhil{a/ War>y " al{w > Aml' tApylix] !yae
`AtyrIB. lLexi wym'l{v.Bi wyd'y " xl;v'

There were no oaths of allegiance from them,*
 and they did not fear God.

He stretched forth his hands in retribution;
they (plural with LXX) had profaned his covenant.

*See GKC 103f for reading wml as a plural, and UT 425, #1337,

for reading l “from.”

15. Although KBS (321) cited @lx stem II, the cognate of Arabic

fpª/ (h.alaf ) “sharp, high coarse grass, a writing reed,” the fpª/
(h.alafa) meaning “to swear an oath, to establish a brotherhood, to

unite in a covenant” and the noun fpª/ (h. îlf ) “confederacy,
league, covenant” are not mentioned in KBS, even though these
cognates were cited in earlier lexicons, like those of Castell (1669:

1255 –1260) and Simon (1793: 564). The name Alphaeus in Matt
10:3 (VIa,kwboj ò tou/ ~Alfai,ou) appears in Hebrew as yPil.x;, in
Syriac as YF\x (h.alpay), and in the Arabic as £dpª/ (h.alfî ). It can

be derived from this stem (Jastrow 457).

16. This yn"[' “rich” is not to be confused with wn"[' “poor” or ynI[\
“poor.” Given the frequent interchange of y and w in Hebrew roots,

the graphic similarity of y and w in certain scripts, and the coales-

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/
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cence in Hebrew of the g'ayin (b) with the cayin (^), its is not sur-

prising that yn[ and wn[ were so easily confused that yn"[' dropped
out of usage and became lost to lexicographers. Once the shift was
made from the clarity of oral literature to the ambiguities of a writ-
ten literature which used a consonant-only orthography, the plague
of homographs resulted in the demise of many words from the
active vocabulary.

17. The Arabic cognate of hn"[' “to sing” is Åx` (g'anaya). It has

been recognized in the lexicons of Biblical Hebrew, along with Ñx\
(canawa) “to be humble, submissive,” the cognate of wn"[' “poor,

meek.” The name of the Levitical singer yNI[u (LXX Wni), men-

tioned in I Chron 15:18, 20 and the Qere of Neh 12:9, was prob-

ably a Pucal perfect (cunnay > cunnê) meaning either “he was af-

flicted ” or “he was enriched.” An afflicted Levite was unlikely to
have been appointed to the royal court or cult; whereas one who
“was freed from want” would have well qualified for such a posi-
tion. Thus, the lexeme yn"[' “to be rich” was no doubt in use at that
time.

18. Most translations have avoided making David into a billion
dollar “pauper” by paraphrasing yyIn>['B. as

• “in my trouble” (KJV, RWB, WEB),

• “I have taken much trouble” (NKJ), 
• “I have taken great pains” (NIV, NIB), 
• “with great pains” (RSV, NRS, NAU, NAS),

• “in my/mine affliction” (ASV, BBE, DBY), 
• “I have worked hard” (NLT). 

The yyIn>['B. was translated literally in the NJB as “poor as I am” and

in the DRA as “in my poverty.” Curtiss (1910: 259) argued uncon-
vincingly, “possibly in Gn 3132 and certainly in Dt 26 7, yn[ means
oppressive toil. . . . The parallel yxk lkb [“with all my power”] in
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292  favours by my hard (or painful) labor.” In BDB (777) yyIn>['B.
was paraphrased as “in spite of my frustration.”

19. The words ynI[' “poor” and yn"[' “rich” would not have been

confused in speech where their difference in sound would be a bit
analogous to the English words ‘a knee’  and “an eye.”

20. Lane’s definition of r! (cill) reads in part, “Anything which has
a quality requiring it to be regarded as sacred, or inviolable . . .
relationship; or nearness with respect to kindred . . . A compact, or
covenant; or one by which a person becomes responsible for the
safety, or safekeeping of a person or thing, . . . a confederacy, or
league; syn. fp/ (h. ilf ), a covenant between two parties by which

either is bound to protect the other.” This cognate is also the key
for properly understanding Jesus’ questions to Peter in John 21:
15–17. (See http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/CBBP
.pdf and view Chapter 33, pp. 360–363).

21. Liddell and Scott (1940: 128) defined avndrei,a as “manliness,
manly spirit” and the opposite of deili,a “timidity, cowardice.”

22. Although Szlos (2000: 102) noted the suggestions of Waltke
(1999) and Clifford (1999), Driver’s proposal went unnoticed.
Szlos concluded that “Military imagery is this poem comprises

llv ‘booty’  in v. 11, lyx ‘power’ in v. 10 and 29, z[ ‘might’ in
v. 25, and ~yntm ‘loins,’ z[ ‘might,’ tw[wrz ‘arms’ and #ma ‘to

strengthen’ in v.17.” For Szlos the military language, coupled with
metaphors of body parts and commercial vocabulary, depicted a
“woman of valor.”

23. There is nothing in MT for the h` toiau,th “such a (woman)”
nor the kalw/n, which turns the “spoils” into “good spoils.”

24. Five of the six imperfect verbs could express modality when
speaking of past events, such as, “he would not lack” (11), “she

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/cbbp-book.pdf
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used to bring” (15), “it would not go out” (18), “she would not be
afraid” (21); “she would not eat” (27); and “she should be praised”
(30) (see GKC §107 r – w ). The brief but important article by Joüon
(1922: 349–352) has, unfortunately, been ignored. Joüon called
attention to the fact that the Pehit. ta and the Targum generally
translated in the past tense. He noted further

D’autres traits indiquent que ce personnage n’est plus
vivant, L’éloge que font les fils et le mari (vv. 28-29) ne
peut guère s’adresser à une femme encore vivante. Les
mots du v. 25 elle a souri au dernier jour semblent bien
devoir s’entendre de la mort; de même, au v. 12, les mots
tous les jours de sa vie supposent qu’elle a terminé ses
jours.

25. Compare also Gen 47:22; Ezek 16:27; and Job 23:12. 

26. On the confusion of t and h, see Delitzsch 1920: 108–109

§105b.

27. Compare Gous (1996: 35) who stated, “ . . . paying no attention
to charm and beauty, and probably also not to child-rearing or
erotic aspects, and leaving her husband nothing to do but to sit in
the city gate praising her and being praised because of her”
(italics mine).

28. In the Baltimore dialect of English used in my childhood, the
name Arab (pronounced EH-raab) was used for the hucksters
selling fruit and vegetables from their horse-drawn carts. The name
“Canaanite” obviously had such a double meaning in Biblical
times. A shift in accentuation in old Hebrew may have distin-

guished the ynI[]n:K. “Canaanite” from the ynI['n>K
Y

;;* “merchant.”

29. The gunh. ga.r suneth. euvlogei/tai “for a wise woman is blessed”

comes from variant readings of the MT ta;r>y I hV'ai. The
euvlogei/tai reflects a double reading of  hXa as gunh. and as
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euvlogei/tai ( = rXa)— thanks to a confusion of a h and a r (see

Delitzsch 1920: 114, §116c for other examples). The suneth.
reflects a double reading of tary ( = fo,bon) and as t[dy ( =

suneth. )—thanks to the confusion of a d and a r (see Delitzsch

1920: 105–107, §104a–c for examples). There was also the aural

confusion of the a and the [.

30. Compare Joüon 1922: 349–352. See note 23.

31. Gous cited Wolters 1988: 451; Gottlieb 1991: 284, 287; Bren-
ner 1993: 129; and Bellis 1994: 196–197.

32. See the quotation of Joüon in note 23.

33. See McDaniel, “Surely There Is a God: Proverbs 30:1–5,” in
Clarifying Baffling Biblical Passages, available on the internet at

http://daniel.eastern.edu/tmcdaniel/cbbp-chapter15.pdf.

34. In a separate study of Jeremiah 31, twenty-eight of thirty-three
Hebrew lexemes in that chapter having Arabic cognates have
already been cited in standard Hebrew lexicons. See McDaniel,
Clarifying Baffling Biblical Passages, 159, 178–180, available at
http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/cbbp-chapter19.pdf.

35. See Liddell and Scott 1636, s.v. stegno,j and ste,gw B, III. 

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary/cbbp-chapter15.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary/cbbp-chapter19.pdf


XII

THE “STRANGER WOMEN” OF PROVERBS

In Prov 2:1–11 hm'k.x' “wisdom,” hn"WbT. “understanding,”

hn"yBi “discernment,”  t[;D; “knowledge,” hY"viWT “erudition,”

and hM'zIm. “prudence” are listed as the antidotes

• against the [r" “evil,” tAkPuh.T; “perversities,” ~yviQ.[I “dis-

tortions,” and ~yzIAln> “deviations” coming from those men

who walk in the ways of darkness (2:12–15), and  

• against deceitful and seductive women (tArz") who, though

smart, are disgusting and blameworthy (tAYrIk.n"), having

forsaken their companions and having forgotten the cove-
nant of God. The houses of such women sink down to
death; and their paths lead to the shades from which none
return or regain the paths of life (2:16–19).

The feminine nouns hr"z" and hY"rIk.n" appearing in Proverbs

require careful attention. Whereas the masculine nouns rz" and

yrIk.n" are translated as “stranger” or “foreigner”—without sex-

ual connotations—the feminine hr"z" and hY"rIk.n" are given

very definite  sexual nuances in many translations.  A review
of the following texts from Proverbs will demonstrate this dif-
ference (the key words are in bold).

Proverbs 2:16 

hr'z" hV'aime ^l.yCih;l. 
hq'ylix/h, h'yr,m'a] hY"rIk.N"mi

To deliver you from the immoral woman,
From the seductress who flatters with her words. (NKJ)
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Saving you from the wife of another, 
from the adulteress with her smooth words. (NAB)

tou/ makra,n se poih/sai avpo. od̀ou/ euvqei,aj 
kai. avllo,trion th/j dikai,aj gnw,mhj

to remove you far from the straight way, 
and to estrange you from a righteous purpose.

Proverbs 5:3 

hr'z" ytep.fi hn"p.JoTi tp,nO yKi
HK'xi !m,V,mi ql'x'w>

For the lips of a strange woman drop honey,
And smoother than oil {is} her mouth. (YLT)

The lips of an adulteress drip with honey,
and her mouth is smoother than oil. (NAB)

me,li ga.r avposta,zei avpo. ceile,wn gunaiko.j po,rnhj
h] pro.j kairo.n lipai,nei so.n fa,rugga

for honey drops from the lips of a harlot woman,
who for a season pleases your palate.

Proverbs 5:10

yrIk.n" tybeB. ^yb,c'[]w: ^x,Ko ~yrIz " W[B.f.yI-!P,
Lest aliens be filled with your wealth, 

And your labors go to the house of a foreigner. (NKJ)

i[na mh. plhsqw/sin avllo,trioi sh/j ivscu,oj 
oi` de. soi. po,noi eivj oi;kouj avllotri,wn eivse,lqwsin

Lest strangers be filled with thy strength,
and thy labors come into the houses of strangers.

Proverbs 7:5 

hq'ylix/h, h'yr,m'a] hY"rIk.N"mi hr"z" hV'aime ^r>m'v.li
That they may keep you from an adulteress, 
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From the foreigner who flatters with her words. (NAS)
That they may keep you from the immoral woman,

From the seductress who flatters with her words. (NKJ)
That they may keep you from another’s wife,

from the adulteress with her smooth words. (NAB)

i[na se thrh,sh| avpo. gunaiko.j avllotri,aj kai. ponhra/j 
eva,n se lo,goij toi/j pro.j ca,rin evmba,lhtai

that she may keep you from the strange and wicked one, 
if she should assail you with flattering words.

Proverbs 11:15

rz" br:['-yKi [;AryE-[r:
`x;jeAB ~y[iq.to anEfow> 

He is in a bad way who becomes surety for a stranger,
but he who hates giving pledges is safe.

ponhro .j kakopoiei / o[tan summei ,xh | dikai,w|
misei/ de. h=con avsfalei,aj

A bad man does harm wherever he meets a just man:
and he hates the sound of safety.

Proverbs 14:10 

Avp.n: tR:m' [;deAy ble
rz" br:['t.yI-al{ Atx'm.fib.W

The heart knows its own bitterness, 
and no stranger shares its joy.

kardi,a avndro.j ai vsqhtikh, luphra. yuch. auvtou / 
o[tan de. euvfrai,nhtai ouvk evpimei,gnutai u[brei

the heart of a man is perceptive his soul is sorrowful; 
and when he rejoices, he has no fellowship with pride.
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Prov 20:16

rz" br;['-yKi Adg>Bi-xq;l'
Whleb.x; ÎhY"rIk.n"Ð ~Y"rIk.n" d[;b.W

Take the garment of one who is surety for a stranger,
And hold it as a pledge when it is for a seductress. (NKJ)

Proverbs 22:14

~v' Î-lP'yIÐ -lAPyI hw"hy> ~W[z> tArz" yPi hQ'mu[] hx'Wv 
The mouth of the adulteress is a deep pit;

he with whom the LORD is angry will fall into it. (NAB)

bo,qroj baqu.j sto,ma parano,mou 
o` de. mishqei .j u `po . kuri ,ou evmpesei/tai ei vj auvto,n

The mouth of a transgressor is a deep pit;
and he that is hated of the Lord shall fall into it.

Proverbs 23:33

tArz" War>yI ^yn<y[e 
tAkPuh.T; rBed:y> ^B.liw>

Thy eyes shall behold strange women, 
and thy heart shall utter perverse things. (DRA)

oi` ovfqalmoi, sou o[tan i;dwsin avllotri,an
to. sto,ma sou to,te lalh,sei skolia,

Whenever thine eyes shall behold a strange woman, 
then thy mouth shall speak perverse things.

Proverbs 27:2

^yt,p'f.-la;w> yrIk.n" ^ypi-al{w> rz" ^l.L,h;y>
Let another praise thee, and not your own mouth, 

A stranger, and not your own lips.

evgkwmiaze,tw se o` pe,laj kai. mh. to. so.n sto,ma
avllo,trioj kai. mh. ta. sa. cei,lh
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Let your neighbor, and not your own mouth, praise you;
 a stranger, and not your own lips.

Proverbs 27:13

Whleb.x; hY"rIk.n" d[;b.W rz" br:['-yKi Adg>Bi-xq; 
Take his garment when a stranger has been surety, 

and for a strange woman pledge it.

avfelou/ to. i`ma,tion auvtou/ parh/lqen ga,r u`bristh.j
o[stij ta. avllo,tria lumai,netai

Take away the garment for a scorner has passed by
whoever lays waste another’s goods.

These English translations of hrz include (1) “strange,
stranger, foreigner, alien,” and (2) “seductress, immoral

woman, adulteress, harlot, another’s wife.” The translations

of hyrkn (1) include “stranger, strange woman, foreigner,”
and (2) “seductress, adulteress, and immoral woman.”

 In the Septuagint there is a much wider range of meanings

for hr"z" , including

2:16 euvqei,aj “straight” (a different Vorlage ?)
5:3 gunaiko.j po,rnhj “harlot”
5:10 avllo,trioi “stranger, another”
7:5 avllotri,aj “stranger, another”

 11:15 dikai,w| “righteous man” (a different Vorlage ?)
14:10 u[brei “pride”
22:14 parano,mou “transgressor”
23:33 avllotri,an “strange woman”
27:2 pe,laj “neighbor”
27:13 u`bristh.j “scorner”
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The MT hY"rIk.n" was rendered a bit more consistently as

2:16 dikai,aj “righteous” (a different Vorlage ?)
5:10 avllotri,wn “stranger, another”
7:5 ponhra/j “wicked”
27:2 avllo,trioj “stranger, another”
27:13 avllo,tria “stranger, another”

The plural tAYrIk.n" ~yvin", which does not appear in Proverbs,
is regularly translated as gunai/kaj avllotri,aj “foreign wom-
en”—like the masculine singular rz" and yrIk.n"—without any
sexual connotations. Fair questions to consider are “Why have
the feminine singular hr"z" and hY"rIk.n" been translated as “im-

moral woman, adulteress, harlot” rather than simply as “stran-
ger, foreign (woman)?” and “Do these translations reflect a
chauvinist bias?”

THE DERIVATION OF rz" /hr"z"
The lexicons recognize three independent stems for rWz, 

• Stem I “to be strange” from the perspective of the person,
the family, or the land, with the Arabic cognate ?ªÜ B /@!B
(zyr / zâra) “to honor as a visitor or guest,” and ?Î!B (zâcir)

“visitor”; and the Akkadian cognate za%/e%ciru “hostile”

(BDB 288; KBS I: 279; CAD XXI: 97–99).

• Stem II “to be loathsome,” with the Arabic cognate @! >
(d.âra) “to distain, to be adverse” (BDB 288; KBS I: 267).

• Stem III “to press down and out,” with the Arabic cognate
?ªÜ B (zayyara) “to twist” (BDB 288; KBS I: 267).

Missing from the lexical notices is any reference to the
Arabic @ÖB (zûr) “a lie, falsehood, untruth, what is false or
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vain,” as in the phrases Äsâk @ÖB (zawwar kalâmhu) “he em-

bellished his speech with lies” and &=lo! @ ÖB (zawwar cal-

kad.iba) “he embellished the lie” (Lane 1867: 1268). Castell’s
definition (1669: 1034) included “Mentitus fuit, adornavit
falsum quid, adulteravit; Testimonium irritum reddidit, men-
dacci arguit.” Also missing is any notice of @ÖB (zûr) “judg-
ment, intellect, intelligence,” which is especially significant
in view of the fact that in Proverbs this hr"z" “intelligent lady”
competes with hm'k.x' “Lady Wisdom” for the attention and
obedience of the “sons” being instructed.

Although ?Î!B (zâcir) “visitor” was cited in the lexicons, the

notices have been too brief to be of any benefit for clarifying
the use of  hr"z" in Proverbs. A closer look reveals that  ?ªÜB
(zîr) means “a visitor of women, a man who loves to
discourse with women, and to sit with them and to mix with
them, so called because of his frequent visits to them; or who
mixes with them in vain things . . . with or without evil.”

A woman was also called a ?ªÜB (zîr), as in the expression

r"3@ ?ªÜ B É!?s! (cimracat zîr rijâl) “a woman who loves to in-

teract with a man” (Lane 1867: 1269). Wehr (1979: 449)
defined ?ªÜ B (zîr) as “a ladies’ man, a philanderer” (= filo-

gu,naioj “lover of women”). Thus, a  hr"zI /hr"zE (for the MT

hr"z") would be the equivalent of the Greek filandria /
filh,nwr “a lover of men.” The feminine ?ªÜ B (zîr) differed

from the vªÜ ?s (maryam) because the latter term meant “a

woman who loves the discourses of men but does not act viti-
ously or immorally, or commit adultery or fornication” (Lane
1867: 1204). 

Thus, the Hebrew hr"z", like its Arabic cognate, had layers

of meaning which may require a paraphrase to do justice to all
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of the shades of meaning. Although some translate  hr"z" hV'ai
as “another’s wife”—as if the text read rz" tv,a,—the ex-

pression actually means “an intelligent but deceptive female
who loved to lie to men and to lie with men.” She need not
have been a stranger or foreigner; nor did she have to be

married. Although the term hr"z" hV'ai may have contributed

to post-exilic Jewish xenophobia, it was probably a case of

coincidental homographs which permitted hrz to be con-

sistently interpreted as “stranger” while the other meanings,
which survived in  Arabic, became lost in post-exilic Hebrew.

THE DERIVATION OF yrIk.n" /hY"rIk.n"

The lexicons recognize the following two stems for rk;n",
which could possibly be related to each other,

• Stem I “to regard, to recognize,” with the Arabic cognate

?lw (nakara) “to be shrewd” (BDB 648, 1125).

• Stem II  “foreign, alien,” with the denominative verb “to act

or treat as foreign,” with the Arabic cognate ?lw (nakara)
“to be bad, evil” and the Akkadian cognate naka%ru “to be
hostile, to be at war, to become estranged” (BDB 648; KBS
699–700; CAD XI: 165; and GKC 86h for the noun form).

A check of the Arabic lexicons shows that ?lw (nakira)

meant “it was disapproved, or bad, or evil, abominable, or

foul, or disallowed”; and the noun ?lxs (munkar) was used in

epithets for “any action disapproved, or disallowed, by sound

intellect, or deemed or declared thereby, to be bad, evil, hate-

ful, foul, abominable,  . . . .” (Lane 1893: 2848–2851). Wehr
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(1979: 1170–1171) cited ?lw! (cankar) “vile, reprehensible,

abominable, disgusting” and ?lxs (munkar) “disowned,

disavowed, disapproved, forbidden.”

Missing from the lexical notices is any reference to the
Arabic ?lw (nakir and nakur) “possessing cunning; or intelli-

gence mixed with cunning and forecast . . and [simply] intel-
ligent, or skillful and knowing, and so applied to a woman”
(Lane 1893: 2850). The opposite meaning of  “ignorance” can
also be expressed by the feminine noun É?lw (nakarat), as in

the expression concerning a male,  É?lw Äác (f îhi nakarat) “in

him is ignorance.” The cognate ?lw (nakur) “intelligence,
knowing” is as significant for the interpretation of hY"rIk.n" as

is @ÖB (zûr) “intellect, intelligence” for the interpretation of

hr"z" “intelligent lady.” Thus informed by cognates, it appears

that the hY"rIk.n ", while smart, was not good. She could be like

the serpent in the garden of Eden, whose ~Wr[' “prudence”

turned out to be nothing more than shrewdness and cunning.
The hY"rIk.n" “lady of intellect” also competed with hm'k.x'
“Lady Wisdom” for the attention and obedience of the “sons”
being instructed. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

According to Proverbs the choices facing Israelite young
men were either to follow Lady Wisdom or to follow the

man-loving “Ladies of Intellect” (tArzE) and the “Ladies with
Intelligence” (tAYrIk.n") who have only sex on their minds and
seduction in their speech. Such a licentious, lacivious, pro-
miscuous,  wanton lady could be a foreigner1 (but need not be

for hyrkn and hrz have other meanings), or a harlot 2 (called
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a hn"Az in 7:10), or an hierodule3 (both sacrifice and vows are

mentioned in 7:14), or an adulteress (a husband is mentioned
in 7:19).4  In good Lucianic style all of these possible roles
could be combined, making the lady a married foreign
hierodule who got paid for her extramarital affairs with
Israelite youth in her devotion to Aphrodite or Ishtar or
Astarte. However, it seems wisest to permit the instructions
to reference any number of different women with various
social, marital, geographical, and religious affiliations.

McKane (1970: 311–341) provided a helpful summary of
the debate over the cultic interpretation of Proverbs 5 and 7.
Without entering the debate, I simply note that these chapters
in Proverbs do not deal with a fertility cult! There is far too
much death associated with the hyrkn and hrz for any
sexual contact to have been focused on fertility. The
following verses illustrate how frequently the (sexual) contact
with the hyrkn and hrz were associated with dying, death,

and Sheol.

• 5:5 “her feet go down to death; her steps follow the path to
Sheol”;  the Septuagint reads, “For the feet of folly lead
those who deal with her down to the grave with death . . .”;

• 5:9 “lest you give your vigor to others and your years to the
merciless”;

• 5:10 “lest strangers take their fill of your strength, and your
labors go to the house of an alien”;

• 5:14 “I was at the point of utter ruin in the assembled con-
gregation”;

• 7:22 “all at once he follows her, as an ox goes to the
slaughter”;
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• 7:23 “he does not know that it will cost him his life”;

• 7:26 “For many are the victims she has cast down, And
numerous are all her slain”;

• 7:27 “Her house is the way to Sheol, going down to the
chambers of death”;

• 9:18 “But he does not know that the dead are there, that her
guests are in the depths of Sheol.”

McKane suggested (1970: 341) that

 . . . the mythology of the Canaanite god Mot [Death] ex-
ercises some influence on the construction of this figure of
the woman as a way of death. To be led away by desire for
her is to take the road to Sheol and to arrive at a point of no
return. This is a deviation from the way of life which does not
admit of subsequent correction; it is a commitment to death
and there is no way back to a safe road (v. 25).

The appeal to myth in the ancient world produced answers to
question about life and death which today are answered by
medical science and competent pathologists. When promis-
cuous sexual activity, such as that addressed in the father’s
instruction to his sons, is identified with death and Sheol, it
suggests epidemics of sexually transmitted diseases which in
the past were as deadly as AIDS is in the present. To avert
possible premature death, Lady Wisdom required abstinence
from promiscuity, whereas Dame Folly permitted passionate

liaisons with the tArz" /tArzE, “the lying ladies wanting to be

laid,” and the tAYrIk.n" , “the shrewd strange or estranged for-

bidden females.” Whereas Lady Wisdom would sustain life
through covenantal relationships,  Dame Folly would fell the
foolish through indiscriminate sexual activity.
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1.  Maxim 9 of the Wisdom of Ani, cited by Ringgren (1947: 135)
explicitly warns against the foreign woman. It reads

Beware of the woman from abroad
whom nobody knows in the town . . .

The association of death and Sheol with the hyrkn in these

scattered texts in Proverbs may have been the source for the
names given to two angels who, according to Islamic tradi-
tions, interrogate in the grave the newly dead. The angels are

Munkar (= rknm) and Nakir (= rkn), and their function is to
prop the deceased upright in the grave and ask “Who is your
Lord? Who is your Prophet? What is your Book?” Depending
upon the answer given the deceased enters Paradise or is cast
into hell.5 These names are not in the Qurcan but in tradition.
Wensinck, writing on “Munkar wa-Naki%r” in the Encyclope-
dia of Islam (7: 576–577) stated,  “The origin of the names is
uncertain, the meaning ‘disliked’ seems doubtful. . . . Ap-
parently these names do not belong to any old stock of
tradition.” 

But it seems most unlikely that the association of the hyrkn
in Proverbs with death and Sheol and the association of
Munkar and Nakir with death and hell is just coincidence. If
there is a connection, it would support my argument that

yrkn /hyrkn had multiple levels of meaning and “stranger

woman” need not be interpreted as a metaphor for an adul-

tress. Likewise, rz /hrz had multiple layers of meaning, from

“foreign” to “philanderer,” from “false” to “intelligent.”
While some scholars have explained the “stranger ladies” in
Proverbs by looking at  the cult, greater success has come by
looking at the cognates.

NOTES
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A woman whose husband is far away, 
says every day to you:
“I am beautiful” when she has no witnesses . . .
This is a crime worthy of death.

2. Ringgren (1947: 136–137) cited the following Akkadian parallel

Do not take a harlot, whose husbands are multidudinous,
an Ishtar priestess who has been devoted to a god,
a hierodule whose speech is abundant.
In thine adversity she will not lift thee up,
in thy conflict she will be ridiculing thee.
Reverence and humility are not with her.
If she comes into the house, lead her therefrom;
upon the track of a stranger let her attention be turned.

This was first published in Proceedings of the Society of Biblical
Archaeology (1916) 38: 105ff.

3. See above, note 2, where reference is made to both the harlot
and the hierodule.

4.  Ringgren (1947: 135) cited the following lines from the Instruc-
tions of Ptahhotep:

 . . . beware of approaching the women . . .
A thousand men have been led aside from their good, 
a man is but mocked by their glistening limbs . . .
death is the penalty for enjoying it

In Pritchard’s ANET (1955: 413), Wilson provided the following
translation of a larger segment of this text which makes it quite
clear that concern was about sexual contact with a woman in the
household, not a foreign woman.

If thou desirest to make friendship last in a home to which
thou hast access as master [variant: ‘as a son’], as a
brother, or as a friend, into any place where thou mightest
enter, beware of approaching the women. It does not go
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well with the place where that is done. The face has no
alertness by splitting it [variant translation: ‘he who has a
wandering eye for the women cannot be keen’]. A thou-
sand men may be distracted from their (own) advantage.
One is made a fool by limbs of fayence, as she stands
(there), become (all) carnelian. A mere trifle, the likeness
of a dream—and one attains death through knowing her.
. . . Do not do it—it is really an abomination—and thou
shall be free from sickness of heart everyday As for him
who escapes from gluttony for it, all affairs will prosper
with him  . . . . 

5. When the Muslim responds correctly he will be shown the place
reserved for him in Hell and then informed that Allah has ex-
changed it for a place in Paradise. An infidel, lacking the correct
answers, will be hit with iron instruments between his ears and
then shown what could have been his place in Paradise—after
which he is thrown into Hell.



XIII

SEVEN PROBLEMS IN

ISAIAH  8:1–15

INTRODUCTION

The seven problems for translators and exegetes of Isaiah
8:1–15 include four lexical difficulties, one scribal error of
confusing a d and a r, and two cases of words and verses
which have ‘migrated’ from their original position in the text.
The two phrases in Isa 8:1–15 which must be restored to their
former places are 

• The MT Why"l.m;r>-!b,W !ycir>-ta, “with Rezin and the son

of Remaliah” in 8:6, which must be restored to 8:4, so that
the text reads, “. . . the wealth of Damascus and the spoil of
Samaria—along with Rezin and the son of Remaliah—will
be carried away before the king of Assyria.”1 

• Verses 14–15, “And he will become a sanctuary (?) and a
stone of offense and a rock of stumbling to both houses of
Israel . . . ,” must be restored to the end of 8:8, with the

subject of the verb hy"h'w> being the king of Assyria who is

mentioned in 8:7 (see below).2

The four words in Isa 8:1–15 which are problematic are the

the fAfm. “rejoicing” in 8:6, the wyp'n"K. “its wings” in 8:8, the

W[ro “be terrified” in 8:9, and the  vD'q.mi “sanctuary” in 8:14.

However, by looking at Arabic cognates of these four words
contextually appropriate definitions and translations become

available, requiring only the emendation of the one d to a r
in 8:14. 
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A PREFERRED READING 

FROM THE SEPTUAGINT

The second of these three words, the wyp'n"K. “its wings” in

8:8, appears to reference the breadth of the flooding of the
Euphrates. However, it appears in the Septuagint as parem-
bolh., meaning “a fortified camp, barracks, an enclosure.”
The relevant line from 8:8 reads,

 ^c.r>a;-bx;ro al{m. wyp'n"K. tAJmu hy"h'w>
and it will become the stretchings of its wings

the filling of the breath of your land

kai. e;stai h` parembolh. auvtou/ w[ste plhrw/sai 
to. pla,toj th/j cw,raj sou, 

and his camp shall thus fill the breadth of thy land. 

Hatch and Redpath (1954:1068) did not identify the MT

wyp'n"K. as the text behind this Greek translation. Commenta-

tors, such as Gray (1912:148), Clements (1980: 97) and Blen-
kinsopp (2000: 241), ignored the Septuagint translation of the
verse. However, the Greek translators were obviously aware

of a meaning of  @nk in Biblical Hebrew which was lost in

post-Biblical times—though its cognate survived in Arabic.3

The Arabic verb fxk (kanafa) “to guard, to protect, to pro-

vide with an enclosure” and the noun fxk (kanaf ) “shelter,
fold, protection, wing, aegis” (Lane 1893: 3004; Wehr, 1979:
988; Castell 1669: 1760 [cinxit, custodivit, protexit, circum-
texit]) correspond perfectly with the Greek parembolh. “a
fortified enclosure, camp.” In light of this Arabic cognate, the

Septuagint provides the best interpretation of the wypnk in 8:8.

Thus, the paraphrase of  wypnk as “its branches” (Blenkinsopp
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2000: 240), when speaking of the river rather than the king,
is unnecessary; and the objection of Clements (1980) that 

The sudden transition to the imagery of a bird with out-
stretched wings is awkward and unanticipated, with most
modern commentators it should be regarded as a later
addition . . .

cannot be sustained.4 Moreover, Irvine’s (1990: 193) inter-
pretation that “The words to Immanuel depict Yahweh as a
great bird . . . [and] the temple iconography is probably the
source of Isaiah’s metaphor” can be readily dismissed since
he had to reach back thirty-one words in the Hebrew text

skipping over the masculine nouns rh'n" and %l,m ,—to reach

the yn"doa] for the antecedent of the suffix of wyp'n"K. “its / his
wings.”

FROM “REJOICING” TO BEING

 “BARELY VISIBLE”

By appealing to the Arabic cognates of the three other prob-
lematic Hebrew words in Isa 8:1–15, clarification becomes

immediately available. Consider next the fAfm. in Isa 8:6,
which has been variously translated as 

• “rejoice” (KJV, NKJ, NIV, NIB, NLT, YLT, WEB, RWB,
and the Syriac )D} (h.a7dac) being the basis for Lamsa’s

“rejoice”).

• “melt in fear” (RSV, NRS)

• “tremble” (NJB)

• “to take up” (DRA, Vulgate adsumptsit)

• “desires to have . . . a king over you” (LXX bou,lesqai
e;cein . . . basile,a evfV u`mw /n).
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Fullerton (1924) and Sweeney (1993) have provided sum-

maries of the varied scholarly interpretations of this fAfm.
(which is followed by the direct object sign ta or the preposi-
tion “with”), beginning with Kimh.i and Gesenius who read it
as a construct noun or a verbal noun with the force of a finite
verb, meaning “they [many in Judah] will rejoice with them
[Rezin and ben Remaliah].” However, a number of scholars

opted to emend the MT fAfm.W “and rejoicing” to sAsm'W “and
dissolving, melting, fading away,” or “gently,” including
Hitzig (1833), Bredenkamp (1887), Procksh (1930), Wild-
berger (1972), Schoors (1972), Clements (1980), and Kaiser

(1983).5 Honeyman (1944) emended the fAfm.W to wvmw (from

hvm “to draw up”), to convey the idea that Judah’s water
bucket “drew up” the dangerous kings Rezin and Pekah. A
number of other commentators dismissed fAfm.W as a gloss,
including Schroeder (1912), Fullerton (1924), and Dietrich
(1976). But Irvine (1990: 187) cautioned, “Without textual
evidence to the contrary, however, the Masoretic text should
be retained and the historical background understood accor-
dingly.”

Auret (1990: 112–113) and Sweeney (1993: 46–52) like-
wise rejected all proposed emendations and claims about
glosses. In order to accommodate the MT fAfm “rejoicing,”
Auret argued for a change of assumptions about the historical
setting, shifting it from the time of the Syro-Ephraimite war
(735 B.C.E.)—when no Judean would have rejoiced with
Pekah or Rezin—to the time of Tiglath-Pileser III (732
B.C.E.). Auret stated,

With the overrunning of Aram and the Northern King-
dom by the invading troops of Tiglath-Pileser III, it
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requires no major feat of the imagination to picture the
satisfaction and joy of Ahaz and his court . . . ,

permitting his translation of 8:6 to become 
Because these people rejected the calm waters of Shiloah
and rejoice in (implicit: the face [sic] of the destruction
of ) Rezin and the son of Remaliah . . . .  

Thus, Auret emended only the context, but not the text.
Instead of rejoicing with Rezin and Pekah, the Judeans ad-
dressed in 8:6 actually rejoiced with the destruction of the two
kings, a fait accompli.6

By contrast, Sweeney rightly argued that the MT fAfm.
“rejoicing,” lies behind the Way[ir>t.ai “they preferred / de-

lighted in,” found in Targum Jonathan. But with less success,

he argued that the Septuagint’s bou,lesqai e;cein . . . basile ,a
evfV u`mw/n, “desires to have . . . a king over you,” corresponds

to a verbal understanding of  MT fAfm.W as “delight in” or

“choose.” But to the contrary, the Greek e;cein . . . basile ,a

reflects the identification of the MT fAfm. with the Hebrew

stem vWv which was the cognate of the Arabic FÑD /EèD
(saws /sâs) “he ruled, he governed, he became head, chief,
commander” (Lane 1872: 1465; Wehr 1979: 514), providing
another example of the Septuagint translators’ knowledge of
rare words in Biblical Hebrew which became lost in post-
Biblical and rabbinic Hebrew. Moreover, the bou,lesqai “to

desire” was probably a translation of the MT ta, which must
have appeared in the Vorlage of the Septuagint with full spell-

ing as twa and was read as the construct of hW"a' “desire. 

 Similar to Auret’s changing the historical context of  Isa
8:6 to a time when the people of Judah could be expected to
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rejoice over the demise of  Rezin and Pekah, Sweeney opted
to interpreted Isa 8:6 in the light of Isa 66:10–14, which also
speaks of overflowing streams and of people rejoicing ( Wxm.fi
and Wfyf i ), coupled with the use of ta, with these two verbs,

like the ta, fAfm. in 8:6.7 His conclusions (1993: 49–50)

that “. . . . there is no secure alternative to the reading ûm eÑôÑ

in Isa. 8.6,” and “the reading [of fAfm .W ] may appear awk-

ward, but it must stand,” can be sustained—but for different
reasons and with different definitions than those found in
Sweeney’s study.

The MT  fAfm. is the Hebrew cognate of the Arabic adjec-
tive EÖèGs /IÖèGs (mušâwis / mušawiš) which Lane (1872:

1618) defined as “water hardly to be seen, by reason of its
remoteness [from the surface of the ground] or its paucity and
the depth to which it has sunk.”8 The vocalization of the MT

fAfm.W needs to be repointed as vwEf'muW or fwEf'muW and read in

conjunction with the four words which precede it rather than
the four word which follow it, so that the entire phrase reads

as fwEf'muW ja;l. ~ykil.hoh; x;l{Vih; yme, “the waters of Shiloah

that flow gently and are barely visible,” with the “barely”
focusing on the paucity of the water and the “visible” focus-
ing on its partial invisibility.9 

It is well known that (1) some sections of the aqueduct
from the Spring of Gihon to the Pool of Siloam were covered
with slabs, while other parts of the channel were underground
due to higher rock levels; and (2) the water which gushed
from the Spring of Gihon was sometimes scarce, but always
sporadic (gushing out of the spring only twice a day at the end
of the dry season, but four to five time a day after a rainy

season). The MT XwXm, like its Arabic cognate, referenced
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both the paucity of the water and its being scarcely visible at
certain places and at certain times. Another hint of the Shiloah
aqueduct’s being partially covered appears when it recognized

that jal “gently” (i.e., l. plus  ja;) is a homograph of the

stem ja;l' “to cover” (which in Modern Hebrew also means

“to speak softly, gently”). The imagery of the “gently flowing
and barely visible waters of Shiloah” presents quite a contrast
to the imagery of the conspicuously surging and overflowing
Euphrates.

THE AMBIGUITY OF W[roo IN ISAIAH 8:9

The identification of the stem of MT W[ro has proven to be

quite controversial. While no one has read it as the imperative

of (1) [[ ;r " “be bad!” or (2) h[ 'r ", (stem I) “be shepherds!”

or (3) h[ 'r " (stem III ) “be desirous!” three other stems were

recognized in the various translations and commentaries,
namely, 

• h[ 'r " (stem II ) “to associate with” (the Vulgate’s con-

gregamini, followed by KJV, NRS, WEB, RWB, DRA,
YLT)10

• [[ ;r " “to break” (NKJ, RSV, NAV)

• [ ;Wr “to shout” (NIV, NIB).11

The Septuagint’s gnw/te “know ye” reflects a Vorlage with

w[d for the MT W[ro, and has been followed by Gray (1912:

149), Kaiser (1972: 115), and Blenkinsopp (2000: 239). But
contextually it does not appear to have been the original
Hebrew reading. In contrast, the Syriac text reads W`wz (zû cû)

“quake, quiver, totter, tremble” (Payne Smith 1903:113),
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which obviously does not reflect any of the six definitions
cited in the paragraph above. A seventh definition must be
added to the list to accommodate the reading of the Peshitta,

namely [ ;Wr (stem II) “to be frightened, to tremble with fear.”

It is the cognate of the widely attested Arabic ^Ö@ /^!@ (r û c

/ râ c) “he was frightened, it affected his heart [rû c] with fear,

fright,” and the nouns ̂ Ö@ / Çª\Ö@ (raw c / raw cat) “fright, fear”

(Castell 1669: 3552, territ, timor, timuit; Lane 1867: 1187–

1189; Wehr 1979: 426). This seventh definition of W[ro “to

tremble with fear” is the perfect parallel for the imperative

Wtxo “be dismayed, scared, terrified” which follows. It is ob-
vious that the Syriac translator knew of this rare Hebrew word
which became lost in rabbinic Hebrew but survives as a cog-
nate in Arabic. 

Unfortunately, the Peshitta text of 8:9 was ignored by Gray,
Kaiser, Clements, Irvine, Blenkinsopp, and others, but was
recognized by Wildberger (1991: 349) only to be dismissed

because it “does not establish a parallel to WrZ>a;t.hi (gird

yourselves) and hc'[e Wc[u (forge a plan).” Wildberger was
apparently unaware of the Arabic cognate cited above; but
with that cognate now in focus, his conclusion is unaccep-
table.

The Vulgate translated the repeated WrZ>a;t.hi in 8:9b in two

different ways. The first one became confortamini “strengthen
yourselves” and the second one became accingite vos “gird /
prepare yourselves.” This reflects the same semantic range of

rz :a' in Hebrew as that found in Arabic, where @Bê (cazara)
means (1) “he aided, assisted, helped, strengthened him” and
(2) “he clad, covered, girded him” (Lane 1863: 52–53; Wehr

1979: 17). The Targum’s repeated WpQ;T;yai “to strength one’s
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self ” reflects the fact that the Biblical rz :a' had a semantic

range comparable to that of its Arabic cognate, but the tar-

gumist opted to use the more common verb @q;T'. 

FROM “SANCTUARY” TO “OPPRESSOR”

A number of emendations have already been proposed for

the MT vD"q.mil. in Isa 8:14. Gray (1912: 151) left the word

untranslated and commented, “Not improbably vdqml is a

corruption of  vqwml [‘for a snare’], which was itself erron-
eously substituted from the following distich for the term
which stood in the original text.” Driver (1955:82) emended

the text to ryviq.m' “cause of difficulty”; and Clements (1980:

99), noting that “sanctuary sounds strange in a verse which
affirms the threatening aspect of Yahweh’s purpose towards

Judah,” likewise opted for ryvqm, reading it as the hiphcîl
participle meaning “one who conspires against.” Blenkinsopp
(2000: 241) also thought that sanctuary “makes no sense in
the context” and agreed with Clements and others, but opted

for the pi cel participle rVeq;m. “co-conspirator.”12 

Irvine (1990:203), unimpressed with the emendations of

others, offered his own. For the MT @g<n< !b,a,l.W vD_'q.mil.
“for a sanctuary, and for a stone of offense,” he divided the

words as  @g<n< !b,a,l. AvD'q.mil., which, with the hy"h'w>, means

“Then he [Yahweh] will become for the sake of his holy
domain a stone of offense . . . .” But isolating the first and last

of the seven l’s in a series in this verse as alternatives for the

usual ![;m;l. “for the sake of ”—in order to prove that “Isaiah
8:14 makes good sense as a promise of divine protection for
Zion and the Davidic house”—is less than convincing .
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As Blenkinsopp noted, the problem in 8:14 is partially one
of context. The more appropriate context for the metaphors “a
stone of offense, and a rock of stumbling . . . a trap and a
snare to the inhabitants of Jerusalem” is at the end of Isa 8:8,
where the metaphors would apply to the king of Assyria who
is mentioned in 8:7. But, in this restored context, a reference
to the king of Assyria being a “sanctuary” for both house of
Israel and for the inhabitants of Jerusalem makes no sense.

Therefore, an emendation of the MT vD'q.mil. to vrIq.m;l.
(i.e., changing the d to a r and reading a hiphcîl participle

rather than a noun) is required. The Hebrew vrq is the cog-

nate of the Arabic .?k “karat5a” “it oppressed, it afflicted, it

grieved [him]” (Lane 1885: 2604; Wehr 1979: 959–960,

where Çª+@"k [kârit5at] “disaster, catastrophe, torrential rains”
is also noted).13 Thus, the king of Assyria—not Yahweh—
will become the “oppressor” (literally, “the grief-maker”) as
well as his becoming “a stone of offense, and a rock of stumb-
ling, . . . a trap and a snare to the inhabitants of Jerusalem.”
The biblical book of Lamentations, though it is from a later
period, illustrates well the grief generated by Israel’s op-
pressors. 

CONCLUSION

Other minor problems can be identified in these fifteen

verses, like the MT rv,q, “conspiracy” in 8:12 being twice

translated in the Septuagint as sklhro ,n “hard,” indicating

that its Vorlage read hvq rather than rvq.14 But the major
problems have been addressed and Arabic cognates have
facilitated the recovery of rare Hebrew words—some of
which were known to the Greek, Latin, and Syriac translators
but subsequently became lost in post-Biblical Hebrew. These
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rare words can now be restored to the lexicons of Biblical
Hebrew. 

The relocation of the phrase “with Rezin and the son of
Remaliah” may have been an early editorial change, since, as
stated in the restored version of Isa 8:4, Isaiah said that Rezin
and Pekah would be carried away before the king of Assyria.
But according to 2 Kings 16:9, Rezin was killed in Damascus;
and according to 2 Kings 15:30, Pekah was killed by Hoshea,
a fellow Israelite. Neither king was literally “carried away
before the king of Assyria.” Thus, their names were retained
in the text but moved out of the Maher-shalal-hash-baz pre-
diction passage.

Once the original  vrIq.m; “oppressor, grief-maker” was
misread as the noun  vD"q.mi “sanctuary,” a pseudo-correction
was made which involved moving the words associated with

the  vD"q.mi to be in proximity to the verse containing the verb

WvyDIq.t.. This transposition was done quite early for the
Qumran scrolls and the versions reflect the same placement
of these verses as that found in the MT.15 Unwittingly, this led
to the subject of the verb hy"h'w> becoming Yahweh, rather than
remaining the king of Assyria. Thus, simple misreading of
one r as a d led to a pseudo-correction, and it in turn has led
to a wide variety of pseudo-interpretations about Isaiah’s
understanding of the nature and workings of Yahweh. The
transposition of Isa 8: 14–15 to follow 8:8, coupled with the
recovery of the rare word vrIq.m; in Isaiah’s vocabulary, re-
defines the parameters  of the discussion. 

An English translation of Isa 8:1–15 is provided here for a
summary and a conclusion. My proposed readings and the
proposal of others which have been adopted are in BOLD

SMALL CAPS and transposed texts are in lower case bold font.
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Isaiah 8:1–4

Then Yahweh said to me, “Take a large tablet and write upon it
with a SOFT  stylus, ‘Belonging to Maher-shalal-hash-baz.’” And
I got reliable witnesses, Uriah the priest and Zechariah the son of
Jeberechiah, to attest for me. And I went to the prophetess, and she
conceived and bore a son. Then Yahweh said to me, “Call his name
Maher-shalal-hash-baz; for before the child knows how to cry ‘My
father’ or ‘My mother,’ the wealth of Damascus and the spoil of
Samaria, along with Rezin and the son of Remaliah, will be
carried away before the king of Assyria.”

8:5–8 and 8:14–15

Yahweh spoke to me again: “Because this people have refused
the waters of Shiloah that flow gently AND ARE BARELY VISIBLE ,
therefore, behold, the Lord is bringing up against them the waters
of the River, mighty and many, the king of Assyria and all his
glory; and it will rise over all its channels and go over all its banks;
and it will sweep on into Judah, it will overflow and pass on,
reaching even to the neck; AND HIS [the Assyrian king’s] OUT-
SPREAD GARRISONS will fill the breadth of your land, O
Immanuel.” And he [the King of Assyria] will become AN

OPPRESSOR and a stone of offense, and a rock of stumbling to
both houses of Israel, a trap and a snare to the inhabitants of
Jerusalem. And many shall stumble thereon; they shall fall and
be broken; they shall be snared and taken.”

8:9–13 and 8:16–18

TREMBLE WITH FEAR, you peoples, and BE TERROR-
STRICKEN; give ear, all you far countries; STRENGTHEN YOUR-
SELVES and BE TERROR -STRICKEN; STRENGTHEN YOURSELVES

and BE TERROR-STRICKEN. Take counsel together, but it will
come to nought; speak a word, but it will not stand, for God is with
us. For Yahweh spoke thus to me with his strong hand upon me,
and warned me not to walk in the way of this people, saying: “Do
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1. Instead of identifying Why"l.m;r>-!b,W !ycir>-ta, as a misplaced

fragment, Fullerton (1924: 267), partially following Giesebrecht

(1888: 227), proposed deleting the phrase and the fAfm.W which

precedes it as a gloss which originated as a marginal comment.
With the removal of these five words, Fullerton argued, 8:5–8a
becomes a coherent literary unit.

2. Compare Fullerton’s proposal (1924: 289) to move 8:8b– 10 to
precede 7:10.

3. Talmage (1967: 467) suggested that the Arabic cognate -w!
(canut5a) “soft, blunt” provides the clue for understanding the

phrase vAna/ jr,x, in Isa 8:1 (usually translated “a man’s pen”) to

“refer to a broad nibbed, flexible pen capable of making the bold
stroke expected in the context.”

4. Even if the 3ms suffix of wypnk referred to the river, rather than

to the king, the Arabic fxk (kanaf ) would still be relevant be-

cause it can also mean “the right and left side” of a person or place
and would permit the translation, “and it will come to pass (sg,) the
[river’s] stretchings (pl.) to its right and its left, the filling of the
breadth of your land, O Immanuel.” This interpretation would also
mitigate against Auret’s argument ( 1990:109–110) that a redactor
has made the “wings” which would cover Judah to be those of
Immanuel (= Yahweh, not Hezekiah), “which changes the original
message of doom to one of promise.” Sweeney’s suggestion that
the reference to the “wings” of the king of Assyria carries sexual

not call conspiracy all that this people call conspiracy, and do not
fear what they fear, nor be in dread.” But Yahweh of hosts, him
you shall regard as holy; let him be your fear, and let him be your
dread.

NOTES
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overtones comparable to the spreading of one’s skirt, is less than
convincing.

5. Fullerton (1924: 265–266) rejected this emendation, stating, “It
is one of those ingenious conjectures which at first sight captivate
the hard-pressed exegete but which prove in the end to be will-o-
the-wisps, leading him off into false paths.” Unfortunately, too few
commentators took Fullerton’s criticism seriously.

6. If there is any historical validity to the account in 2 Chron
28:5–15 and 2 Kings 16:5–6 about Rezin’s and Pekah’s plundering
Judah and Jerusalem— killing well over one hundred twenty thou-
sand and taking two hundred thousand Judeans as prisoners to
become slaves in Samaria—it is difficult to concur with Irvine’s
speculation (1990: 191) that

On the eve of the Syrian-Israelite invasion, a large part of the
country was ready to accept a new non-Davidic leadership
that would cooperate with the Syrian and Israelite kings. . .
If (my italics) the wider Judean public outside the capital
city and its environs opposed the Davidic regime and “re-
joiced in Rezin and the son of Remaliah,” disaster would
overtake them as well.

The “if ” is a big  if. Irvine invests great historical validity in the
Targums’ reading of Isa 8:6, “Because this people despised the
kingdom of the house of David . . . and are pleased with Rezin and
the son of Remaliah.” But he unfairly faults Fullerton—who
asserted, “. . . every datum in vv 7 and 8 except 8:6b indicates that
he [Isaiah] was doing his utmost to allay the popular fear of the
Syro-Ephraimitic coalition in order to prevent both court and
people from appealing to Assyria for help”— for simply assuming
“the reliability of the Kings text and so infers Isaiah’s opposition
to both Ahaz and ‘this people.’” However, Irvine’s assumptions
about the Targum of Isaiah are not as compelling as Fullerton’s
assumptions about the Hebrew text of Kings and Chronicles.
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7. Sweeney (1893: 52) also argued that the implicit sexual imagery
of Isaiah 8 and Isaiah 66 “present parallel but contrasting descrip-
tions of the circumstances that led to the punishment and the
results of the restoration”—supporting his claim that the fAfm.W
in Isa 8:6 was there already by the time of Trito-Isaiah.

8. The identification of this Arabic cognate was first made by
Popper (1923: 348) but, aside from a footnote in Fullerton’s study
(1924: 267) it has received scant attention since then.

9. The “barely visible waters” is not a reference to Hezekiah’s
tunnel which was constructed about thirty years later (Isa 22:11; 2
Kings 20:20; 2 Chron 32:30; and Sirach 48:17).

10. Wildberger (1991: 350) noted that Aquila, Symmachus, and
Theodotian’s sunaqri,sqhte “assemble” and the Targum’s

wrbxta “gather together” are based upon this stem.

11. Wildberger (1991: 350) noted that this is the preferred reading
of Schmidt (1930: 7) and Sæbø (1964: 132).

12. The problems with the vD"q.mi “sanctuary” in 8:14 led Blenkin-

sopp (2000: 241) also to emend unnecessarily the MT WvyDIq.T;
“you shall regard as holy” in 8:13 to WryvIq.T; “with him you shall

conspire.”

13. In light of the Arabic variants £xª+?g (qarat5anî ) and £xª+?k
(karat5anî ) “it grieved me” (Lane 1885: 2509, 2604), coupled with

the frequent interchange of k and q in Hebrew (e.g., %k;D' and

qq;D', %k;r' and qq;r'), there is no need to emend further the

vrIq.m; to vrIk.m;. The Arabic . (t5) routinely becomes a v in

Hebrew.
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14. For other examples of the confusion of the  h and the r, see

Delitzsch, 1920: 114, § 116 c.d.

15. According to Weimert (2004) Jesus’ statement about the
temple stones being cast down (Matt 24: 1–3, Mark 13:1–2, and
Luke 21:5–9) was based upon Isa 8:14 as found in the MT and the
versions.



XIV

TWO UNRECOGNIZED WORDS

IN ISAIAH 53:9a AND EZEKIEL 43:7b

The seven Hebrew words in Isa 53:9a have presented a
number of problems for interpreters. The following text and
its varied translations speak for themselves.

Masoretic Text

wyt'moB. ryvi['-ta,w> Arb.qi ~y[iv'r>-ta, !TeYIw:
Septuagint

kai. dw,sw tou.j ponhrou.j avnti. th/j tafh/j auvtou/

kai. tou.j plousi,ouj avnti. tou/ qana,tou auvtou/

And I will give the wicked for his burial,
 and the rich for his death (Brenton’s Septuagint, 1851)1

Vulgate
et dabit impios pro sepultura et divitem pro morte sua 2

The different English translations include 

• And he shall give the ungodly for his burial, and the rich
for his death (Douay Rheims),

• And he made his grave with the wicked, and with the rich
in his death (KJV, WEB, RWB), 

• And they made his grave with the wicked, and with a rich
man in his death (ASV, RSV),

• And they made His grave with the wicked — But with the
rich at His death (NKJ),

• He was assigned a grave with the wicked, and with the rich
in his death (NIV, NIB),
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• A grave was assigned him among the wicked and a burial
place with evildoers (NAB),

• His grave was assigned with wicked men, Yet He was with
a rich man in His death (NAS, NAU),

• They made his grave with the wicked and his tomb with the
rich (NRS),

• He was given a grave with the wicked, and his tomb is with
the rich (NJB),

• And it appointeth with the wicked his grave, And with the
rich {are} his high places (YLT),

• But he was buried like a criminal; he was put in a rich
man’s grave (NLT),

• He made his grave with the wicked, and with the rich in his
death, (Lamsa).

The 3ms waw-consecutive !TeYIw: “he gave” became dw,sw “I
will give” in the Septuagint, as though the Hebrew verb were
a 1cs waw-consecutive. The ASV, RSV, NKJ, and NRS trans-
lated this verb as a 3mpl waw-consecutive3 “they made,” as

though !t;n" “to give” were a synonym of  hf'[' “to make”
(like the English “give a burial” and “make a grave”). Seven
translations (NIV, NIB, NAB, NAS, NAU, NJB, NLT)
rendered the active !TeYIw: “he gave” as the passive “was given,”
or “was assigned,” or paraphrased it as “was buried.”

The second and fifth word, ta,, was read as the preposition

“with” in all of the English translations, aside from the Douay
Rheims which translated the Vulgate. The Vulgate and the
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Septuagint, though, read the ta, as the sign of the direct ob-

ject. The third word, ~y[iv'r> “wicked (ones),” and the fourth

word, Arb.qi “his grave,” have not been problematic—but the

initial avnti. in the Septuagint and the initial pro in the Vulgate
have no corresponding preposition in the MT. 

The sixth word, ryvi[' “rich,” has led to much speculation

since it is not a fitting parallel for the preceding ~y[iv'r>
“wicked ones.”4 Several scholars, cited in BDB (799), pro-

posed emending the ~y[iv'r> to ~y[iv'P. “transgressors” and

then changing the ryvi[' to  ~y[iv'r> “wicked (ones),” thereby

restoring parallel synonyms.5 More recently John McKenzie

(1968: 130) emended the MT ryvi[' “rich” to [r" yve[o “evil-

doers” in order to get an appropriate parallel for the ~y[iv'r>
“wicked.” The emendation was followed by the NAB in 1970.

But the real problem with the MT ryvi[' is not with the

consonants but with its etymology and vocalization. The un-

pointed Hebrew rX[ could be the cognate of five different

Arabic words, including

• ?G\ (cašr) “ten” (BDB 796; Lane 5: 2050–2052).

• ?G\ (cašîr) and É?áG\ (cašîrat) “a relation, a friend, a

man’s kinfolk” (Lane 5: 2053).6

• ?,` (g'at5ara) “to abound with herbage or with goods”

and É?,` (g'at5rat) “abundance of the goods, convenient-

ces, or comforts of life” (BDB 799; Lane 6: 2230).

• ?C\ (cusr) and  É?C\ (cusrat) “poverty, littleness of

possessions, of property, of wealth, or of power”(Lane
5: 2043).
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• ?,` (g'ut5ru) and \!?,` (g'at5râcu) “the low, base, vile,

ignoble, mean, sordid, or the refuse, or rabble, of man-

kind” (Lane 6: 2230). Castell (1669: 2949) included the
definitions, “injuria, molestia, . . . tyrannus, iracundus,
truculentus, . . . Homo improbus, impudicus, scelestus”
(abuse, trouble, tyrannical, angry, ferocious, morally
unsound, shameless, infamous).7

Tradition and translators have, partly for theological rea-

sons, taken the ryvi[' of Isa 53:9 to be the cognate of  É?,`
(g'at5rat) “rich”; and some have cited this verse as a prediction
of Jesus’ being buried in the tomb of the rich Joseph of Ari-
mathaea. However, the contextually desiderated parallel for

the ~y[iv'r> “wicked (ones)” is obviously the last in the list,

i.e., ?ª,ª` (g'ut5ru) “vile, ignoble.” In light of the u vowel of

this cognate the MT ryvi[' can be repointed as ryvi[u or as a

segolate rv,[,, with the y removed as a later scribal addition
once the word was misunderstood as the widely used word for
the “rich” rather than the rare word used for the “vile.”8 

The fourth cognate cited above, ?C\ (cusr) “the poor” or
“the powerless,” should also be kept in focus. The prophet
may well have intended a double entendre constructed with
rare words for “the poor” and “the lowly.” No honor would be
bestowed on those buried in a potter’s field or a cemetery for
sinners.

The last word of 53:9a, wytmb can be vocalized as wyt'moB'
“his high place” (which in context would mean “his burial

mound”) or wyt'moB. (with the MT) meaning “in his death”

(BDB 119 and 560).9 
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A similar ambiguity with the ~twmb occurs in Ezek 43:7,
which reads 

yvid>q' ~ve laer'f.yI-tyBe dA[ WaM.j;y> al{w>
~t'AmB' ~h,ykel.m; yreg>pib.W ~tê'Wnz>Bi ~h,ykel.m;W hM'he

KJV

and my holy name, shall the house of Israel no more defile,
neither they, nor their kings, by their whoredom, 

nor by the carcases of their kings in their high places.

NAS and NAU

 And the house of Israel will not again defile My holy
name, neither they nor their kings, by their harlotry and by

the corpses of their kings when they die.

McDaniel

And the house of Israel will not again defile My holy name,
neither they nor their kings, by their harlotry and by 

the corpses of their child-sacrifices at their high places

The last word in the MT, ~t'AmB', was translated in the

Septuagint as evn me ,sw | au vtw /n “in their midst,” evidently hav-

ing a Vorlage with ~kwtb for the MT ~twmb. The Vulgate
has in exelsis, which is reflected not only in the Douay
Rheims and KJV, but also in the ASV, NKJ, NIV, NIB, NAB,
WEB, and YLT—all having “their high places.” But the NRS
has “at their deaths,” like the NAS and NAU which have

“when they die,” as if the text were  ~t'AmB.. The RSV and

the NJB have nothing for the ~t'AmB', evidently viewing the

~twmb as a variant dittography of the MT ~T'tiB. “in their

placing” which begins the next verse.
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The clue for deciding whether to read ~t'AmB' as “their high

places” or “in their dying” is found in a proper understanding

of the second ~h,ykel.m; in Ezek 43:7b. The first occurrence of

~h,ykel.m; in the verse certainly means “their kings,” but the

second ~h,ykel.m; needs to be repointed as ~h,ykel'm., a sego-

late plural meaning “their child-sacrifices”—which accounts

for the reference to all of the dead bodies. The noun %l,mo
“child-sacrifice” is well attested, although traditionally it was
treated as the name of the deity mentioned in I Kings 11:7,
“Then Solomon built a high place for Chemosh the abomina-

tion of Moab, and for Molech (%l,mo) the abomination of the

Ammonites.” But in I Kings 11:5, the Ammonite Molech

appears as ~ynIMo[; #Quvi ~Kol.mi, “Milcom the abomination

of the Ammonites.” This difference suggests that the %l,mo of

11:7 is simply a misspelling of the ~Kol.mi of 11:5, 11:33, II

Kings 23:13, as well as the  ~K'l.m; (Melcom) in Jer 49:1, 4,

and Zeph 1:5—all of which the NIV and NIB transliterated as

Molech. (Noteworthy also is the ~K'l.m; of II Sam 12:30 and

I Chron 20:2, where the Septuagint has the doublet Melcol
tou/ basile,wj auvtw/n, “Melchol their king.”)

In light of Otto Eissfeldt’s study in 1935, in which he con-

vincingly argued that %l,mo was not a divine name but a tech-

nical term for a child-sacrifice, the reference to “Molech” in
the seven verses cited next should be read as the noun mean-
ing “a molk-sacrifice” or “a child-sacrifice” rather than the
name “Molech” appearing in  the translations. The pointing of

the preposition in the following texts as .l; (= l. + .h;)
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reflects the scribal recognition that %l,mo was a common noun,

not a proper name:

• Lev 18:21 %l,M+ol; rybi[]h;l. !Teti-al{ ̂ []r>Z:miW, “You shall

not give any of your children to devote them by fire to

Molech” (i.e, “for a molk-offering” or “for child-sacrifice”).

• Lev 20:2, tm'Wy tAm %l,Mol; A[r>Z:mi !TeyI rv,a] “who

gives any of his children to Molech shall be put to death.”

• Lev 20:3, yvêiD'q.mi-ta, aMej; ![;m;l. %l,Mêol; !t;n" A[r>Z:mi
“he has given one of his children to Molech, defiling my

sanctuary and profaning my holy name.”

• Lev 20:4, Atao tymih' yTil.bil. %l,M+ol; A[r>Z:mi ATtiB.
“when he gives one of his children to Molech, and do not
put him to death.”

• Lev 20:5, %l,Moh; yrex]a; tAnz>li wyr'x]a; ~ynIZOh;-lK “all

who follow them in prostituting themselves to Molech.”

• II Kings 23:10, vaeB' ATBi-ta,w> AnB.-ta, vyai rybi[]h;l.
%l,Mol; “that a man make a son or a daughter pass through

fire for Molech.”

• Jer 32:35, $.l,Mol; ~h,yteAnB.-ta,w> ~h,ynEB.-ta, rybi[]h;l.
“to make their sons and their daughters pass through fire
for Molech.”

Other texts which speak of child-sacrifice, without using the

technical term %l,mo, include Psa 106:37–38; Isa 57:5–9; Jer

7:31–32; Ezek 16:20–21; 23:36–39; and Mic 6:7.10 
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CONCLUSION

Once the second ~h,ykel.m; of Ezek 47:3 is repointed as

~h,ykel'm. “their child-sacrifices,” there is no need to repoint

the MT ~t'AmB' “their high places” as ~t'AmB. “when they

die” or “at their dying.” A reference in the same half-verse to
“high places,” where sacrifices were made, and the technical
term for a “child-sacrifice” seems contextually quite natural.

However, the last word of Isa 53:9a, wyt'moB. “in his dying”

needs to be repointed as wyt'moB' “his (burial) mound”—the

perfect parallel to Arb.qi “his grave.”

 The two words which have to date gone unrecognized by

most translators and interpreters are (1) the %l,mo “child-

sacrifice” in Ezek 47:3, where it provides paronomasis with

%l,m, “king,” and (2) the ryvi[u /rv,[o “vile, ignoble, base” in

Isa 53:9a, which, for theological reasons, has been identified

as the well attested ryvi[' “rich.”11 Therefore, for philological

reasons, the translation of the NAB for Isa 53:9a is preferable:
“A grave was assigned him among the wicked and a burial

place with evildoers”—recognizing that the MT Qal !TeYIw: can

be read as the passive Hophcal !TeYUw:  and that the Hebrew has

the plural “wicked (ones)” followed by the singular “vile.”
Repointing some vowels in the MT is necessary, but no emen-
dation of the consonants is required. 

The correct translation of Ezek 47:3, as proposed above, is
“And the house of Israel will not again defile my holy name,
neither they nor their kings, by their harlotry and by the dead
bodies of their child-sacrifices at their high places.” The
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1. James McDonough (private communication, 2004) translated the
Greek somewhat more literally as, “And I will give away the
wicked men instead of that man’s burial and [I will give away] the
rich men instead of that man’s death.”

2. McDonough noted also that the antecedent of the Vulgate’s sua
could be “the rich man” or the the subject of the verb: “And he
shall give away impious men for burial and [he shall give away]
the rich man for his death.”

3. The Dead Sea Isaiah Scroll (IQIsa ) has a plural verb. The line

reads wtmwb ~yryX[ ~[w wrbq ~y[Xr ta wntyw. Differences

from the MT include (1) the plural verb, (2) the plural ~yryX[
“riches” / “vile ones,” (3) the preposition ~[ [the ~ being over-

written by a indistinguishable correction] for the second ta, and

(4) wtmwb , which can mean “his (burial) mound” but cannot mean

“with his dead /death.” The ~y of the ~yryX[ is blurred but the
letters are clearly in the text.

4. Whybray (1975: 178) commented,

That the burial place of rich men and criminals should be
identical is highly improbable, and makes the lines
meaningless. Of the emendations which have been proposed,
coÑ ê rac,‘doers of evil’ and Ñ e c îrîm, ‘demons’, are the most
plausible, but the text may be correct: it has been suggested
that ca%šîr here is unconnected with ca%šîr meaning ‘rich’, but
related to an Arabic word meaning ‘refuse, rabble’. 

vocable ryvi[u /rv,[o “vile, ignoble, base” needs to be added

to adjectives listed in the lexicons of Biblical Hebrew.

NOTES
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5. Albright (1956: 246), in light of Lev 17:7, “they shall no more

slay their sacrifices for satyrs,” emended the ryvi[ ' to  ~yrIy[iv ' and

translated, “His grave was put with the wicked. And his funery
installation with the demons” (with the plural “demons” reflecting

the plural ~yryX[ in DSIsa ).

6. This cognate probably contributed to the later tradition that

Joseph of Arimathaea, “a rich man” (ryvi[' ~d"a'), was also a

“kinsman” (ryvi[') of Joseph, Mary and Jesus.

7. See Reider, 111–130, especially page 118.

8. Westermann (1969: 266) translated the synonyms as “male-
factors and miscreants.”

9. In light of the wtmwb in 1QIsa where the medial w reflects the

vowel shift from â to ô, Albright (1956: 244–246) proposed the

emendation of MT wyt'moB. “in his deaths” to Atm'B' “his burial

mound.” Reider (1952: 118) proposed emending the MT wyt'moB.
to Atmo tyBe “the house of his death,” meaning in this context “his

tomb.”

10. See below Chapter XVI, “Deceived or Deceiving Prophets,”
for a full discussion of Ezekiel 14:9 and 20:25–27. 

11. In light of the following four Gospel statements about Joseph
of Arimathaea, it is very difficult to associate him or his tomb with
the wicked and their graves, or to make Isa 53:9 a prophecy about
Jesus’s burial in Joseph’s tomb:

• “there came a rich man of Arimathaea, named Joseph, who
also himself was Jesus’ disciple. . . ” (Matt 27:57).

• “Joseph of Arimathea, a respected member of the council, who
was also looking for the kingdom of God . . . .” (Mark 15:43).
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• “Behold there was a man named Joseph, who was a councillor,
a good and righteous man, who had not consented . . .” (Luke
23:50).

• “And after this Joseph of Arimathaea, being a disciple of
Jesus, but secretly . . .” (John 19:38).



XV

JEREMIAH WAS NOT DECEIVED

JEREMIAH 20:7a

lk'WTw: ynIT;q.z:x] tP'a,w" hw"hy> ynIt;yTiPi
Septuagint

hvpa,thsa,j me ku,rie kai. hvpath,qhn
evkra,thsaj kai. hvduna,sqhj

Vulgate
seduxisti me Domine et seductus sum

sum fortior me fuisti et invaluisti factus.

NIV
O LORD, you deceived; me, and I was deceived you

overpowered me and prevailed.

McDaniel Translation
You told me, O Yahweh, of the fiat
and I was informed of the decree.

You made me articulate
and intrusted (me). 

The Meaning of ht'P' 
Failure to recognize that the ht'P' in Jer 20:7 was not the

denominative of ytiP, / ytiP. “simple/ simplicity,” meaning in

the Picel “to deceive or to seduce” (BDB 834; KBS 3: 984),

but a cognate of the Arabic Ñª(ªc (fatawa) “he notified the
decision of the law,” has created serious problems for com-
mentators.1 The Septuagint’s use of  avpata,w  “to deceive,
cheat, mislead” and Vulgate’s use of seduco “to lead astray,
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to seduce” have been followed by many subsequent trans-
lators and interpreters. As a consequence, commentators from
Calvin to Clines have been hard pressed to save Jeremiah
from the charge of blasphemy. 

Calvin [1509–1564], in defense of Jeremiah, argued uncon-
vincingly,

 But there is no doubt that his language is ironical, when he
says that he was deceived. He assumes the character of his
enemies, who boasted that he presumptuously prophesied of
calamity and ruin of the city, as no such thing would take
place. . . .2 

Clines and Gunn (1978: 21–23) followed Calvin’s trans-
lator John Owen [1616–1683] (though not mentioned)3 and
argued that ht'P' in this text actually meant God “tried to per-

suade” Jeremiah to become a prophet. They stated

“It appears likely that pittâ does not describe an act carried
through to a successful conclusion, but an attempted act. That
is, it seems to be more like our verbs “urge”, “advise”, “at-
tempt”, than like “convince”, “induce”, “compel”.4

But it is difficult to recognize any such tentativeness in Jer
1:5, ^yTit;n> ~yIAGl; aybin" ^yTiv.D;q.hi ~x,r,me aceTe ~r,j,b.W,
“before you come forth from the womb I [Yahweh] sanctified
you [Jermiah], I appointed you a prophet to the nations.”
Persuasion, therefore, seems not to have been a part of the
process of Jeremiah’s appointment as a prophet by Yahweh.

Holladay (1986: 552), on the other hand, appealed to the
words of Micah ben Imlah (I Kings 22:21ff.)

wya'ybin>-lK' ypiB. rq,v, x;Wr ytiyyIh'w> aceae rm,aYOw:
. . . .hT,p;T. rm,aYOw: 

hL,ae ^ya,ybin>-lK' ypiB. rq,v, x;Wr hw"hy> !t;n"
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And he said I will go out and be a lying spirit 
in the mouth of all his prophets.

 And he [Yahweh] said, ‘You shall deceive’ . . . 
Yahweh put a lying spirit in the mouth 

of all these prophets of yours.

According to Holladay (1986: 552–553), 
Jrm interpreted the contrast between the prophets of his own
day who proclaimed good news and his own proclamation of
bad news in the same way: Yahweh had “deceived” this
people and Jerusalem ”. . . . Jrm questions the effectiveness
of Yahweh’s word and accuses Yahweh of misleading him
. . . the implication is that Yahweh has broken his own torah
in his treatment of Jrm. . . . Verse 7a thus embodies an out-
burst that is deeply rebellious, not to say blasphemous: Jrm
understands Yahweh as brute force, as deceptive, beyond any
conventional norm.

Jeremiah’s words in 15:16, ~yIm; bz"k.a; AmK. yli hy<h.ti Ayh'
“Verily, you are to me like a deceitful brook,” could be a vari-
ant of the charge in 20:7 that Yahweh had deceived him. But
the Septuagint reads ginome,nh evgenh,qh moi w`j u[dwr yeu-

de .j, “it indeed became to me as deceitful water,” with an (im-
personal) third person rather than the second person addressed
to Yahweh. The  Vorlage could have been hyh twyh or hyh
hyh for the MT hyht wyh. Similarly, the Vulgate has facta

est mihi quasi mendacium aquarum “it became to me as of
deceitful waters,” reflecting the same Vorlage as the Septu-
agint, while the Syriac agrees with the MT. No doubt, Jere-
miah felt deceived, but the question remains as to whether or
not Jeremiah believed Yahweh had deceived him.5

In light of  ht'P' appearing in Exod 22:15 for sexual seduc-

tion and qz:x' being used in Deut 22:25 in reference to forcing
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a woman sexually, McKane (1986: 470) simply concluded,

. . . the right conclusion is that v. 7a employs the language of
seduction and violation. Jeremiah feels a deep sense of be-
trayal in view of his sorrowful experiences as a prophet and
the bitterness of the outcome of his acquiescence. Yahweh
overpowered him, crushed his resistance and compelled him
to be a prophet, and he has found the office a bed of nails.

But once the Arabic cognate Ñª(ªc (fatawa) becomes the key
for interpreting Jer 20:7, Jeremiah appears as a bewildered
prophet, but not a quasi-blasphemous one. The verb Ñª(ªc
(fatawa) in form IV means “he notified the decision of the
law, . . . made known, or explained to him, [what he required
to know, and in particularly what was the decision of the law,
in, or respecting,] the case.” The noun £Ñª(ªc (fatwa%) means
“the giving of an answer, or a reply, stating the decision of the
law respecting a particular case . . . an answer, or a reply, to
a question relating to a dubious judicial decision”; and the
related noun )dªs (mufti) means “a jurisconsult who notifies
the decisions of the law, in, or respecting, cases submitted to
him for guidance of the ÅP"ªg (qâd. î), who is the “magistrate”
issuing a \çOªg (qâd.

câ), which is a “decree; ordinance; sen-
tence, or judicial decision” (Lane 1877: 2336–2337; 1893:
2990; Wehr 1979: 815, 904). The lexeme ht'P' is attested in
the name laeWtP., the father of the prophet Joel (Joel 1:1),
which could mean “young man of God,” or “tempted by God”
(see KBS 3: 985), or “God announced (the verdict/decree).”

Thanks to the fatwa of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini is-
sued on February 14, 1989, calling for the death of Salman
Rushdie upon the publication of his novel Satanic Verses, and
the subsequent declaration by Ayatollah Ali Khamenei on
December 26, 1990, that the fatwa was irrevocable, the word
fatwa and its association with death became known world-
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wide.6 Furthermore, the fatwa signed by Sheikh Usamah Bin-
Muhammad Bin-Ladin on February 23, 1998, urging a jihad
against Americans, made the Arabic fatwa a household word

in America after September 11, 2001. At onetime htp (=
fatwa / fatwah) was a recognized term in Biblical Hebrew.7

The case in point for Jer 20:7 had to do with Yahweh’s
decision to implement the penalty clauses contained in the
Torah—summarized in Deut 28:15–68. The covenant called
for Israel’s recognition of Yahweh as God alone, requiring
total obedience to his will. Failure of Judah and Jerusalem to
fulfill the covenant stipulations would result in their death and
destruction—just as Ehpraim and Samaria had been destroyed
for violating the same covenant. 

Jeremiah had been informed—to borrow the Arabic term—
of the divine fatwa, and had been called as a prophet to
announce the divine decree, especially the fact that the fatwa
/ fiat was revocable!8 Repentance by Judah and Jerusalem and
the renewal of covenantal obligations to Yahweh would make
null and void Yahweh’s death sentence for them.

Jeremiah acknowledged earlier h['d'aew" ynI[;ydIAh hw"hyw:
“Yahweh made known to me, and I knew” (11:18), which has
essentially the same meaning as the tP'a,w" hw"hy> ynIt;yTiPi 
(20:7), except the ht'P' includes in itself the object of what

became known—the fiat, the decree, the sanction—without
a separate word as the direct object.9
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The Meaning of qz:x' 
In a similar manner, failure to recognize that the qz:x' in Jer

20:7 is not the verb meaning “to be strong, to strengthen,” but
the cognate of the Arabic j=/ (h.ad.aqa) “he became skilled,
learned,” led to highly improbable interpretations of this
verse. For example, Clines and Gunn (1976: 395, 397) con-
cluded,

In v. 7f. Yahweh is cast in the role of the traditional “enemy”
of the psalmist. Jeremiah’s complaint, “Thou art stronger
(qzx) than I / and thou hast prevailed (lky)”, exemplifies the

classical  theme of the powerful persecutor that one meets,
e.g. in Ps 35 10 . . . or Ps 13 4f. . . . But Yahweh, to whom the
psalmist in his weakness conventionally appeals against the
powerful persecutor, has ironically become in Jeremiah’s
experience the very one who has ruthlessly used his strength
against frailty.

It is precisely because in the prophet’s own experience
Yahweh is an oppressive and irresistible God, who is stronger
than his victim, prevails over him and commits violence and
outrage against him (v. 7f.), that he may be called on in turn
to become the irresistible divine oppressor of the prophet’s
human oppressors (v. 11).

Holladay (1986: 553), on the other hand conjectured, 

It is conceivable that this verb [yn IT;q .z:x ]], like those in the first
colon, can carry sexual connotations: qzx qal does in 2 Sam
13:14 (hN"M,mi qz:x/Y<w;, “and he was stronger than she),” and the

hipc il of qzx does in Deut 22:25 [bk;v'w> vyaih' HB'-qyzIx/h ,w >
HM'[i], a law analogous to that in Exod 22:15 [hT,p ;y>-ykiw >
hl'WtB. vyai] . . . . the probability is strong that the verb “you

are stronger than I” continues the semantic field of sexual
violence with which the verse began.
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Thus, Holladay was in agreement with McKane (1986: 470),
Baumgartner (1917: 64), and Rudolph (cited by McKane) that
“Yahweh’s deception of Jeremiah is like the seduction of an
innocent girl . . . the right conclusion is that v. 7a employs the
language of seduction and violation.”

But once qz:x' is identified as the cognate of j=/ (h.ad.aqa)

“he made him skilful” (form II ) and j>"/ (h.âd.iq) “a man
chaste or eloquent, of tongue, perspicuous in language . . .
skilled, or skillful, and thoroughly learned, . . . skillful in his
art, or habitual work or occupation” (Lane 1865: 536; Castell
1669: 1123), a contextually more appropriate interpretation
becomes obvious. 

Initially, Jeremiah lacked confidence in becoming a pro-
phet, saying, “I do not know how to speak for I am a youth”
(1:5).10 At which point, “Yahweh then put forth his hand and
touched my mouth; and Yahweh said to me, “Behold, I have
put my words in your mouth” (1:9). Gifted with God’s words,
Jeremiah became qz:x', i.e., “eloquent, articulate, masterful in
speech,” and he would later affirm, “your words became to
me a joy and the delight of my heart; for I am called by your
name, OYahweh, God of hosts” (15:16) and “I stood before
you [O, God,] and spoke well (hb'Aj) concerning them to
turn away your wrath from them” (18:20).11 Thus, the MT
ynIT;q.z:x] in 20:7 can be translated “you made me eloquent” or

“you made me quite articulate,” an idea which is reinforced
by Yahweh’s promising Jeremiah hy<h.ti ypiK. “you will be-
come as my mouth” (15:19).

The Meaning of lk;y" and q[;z" 

Moreover, the failure of translators and commentators to

recognize that the lk'WTw: in Jer 20:7 is not from the verb lk;y"
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“to be able, to prevail” has contributed to some of the con-
trived interpretations. The lk'WTw: in 20:7 is the cognate of the

Arabic qkÖ (wakala) “he left him to his opinion, judgment,”
and in form II, “he appointed him, or intrusted him, as his
commissioned agent, or deputy,” and in form V “he relied
upon him and confided in him” (Lane 1893: 3059; Wehr
1979: 1283–1284; and Castell 1669: 938 “commisit, commen-
davit . . . fretus, fisus fuit”). 

The appointment of Jeremiah was announced in 1:10, “to-
day I appoint you over nations and over kingdoms”12 and
1:18. “I for my part have made you today a fortified city, an
iron pillar, and a bronze wall, against the whole land—
against the kings of Judah, its princes, its priests, and the
people of the land.” Jeremiah’s being taken into the confi-
dence of Yahweh is found in 11:18, ynI[;ydIAh hw"hyw: h['d'aew"
“Yahweh made known to me, and I knew” and 20:7, ynIt;yTiPi
tP'a,w" hw"hy>, as interpreted above, “You told me, O Yahweh,

of the sanction and I was informed of the decree.”
McKane (1986: 471–472) provided a helpful summary of

the interpretations of 20:8a (“For whenever I speak, I have to
howl and proclaim ‘violence and ruin!’”) found in the ver-
sions and in Rashi and Kimchi.13 There is general agreement
in these sources that the “violence and destruction” is part of
Jeremiah’s prophetic message. But McKane argued,

 The view that v. 8a is a reference to the prophecies of doom
uttered by Jeremiah should be rejected. . . . q[za  must mean

something like ‘I cry out for help’, and if this is so smx
arqa dvw cannot be an allusion to prophecies of doom. It

too like q[za  must refer to an expression of inner des-

peration and extremity. . . He is saying that his speech has
been reduced to a continuous cry for help (rbda ydm yk
q[za), to an explosive verbal expression of inner despera-
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tion (arqa dvw smx), and that it is his obedience to his
prophetic calling which has reduced him to this condition.

But  q[c is an interchangeable by-form of q[z, and q[c
is well attested as a part of the doom prophecies, such as Jer
25:36 “A shriek (tq;[]c; lAq) from the shepherds . . . for Yah-

weh lays waste their pasture,” and Jer 48:3–5, “Hark! a cry
(hq'['c. lAq) from Horonaim, desolation and great destruc-
tion . . . the have heard the cry of destruction.”

Therefore, contra McKane, the ar'q.a, dvow" sm'x' q['z>a of

20:8 must be recognized as part of the prophecy of impending
death and destruction. Holladay (1986: 554) listed the follow-
ing interpretations given for the “violence” and “destruction”
in 20:8.

• it proclaims the coming punishment on the nation

• it denounces the people’s sins of violence and destruction

• it refers to the violence done to Jeremiah by his opponents

• it is a complaint by Jeremiah for Yahweh’s violence to
him.

Contrary to Holladay’s assertion, “Given the general den-
sity of the imagery in the passage, all four possibilities may
compete for the hearer’s attention,” the first in this list is
surely the correct one. The impending violence and destruc-
tion announced in Yahweh’s fatwa or fiat are spelled out in a
number of prior passages, including 6:8, 6:12, 8:3, 9:11,
13:14, 14:11, 15:3, 15:8–9, 16:18, 17:27 and 19:8–9, not to
mention the texts that come after 20:8, like 21:3–10 and 22:
5–7, “But if you will not heed these words, I swear by myself,
the oracle of Yaweh, that this house shall become a deso-
lation. . . . I will prepare destroyers against you, each with his
weapons.” Consequently, Jer 20:8a is best understood as
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meaning “Yea, whenever I declare (the fatwa), I cry out
‘Violence!’  I shout ‘Destruction!’”14

Jeremiah’s Bewilderment and Anger

Jeremiah’s proclamation of impending violence produced
hostility, not repentance. Jeremiah anticipated appreciation
from those who heard his warnings. But prophets, priests, and
people who had absolutized the inviolability of Jerusalem (see
note 4), took Jeremiah to be a liar and a traitor who needed to
be silenced. Thus, according to Jer 18:18, “they said, ‘Come,
let us make plots against Jeremiah, for the law shall not perish
from the priest, nor counsel from the wise, nor the word from
the prophet. Come, let us smite him with the tongue, and let
us not heed any of his words.’”

Jeremiah resented this response, complaining “I have be-
come a laughingstock all day long; everyone mocks me. . . .
For the word of Yahweh has become for me a reproach and
derision all day long” (Jer 20:7b, 8b). His decision to cease
announcing the fatwa (Jer 20:9) put him into a terrible bind:
“then in my heart it becomes like a burning fire shut up in my
bones, and I am wearied with holding it in, and I cannot (i.e.,
I cannot hold in the fatwa).”

This confession of his weariness and inability to remain
silent should be followed by the statement in 20:10c, which
in the MT reads y[il.c; yrem.vo ymiAlv. vAna/ lKo, meaning

literally “every man of my peace watching my side/my stum-
bling.” But the MT needs to be repointed and translated as
y[il.c; yrIm.vo ymiWlvi vWna' lK', “An incurable weariness is
my recompense; my being on guard is my undoing.15 The
derivations supporting this translation are

• The Xwna should have been read as vWna' rather than vAna/
and given the same meaning as that found in Jer 15:18,
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aper'he hn"a]me hv'Wna] ytiK'm;W “my wound is incurable,

refusing to be healed.” This singular vwna lk is not the

same as the plural yvna lk in 38:22.16
  

• The MT lk is the cognate of the Arabic qk(kalla) “he be-
came fatigued, tired, weary, incapacitated” and qápk(kalîl)
“weak, faint,” as in the expression qápk z"Co (lisân kalîl)
“a dull tongue, lacking sharpness” (Lane 1893: 3002).17

• The MT [lc, translated variously as “side” or “stumble,”
or by some synonym of the latter, is not the cognate of the

Arabic ]pP (d. il
c) “rib” or “side,” nor the cognate of ]pY

(d.ala ca) “to limp”; but it is the cognate of ]pLê (cas. la
c)

and \"[ápL (s.ulay câc) “hard, distressing, calamitous . . . any

notorious affair or event . . . of great magnitude or mo-
ment, to accomplish which, or to perform which, one finds
not the way . . . . an evil, abominable, or unseemly, action
or saying, such as is apparent, manifest, or unconcealed, or
a calamity, or misfortune, hard to be borne” (Lane 1872:
1717).18  It is used here as a variant for lk'Wa al{ “I am
not able.”

Jeremiah’s bewilderment turned to anger after hearing the
“defamation of many” (~yBir; tB;DI), whereby he recognized

that everyone—aside from the Babylonians—was surrounded
by terror (bybiS'mi rAgm'). Jerusalem was surrounded by Baby-

lonian terrorists and Jeremiah was himself surrounded by
Judean terrorists. Despite the many translations of tB;DI as
“whispering,” 19 Jeremiah’s enemies were vocal and vicious,
shouting WNd,yGIn:w> WdyGIh; “Overpower him! Let us overpower
him!” 
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Elsewhere dg:n" (used in the Hiphcîl ) means “to announce,
tell, proclaim,” but not “denounce.” In a context of hostility,
such as that found in Jer 20:10, the Arabic ;4w (najada)
provides the clue for the interpretation of this particular dgn.
It means, among other things, “he overcame, conquered, sub-
dued, overpowered, prevailed over, or surpassed” (Lane 1893:
2766). The Septuagint translators certainly understood the dgn
here in this way for they rendered WNd,yGIn:w> WdyGIh; as evpisu,sth-

te kai. evpisustw /men auvtw/| “Attack! Let us attack him!”20 

The ht'P' in Jer 20:10 is the well used verb “to entice,” not

the rare ht'P' in 20:7, related to a fatwa. Were Jeremiah’s

enemies able to entice him, they could prevail (lk;y") against
him and take their full revenge. Jeremiah’s response to their
hostility was at first tit for tat, his response being, “Let those
be put to shame who persecute me, but let me not be put to
shame; let them be dismayed, but let me not be dismayed.”
But then—mid sentence—the level of violence escalated
from “smiting with the tongue” to “smiting with the sword.”
Jeremiah ended this sentence with the petition “Bring upon
them the day of evil; destroy them with double destruction!”
He went on to plead with God, “let the fatwa begin,” ex-
pressed in these words:

Therefore deliver up their children to famine; give them over
to the power of the sword, let their wives become childless
and widowed. May their men meet death by pestilence, their
youths be slain by the sword in battle. May a cry be heard
from their houses, when thou bringest the marauder suddenly
upon them! . . .Yet, thou, O Yahweh, knowest all their
plotting to slay me. Forgive not their iniquity, nor blot out
their sin from thy sight. Let them be overthrown before thee;
deal with them in the time of thine anger. (RSV 18:21–23)
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It is difficult to know whether Jeremiah’s bewilderment
abated once his anger was expressed. On the one hand, he was
confident that Yahweh was with him as an awesome warrior
who would make his enemies stumble (20:11–12). But, as the
text now stands, after his affirmation of confidence Jeremiah
proceeded with (a) a prayer for vengeance (in 20:12, which is
essentially a repeat of 11:20 and 18:21), (b) a one verse dox-
ology acknowledging Yahweh’s salvation of the poor (20:13),
and (c) a five verse lament (20:14–18), cursing the day he was
born (reminiscent of 15:10).21 Jeremiah’s mood swings in
eleven verses went from 

• humility in his acknowledgment of Yahweh’s informing
him and entrusting him to announce the divine fiat

• humiliation when his warnings were met with derision

• frustration that he could not keep his mouth shut

• fear because there was terror and adversaries on every side

• confidence that Yahweh was with him and would save him

• anger expressed in a call for divine vengeance

• jubilation that Yahweh delivered the needy from evil doers

• depression and despair that he was even born.22

The doxology would fit better at the end of 38:12, where
Jeremiah might well have praised God after the Ethiopian
Ebed Melek saved him from certain death in the muck of
Malchiah’s cistern. The lament might well have been com-
posed while he was imprisoned in the cistern before Ebed
Melek and some of the king’s bodyguards rescued him.23 

This lament could have been uttered by any number of
Jewish exiles in Babylon, especially by King Zedekiah after
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“the king of Babylon slew the sons of Zedekiah at Riblah
before his eyes; and the king of Bablyon slew all the nobles
of Judah” (Jer 39:6) . . . . “He put out the eyes of Zedekiah
and bound him in fetters to take him Babylon and put him
into prison until the day of his death” (52:11).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Holladay (1986: 558) wrote that in Jer 20:7–13 Jeremiah
conveyed a sense of his being “existentially trapped” and that 

Initially he [Jeremiah] expresses his bitter accusation to Yah-
weh that Yahweh has deceived him, seduced him, tricked
him; in blasphemous daring this accusation is unmatched in
the Bible. . . . an accusation of deception presses God into a
diabolic frame which is unique.

However, recognition of several rare Hebrew words clears
Jeremiah of any and all charges or hints of blasphemy. 

The Hebrew ht'P' is a homograph of two totally unrelated

verbs. ht'P', stem I, means “to deceive” and  ht'P', stem II, is

the cognate of Ñ(ªc (fatawa) “to make known a judicial decree,

fiat, or fatwa.” Once Jeremiah became informed of God’s in-
tent to enforce fully the covenantal curses, he became a doom-
sayer. The good news that God would relent if Judeans would
repent—which was at the core of his message—was not
heard nor heeded. Bewildered by the hostility his warnings
generated, Jeremiah bemoaned the terror from fellow Judeans
which surrounded him and the terror from the Babylonians
which surrounded his fellow Judeans. But down to the very
end of his life Jeremiah was faithful in the proclamation of
the fateful fatwa: “Repent and Yahweh will relent! Continued
disobedience will bring destruction and death!” 
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The cognate j=/ (h.ad.aqa) “eloquent, perspicuous” clari-
fies the second meaning of qz:x'. Far from implying something
analogous to an overpowering sexual seduction of Jeremiah
by Yahweh, the qz:x' in Jer 20:7 means Yahweh had gifted
Jeremiah with language skills befitting someone entrusted to
be the “mouth” of God. Jeremiah’s vocabulary was so excep-
tionally erudite it has confounded translators and interpreters
down to this day. Only thorough philological inquiry, making
use of comparative Semitic lexicography, can some of the rare
words used by Jeremiah be recovered.

Just as ht'P', like qz:x', is a homograph of two unrelated

stems, so also is lk;y". It is a homograph for (1) the verb “to
prevail” in 20:11, and (2) the cognate of qkÖ (wakala) “to ap-

point, to entrust” in 20:7. Other homographs which have  con-
tributed to mistranslations and contrived interpretations are

(1) lk= lKo “all” or  lK' (ka%l, not ko7 l ) “weariness,” (2)  Xwna
= vAna/ “man” or XWna' “incurable,” (3) ~wlX = ~Alv'
“peace” or  ~WLvi “recompense,” (4) [lc = [l'ce “side” or

[l;c, “stumbling” or [l'c', the cognate of  ]pLê (cas. la
c) “undo-

ing, inability, misfortune,” and (5) dgn =  dg:n" “to tell” or the

cognate of ;4w (najada) “to overpower, prevail over.”

Of the seventeen words lurking behind these eight homo-
graphs, five have yet to be recognized in current Hebrew lexi-
cons, although the cognates were cited in Castell’s lexicon of
1669. It is ironic that the prophet who was gifted with elo-
quence and became the “mouth of God” has had some of his
rare words so misconstrued that he is charged by his inter-
preters and translators with blasphemy, and Yahweh is even
charged with being diabolic in the seduction of his servant.
But Jeremiah was bewildered and pained, not by Yahweh, but
by his fellow Judeans. 
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1. KBS 3: 984 cites the Arabic Ñ(c fata% (ftw/y) “youthful, young”

but does not cite £Ñ(c fatway “the giving of an answer or stating

the decision of the law” (Lane 1877: 2336–2337). The htp of Jer

20:7 was translated as “to let oneself be deceived” or “to let oneself
be taken as a fool.”

2. Calvin stated further (28), “He [Jeremiah] afterwards adds, Thou
hast constrained me. By saying that he had been deceived, he
meant this,—‘O God, if I am an imposter, thou hast made me so;
if I have deceived, thou hast led me; for I derive from thee all that
I have; it hence follows, that thou art in fault, and less excusable
than I am, if there be anything wrong in me.’

3. John Owen, added a footnote at this point in Calvin’s commen-
tary on Jeremiah, stating

I find none agreeing with Calvin in his view of this verse;
nor many with our versions in rendering the first verb “de-
ceived.” So is the Septuagint, but the Vulgate, Syriac, and
Targum have “enticed.” In other parts it is rendered in our
versions “enticed,” “allured,” and “persuaded.” Blayney has
“allured,” but Gataker and Lowth prefer “persuaded; . . . .
I would render the verse,—Thou didst persuade me, O
Jehovah, and I was persuaded; Thou didst constrain me, and
didst prevail: I am become a derision every day; the whole
of it [the city] are jeering me.”

4. For a summary of the interpretations of other commentators see

McKane 1986: 467–475 and Holladay 1986: 548–559; Lubdbom
1999: 851–874.

5.  Jeremiah was aware of much deceit coming in the name of
Yahweh from fellow prophets and priests, as in 

• 4:10 “I said, ‘Ah, Lord Yahweh, how sadly you deceived this
people and Jerusalem when you used to say, “You will have

NOTES
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peace,” whereas the sword is now at our throats!’” (NJB)

• 7:4–8 “Do not trust in these deceptive words: ‘This is the tem-
ple of Yahweh, the temple of Yahweh, the temple of Yah-
weh’ . . . Behold you trust in deceptive words to no avail.”

• 6:14, 8:11 “everyone deals falsely . . .saying ‘Peace, peace,’
when there is no peace.” (RSV)

Jeremiah was apparently referring to the false security provided by
those who took these words of Isaiah as absolutes:

Therefore thus says Yahweh concerning the king of Assyria:
‘He shall not come into this city, or shoot an arrow there, or
come before it with a shield, or cast up a siege mound
against it. By the way that he came, by the same he shall
return, and he shall not come into this city,’  says Yahweh.
For I will defend this city to save it, for my own sake and for
the sake of my servant David (Isa 37:33).

6. In 1998, the Iranian government revoked its support of the
bounty for anyone who would kill Rushdie, but religious hard-
liners have continued their threats against him.

7. On the relationship of w"l / y"l and h"l stems see GKC 75a.

8. See, for example, Jer 3:11–18, 4:1–4, 7:5–7, and 17:24–27.

9. Compare the translations of the ASV “you persuaded me,” NKJ
“you induced me,” NRS “you enticed me”—which softened
Jeremiah’s words—to the NAB “you duped me,” NJB “you
seduced me, and the KJV, DRA,RSV, NIV, NIB, NAS  and NAU,
all of which have “you deceived me.”

10. The MT r[;n : could well mean “servant,” in which case, by

reading the la as an emphatic particle rather than the negative,

God’s reply, ykinOa' r[;n: rm;aTo-la ;, would mean, “You well said

‘I am a servant,’ for you shall go to all to whom I send you, and
whatever I command you, you shall speak.”
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11. Reading the hb'Aj “well” as an adverbial accusative rather than

as “good,” the direct object of rBeDi.

12. The kingdom and nations may have included Ephraim and
Judah only. Compare Ezek 37:21–22.

13. For the MT q['z>a, rBed;a] yDemi-yK “Whenever I speak, I must

cry out,” the Septuagint reads  o[ti pikrw/| lo,gw| mou gela,soma
“For I will laugh with my bitter speech.” The pikrw/| reflects a mis-

reading of MT ydm “whenever” as rrm “bitter,” reflecting the

confusion of a y and r, as well as a r and d (see Delitzsch 1920:
105–107 §104a–c and 111 §109a–b for other examples). Although
Hatch and Redpath (1897: 235) marked gela,soma with a † indi-
cating that it lacked a corresponding word in the MT, gela,soma
reflects a confusion of  q[z “to cry out” with qxc “to laugh.”

14. On the use of the asseverative yKi “verily, yea,” see McDaniel

1968: 210–215.

15. Prov 21:23, Avp.n : tArC'mi rmevo AnAvl .W wyPi rmev{, “he who

guards his mouth and his tongue keeps himself out of trouble,” pro-
vides a good commentary for understanding Jeremiah’s desire to
keep his mouth shut.

16. Jer 38:22, reads  ^m,l{v. yven >a; ^l. Wlk.y "w > ^WtySihi, “Your

trusted friends have deceived you and prevailed against you.”

17. Hebrew lK{ “all, every” is the cognate of qk (kull) “all, every-

one, entirety” (Lane 1893: 3002; Wehr 1979: 977–978).

18. Compare the use of [lc “adversity” in Psa 35:15 (KJV, NKJ,
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ASV), which also reflects the Arabic cognate ]pLê (cas. lac) “a

calamity, or misfortune, something hard to be borne.” The Septua-
gint, which reads pa,ntej a;ndrej fi,loi auvtou/ thrh,sate th.n
evpi,noian auvtou/, “All (you who are) his male friends, watch his

intentions!” reflects a different Vorlage for [lc that has yet to be

identified.

19. See the NIV, NIB, NAS, NAV, NRS, NAB, and BDB 179.

20. See Liddell and Scott : 662, s.v. 4.

21. For a discussion of the relationship of Jer 20:14–18 and Job 3,
see McKane 1986: 482–484.

22. Compare Clines and Gunn (1976: 407) who stated, 
We suggests, therefore, that the form and function of the unit
24 14-18 should be distinguished and that these verses did not
originally express the prophet’s private emotions of despair
at some personal calamity (such as disappointment in his
prophetic ministry), but was a conventional utterance of dis-
tress accompanying a judgement-speech or woe-oracle.

23. The MT ~yvin"a] ~yvil{v. “30 men” in Jer 38:10, on the support

of one manuscript with ~yvin"a] hv'l{v. “3 men,” has been reduce

from 30 to 3 in the RSV, NRS, NAB, and by Holladay (1989: 267)

who noted, “One would expect the singular  vyIa with ‘thirty.’ And

certainly the task would have demanded only the smaller number.”

But the ~yvlv may have nothing to do with the numbers 3 or 30.

Cowley (1920: 327) suggested that the well attested vyliv' did not

refer to “the third man in a chariot” but was the Hittite loanword
šal-la-e-eš used for “an important official in close attendance on

the king.” This being the case, the ~yvin"a] would not be “men” as

a gender marker but a marker of intimacy and familiarity (Lane
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1863: 113–114), so that ~yvin"a] ~yvil{v' would refer to King Zede-

kiah’s “personal bodyguards.” Ebed Melek, accompanied by an
unspecified number of the king’s bodyguards, could expect com-
pliance from the officers holding Jeremiah prisoner to the king’s
orders for his release.



XVI

DECEIVING OR DECEIVED PROPHETS

EZEKIEL 14:9 AND 20:25–27 

EZEKIEL 14:9

rb'D' rB,dIw> hT,puy>-yki aybiN"h;w>
 aWhh; aybiN"h; tae ytiyTePi hw"hy> ynIa]
wyTid>m;v.hiw> wyl'[' ydIy"-ta, ytiyjin"w>

`laer'f.yI yMi[; %Atmi
And if the prophet be deceived and speak a word, 

I, the LORD, have deceived that prophet, 
and I will stretch out my hand against him,

and will destroy him from the midst of my people Israel.

(RSV)1

Like the two verbs ynIt;yTiPi and tP'a,w" in Jer 20:7, the verbs

hT,puy > and ytiyTeP i in Ezek 14:9 have been read as a simple

repetition of ht'P ' “to deceive.” The following quotations are

typical of traditional interpretations of Ezekiel’s reporting
God’s acknowledgment that he deliberately deceived some of
Israel’s prophets. Cooke (1936: 151) stated

Ez[ekiel] here goes deeper into the causes of false prophecy.
Not merely self-delusion (13 3. 6), and the influence of idola-
trous clients (v. 7 ), may lead a prophet to utter false oracles,
but the divine will itself: I Jahveh have deceived that prophet.
Such a statement is only intelligible when we remember that
ancient habits of thought overlooked secondary causes, and
attributed events direct to the action of God; see Am 36, Is
457.
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Several decades later Eichrodt (1970: 183) concluded

The only explanation is that it [the lapse of a prophet] is a
blindness caused by God himself. . . . Deuteronomy 13.3
shows a similar outlook. It explains that if a miraculous sign
takes place, by which a prophet tries to win people’s faith
when he is leading them into idolatry, then that sign has been

brought about by God himself to test [hS,n :m.] or tempt his own
people.

A few years lated Zimmerli (1978: 308, 309) asserted

That people knew of the possibility of a prophet being de-
ceived (htp ) is shown by the narrative of the prophetic

school in 1 Kings 13. With Ezekiel it undergoes a grim
heightening in the statement that what at first appears to be an
occasion of human guilt may be a serious involvement in
divine punishment (cf. 1 Kings 22). . . . God kills in order to
save. In his judgment he is zealous for his people. The choice
of language of the sacral law brings to expression this will for
the purity of the people—and this will is a zeal full of com-
passion.

Greenberg, more recently, (1983: 253–254) concluded

For Ezekiel, the illegitimate prophet is himself a victim and
sign of God’s fury. This goes further than Deut 13:2ff., which
interprets the confirmatory signs of a subversive prophet as a
test of the people’s loyalty to YHWH; further also than I
Kings 22:20ff., in which a “lying spirit” is commissioned to
enter Ahab’s prophets in order to assure his death in battle
(we are not told that those prophets suffered any penalty,
human or divine). Our passage ascribes the error of a prophet
in responding to inquiry to divine misguidance. The obtuse-
ness of the Israelites, including prophets, is culpable, and God
punishes it by corrupting the spring of inspiration, leading
inquirer and respondent alike to destruction.
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Greenberg found a parallel in Ezekiel 20, where “in order
to punish the guilty Israelites God gave them (misled them
with) bad and fatal laws ‘so that I might desolate them (vss.
25f).’” It is important to note that Greenberg (1983: 368–369)
did not comment on Ezek 20:30–31, which he translated as 

Say, then to the house of Israel: Thus said Lord YHWH: You
defile yourselves in the manner of your fathers, you go
whoring after loathsome things; you defile yourselves by the
offer of your gifts by delivering up your sons to the fire
— your idolatries of all sorts—to this day; shall I then re-
spond to your inquiry, house of Israel? By my life, declares
Lord YHWH, I will not respond to your inquiry! 

The repeated statement of Yahweh in Ezek 20:30, “you de-
file yourselves” (~yaim.j.nI ~T,a;)2 and the assurance given in

Ezek 20:11 yt;AQxu-ta, ~h,l' !Tea,w"
~t'Aa yTi[.d;Ah yj;P'v.mi-ta,w> 

~h,B' yx;w" ~d'a'h' ~t'Aa hf,[]y: rv,a]
I [Yahweh] gave them my statutes 
and showed them my ordinances,

 by whose observance man shall live,

are difficult to reconcile with Ezek 20:25–26, as traditionally
translated below.

EZEKIEL 20:25–26

~ybiAj al{ ~yQixu ~h,l' yTit;n" ynIa]-~g:w>
~h,B Wyx.yI al{ ~yjiP'v.miW
~t'AnT.m;B. ~t'Aa aMej;a]w"
~x;r' rj,P,-lK' rybi[]h;B.

~Mevia] ![;m;l.
hw"hy> ynIa] rv,a] W[d>yE rv,a] ![;m;l.
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Moreover I gave them statutes that were not good and
ordinances by which they could not have life.
And I defiled them through their very gifts 

in making them offer by fire all their first-born, 
that I might horrify them;

I did it that they might know that I am the Yahweh 

The statement in Ezek 20:25, as translated and interpreted
above, obviously contradicts the promise in Lev 18:5

yj;P'v.mi-ta,w> yt;Qoxu-ta, ~T,r>m;v.W
~h,B' yx;w" ~d'a'h' ~t'ao hf,[]y: rv,a]

You shall therefore keep my statutes and my ordinances, 
by doing which a man shall live.

The difficulties raised by these contradictory verses has
been well expressed by Block (1997: 636).

One can see how radical this notion [that Yahweh defiled his
people] is in that nowhere else in the OT does Yahweh appear
as the subject of the verb t. imme%c (Piel). . . . But in v. 26
Yahweh declares his intentions explicitly: so that I might
devastate them (le7macan ca7šimme%n). Interpreted at face value,
these verses create horrifying and intolerable theological
problems. How could Yahweh, the gracious covenant God, be
portrayed as granting his people “bad” laws that would not
result in life? Even more unconscionable, how could he defile
the nation by demanding of them their firstborn, offered up as
child sacrifices, so he could destroy them? Students of Scrip-
ture have struggled with these problems through the centuries.

But according to van der Horst (1992: 98) many centuries
went by before there was any struggling with these texts. He
noted

One looks in vain for it [a reference to Ezek 20:25–26] in all
the Jewish Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, nor does one find
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any reference or allusion to, let alone quotation of, our text in
Philo or Josephus or any of the other Jewish-Greek authors. In
the Qumran scrolls our text is never quoted or even alluded to.
In Tannaitic literature no trace of our text is to be found. It is
only in the 3rd through 6th centuries that we find rabbis discus-
sing the meaning of this passage.

The current struggle with Ezekiel’s quotations about Yah-
weh’s deceiving prophets and giving  laws which would bring
certain death can be resolved once several words used by
Ezekiel become recognized in future lexicons of Biblical
Hebrew. For example, the Hebrew htp can be read as either
the Picel “to deceive, to seduce” (BDB 834; KBS 3: 984) or
as the Hebrew cognate of the Arabic Ñª(ªc (fatawa) “he notified
the decision of the law . . . respecting the case, to give a for-
mal legal opinion,” including a death sentence (Lane 1877:
2336–2337; Wehr 1979: 815). 

As a matter of fact, both words appear in Ezek 14:9. The
Pucal  hT,puy> “he will be deceived” needs to be repointed as

the Pi cel hT,p;y> “he deceives” (and the MT rB,dIw> “and he
spoke” needs to be corrected to rBed:y> “he speaks”).3 With
these corrections to the MT the phrase  hT,p;y>-yki aybiN"h;w>>
rb'D' rBed:y> means “if the prophet deceives when he speaks a
word.” The apodosis which then follows contains a wordplay
on the hT,p;y> “he deceives,” requiring the Picel ytiyTePi “I
deceive” to be repointed as the Qal ytiytiP' “I decree / I issue
a sentence.” Thus, Yahweh proclaimed tae ytiytiP' hw"hy ynIa]
aWhh; aybiN"h;, “I am Yahweh, I have sentenced that prophet.”
Yahweh then explicitly spelled out the death sentence: ytiyjin"w>
laer"f.yI, yMi[; %Atmi wyTid>m;v.hiw> wyl'[' ydIy"-ta,; “and I will
stretch out my hand against him and destroy him from among
my people Israel.”
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Another word used by Ezekiel in 20:25 which has gone un-
recognized by commentators is the emphatic particle  alu “in-

deed.” 4 This al was always misread by the Masoretes as the

negative particle alo . But for Ezekiel  ~ybiAj alu ~yQixu
would have been synonymous with daom. ~ybiAj ~yQixu
“exceedingly good statutes.”5 

Thus, the statements in Ezekiel 20 are quite consistent in af-
firming the goodness of Yahweh’s law by which life is
guaranteed. In 20:11 Ezekiel quoted Yahweh as saying, “I
gave them my statutes and showed them my ordinances, by
whose observance man shall live”; and in 20:21 Yahweh de-
clared, “they did not observe my statutes or keep my ordi-
nances that bring life to those who observe them” (NAB).
Also in 20:25—when properly interpreted—Yahweh empha-
tically affirmed, “I gave them statutes that were indeed good
and ordinances by which they could indeed have life,” with
20:26c concluding, “I did it [the giving of good laws which
give life] that they might acknowledge that I am Yahweh.”

When alu “indeed” and ht'P' “to issue a fiat / fatwa” are

added to Ezekiel’s active vocabulary, the problems of 20:25,
per se, disappear. But different problems emerge with 20:26,
where, seemingly, Yahweh admitted “I defiled them through
their very gifts in making them offer by fire all their first-
born, that I might horrify them.” 

Thus, new contradictory statements appear. Whereas Ezek
20:13, 16, 21, and 24 speak of Israel’s rebellion and refusal to
obey God’s ordinances, 20:26 would seem to indicate that
Israel was indeed faithful in obeying Yahweh’s commands for
child sacrifice. Yet in 20: 31, Yahweh declared, “When you
offer your gifts and sacrifice your sons by fire, you defile
yourselves with all your idols to this day.” The question
becomes, “According to Ezekiel, were children sacrificed in
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Israel because Yahweh—at some time or place—required it
(according to 20:26), or was such sacrifice contrary to Yah-
weh’s will (according to 20:30–31)?6 

Once it is recognized that the first nine of fifteen Hebrew
words in 20:26 (or 28 words in KJV) are out of place, the
question just raised can be dismissed. The statement in 20:26,
“and I defiled them through their very gifts in making them
offer by fire all their first-born, that I might horrify them”
(RSV), needs to be restored to the end of 20:27. There it re-
stores the direct quotation of the blasphemy spoken by the
fathers of Israel to legitimate their sacrificing of children. The
restored lines of 20: 25–27 need to be read in this sequence:

~ybiAj alu ~yQixu ~h,l' yTit;n" ynIa]-~g:w> 25a b

~h,B' Wyx.yI alu ~yjiP'v.miW
`hw"hy> ynIa] rv,a] W[d>yE rv,a] ![;m;l. 26c

~d'a'-!B, laer'f.yI tyBe-la, rBeD; !kel' 27

hwIhy> yn"doa] rm;a' hKo ~h,ylea] T'r>m;a'w> 
~k,yteAba] ytiAa WpD>GI tazO dA[

{rm{a/} Wl[]m' 7 yBi ~l'[]m;B.
~t'AnT.m;B. ~t'Aa aMej;a][w"] 26a b

~x;r' rj,P,-lK' rybi[]h;B.
~Mevia] ![;m;l.

Moreover I gave them statutes that were indeed good 
and ordinances by which they could indeed have life. 

I did it that they might know that I am Yahweh.
Therefore, son of man, speak to the house of Israel 
and say to them, “Thus says the my Lord Yahweh: 

‘In this again your fathers blasphemed me,
in their transgressing they transgressed against me,
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1. The KJV, ASV, NRS, and DRA read essentially the same as the

RSV. Other translations of the MT hT,p uy> and ytiyTePi in Ezek 14:9a

include seduced (NJB), beguiled (NAB), enticed (NIV), induced
(NKJ), prevailed (NAU), befooled (Zimmerli 1979: 302), and

{saying}
 “I defile them through their very gifts 

in making them offer by fire all their first-born,
that I might horrify them.”’”

CONCLUSION

The problems presented by Ezek 14:9 and 20:25–26 are
not really theological, as Blenkinsopp (1990: 89) suggested,
but scribal and lexicographical. The two minor scribal errors
were the misreading of an original rbdy “he speaks” as rbdw
“and he spoke” and the misreading of an original wl[m “they

transgressed” as l[m “a transgression.” The more significant
scribal error (or editorial decision) was the relocation of the
nine Hebrew word quotation of the blasphemy of the
“fathers” (originally belonging at the end of 20: 27 but now
found in the MT as 20:26a b), so that it became an admission
on the lips of Yahweh.

The lexicographical problems come from the omission, to

date, of  htp (stem II)—which is the cognate of Arabic Ñ(c
(fatawa / fatwa) “a judicial sentence [of death]”—from the

lexicons of Biblical Hebrew. Although the emphatic alu has

been recognized in a number of biblical texts and is cited in
some current Hebrew lexicons, it has not been recognized by
past or current commentators as the significant key for inter-
preting these difficult verses, as proposed in this brief study.

NOTES
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misled (Greenberg (1983:253). The Vulgate has erraverit and
decepi for these verbs. The Septuagint translated quite literally,

kai. o ̀profh,thj eva.n planhqh/| kai. lalh,sh|
 evgw. ku,rioj pepla,nhka to.n profh,thn evkei/nonkai.

 evktenw / th .n cei /ra , mou e vpV au vto .n kai . avfaniw / au vto .n

evk me,sou tou/ laou/ mou Israhl.

The Greek  planhqh/| . . . pepla,nhka could be translated by any
of the above words.

2. Compare Ezek 23:30, “you played the harlot with the nations,
and polluted yourself with their idols,” and Ezek 36:31, “Then shall
you remember your own evil ways, and your doings that were not
good, and shall loathe yourselves in your own sight for your
iniquities and for your abominations.”

3. On the frequent confusion of  y and w see Delitzsch (1920) 103–

105, §103 a–c.

4. The literature on the emphatic l and al continues to grow. In
addition to references cited by Richardson (1966: 89), note Mc
Daniel (1968) 206–208; Bloomerde (1969) 31; Dahood (1975)
341–342); Whitley (1975) 202–204; and Huehnergard (1983)
569–593, especially 591.

5. Another example of the emphatic particle  alu “indeed” in

Ezekiel appears in 32:27, where the negative -ta, WbK.v.yI al{w>
~ylip.nO ~yrêIABGI “and they shall not lie with the mighty that are

fallen,” appears as an affirmative in the Septuagint, kai. evkoimh-
,qhsan meta. tw/n giga,ntwn tw/n peptwko,twn, “and they are laid
to rest with the fallen giants.” The affirmative statement in 32:28,
“So you shall be broken and lie among the uncircumcised, with
those who are slain by the sword,” supports the reading of the Sep-

tuagint and reading the alo as alu.
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6. Texts dealing with the sacrifice or redemption of the first born
include Exo 13:1, 11–15, 22:28b (MT), 34:19–20; texts speaking
against child sacrifice include Lev 18:21; Deut 12:29–31, 18: 10–
12; Jer 7:30–32, 19:4–6, 32:35; and Ezek 16:20–22; Micah 6:7.

7. Restoring MT l[;m ' to Wl[]m ' with the Septuagint’s pare,peson

“they transgressed.” The W suffix of Wl[]m ' comes from the initial

w of the preceding  aMej;a]w" in the reconstructed text.



XVII

NOTES ON HABAKKUK 2:1–5

Five Arabic cognates, coupled with a reordering of the ver-
ses in Hab 2:1–5, clarify the meaning of this difficult pass-
age.1 A logical transition of thought can be restored by trans-
posing verses 2 and 3, along with moving three words from
2:5 to 2:15.2 The Arabic cognates are

(1) Mèg (qâs.) “a narrator, preacher,” a synonym of %áV7
(.hat. îb) “one who recites, exhorts, preaches from a pulpit”

and delivers an exhortation or sermon called a Ç$V7
(.hut.bat) (Lane 1885: 2528). 

(2) QÖ@ /Q!@ (rûd. / râd.a) “to train, to discipline, or sub-

due oneself (through piety)” (Lane 1867: 1186).

(3) q$\ (cabala) “he cut it, or, cut it off, so as to extirpate it,”

with rÑ$\ Äáp$\ (cabalathu cabûlu) “death separated him,

cut him off, extirpated him” being said of a man when he

has died; as well as rÑ$\£(ªp#"\ (câbilatî cabûlu) “my sepa-

rater [from my companions] is death, or shall be death
alone” (Lane 1874: 1941–1942). 

(4)  Ñ0c / "0c (fah.w/ fah.â) “he meant or intended (by his say-
ing)” and “the meaning or saying of a speech, its intended
sense or import . . . I knew it, or I understood it.” (Lane
1877: 2347–2348).

(5) @Ñ| / Å@"| (hwr / hârah) “he threw it down, demolished

it,” and uÑho! @"| (hâra calqawma) “he slew the people”

(Lane 1893: 2906).
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The first of these five is the cognate of the #q in Hab 2:3,

which has traditionally been read as #qe “end” (the Septuagint

has pe,raj). The second is the cognate of the #Wr in 2:2,

which has traditionally been read as #Wr “to run” (the Sep-

tuagint has diw,kh|). The third is the cognate of the lb[,

which was in the Vorlage of the Septuagint (which has
u`postei,lhtai “should he draw back”), differing from the MT

which has hlp[ “was swollen (with a tumor or hemor-

rhoid).” The hlp[ is generally paraphrased as “his soul
which is lifted up” (KJV); “his soul is puffed up” (ASV); “he
that is unbelieving” (DRA, following the Vulgates’ qui
incredulus est); “a presumptuous one” (YLT); and even “he
shall fail” (RSV).3

 Moreover, the MT hlp[ was translated by Aquila as

nwceleuome,nou “slothful,” apparently from a text with hlc[
“slothful” instead of the MT hlp[. The Targum and the

Peshit. ta evidently read hlp[ as hlw[ “iniquity”—indicating
that the second letter in this word was so poorly written, or
became so badly damaged, that it could read as a p or a b or
a c or a w.4

In Hab 2:4 the Septuagint’s u`postei,lhtai “should he draw
back” has been dismissed by commentators who assumed that

two letters in the Vorlage were transposed, with the MT lp[
“swollen” having been read as @l[ “to cover, to enwrap, to

faint”—even though @l[ fits the context no better than lp[.

Thanks, however, to the Septuagintal u`postei,lh-tai, the

stem lb[ and its Arabic cognate qª$ª\ (cabala) “he went

away, he died” comes into focus. This stem occurs in the

name of Mount Ebal (lb'y[e rh;), which was known as the
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mountain of the curse (Deut 11:29; 27:4, 11), and its name

could well have been understood as “the mountain of death”

(= rÑ$ª\ [cabûlu]) in light of the implicit and explicit curses

of death which were pronounced (Deuteronomy 27–28) from
Mount Ebal.5

The fourth Arabic word in the list above is the cognate of

the xp in the verb x;pey"w> in 2:3, traditionally understood as

xWP “to blow, to breathe.” The Septuagint has avnatelei/ “it

shall shoot forth,” as if the word were xrp “to bud, sprout,”

rather than xp. But  the expressions “a vision will sprout” or

an “a vision will exhale” do not conform to normal Hebrew

idiom. The fifth word is the cognate of the ryh of the MT

ryhiy" in 2:5, usually interpreted as “haughty” (= the Septua-

gint’s avlazw,n).

With these five cognates in focus, Hab 2:2–4 can be trans-
lated as follows (with further comments in the notes).

2:1

hd'mo[/a, yTir>m;v.mi-l[;
rAcm'-l[; hb'C.y:t.a,w>

yBi-rB,d;y>-hm; tAar>li hP,c;a]w: 
` yTix.k;AT-l[; byvia' hm'W 

Let me stand upon my watch, 
and station myself on the rampart;

then let me keep watch to see what He will say to me,
 and what I might requite about my complaint.6
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2:3

d[iAMl; !Azx' dW[y yKi
[MT =  d[eAMl; !Azx' dA[ yKi]

bZEk;y> al{w> #Qel; x;pey"w>
Al-hKex; Hm'h.m;t.yI-~ai

`rxea;y> al{ aboy" abo-yKi 
For a vision was promised7 to the protestor;8

its intent would be understood9 by the preacher,10

 and it would not disappoint.11

If it seem slow, wait for it.
It will surely come; it will not be postponed.12

2:2

rm,aYOw: hw"hy> ynInE[]Y:w:
tAxLuh;-l[; raeb'W !Azx' bAtK.

`Ab areAq #Wry" ![;m;l. 
Then Yahweh answered me, saying: 

“Write the vision! Make it plain upon tablets,
 so that the one reading it may be disciplined!”13 

2:4

AB Avp.n: hr'v.y"-al{ hl'P.[u hNEhi
`hy<x.yI Atn"Wma/B, qyDIc;w>

“ Behold!
The unrighteous soul has been cut off,14 

but the righteous lives by his faithfulness.” 
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2:5

hw<r>yI al{w> ryhiy" rABGI @a;w>
[MT = hw<n>yI al{w> ryhiy" rb,G< @a;w> ]

Avp.n: lAav.Ki byxir>hi rv,a]>
[B'f.yI al{w> tw<M'k; aWhw>
~yIAGh;-lK' wyl'ae @soa/Y<w:
`~yMi[;h'-lK' wyl'ae #Boq.YIw:
Indeed,15 the strongman16 

demolishes17 and cannot be sated,18

He enlarges his appetite like Sheol;
and like death, he is never satisfied.
He gathers to himself all the nations;

and collects for himself all the peoples.

When Hab 2:5 is read in this manner, it would be better to
transpose it to the end of 1:13 (or even after 1:17), making it
a part of Habakkuk’s complaints, rather than its being a part
Yahweh’s response to Habakkuk’s questions. If the MT WaF'yI
were read as Waf.n"19 and the rm;ayOw> repointed as rm,aYOw:, then

the aAlh] of 2:6 meant “Did not?” rather than “Shall not?”

The woes which follow in 2:6–19 could have been uttered
over time in the past, for, according to the vision in 2:4 the
maledictions had come true: AB Avp.n: hr'v.y"-al{ lP;[u “the
unrighteous soul has been cut off” (a Pucal perfect, whether
the verb is a masculine, as proposed here, or  a feminine with
the MT), whereas the righteous lives (hy<x.yI a Qal imperfect).

The intent of the vision was to affirm what was expressed
elsewhere in the language of sowing and reaping, as in Pro
22:8, “he who sows injustice will reap calamity, and the rod
of his fury will fail”; Job 4:9, “those who plow iniquity and
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sow trouble reap the same; by the breath of God they perish”;
Hos 8:7, “for they have sown the wind, and they shall reap the
whirlwind”; and Hos 10:12,“sow for yourselves righteous-
ness, reap the fruit of steadfast love.”

The theological assertion made via the vision was: those
who perished at the hands of the Chaldeans, and the Chal-
deans themselves who perished later were unrighteous and got
what they deserved—death! The survivors, like Habakkuk
himself, were the righteous who received what they deserved
—life! Whereas Habakkuk (1:13) had posited two categories
—the “wicked” (who oppressed) and the “man more right-
eous than the wicked” (who was oppressed)—there were
really three categories: (1) the wicked, (2) those less wicked,
and (3) the righteous. Survivors of the Chaldean oppression
and the oppression by their fellow Judeanswere all in the third
group, thanks to their faithfulness. The wicked and those less-
wicked were cut off, regardless of the degree of the wicked-
ness. This affirmation became the basis for Paul’s assertion,
“for the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all un-
godliness and unrighteousness of men, who hold the truth in
unrighteousness” (Rom 1:18 ).

The vision ends at 2:20 with the admonition for all the
earth—including Habakkuk—to hush. Enough complaints!
“Yahweh in his holy temple.” Justice is being done. The
wicked had perished; the righteous live. As the text now
stands, the silence before Yahweh was broken by Habakkuk’s
prayer which was filled with praise and affirmation, without
petitions nor complaints—suggesting that Habakkuk under-
stood the content and intent of the vision: the righteous live
by faithfulness.

Centuries later, the Apostle Paul gleaned a different mean-
ing from the vision, stating in Romans 1:17 “For in it [the
gospel of Christ] the righteousness of God is revealed through
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1. See William Hayes Ward, A Critical and Exegetical Commen-
tary on Habakkuk, in A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on
Micah, Zephaniah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Obadiah and Joel by J. M.
Powis Smith, W. H. Ward, and J. A. Bewer; New York: Charles
Scribners, 1911, pp. 13–14 of the section on Habakkuk. Concern-
ing verse 2:4, Ward despaired, “The first member of this couplet
is corrupt past safe reconstruction,” and paraphrased it as, “The up-
right [shall rest] his soul in me; And the righteous shall live in my
faithfulness.” For summaries of subsequent studies see John
Marshall Holt, “So He May Run Who Reads,” JBL (1964) 83: 298-
302; J. A. Emerton, “The Textual and Linguistic Problem of Ha-
bakkuk II, 4–5,” JTS (1977: 27:1–18; Kenneth L. Barker and
Waylon Bailey, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah, The
New American Commentary, Volume 20, Nashville: Broadman
and Holman (1999) 318–326. Emerton translated 2:2 as “Behold,
he whose personality within him is not upright will fly away (i.e.
pass away, perish), but the righteous man will live because of his
faithfulness.”

2. Wellhausen (1898) and Stade (1906), cited by Ward (1911: 19)
proposed a similar transposition of 2: 18 and 19.

3. The only possible Arabic cognates of Hebrew lp[ would be

qªdª̀  (g'afala) “he was unmindful, forgetful, neglectful” and

qªdª̀  (g'uf l ) “one whose beneficence is not hoped for, nor his
evilness feared; he being like the shackled that is neglected . . . one
having no grounds of pretension to respect or honour; of whom

faith for faith; as it is written, ‘He who through faith is
righteous shall live.’”20 Doing what was right (= faithfulness)
became then a matter of believing what was right (= faith). An
attempt to reconcile the tension between these two interpre-
tations of Habakkuk’s vision appears in James 2:18–26,
which concluded that “faith apart from works is dead.”

NOTES
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one knows not what he possesses” (Lane 6: 2276; Tregelle 1875:
565). But these definitions, though very negative, do not fit the
context of Hab 2:2–4, where an antonym of “life, to live” is
anticipated.

4. The confusion and /or the interchange of the b and p is well
attested, and numerous examples have been the cited by Delitzsch
(1920: 115 §118a.b).

5. Lexicographers of Biblical Hebrew have cited only the Arabic

qª$ª\ (cabala) “to be bulky, chubby, stout” (BDB 716; KBS 2:

816), with no mention of the noun rÑ$\ (cabûlu)“death” or the

verb qª$ª\ (cabala) “to hold back, to take away,” the latter of

which the Septuagint translators obviously knew. The lp;[' / lb;['
by-forms meaning “separation, death” need to be recognized along

with lz<r>B; / lz<r>P ; “iron” and rz:B' /rz:P' “to disperse.” 

6.  Habakkuk’s first complaint (1:2–4) was followed with an im-
mediate answer (1:5–11). The response to his second complaint
(1:12–17) was delayed, requiring Habakkuk to be watchful since
the time set for God’s response was unknown to him. This delay
gave Habakkuk time to think through what would be his response
in his next dialogue with God.

7. Reading the MT dA[ yKi as  dW[y" yKi, restoring a y lost by

haplography, and vocalizing the dw[y as a passive participle.

Hebrew d[;y" “to appoint” may have had nuances of “threat” and /

or “promise,” like its Arabic cognate ;\Ö (wacada) “he promised”

or “he threatened” (Lane 8: 2952; BDB 416).

8. Reading here instead of the MT d[eAm “appointed time or

place,” the Hiphcîl participle d[iAm /dy[iAm or dy[ime, from dW[ II
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“to exhort, to protest, to warn, to testify” (BDB 730) or its by-form

d[;y"  (with the dW[ /d[;y" being like bWj /bj;y" “to be good”). 

9.  The meaning of MT #Qel; x;pey"w>, “(the vision) breathes / exhales

to the end,” is, to say the least, ambiguous if not senseless. Inter-
pretations which make xWP “to breathe, to exhale” a synonym of

rh;m i “to hasten” or vWx “to make haste” are misleading, for four

words later in the line it states clearly, “though it tarry, wait for it.”
The vision could not have sped and tarried at the same time. The
Septuagint’s avnatelei/ “it will rise” is of no help because it simply

reflects a Vorlage with xr;P ' “to bud, sprout, shoot” for the MT

xWP. (Delitzsch [1920: 111 §109a-b] cited many other examples of

the confusion of a w and a r.)

The MT x;pey"w> needs to be repointed as xp'y"w> and recognized as

the ("( verb xx;P', a by-form of the h"l verb hx'P' (see GKC 77c

for other examples of ("( and h"l verbs having the same mean-

ing). This xx;P' is the cognate of the Arabic "0c ( fâh.a), cited above

which is a synonym of y0o (lah.ana) meaning “an indication

whereby the person addressed is made to understand one’s intent”
(Lane 8: 3008). The vision would be clearly understood by
Habakkuk, without ambiguity and without deception. It is ironic
that the language used to tell about Habakkuk’s vison—which was
to have been understood perfectly—has been misunderstood ever
since it was written without a distinction between the h.  and the .h.

10. The MT #Q el ; “to the end” needs to be repointed to #Qol ; “to the

narrator/preacher,” with #qo being the cognate of Mèg (qâs.), noted

above, with the verb meaning “he related”or “he explained.” The
object of the verb could be an admonition, an exhortation, a
sermon, a speech, an oration, a dream, or a harangue. In Habak-

kuk’s case, as a narrator/preacher/prophet (= #qo), he would

grasp the meaning and intent of the vision—whenever it
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came —and would proclaim it and explain it accurately and hon-
estly. (In modern literary Arabic a MèKg (qas. âs. ) means a novelist
or storyteller.)

11. Following the translation in BDB 469.

12. Repointing the MT rxea;y > as a Pu cal or Hophcal (Jastrow 40).

13. The MT #Wry" is a homograph for two verbs, one meaning “he
may run,” and the other meaning “he may train/discipline him-
self.” Many commentators (who, in the language of Habakkuk,
could be called xyxix}Po  ~yCiqo “story tellers intending to get it
right”) have created a word picture of (1) Judean joggers reading
highway billboards (“so that a runner may read it”) or (2) a track
coach’s notes for a pep rally (“so that one who reads it may run”).
The wrong #Wr is to be blamed for these mistranslations—even
though it is the only #Wr currently in the Hebrew lexicons. The
right #Wr has yet to make it into the lexicons, which is the #Wr
that is the cognate of QÖ@ /Q!@ (rûd. /râd. a) “to train, discipline
oneself,” introduced above. The phrase £Ñh(o"# mCdwQÖ@ (rawid.

nafsaka biclattaqway ) “discipline thyself well by piety” provides
the clue to the meaning of #Wr in this verse.

14. The final h of  hl'P.[u needs to be shifted to the qyDIc;w>, thereby
making the verb masculine (lP;[ u) and the noun definite (qyDIC;h ;;w >).

15. Moving dgEAB !yIY :h;-yKi from 2:2 to the last line in 2:15, permits
the rest of 2:5 to be read as a description of the unrighteous person
mentioned to in 2:4a. 

16. Reading the MT rb,G< “man, servant” as scriptio defective for
rABGI “mighty man” which, given the political overtones of the pas-
sage, is best rendered “strongman.” 
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17. Recognizing that the ryh of the MT ryhiy" is the cognate of

Arabic ?á| (hayyir ) “he threw down, he demolished.” 

18. Following Wellhausen (cited by Ward, 1911: 14) who thought

the MT hw<n>y> alo w> “he will not abide” should be read as hw<r>yI alo w>
“he will not be sated,” which balances the [B'f.y I alo w>  “he will not

be satisfied” that follows in the next line.

19. See Delitzsch 1920: 111–112 § 110 a-c for other examples of the

confusion of the y and n.

20. See also Gal 3:11 and Heb 10:38–39.



XVIII

SHORT NOTES 

ON OLD TESTAMENT TEXTS

A.  I SAMUEL 25:22 and II SAMUEL 12:14

Commentators have failed to recognize that the problematic

ybey>ao-ta, in II Sam 12:14 (which was relegated to a footnote

in the RSV, NRS, and NJB because it was not reflected in the

Septuagint) is not the well attested noun byEao “enemy,” but

the Hithpacel of the rare verb bYEai (ciyye%b), the cognate of the

Arabic &Ö! (cawwâb) “wont to repent, frequent in repenting

unto God, or turning from disobedience to obedience” (Lane
1863: 124; Castell 1669: 54). The name Job may well be
derived from this stem (BDB 33), especially in light of the

secondary form &!Ö! (cawwa%b) “frequent in returning to God.”

McCarter (1984: 296) provided a helpful summary of the
traditional interpretations of this phrase in 12:14, stating

As first noted by Geiger (1857: 267), the chief witnesses
are euphemistic, and the primitive reading, ct yhwh, is
reflected only in a single Greek cursive MS (c = 376).
MT (cf. LXX, OL. Syr., Targ.) has ct cyby yhwh, “the
enemies of Yahweh.” Some of the ancient translations
(LXX, Vulg., Symmachus) did not take this as euphemis-
tic, choosing instead to render the preceding verb (ni ce%s.
ni cas. ta%) as a causative Pi cel (GKC §52g), a solution
followed by the AV (“thou hast given great occasion to
the enemies of the Lord to blaspheme”) and a few
modern interpreters (Hertzberg, Goslinga); but Mulder
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(1968: 110–12) has demonstrated the impossibility of
this position in the grounds that ni ce%s.  never has such a
meaning elsewhere and that in the context it makes no
sense to think of David’s sin, which is a secret, as having
caused Yahweh’s enemies—whoever they might be—to
blaspheme. . . . Such euphemisms were not introduced to
falsify a text but rather out of respect for God and saintly
persons (Mulder 1968: 109– 10).

But the reading of the ybey>ao-ta, as a euphemistic addition

in this verse falters in light of the 5,930 other occurrences of
the name Yahweh in the Hebrew Scriptures which did not
receive a euphemistic addition. Therefore, a better explana-
tion is required, and one is readily available. 

The final y of the MT ybey>ao-ta, can be transposed to be-

come an initial w and the reconstructed byataw can be

pointed as bYEa;t.a,w>, a Hithpa cel (GKC §54 e ) imperfect

meaning “but I have shown myself to be repentant.” Once this
derivation comes into focus it is obvious that the phrase does
not belong in verse 12:14, but fits perfectly in 12:13. The two
verses can be restored as follows:

!t'n"-la, dwID' rm,aYOw:
bYEa;t.a,w>  hw"hyl; ytiaj'x'

dwID'-la, !t'n" rm,aYOw:
`tWmt' al{ ^t.aJ'x; rybi[/h ,hw"hy>-~G: 
h=Z<h; rb'D'B; hw"hy> T'c.a;nI #aenI-yKi sp,a,

`tWmy" tAm ^l. dALYIh; !Beh; ~G:
And David said to Nathan,

“I have sinned against Yahweh, 
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but I have shown myself to be repentant.”
And Nathan said to David,

“Indeed, Yahweh has transferred your sin, you will not die.
But, since you have outraged Yahweh with this matter, 

the child born to you will die.”

This rare word bYEai (ciyye%b) “ to return, to repent”—which

is a synonym of the widely used verb bWv “to return, to re-

pent”—appears also in I Sam 25:22. In this verse the verb

carries a nuance which survived in its Arabic cognate, &Ö!
(cawwâb) “to return” and especially “to return home to one’s

family at night” (Lane 1863: 123–124). As I Sam 25:14 and
22 indicate, David’s intention—before Abigail persuaded him
not to shed blood—was to wipe out Nabal and his forces over-

night (rq,Boh;-d[;), before he would return to camp for sleep.

The name David in I Sam 25:22 can be treated as an un-

necessary gloss identifying the 1cs suffix on the noun ybiy"ai
“my returning,” although it was probably added at first as a

gloss when ybya was misunderstood—in grammatical terms

—as the nomen regens  ybey>ao “the enemies of,” which re-
quired the nomen rectum modifier. Thus, while some inter-
preters follow the Septuagint, which has simply tw/ | Dauid “to

David,” and treat the MT ybey>ao as a gloss, I consider the MT

ybya “my returning (at night)” to be original, with the name

David being a gloss. David’s statement in I Sam 25:21–22
included these words:

`hb'Aj tx;T; h['r' yli-bv,Y"w:
@ys_iyO hkow> ybiy"ail. ~yhil{a/ hf,[]y:-hKo
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`ryqiB. !yTiv.m; rq,Boh;-d[; Al-rv,a]-lK'mi ryaiv.a;-~ai

And he [Nabal] returned to me evil for good.
Thus may God do, and more also, 

upon my returning for the night
if I leave from all who belong to him by morning,  

one who urinates at a wall.

David’s zeal was offset by Abigail’s appeal. He was ready
for God to return upon him evil for good if he failed to kill
every last man of Nabal’s forces during that very night before
he returned to his base for sleep before daybreak or by day-
break. The only “enemy” mention in these verses is the one
mentioned by name, namely, Nabal.”

B.  RESTORING A h  IN EZEKIEL 38:21

LOST BY HAPLOGRAPHY

MASORETIC TEXT

br,x, yr;h'-lk'l. wyl'[' ytiar'q'w> 
`hy<h.Ti wyxia'B. vyai br,x, hw=Ihy> yn"doa] ~aun>

And I will call for a sword against him throughout all my
mountains, 

oracle of my Lord Yahweh: 
every man’s sword shall be against his brother.

SEPTUAGINT

 kai. kale,sw evpV auvto.n pa/n fo,bon le,gei ku,rioj 
ma,caira avnqrw,pou evpi. to.n avdelfo.n auvtou/ e;stai

And I will summon against it every fear, saith the Lord: 
the sword of every man shall be against his brother.
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In Exek 38:21 the MT br,x, yr:h'-lk'l., meaning literally

“to all of my mountains a sword,” has baffled many inter-
preters. Wevers (1969: 290) stated, “Possibly MT means,
‘And I will give the name: Sword, to all my mountains against
him’, i.e. God will summon the falling mountains to act as
swords, i.e. destroy Gog.” But this interpretation found few
followers. Eichrodt (1966: 516) translated “And I will sum-
mon every kind of terror against him, says [. . .] Yahweh,
every man’s sword will be lifted up against his brother,”

based upon the proposed emendation of the MT br,x, yr:h' to
hd"r"x} , following the Septuagint’s fo,bon, as noted in BHS3. 

Zimmerli (1983: 289) simply listed the variants in the ver-

sions, including (1) the Geniza text’s  yrwj !whlkb abrx
“a sword in all of them my mountain(s),” (2) the Vulgate’s et
convocabo adversum eum in cunctis montibus meis gladium,
“and I will call in the sword against him in all my mountains,”
(3) the Targum’s “and I appointed him to fall by the sword on
the mountains of my people,” (4) the Septuagint (cited
above), and (5) the Latin variant, omnem timorem gladia,

which follows the Greek text in reading hdrx for the yr:h'
br,x,. 

Allen (1990: 201) viewed the MT yr;h' as an “adapted

torso” having been written for rx under the influence of the

~yrIh'h, Wsr>h,n<w> in 38:20—which was “then made more

sensible by adding the suffix.” But this interpretation is less
convincing than that of Wevers, noted above. Block (1998:
452, 458) simply stated, “The MT is difficult but not im-
possible, LXX fo,bon “fear,” seems to presuppose h.a7ra%dâ
h.ereb for ha%ray h.ereb,” concluding that “the LXX reading
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may itself reflect the translator’s uncertainty regarding the
meaning of the word [yr;h'].”

 Block’s suspicion that the Greek translators did not know

the meaning of  yrh is right on target, for this word is actually

a rare word in Hebrew, a hapax legomenon and only a homo-

graph of the common suffixed noun yrh “my mountain(s).”

Instead of being read as a parallel to the yr;h'-l[;w> “and upon

my mountains” in Isa 14:25 or the ~yrIh'-yGE [;yGIy:-yK of Zech

14:5, the yrh in Ezek 38:21 needs to be repointed as yr;ho and

recognized as the cognate of the Arabic verb @Ñ| /Å@è| (hwr /

hâra) “he threw it down, pulled it down, demolished it” and

the adjectives £@è| (hârî ) / ?ª¬\è| (hâ‘ir) / @77"| (hârin), meaning

“becoming thrown down, pulled down, pulled to pieces,

demolished” (Lane 1893: 2906–2907). The y of yrh is not a

1cs suffix but a part of the stem, like the y of yrIP. “fruit.” In

the context of all the destruction mentioned in Ezekiel 38, this

yrh is best translated as “demolition” or “collapse.”

If this interpretation of the yrh is correct, then the next

word, br,x, “sword,” should be repointed as br,xo “desola-

tion.” And, if the repointed br,xo yrIho means “demolition,

desolation,” then the preceding word, lk'l. “to all,” should be

emended to hl'k'l. “for annihilation,” restoring a h which

was lost by haplography. This restoration of hl'k'l. in Ezek

38:21 finds support in the use of hl'k'l. in Ezek 13:13,

hy<h.yI yPia;B @jevo ~v,g<w>.
 hl'k'l. hm'xeB. vybiG"l.a, ynEb.a;w> 
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and there shall be a deluge of rain in my anger, 
and great hailstones in wrath for annihilation.

Similarly, the mention in Ezek 38:19–20 of a “great shaking”

(lAdG" v[;r; / seismo.j me,gaj ) and the “falling to earth of all

the walls” (lAPTi #r,a'l' hm'Ax-lk'w> ) support the interpre-

tation of yrh as “collapse” or “demolition.” 

Thus, in summary, the problematic phrase in Ezek 38:21,

br,x, yr;h'-lk'l. wyl'[' ytiar'q'w> “And I called against him

to all of my mountains a sword,” should be emended and re-

pointed to read br,xo yrIho hl'k'l. wyl'[' ytiar'q'w> “And

against him I have called for annihilation, demolition, desola-
tion.” 

C.  ZECHARIAH 2:8 (MT 2:12)

“THE APPLE OF HIS EYE”

The expression or idiom Any[e tb;B' “the apple of his eye,”

occurring in Zech 2:8 (MT 2:12), is also found in Arabic and
Syriac. The Hebrew word for the fruit called an “apple” is

x;WPT' , which is totally unrelated to the word  hb'B ' appearing

in Zech 2:8. The Hebrew word hb'B ', used in this idiom may

be derived from (1) a word for “baby, babe,” indicating the

“baby of the eye,” or (2) from aB'B '  meaning “gate,” indicat-
ing the “gate of the eye.” 

The Greek translation of Zech 2:8 (LXX 2:12) used the
word ko,rhj meaning “damsel, maiden, daughter,” but trans-
lated “pupil” when used with reference to the eye. The Vul-
gate has pupillam oculi eius “the pupil of his eye.” The
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English “pupil” is the diminutive of pupa “girl, doll,” so
called because of the image which is reflected in another
person’s eye—which appears like a tiny doll. (The English
word “apple” indicated in Old English and Middle English
“fruit, apple, the eyeball, or anything round.) The “apple of
the eye” meant nothing other than the “round [center] of the
eye.”

In Deut 32:10 the expression “the apple of his eye” also
appears, but a different word is used for the “apple.” There it

is Any[e !Avyai, the meaning of which is clarified by the same

expression in Arabic, yá[o! z"Cw! (cînsân cal cayin), which

means “the image that is seen [reflected] in the black of the
eye, what is seen in the eye, like as in a mirror, when a thing
faces it . . . the pupil or the apple of the eye, or the black of

the eye” (Lane 1863: 115). The derivation of the word !Avyai
could be related to the word vya i “man,” but it is more likely

a noun related to the word vv;a' “to glitter, to be dark.” 

 In Psalm 17:8 the expression appears as !yI['-tB; !Avyai,
which adds the word daughter of the eye,” like the Greek
expression noted above, “the daughter of the eye.” Thus, “the
apple of the eye” can be expressed three different ways in
Hebrew, and all three were used to express affection. Jeru-
salem and Zion were considered to be the objects of God’s
affection. The translation of Zech 2:8 in the NRSV “. . . truly,
one who touches you touches the apple of my eye,” rather than
reading “his eye,” remains preferable.



XIX

THE DERIVATION OF 

NAZARETH AND NAZARENE

MATTHEW 2:23 

kai . evlqw.n katw,|khsen ei vj po,lin legome,nhn Nazare,t\ 

o[pwj plhrwqh/| to. rh̀qe.n dia. tw/n profhtw/n 
o[ti Nazwrai/oj klhqh,setaiÅ

And he went and dwelt in a city called Nazareth, 
that what was spoken by the prophets might be fulfilled, 

“He shall be called a Nazarene.”

NAZAREQ / NAZARETH

 The place1 named Nazareth2 does not appear in the Old
Testament, Josephus, Talmud Babli, Talmud Yerushalmi, nor
in Midrashic literature.3 Moreover, the quotation “spoken by
the prophets” in 2:23b cannot be found in the Hebrew Bible.
Attempts to relate Nazareth4 to the Nazirites have been less
than convincing, given the simple fact that Jesus was called
a winebibber (Matt 11:19; Luke 7:34), not a teetotaler.5 While
much attention has been given to the question of how Nazw-
rai/oj “Nazarene” is related to the name Nazaret,  “Nazareth,”
little attention has been given to the derivation of the name
Nazareth.

What is known about Nazareth in the Herodian period has
been succinctly summarized by Strange (1992) who noted,

As inferred from the Herodian tombs in Nazareth, the maxi-
mum extent of the Herodian and pre-Herodian village mea-
sured about 900 x 200 m, for a total area just under 60 acres.
Since most of this was empty space in antiquity, the popu-
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lation would have been a maximum of about 480 at the
beginning of the 1st century A.D.

When the Arabic cognates of  rzn come into focus, it ap-
pears that Nazareth was, in one respect, true to its name.6 The

Arabic cognate of rzn  is @Aw (nazara) “small, little in number”

(Castell 1669: 2266–2267; Lane 1893: 2784). Nazareth, with
a maximum of sixty acres and just eight people per acre, was
a sparsely populated small settlement. The descriptive term

for this small community, hrzn “little (village),” actually

became the name trzn (Nazaret /Nazareth), meaning “Little-

town” or “Hamlet.” 7 The Arabic cognate @Aªw (nazara) also

meant “contemptible, mean, nasty, possessed of little good or
having very little wealth” (Lane 1893: 2784). For some
Jewish folk in New Testament times the Hebrew cognate

trzn apparently had similar connotations. 

With this derivation and definitions in focus, Nathanael’s
question to Philip in John 1:46, VEk Nazare.t du,natai, ti
avgaqo.n ei=naiÈ  “Can anything good come out of Nazareth?”
becomes understandable. Nathanael obviously knew of the

hamlet named hrzn /trzn, and he obviously knew at least one
meaning of the town’s name.8

Another Arabic cognate of Hebrew rz:n" /ryzIn"  is@=w / ?Ü =w
(nad.ara /nad.îr) “to inform, to warn, to put people on guard”

[form 6], and “an informant, one who cautions.” The question

in Qurcan Sura 35:34, “Did not a warner ( ?Ü=w ) (nad.îr) come
to you?” is considered by expositors to be a reference to the
prophet Mohammed (Lane 1893: 2781–2782).9 This defini-
tion will come into focus in the discussion below on Luke 4:
16–19, 34–35 and Isa 61:1–3.
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A third definition of rzn survives in Rabbinic Hebrew in

the exposition of Lev 25:5, where the MT reads ybeN>[i-ta,w>
rcob.ti al{ ^r,yzIn > “and the grapes of your undressed vine you

shall not gather” (RSV). The Septuagint has kai. th.n sta-
fulh.n tou/ ag̀ia,smato,j sou ouvk evktrugh,seij “and you
shall not gather the grapes of your dedication.” Rashi inter-

preted the ryzIn" of  ^r,yzIn> as #rab rwmvh “that which is

guarded in the ground,” i.e., the opposite of  rqbwm “free (for

gleaning).” This would make rzn a by-form of the well at-

tested rcn “to guard” (Jastrow 891, 929).10

In summary, Nazare,t /Nazareth could, theoretically, be

derived from different words spelled rzn meaning (1) small,
(2) mean, nasty, (3) a vow, (4) a Nazirite, (5) to inform, to
warn, and (6) to guard. The mostly likely meaning of
Nazare,t /Nazareth is the first listed.  Nazare,t /Nazareth was
a small village or hamlet which became known as “Hamlet.”

NAZWRAIOS 11 / NAZARENE 12

As six definitions came into focus in reference to Nazare,t
“Nazareth,” so also a number of words need to be reviewed
when considering the derivation of Nazwrai/oj and Naza-
rhno,j.13 As noted already, rzn could be a by-form of rcn “to
guard, to keep, to observe,” which is the cognate of Aramaic
rj;n > (BDB 665; Jastrow 901), Syriac R_] (ne7t. ar) (Payne

Smith 337), and Arabic ?Zw / ?Y"w /@ÑZw  (naz.ara /nâz. ir /
naz.ûr) “to look, examine, a guardian, keeper, watcher, a chief
person to whom one looks as an example” (Lane 1893: 2810–
2813).14  If the name yrIc.An  / ~yrIc.An  “Nazarene /Christians”

was derived from rcn “to guard / be observant,” the c of the
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Hebrew rcn would most likely have become a j in Aramaic

and Syriac and a Y ( .z) in Arabic—the possible Hebrew by-

form rzn notwithstanding. The names yrIc.An “Nazarene” and

~yrIc.An “Christians” appear in Syriac as AirC] (nas.ra%yâ),

in Arabic as (1) £w!?Kw (nas.rânî), (2)z!?Kw (nas.rân), (3) £?Kw
(nas.rî ) or (4) "Ü ?L"w (nâs.iriyyâ), and in Persian as ¢ ?L"w
(nâs.rî). The Syriac C (s. ) instead of  t ( t. ) and the Arabic M
(s. ) instead of  Y (z. ) in these names mitigates against deriving

Nazwrai/oj and Nazarhno,j from rc;n" “to guard.”

The second word from which some scholars would derive
Nazwrai/oj and Nazarhno,j is rc,nE “sprout, shoot, branch”
the cognate of Arabic ?Ow (nad.ara) (BDB 666; Jastrow 930;

Lane 1893:2808). Davies and Allison (1988: 277–279) listed
seven reasons for making Isa 11:1, “There shall come forth a
shoot (rj,xo) from the stump of Jesse, and a branch (rc,nE) shall

grow out of his roots,” the key for interpreting the “Nazarene”
of Matt 2:23.15 The reasons led them to conjecture: (1)
“Perhaps we should speak of a secondary allusion.16 Might
our evangelist have found ‘Nazarene’ to be coincidentally
similar to more than one OT key word or text?” and (2)
“Indeed it might even be that Matthew found authorial delight
in hiding ‘bonus points’ [France’s phrase] for those willing
and able to look a little beneath the gospel’s surface.” 

Davies and Allison assumed that Matthew was writing in
Greek and that “Matthew was not above scattering items in
his Greek text whose deeper meaning could only be appre-
ciated by those with a knowledge of Hebrew.” However,
Matthew, without a doubt, wrote in Hebrew and his first
readers probably had a knowledge of Hebrew superior to that
of subsequent translators, commentators, and critics.17
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Gundry (1967: 104) related the Nazwrai/oj of Matt 2:23
to the rc,nE of Isa 11:1—alluding to the Targumic and Rab-
binic literature cited by Strack and Billerbeck (1922: 93–96)
and the Qumran Hodayoth (VI: 15; VII: 19; VIII: 6–10)—and
concluded that the “Branch” passages 

are interpreted as meaning the Messiah will come out of
obscurity and a low estate . . . . Thus Mt builds his citation
upon the rcn = lowliness motif as well as upon phonetic
similarity [with Nazare,t].

However, the “Branch” passages in the Hodayoth are
paeans of praise, such as

And Thou hast sent out a sprouting as a flower that shall
bloom for ever, and the Shoot (rcn) may grow into the
branches of the eternal planting. And its shade shall spread
over all [the earth] [and] its top reach to the hea[vens] [and]
its roots to the Abyss, And all the rivers of Eden [shall water]
its [bou]ghs and it shall become a [mi]ghty forest, [and the
glory of] its [fo]rest shall spread over the world without end,
as far a Sheol [for ever]. . . (VI: 15–17).18

Moreover, if Nazwrai/oj is linked to rc,nE, it is difficult 

• to reconcile the idea of “obscurity and lowliness” with
Matthew’s account (2:1–12) of the star in the East, the
Magi, gifts of gold, frankinsence, and myrrh—not to
mention the elevated status of being of the linage of David.

• to ignore the Arabic cognate of rc,nE  “branch” which is ?Ow
(nad.ara), noted in BDB (1907: 666) as meaning “be fresh,
bright, grow green,” but Castell (1669: 2391) defined it as
à splendore et nitore “brilliant and bright,” aurum “gold,”
argentum “silver,” pulchritudo “beauty,” and bonorum
affluentia “abundant possessions.” Lane’s more detailed

definition (1893: 2808)  included (1) “intense greenness,”
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(2) “bright and beautiful (faces),” (3) “(a tree) was beauti-
ful,” (4) “(life) became plentiful and pleasant, and easy,”
(5) (God) made one have a good rank or station,” and (6)
the noun É?Ow (nad.rat) meant “enjoyment, a plentiful and
pleasant and easy life.”

•  to account for the w vowel of Nazwrai/oj if Nazwrai/oj
were a transliteration of rc,nE “branch, shoot.”19 

Therefore, like rcen O “guard,” rc,nE  “branch” is not the most

likely link between Nazwrai/oj and Nazare,t. 

However, the relationship of these two names can be clari-
fied by rc;n" once the meaning “to aid, to assist, to conquer, to
be victorious” comes into focus.20 This rc;n" is the cognate of
Arabic ?Kw (nas.ara), from which the Arabic word for “Chris-

tian” is derived (see above). Behind the Arabic name for
“Christian” is the Arabic cognate of rc;n" meaning “he aided

or assisted him, namely a person wronged, misused, or treated
unjustly or injuriously . . . aided him against his enemy, he

avenged him,” as in the expression Äpo! Å?Kw (nas.arahu cAllah)

“God made him to be victorious,” used with reference to the
prophet Mohammed in Sura 22:15 (“will not Allah help him

in this world and the hereafter”). The nouns ?Kw (nas.r) and

É?Kw (nas.arat) mean “aid, assistance (especially against an
enemy), victory or conquest” (Castell 1669: 2390–2391; Lane
1893: 2802; Wehr 1979: 1138; KBS 1994: 2: 718).21 

Consequently, with help from Arabic cognates and the re-
cognition that c and z were frequently interchanged in He-
brew, the derivation of Nazare,t (“Hamlet, Littletown”) and
Nazarhno,j /Nazwrai/oj (“Helpers /Victors”) can be estab-
lished with a hight degree of certainty. A Nazarene (= Chris-
tian) was more than someone who came from Nazareth or the
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follower of someone from Nazareth. Nazarenes were those
helped / saved (~yrWcn") from sin and the world’s injustice.
Their faith in resurrection (I Cor 15:54–57) made them
“Victors” (~yrIAcn") over sin and death. Etymologically, the
name had moral, ethical, and political overones which were
more significant than any geographical connotation. 

With this derivation of Nazarhno,j /Nazwrai/oj in mind,
the words of the demoniac in Luke 4:34, “Ah! What have you
to do with us, Jesus of Nazareth? Have you come to destroy
us? I know who you are, the Holy One of God,” become clear.
Nazareth had become more than a  name meaning “Hamlet.”
It had multiple levels of meaning—even for the demoniac!
Were “the holy one of God” from Nazareth (trzn) to help/

aid (rcn /rzn) the demoniac, Jesus would have to conquer

(rcn) the demonic power—which the demoniac feared would

be his own destruction and death. But Jesus proved to be
victorious (rcn) without being deadly.

With the above derivations of Nazarhno,j /Nazwrai/oj and
Nazare,t in mind, the account of Jesus’ visit to the synagogue
in Nazareth (Luke 4:15–19 and Mark 1:24) reveals several
layers of meaning. By first reading the words of Isa 61:1–3, 

the Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me
to preach good news to the poor; he has sent me to proclaim
release to the captives and recovering of sight to the blind, to
set at liberty those who are oppressed, to proclaim the ac-
ceptable year of the Lord,

and then declaring, “Today this scripture has been fulfilled in
your hearing,” Jesus announced, in so many words, that he
was a Nazwrai/oj—not just a former resident of Nazareth,
but the anointed “helper of those who were wronged, misused
or treated unjustly or injuriously” (borrowing Lane’s defini-
tion of ?Kw [nas.ara] = Nazwrai/oj). 
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A second implicit wordplay on the name of Nazareth fol-
lows when, according to Luke 4:25–27, Jesus warned his lis-
teners about a prophet’s not being welcomed in his own

hometown. Nothing in the Greek text suggests that rzn “to
warn,” discussed above, was used by Jesus. But recognition

of the multiple meanings of rzn /rcn suggests that with

Nazareth some things were understood without being said.

 When the Hebrew words behind Nazarhno,jand Nazw-
rai/oj are understood to mean “to aid, to help, to conquer, to

be victorious” (like its Arabic cognate ?Kw [nas.ara]), rather

than meaning simply “one from Nazareth,” it is very easy to

see how the ~yrIc.An “helpers”—when interpreted as ~yrIAcn>
“victors”—were viewed as a threat by Roman rulers.

AN UNRECOGNIZED BY-FORM OF NAS.ARA

The vocables ~Wh “to roar, to murmur”and ~h;n " “to growl,

to groan” are related to each other in  the same way that x;WP
“to breathe” and xp;n" “to breathe” are related. These by-forms

suggest that rc;n" can be paired with the by-form rWc. Support

for the rc;n " /rWc by-forms comes from the Septuagint. In the

Greek text rWc was rendered twenty eight times by pe,tra

“rock”; but in I Sam 2:2 the MT rWc !yaew> “there is no rock

(like our God) ” became in the Septuagint ouvk e;stin a[gioj

“there is none holy (besides thee),” suggesting that rWc for the

Septuagint translators was treated as a by-form of the rc;n "
which in the B-text of Judges 13:5 and 7 was also translated

as  a[gioj “holy.” Moreover, the following translations of rWc
are attested: 
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• in Deut 32:4, 15, 18; Psal 18:32 [= II Sam 2:32], 62:3, 63:7

and 91:5 rWc was rendered by qeo,j “God”;22
 

• in 2 Sam 22:47 rWc was translated as fu,lax “guardian”;23 

• in Psa 17:3, 19:15, 78:35, 89:44, and 94:22 rWc was trans-

lated by bohqo.j “helper.”24

• in Hab 1:12 rWc was translated pla,ssw “to form, create.”

• in I Sam rWc was translated di,kaioj “righteous.”

The rWc which was translated as fu,lax “guardian” or  boh-

qo .j “helper” can be identified as a by-form of rcn “to guard”

(= Aramaic rjn) or rcn “to help, to aid” (= Aramaic rcn).
The rcn with either of these two definitions could also appear

as a variant rzn, in which case its derivation becomes obscure.

SUMMARY

Hebrew lexicons generally list five different roots for rWc,

five for rcn, and one for rzn. When the various translations of

rcn, rzn, and rWc in the Septuagint are taken into account,

four additional definitions must also be dealt with, including

the rcn and rwc meaning bohqo.j “helper.” Of these fifteen

options for the derivation of Nazwrai/oj /Nazarene and

Nazare,t /Nazareth,  the two which are at the top of the list

are the rzn meaning “small, few in number, nasty, mean” and

the rcn meaning “to help, to aid, to be victorious.”  The name

of Nazareth (= “Littletown”) and its negative reputation (in

some circles) is to be derived from the former, and the name

Nazarene (“victor”) is derived from the latter. Matthew’s
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1. The Greek po,lin is read here as in the A-text of Job 2:11, where

the MT AmqoM .mi vyai “each one from his place” became evk th/j
ivdi,aj po,lewj pro.j auvto,n “each one from his city/ place,” the
equivalent of the B-text, evk th/j ivdi,aj cw,raj pro.j auvto,n.

2. The name of  Nazareth (Nazare,t) appears in Syriac as =rC]

(nas.ra%t), and in Arabic as (1) É?L"w (nâs. iratu ), (2) Çw!?Kw (nas.râ-

natu), and (3) ÇÜ@ÑKw (nasû.riyatu). In the Persian of the London

Polyglot it appears as É?L"w (nâs. iratu) (Jastrow 889; Payne Smith

349; Lane 1893: 2803; Walton, Vol. V: 11).

3. Consequently, the name Nazareth does not appear anywhere in
the seven volumes of  Ginzberg’s (1909–1938) The Legends of the
Jews.

4. The name is variously spelled:  nazara. in Matt 4:13; Luke 4:16;

Nazare,q in Matt 21:11; Luke 1:26, 2:4, 2:51; Nazare.q in Luke

2:39; Acts 10:38; Nazare,t in Matt 2:23; John 1:45; and Nazare.t

in Mark 1:9; John 1:46.

statement (2:23) that Jesus dwelt in a city called Nazareth to

fulfill a prophetic statement that “He shall be called a

Nazarene” was a wordplay in Hebrew. It did not involve a

pun on the names Nazareth and  Nazirite. 

The best commentary on Matthew’s wordplay was provided

by Jesus when he returned to the Nazareth synagogue (Luke

4:16–20) and read from Isaiah 61:1–2. The messianic refer-

ence, “Yahweh anointed me” (ytiao hw"hy> xv;m' / e;crise ,n me)
was explicit; and Isaiah’s words defined Nazwrai/oj /Naza-

rene as “victorious”—without even mentioning the name.

NOTES
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5. Those who derived Nazareth and Nazarene from ryzIn" include

McNeil (1915: 22), Mussner (1960), Schweitzer (1963), Schaeder
(1967: 883), Zuckschwerdt (1975: 69), Soares Prabhu (1976),
Brown (1977: 202–230), Allan (1983: 82), and Sanders (1985). 

Mussner (1960: 285), for example, appealed to Jdg 13:7, ryzIn>-yKi
r[;N :h; hy<h.y I ~yhil{a/ “for the child shall be a Nazarite to God,” to

interpret Mark 1:24, VIhsou/ Nazarhne, . . . oi=da, se ti,j ei=( o`
a[gioj tou/ qeou/, “Jesus of Nazareth . . . I know who you are the
Holy One of God.” Mussner recognized in the words spoken by the
demoniac the variants in the Greek text of Judges 13:7, where the
A-text has  o[ti nazirai/on qeou/ e;stai to. paida,rion, “for the
child [Samson] shall be a Nazarite of God,” and the B-text has o[ti
a[gion qeou/ e;stai to. paida,rion, “for the child [Samson] shall be
a holy one of God,” thus equating ‘Nazarite’ and ‘holy one.’

While Mann (1986: 212) was content simply to call Mussner’s
ideas to the attention of the reader, Davies and Allison, (1988: 276)
followed Mussner and others in concluding that “Mt 2.23 almost
certainly has to do with a play on the word na%zîr”—citing, as did
Mussner, the variants a[gion and nazirai/on in the Greek text for

the ryzIn> of Judges 13:7. Davies and Allison reasoned as follows

We should probably conclude that before us is an involved
word play. ‘He will be called a Nazarene’ depends upon (a) the
equation of ‘Nazarite’ and ‘holy one of God’; (b) the substitu-
tion of ‘Nazarite’ for ‘holy’ in Isa 4.3 (cf. the LXX variants in
Judges); and (c) the substitution of ‘Nazarene’ for ‘Nazarite’.

See Gundry (1967: 98–99) and Davies and Allison (1988: 276,
283) for other summaries and bibliographies of those who view

ryzIn" “Nazirite” as the clue to the meaning of trzn Nazareth” and

trwcn Nas.oreth.” 

6. Unfortunately, these cognates go unnoticed in the Hebrew lexi-
cons currently available.
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7. Compare Strange (19: 248) who argues, “ . . . the remoteness of
Nazareth would thus give it a derogatory sense of ‘backwoodsman’
particularly for the Judean whose view of Galilee in general was
not flattering.”

8. Thanks to Arabic lexicography and the recognition that Hebrew
was alive and well among the disciples of Jesus and the folk for
whom Matthew wrote his gospel, the multiple meanings of trzn
can be recovered. Compare the opinion of Schaeder (1967: 878)
who asserted that “Mt., however, was trying to make himself
understood by Gk. readers. If, then, it is possible to find a ser-
viceable explanation in Gk. or LXX terms, this deserves prece-
dence.” But Schaeder, finding no serviceable explanation in Greek,
summarized his case as follows

. . . it may be said that the understanding of Nazwrai/oj as
a rendering of Aram. na%s.ra%ja%, derived from the name of the
city of Nazareth (Aram. na%s.ra.t ), is linguistically and materi-
ally unassailable.

But Schaeder never addressed the meaning of Nazareth.

9. This definition of rz:n" /ryzIn " is not cited in the Hebrew lexicons

checked by the author. One finds rz:n" /ryzIn " “to vow, to abstain, a

Nazirite,” the cognate of Syriac rZ] / +i)RiZ] (ne7zar / ne7zîrâyit),

Aramaic rz:n >  /ryzIn " (BDB 634; KBS 2: 684; Jastrow 893; Payne

Smith 328; Lane 8: 2781). But Arabic does not use the term

Nazirite. In Num 6:2, the MT ryZIh;l. ryzIn" rd,n< , “the vow of a

Nazirite to devote oneself,” appears in the Arabic text of the

London Polyglot (1657) as  mCxáo mCw @=w (nid.ra naskin lata-

nassuka) “the vow of devotion to devote oneself.” Compare rd:n"
“to vow” the cognate of Syriac rD] (ne7dar), Aramaic rd;n> and

Arabic @=w (nad.ara) (BDB 623; KBS 2: 674; Payne Smith 328;

Jastrow 879; Lane 8: 2781–2782).
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10. The interchange in Hebrew of z and c is well attested, as in the

by-forms (1) q[z / q[c “to cry out,” the cognates of Arabic i\B
(zacaqa) “to cry out” and i[L (s. acaqa) “to bellow, to thunder”

and (2) zl[ / #l[ “to exult” (BDB 277, 759, 763, 858; Jastrow

408, 1083, 1085, 1294; and Lane 1867: 1231).

11. Nazwrai/oj in Matt 2:23; Luke 18:37; John 19:19; Acts 6:14,

22:9; Nazwrai,ou  in Matt 26:71; Acts 3:6, 4:10, 26:9; Nazwrai/-
on in John 18:5, 18:7; Acts 2:22; and Nazwrai,wn in Acts 24:5.

12. Nazarhne, in Mark 1:24; Luke 4:34; Nazarhno,j Mark 10:47;

Nazarhnou/ in Mark 14:67; Luke 24:19; and Nazarhno.nin Mark

16:6.

13. Excluding rc,nE “willow, wicker” (Jastrow 930), Aramaic rc;n >
and rc,nE “to chirp / a cricket,” and Syriac rc] (ne7s. ar) “to chirp, to

twitter, squeal, chant, laud” (Jastrow 889, 930; Payne Smith 349).

14. Albright and Mann (1971: 21) thought that Jer 31:6, when
properly restored to read “There is a day when the defenders
[Hebrew no%s.ri%m] will be called on Mount Ephraim,” was the pro-
phetic text Matthew had in mind —while admitting, “It is clear that
the verse in Matthew does not fully conform either to the LXX or
the MT [of Jer 31:6].”

15. The speculative nature of the proposals is betrayed by phrases
such as (1) “could readily have identified,” (2) “appears to have
been,” (3) “may have recalled,” (4) “Matthew could have thought,”
and (5) “may have been pronounced.” Davies and Allison also
dismissed proposals to interpret Matt 2:23 in the light of Gen
49:26, Isa 42:6,  49:6, and Jer 31:6–7.

16.  For Davies and Allison the primary wordplay in Matt 2:23 was
with Nazareth and Na%zîr, the latter word meaning “holy” and the
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fact that “Jesus was known as ‘the holy one of God’ (Mk 1.24; Lk
4.34; Jn 6.69; cf. Acts 3.14; 1 Jn 2.20; Rev 3.7).”

17. Howard (1995: 155–160) summarized the evidence from the
church fathers that Matthew wrote his Gospel  in Hebrew. Note my
Clarifying Baffling Biblical Passages, Chapters 26–30, online at
http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/Volume Two.htm.

18. Dupont-Sommer 1961: 219.

19. The w of Nazwrai/oj reflects the form rAcn" / ~yrIAcn > like

vAdq ' / ~yviAdq .. 

20. This meaning of rcn appears in Isa 42:6, which reads ^r>C'a,w>
~yIAG rAal. ~[' tyrIb .l i ^n>T,a,w> “ I will aid/ help you and I will

give you as a covenant to the people, as a light to the Gentiles.”

21. Given the by-forms rz;n" and rc;n", the wyx'a, ryzIn > in Gen 49:26

and  Deut 33:6 would mean that Joseph was “the aider / helper of

his brothers” rather than his being the one “consecrated among his
brothers,” or the like.

22. Deut 32:4 reads Al[\P' ~ymiT' rWCh ; “the Rock, His work is

perfect,” but the Greek has  qeo,j avlhqina. ta. e;rga auvtou “God his
works are true.”

Deut 32:15 reads  At['vuy> rWc lBen:y>w: “he scoffed at the rock of

his salvation,” but the Greek has  kai. avpe,sth avpo. qeou/ swth/roj
auvtou/ “and departed from God his Saviour.”

Deu 32:18 reads yviT, ^d>l'y> rWc “you forgot (the) rock who

begot you,” but the Greek has qeo.n to.n gennh,santa, se evgka-

te,lipej “you have forgotten God who begot you.”

Psalm 18:32 reads Wnyhel{a/ ytil'Wz rWc ymiW “and who is the

rock except our God.,” but the Greek has  ai. ti,j qeo.j plh.n tou/

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Volume Two.htm
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qeou/ h`mw/n “and who is God except our God.”

Psalm 62:3 and 63:7 read yti['WvywI yrIWc aWh-%a; “For he is

my rock and my saviour,” but the Greek has kai. ga.r auvto.j qeo,j
mou kai. swth,r mou “For he is my God, and my saviour.”

Psa 95:1 reads Wn[ev .yI rWcl. h['yrIn" “let us make a joyful noise

to the rock of our salvation!” But the Greek has avlala,xwmen tw/|
qew/| tw/| swth/ri h`mw/n “let us make a joyful noise to God our
Saviour.”

23. 2 Samuel 22:47 has rWc yhel{a/ ~ruy"w>   yrIWc %Wrb'W hw"hy>-yx ;
y[iv.yI, “Yahweh lives; and blessed be my rock, and exalted be my

God, the rock of my salvation.” The Greek has zh/| ku,rioj kai.
euvloghto.j o` fu,lax mou kai. u`ywqh,setai o` qeo,j mou o` fu,lax
th/j swthri,aj mou “the Lord lives, and blessed be my guardian,

and my God shall be exalted, the guardian of my salvation.”

24. Psalm 17:3 reads in part AB-hs,x/a, yrIWc yliae “My God, my

strength, in whom I will trust,” whereas the Greek has  o` qeo,j mou
bohqo,j mou kai. evlpiw/ evpV auvto,n “my God is my helper, I will

hope in him.”

Psalm 19:15 reads in part yl ia]gOw> yrIWc hw"hy> “O Yahweh, my

rock and my redeemer,” but the Greek has ku,rie bohqe, mou kai.
lutrwta, mou “O Lord, my helper and my redeemer.”

Psalm 78:35 reads in part ~r'Wc ~yhil{a/-yKi WrK.z>YIw: “Then they

remembered that God was their rock,” but the Greek has kai.
evmnh,sqhsan o[ti o` qeo.j bohqo.j auvtw/n evstin  “And they re-

membered that God was their helper.”

Psalm 89:43 [MT 89:44] reads ABr>x; rWc byviT ' “you have

turned back the edge of his  sword,” whereas the Greek  reads
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avpe,streyaj th.n boh,qeian th/j r`omfai,aj auvtou/ “you have turned
back the help of his sword.”

Psalm 94:22 reads in part  ysix.m; rWcl. yh;l{awE “and my God,

for the rock of my refuge,” whereas the Greek reads kai. o ̀qeo,j
mou eivj bohqo.n “and my God for a helper.”



XX

A NOTE ON THE WIDOW’S DONATION

Mark 12:42 and Luke 21:2

Dr. Parker Thompson called my attention to the following
statement of John Gill (1810: 474, 699) with reference to the
widow’s mites in Mark 12:42 and Luke 21:2, “The Persic
version here, different from all others, instead of two mites,
renders it, two bottoms of thread, or yarn.” But John Gill
offered no suggestions which would account for the dif-
ference in the Persian translation. The Persian translation in

the London Polyglott of 1657, indeed, has z"tCÜ@ Ä|Ö ?k Ö<
(dû karûhah rîsmân) “two balls of thread”1 for the Greek

lepta. du ,o, the Latin duo minuta, and the Arabic has yáCpc
(falsain)2 —all meaning “two small coins.” The Syriac reads
A]W~$ nwh+i)d NI[! Nir= (te7re%n me7nîn dicta%hûn

še7mûne%c) “two small coins, which were one-eighth (coins).”3

In light of these variants, it appears that a Syriac translation
was used by the Persian translator, who (1) interpreted the
NI[! (menîn) as “hair, string” rather than NI[! (me7nîn) “a

coin, a mina, a measure of weight” and (2) misread the
A]W~$ (še7mûne%c) “a farthing, a small coin” as A-W~$

(še7mût. e%
c) “a ball of thread, thread wound on a spindle”

(Payne Smith 1903: 281, 583).
The Persian variant is due, then, to the simple misreading

of the ] (n) of A[W~$ (še7mûne%c) as a - (t. ). Perhaps the sub-

linear part of what appeared to be a - came from the bleed-

ing of the ink from the reverse side of the manuscript. Were
this the case, it suggests that the Persian translator worked
with only one Syriac manuscript (or manuscript family in

http://www.ebts.edu/tmcdaniel/payne-smith538mite.gif
http://www.ebts.edu/tmcdaniel/payne-smith583mite.gif
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1. Golius’s Persian-Latin Lexicon: 302 (chorda, filum netum)
and 451 (glomus), in Castell 1669 Lexicon, Vol. I. 

2. Lane 1877:  2440.

3. Gill (1810: 474) noted, “The Syriac version renders it, two
menim, that is, eighths.” But the Syriac word for “eight” is
A[#= (te7mune c) (Payne Smith 1903: 615; BDB 1032). Con-

sequently,  A]W~$ (še7mûne%c) would have been a Hebrew

loanword in Syriac for a “one-eighth” coin. Godet (1890: II:
255), without mentioning the Syriac, stated, “Lepto,n, mite:
the smallest coin, probably the eighth part of an as, which was
worth from six to eight centimes (from a halfpenny to three-
farthings).”  However, Mark 12:42 reads lepta. du,o( o[ evstin

kodra,nthj, (the Vulgate has duo minuta quod est quadrans),
indicating that the coin was one-fourth of the as /assarius
[rs'yai], which was one-sixteenth or one twenty-fourth of a
denarius. The coin which was one-eighth of the as /assarius
was the hj'WrPi (Jastrow 1903: 57, 1219). However, the

which the misreading was perpetuated) and did not consult or
concur with the Greek text or other translations of these two
accounts about the poor widow’s donation. Or, having de-
cided that NI[! (menîn) meant “hair, string,” the Persian

translator took  the explanatory gloss A]W~$ (še7mûne%c) to be

a synonym of “hair / string” and corrected what he thought
was an erroneous A]W~$ (še7mûne%c) to A-W~$ (še7mût. e%

c).

Either way, the Persian text cannot be viewed as a more reli-
able alternative to the Greek text and the other translations.

NOTES

http://www.ebts.edu/tmcdaniel/payne-smith583mite.gif
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terminology for coins was very fluid, with the kodra,nthj
“quarter” in Matt 5:26 appearing in the Shem Tob Hebrew
Gospel of Matthew as a hjwrp (Howard 1995: 18–19).



XXI

THE MULTIPLE MEANINGS

 OF “HOSANNA”

The exclamatory “Hosanna!” has multiple meanings. It is

first of all the polite imperative aN" h['yviAh, as found in Psa

118:25, aN" hx'ylic.h; hw"hy> aN"a' aN" h['yviAh hw"hy> aN"a' “O

Yahweh, please save! O Yahweh, please send  prosperity!”
The initial ho of hosanna marks it as a Hiphcîl imperative of

[vy “to save” and the nna ending of hosanna reflects the

polite particle of entreaty, aN" “please,” frequently attached to

imperatives. The sa syllable in the middle of hosanna is a

contraction of the original syllables h['yvi (šî câ), with the î

being the thematic vowel of the Hiphcîl and the â vowel being

the furtive patah. , augmented by a paragogic h, to facilitate

the articulation of the [. When aN" h['yviAh was transliterated

into Greek, the h was reflected by a smooth or rough breath-

ing mark, the v (sh) became a  s (s) and the [ was ignored,

resulting in the ~Wsanna found in the Gospels—which was
subsequently transliterated as hosanna in English instead of
the more accurate hoshianna (for hôšicanna%c) of the Hebrew.1

The synonymous parallelism of  [v;y" “to save” and xlc “to
prosper” in Psa 118:25 makes it quite clear that “Hosanna”
was focused on temporal, socio-economic, and socio-political
benefits rather than on eternal benefits, such as victory over
death or one’s going to heaven. The Arabic cognate ]DÖ
(wasa ca /wassa c) “(God) made one’s means of subsistence
ample and abundant” adds support for this understanding of
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“Hosanna.” The Arabic expressions  "xáp\ ]D v}poê (callahu-

ma šac calaynac), “O my God, pour thy favors upon us,” and

m(t/@ "x[DÖê v}poê (callahuma cawsicnac rah.mataka), “O

God, make thy mercy sufficient for us,” parallel the Hebrew

aN" h['yviAh. Noteworthy also is the related noun Ç[D (sa cat)
which has the following meanings: “richness, wealthiness,
competence, capacity,  power, ability, plentifulness, and easi-
ness of life” (Lane 1893: 3052–3053; Hava 1915: 869).

The “Hosanna!” in Matt 21:9 in the Shem Tob Hebrew
Gospel of Matthew may well mean “Please save!” The text

reads, in part, wn[yXwm an[Xwh . . . ~lw[h [yXwm an[Xwh,

which Howard (1995: 102–103) translated “Hosanna, savior
of the world . . . hosanna, our savior.” Of interest is the re-

peated use of the participle [yXwm “savior” along with the re-

peated polite imperative an[Xwh (=  an[yXwh), which, when

coupled with [yXwm, should certainly be read as the plea

“please save!” The ~lw[h “the world” would be better read

as scriptio defectiva for the plural ~ylw[h “the poor,” with

the noun lw[ being the cognate of the Arabic qá\ /r"\ (cayl

or câl) “he was, or became, poor,” qÎ"\ (câcil) “poor, needy,”

and Çpá\ (caylat) “poverty” (Lane 1874: 2212–2213).2 There

is even the good chance that the ~Wsanna. evn toi/j uỳi,stoij
“Hosanna in the highest” (Matt 21:9) may have come from

the plea ~yp[y ta an[yXwh “Please save the weary,” in

which case there was a confusion of @[y stem I “to be weary”

and @[y stem II “to be high, elevated.” (Compare the Arabic

]dÜ [yafa c] “hill” and fª`Ö [wag'afa] “ to show weariness.”

[cited in BDB 419].)3
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However, the ~Wsanna. /Hosanna in the Gospels (Matt 21:9,
15; Mark 11:9–10; and John 12:13) is clearly presented as an
expression of praise rather than a pitiful plea for help. When
the chief priests and the scribes heard the children shouting,
“Hosanna to the Son of David,” they became indignant and
asked Jesus, “Do you hear what these are saying?” Jesus
understood the children’s “Hosanna” to be a word of praise,
for he answered his critics with a quotation from Psa 8:2,
“Have you never read, ‘Out of the mouth of babes and suck-
lings thou hast brought perfect praise’?”

How and when the polite but pitiful plea  aN"  h['yviAh be-

came transformed into an expression of exuberant praise has
been a mystery. Lohse (1974: 682) commented

The common use of  an"[.v;[.Ah (sic) shows that it had become
a liturgical formula. The prayer for help has also become an
expression of praise. This sense must have been acquired
already in pre-chr. Judaism, for when the temple was still
standing, i.e., prior to 70 A.D., hosanna was shouted out re-
peatedly as a fixed formula in the procession round the altar
of burnt offering. As Tabernacles itself became a feast of
praise instead of petition, the hosanna shared this movement
and the cry for help became a shout of jubilation. 

The traditional interpretation is well reflected in Jastrow’s

lexicon (1903: 341) where an"[.v;Ah is equated with an"-[v;Ah
and it, in turn, is equated with an"-[;yviAh  “Help, I pray.” This
hosanna is 

the name of parts of, or of the entire, festive wreath (Lulab)
carried in procession on the Feast of Booths . . . especially the
separate branches of the willow carried in procession on the

last day of Succoth, whence an"[.v;Ah ~wy, an"[.v;Ahd amwy,
the seventh day of the Feast of Booths (now called an"[.v;Ah
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hB'r;). [Jastrow’s abbreviations in this definition have been

expanded by the writer.]

However, the an"[.v;Ah of the Feast of Booths (Succoth) is

more likely to be the cognate of Arabic ]áHÖ (wašî c) than the

cognate of ]DÖ (wasî c) “to enrich, to empower,” discussed

above. Although standard lexicons cite only [Xy “to save,” a

second [Xy, the cognate of ]HÖ (waša ca) “to mix things,”

needs to be added. The festival of Succoth, based upon Lev
23:40, requires the mixing of a piece of quality fruit with
branches from palm, willow, and myrtle trees. Although the

instruction ~yci[e yPen>[;-ta, an"-[;yfiAh “please mix the bran-

ches of the trees” is not in the text of Leviticus, it would be a
very fitting, though abbreviated, targumic paraphrase.

Moreover, the Arabic cognate ]HÖ (wš c) ( =  [fy or possibly

[vy)4 is also the lexeme used for: (1) ]HÖ (waš c) “the

Egyptian willow,” (2)  ]áHÖ (wašî c) “a layer of palm leaves

used on a roof,” and (3) “the distinctive tent of a chief” (Hava

1915: 871–872).5 In light of these definitions of ]HÖ (wš c)—

which are a perfect match for the an"[.v;Ah of Succoth—

nothing is gained by insisting that ]DÖ (wasac /wassa c) is the

actual cognate of  an"[ .v;Ah  or that the  aN"  h['yviAh  “please

save!” is its proper derivation.

Just as it is difficult to account for the transformation of the

pitiful plea  aN " h['yviAh “Please save!” into the joyful and

exuberant ~Wsanna. / Hosanna of the Gospels, it is equally
difficult to derive the jubilant ~Wsanna. / Hosanna from the

[fy /[vy having to do with the mixing of palm, myrtle and

willow branches, or having to do with booths, roofs, or tents.
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The  ~Wsanna. /Hosanna of the Gospels may well be the trans-

literation of the Aramaic noun !F'h; /an"F'h; which was from

the root ff;h', having an  affixed ! analogous to the nouns

!y"n>qi“acquisition” and  !B'r>q' “offering” (GKC 85u). If so, the

noun obviously functioned as an exclamatory interjection
meaning “Hail!” or “Rejoice!” or “Cheer!” It would be the

cognate of Arabic J| /I"| (hašš /hâšš) “he was, or became,

cheerful, or joyful; one who rejoices or is glad,” as in the ex-

pression J# J| Ä# "wê (canâ bihi hašš bašš) “I am cheerful,

brisk, lively, or sprightly in behaviour toward him, . . . joyful,

happy” (Lane 1893: 2894–2895; Wehr 1979: 1206; Hava
1915: 828).6 The “lively and sprightly” behavior suggested by

ff;h' is mentioned in Matt 21:10, “all the city was stirred.” 

Moreover, if the Aramaic ff;h' retained  nuances attested

for the Arabic J| (hašš), the waving of palm branches and

the scattering of their leaves—as mentioned in Matt 21:8,
Mark 11:8, and John 12:13—would fit the non-verbal
activities associated with ~Wsanna. /Hosanna. The cognate

J| (hašša) was used for wood or sticks which could be

easily broken,” and the scattering their leaves with a staff, or

stick,” as in the expression váG}o! J| (hašša calhašîm) “he

broke into pieces the dry herbage / stalks” (Lane 1893: 2894;
Wehr 1979: 1206).

This association of  Wsanna. /Hosanna with dry herbage
and stalks accounts perfectly for Mark’s statement that some
of the people “spread brushwood which they had cut in the
fields.” Mann (1986: 435) noted that Mark was the only one
who mentioned stiba,daj, which he translated as “brush-
wood” (which is cited in Liddell and Scott [1966: 1645] as
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bed of straw, rushes or leaves, whether strewn loose, or
stuffed into a mattress . . . straw strewn at a sacrifice.” Mann
conjectured, “This is certainly from an eyewitness account
and an example of Mark’s independence on this occasion
from his principal source in Matthew.” But to the contrary,
Mark’s reference to  stiba,daj simply provides evidence of

Mark’s knowledge of the Hebrew/Aramaic fh' (or the aug-

mented !f'h') “straw, sticks” and associated Wsanna.  with that

word. He need not have been an eyewitness to have made the

association of fh' or !f'h with  an"F'h;.
Thus, the exclamatory Aramaic an"F'h; “Hurrah! Hooray!

Cheers!” and the Hebrew polite imperative aN" h['yviAh “Help

please!” became blended—with the h; of  an"F'h; being trans-

formed into the Ah of [;yviAh and the [;yvi of [;yviAh being

transformed into the F' of  an"F'h;. The blended ~Wsanna.  could

have carried either meaning of “petition” or of “acclamation.”

Thus, Pope (1992) was partially on target when he argued

It was Christian misapprehension of a well-known Hebrew
term that has confused even scholars to this day. The dif-
ference between acclamation and a stark cry, “Help, please!”
is too great to be glossed over. How could such misapprehen-
sion occur? Why did not the gospel writers look to the Gk of
Ps 118:25 and some thirty other passages where the Hebrew
imperative is duly rendered by the Gk imperative soson,
“save”? The crux of the problem lies in the nonsensical cries
“hosanna to the son of David” and “hosanna in the highest”
which indicates that the cry was not understood because of
the Semitic particle l- before the addresses “Son of David”
and “highest.”
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But, in addition to the recognition of the vocative l in Bib-

lical Hebrew there must also be the recognition that ~Wsanna./

Hosanna can be the transliteration of (1) aN" h['yviAh, (2)

an"[.v;Ah, or (3) an"F'h;. The Arabic cognates of these different

words provide the answer to Pope’s question, “How could
such misapprehension [of interpreting a plea and an acclama-
tion] occur?” The pronunciation of the first two was quite
similar and they could be easily confused with each other. The
first two words could not be accurately transliterated in
Greek, which lacks in speech and spelling the sh sound of the

v. The third word,  an"F'h; “Cheers!” should have been trans-
literated  as ~Assana but it was merged with the ~Wsanna.

Some of Jesus’ followers begged, “Save us, O Son of
David!” and others acclaimed, “Hail to the Son of David!”
But both phrases ended up as ~Wsanna.—which became
Hosanna in English, and it has been understood to date as one
word meaning both “to plead for salvation” and “to shout in
acclamation.” Now we know better. There were really three
words: 

• the an"[.v;Ah (hôšacna%c / hoshana) used for the “mixing/

mingling” required for Succoth, 

• the an"F'h; (hassa%na%c / hassana) in the acclamation of Palm

Sunday, 

• the aN" h['yviAh (hôš î canna%c / hoshianna) in the petition of

Palm Sunday.
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1. It was transliterated in Arabic as "x[HÑ| (hûša cnâ) and in Syriac

as A[&w) (cûšanac). Noteworthy is the use of ^ÑCÜ (yasûc) for

Jesus compared with the Qurcanic Å�Ä� (cîsa%y) for [;WvyE in
which there has been the transposition of the y and the [ (i.e., the
£ and the ^).

2. The ambiguous WlBox.y: ynI['-l[;w> in Job 24:9, translated various-

ly as

• “and take a pledge of the poor” (KJV, NKJ, ASV), 

• “the infant of the poor is seized for a debt” (NIV, NIB), 

• “the child of the poor is exacted as security” (NJB), 
• “the suckling of the poor they seized” (Pope 1965: 158–160)

may well contain the noun lw[ / l[ “poor,” with the yn[ “poor”

being a clarifying gloss. See Driver and Gray (1921: Part 1: 207

and Part 2: 167) for a summary of the interpretations of this verse.

3. Compare Pope (1992, “Hosanna” in the Anchor Bible Diction-
ary, CD Version)  who interpreted the acclamation as follows:

The title “Highest” is used many times of God in both the
OT and the NT. Accordingly, thanks to ancient W Semitic
usage of vocative l-, we can finally explain how the cries
hoÆsûa>nna leá-ben dawéÆd and hoÆsûa>nna leá->elyon, “Save / help,
please, O Son of David!” and “Save / help, please, O High-
est!” came to be misunderstood.

4. Ordinarily the Arabic I (š) would be a f in Hebrew, but there

are a number of cognates where a v matches the Arabic I (š),

including: (1) bybiv' “flame” and %H (šabba) “to kindle a fire, to

blaze, to flame” and Ç$H (šabbat) “a blazing, flaming fire”; (2)

hq'WvT. “desire, longing” and jÑH (šawq) “desire, yearning,

NOTES
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longing of the soul” and j// ÑH Ö> (d.û šawqin) “an admiring lover”;

and (3) hr"v.x; “collection” and ?G/ (h.ašara) “to collect.” 

5. Note also Castell’s (1669: 998) many definitions for ]HÖ (wš c):

“Miscuit, . . . ornavit, . . . IV Floruit arbor, olusve . . . Flores
olerum . . . Stratum textile ex palmæ foliis & caudicis fibris,
similibusve rebus siccis, quod injicitur supremis domûs tignis,
lignisve. . . Umbraculum,. . . Truncus arboris,” i.e., “He mixed/
mingled, . . . he adorned /decorated, . . . IV Tree, vegetation
blossomed . . . Blossom of vegetables . . . Woven cover from palm
leaves and wooden fibers like a dry thing which is put on the top
of  house beams, timbers . . . Shelter / shade . . . tree trunk.”

6. Castell (1669: 830, 890) defined (1) J| (hašša) as “Fuste
decussit de arbore . . . Agilis, lætus, ac lubens fuit . . . Facilis,
comis, benignus humanus fuit . . . Alacrem, lætum, lubenten red-
didit . . . VIII Lubentem, comem, & benignum, se præbuit . . , and
(2) I"| (hâša) as “Commisti fuerunt inter sese, et tumultuati
homines . . . Turba hominum,” i.e., “A stick broken off from a tree
. . . Rousing, happy and also to be cheerful . . . Courteous,
gracious, to be affable, kind . . . he responded with excitement,
cheer, happiness, . . . VIII  he showed himself to be cheerful,
gracious, and kind”; and (2) “they were confused / mixed up among
themselves, and an uproar of people . . . disturbance / crowd of
people.
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THE MEANING OF EPHRATHAH

Micah 5:1 (English 5:2)

tAyh.l ry[ic' ht'r"p.a, ~x,l,-tyBe hT'a;w>
yli ^M.mi hd'Why> ypel.a;B.

laer'f.yIB. lveAm tAyh.li aceyE
`~l'A[ ymeymi ~d,Q,mi wyt'aoc'AmW

But you, O Bethlehem Ephrathah, who are little to be among
the clans of Judah, from you shall come forth for me one who
is to be ruler in Israel, whose origin is from of old, from the
days of antiquity.

SEPTUAGINT

kai. su, Bhqleem oi=koj tou/ Efraqa ovligosto.j ei= tou/
ei=nai evn cilia,sin Iouda evk sou/ moi

evxeleu,setai tou/ ei=nai eivj a;rconta evn tw/| Israhl
kai. ai` e;xodoi auvtou/ avpV avrch/j evx h̀merw/n aivw/noj

And you, Bethlehem, house of Ephrathah, are few in number
to be among the thousands of Judah; out of you shall one come
forth to me, to be a ruler of Israel; and his goings forth were

from the beginning, from days of old.1

The first step in determining the etymology of the name

Ephrathah (ht'r"p.a,) and the gentilic Ephrathite ( ytir'p.a,) is
to recognize the occasional interchange in Hebrew of the t
and the j. The following examples are widely recognized:

• h['T' “to err, to go astray” and h['j' (= a['j', W[j', y['j.)
“to stray, to wander” (BDB 380, 1073; Jastrow 542, 1683)

• @t;x' “to seize, snatch away” and @j;x' “to seize, to rob,

to catch” (BDB 310, 369; Jastrow 450)
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• lj;q' “to kill,” Aramaic ltq, Arabic qª(ªg (qatala), and

Ethiopic Hmz (qatala) “to kill” (BDB 881).

The root of ht'r"p.a, can be identified as trp, which has

been augmented with a prosthetic a and the feminine suffix

h or the locative h (= eivj).2 This trp was used for the river

Euphrates (tr"P.) and is probably related to the Arabic *?c
(furat) “sweet,” a term applied to water “that subdues thirst
by its excessive sweetness” (Lane 1877: 2358). But “sweet
water”—whether it be a clan name or a place name—does not
fit the context of Micah 5:1 or the geography of the Judean

hill country. However, with the t / j variable in focus, a very

satisfactory derivation of Ephrathah is available once (1) trp
is recognized as a variant of jrp and (2) ht'r"p.a, (or  tr"p.a,
as in Gen 48:7) are treated as the equivalents of the conjec-
tured variants hj'r"p.a, and jr"p.a, .

The noun  jr"P. means “that which is singled out,” and the

verb jr'P. means “to specify, to designate” or “ to belittle.”

Related nouns are ~Wjr>P; “a small portion” and hj'WrP. /
hj'yrIP. “small change, a small coin,” which are cognates of

the Arabic S?c (fart.
un ) “small coin, change” (Jastrow 1903:

1219, 1224, 1225; Wehr 827; BDB 827).

Most relevant for Micah 5:2 are the Arabic cognates S?c
(farat.a) “he preceded, he was or became first, foremost,” S?c
(fart.

un )  “mastery, ascendency, prevalence, or predominance,”

and S@"c (fârt.
un) “becoming foremost, getting priority or

precedence,” as well as ÇU!?c (furât.a) “a small mountain”

and S?c (furut.
un) “an eminence resembling a mountain” (Lane
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1877: 2375–2377). Because Bethlehem Ephrathah was situa-
ted 2,550 feet above sea level—and was 100 feet higher than

Jerusalem—ht'r"p.a, / hj'r"p.a, could well reference its size
and elevation along a ridge—analogous to the cognates cited
here for small portions, small coins, and a small mountain.3

Moreover, the conclusion that the trp in ht'r"p.a, was a by-

form of jrp “small” receives confirmation from the very

next word in Micah 5:1, which is ry[ic' “small.”4 Thus, by 
definition and by description Bethlehem Ephrathah was such
an insignificant village that Micah could state “you are too
little to be among the clans of Judah” (NAS) or “too small to
be among the rulers 5 of Judah” (NIV, NIB).

However, as suggested by the cognates S?c (farat.a / fart. )

and S@"c (fârit. ), the by-forms  jrp /trp indicated  not only

the “smallness” of something, but also conveyed ideas of
mastery, ascendency, prevalence, and prominence. In Micah
5:1, the prophet capitalized on these disparate nuances of

jrp /trp. Insignificant Ephrathah would become promi-
nent; small Ephrathah would become great—for a “ruler in
Israel” would come from Bethlehem.

For Micah the appointment of a lveAm “ruler” from Eph-
rathah had been predicted “from of old” (~d,Q,mi), “ages ago” 

(~l'A[ ymeymi), when the epithet tr"p.a, /Ephrath was first given

to the father of Bethlehem (I Chron 4:4). For the prophet
Micah, little Bethlehem would fulfill at least two definitions
hidden in the epithet Ephrathah. Although Bethlehem was but
a minor village she would soon become preeminent and
foremost by providing the ruler for the restoration of “the
former dominion of the daughter of Jerusalem” (Micah 4:8).
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Micah’s expectations about the ruler coming from Beth-
lehem can be reorganized and summarized as follows:6

• from you [Bethlehem] shall come forth for me one who is
to be ruler in Israel . . . . (MT 5:1b),

• and he 7 shall deliver us from the Assyrian when he comes
into our land and treads within our border (MT 5:5b),

• and he shall stand and feed his flock in the strength of
YHWH, in the majesty of the name of YHWH his God.
And they shall dwell secure, for now he shall be great to the
ends of the earth (MT 5:3).

Once these verses are united it becomes quite clear that
Micah’s prediction about the Israelite ruler coming from
Bethlehem was grounded in history, including 

• the remote past when the epithet Ephrath(ah), with its dif-
ferent levels of meaning, was given to Bethlehem, and

• Micah’s own historical moment when Israel was in im-
mediate need of a ruler who could rescue the country from
Assyrian aggression and oppression.

The first words of 5:4 (MT), “And this shall be peace,”
make a fitting close to the prophecy about the coming ruler,
as well as an introduction to the prediction about the next
appointment of seven shepherds and eight princes who, in a
great reversal of power, would rule the land of Assyria with
the sword and thereby maintain the peace for Israel. 

Although this latter prediction in 5:4b–5 (MT) was never
fulfilled, according to the Magi and Matthew, the former
prediction in 5:1 and 5:3 (MT) was fulfilled with the birth of
Jesus in Bethlehem. The appeal of the Magi to Micah’s
prophecy (as quoted in Matt 2:6), requires comment because
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neither the Magi nor Matthew mentiond Ephrathah. And,
surprisingly, Micah’s assertion that Bethlehem Ephrathah was
“(too) little to be among the clans of Judah,” was turned into
a negative: “you are by no means least among the rulers of
Judah.” 

Matthew 2:6

Kai. su. Bhqle,em( gh/ VIou,da(
ouvdamw/j evlaci,sth ei= evn toi/j h`gemo,sin VIou,da\

evk sou/ ga.r evxeleu,setai h`gou,menoj(
o[stij poimanei/ to.n lao,n mou to.n VIsrah,lÅ

And you, O Bethlehem, in the land of Judah,8

are by no means least among the rulers of Judah;
for from you shall come a ruler

who will govern my people Israel.

It is obvious that the Magi were not quoting the Septuagint.

Their use of h`gou,menoj “princes” for the MT ypel.a;, instead

of cilia,sin “thousands,” with the Septuagint, is one example

of the independent reading of ypla as ypwla .9 As in Gen 48:

7b, where Ephrathah appears without the final h (as tr"p.a ,

instead of the ht'r"p.a, in 48:7a), the shorter trpa was prob-
ably in the Vorlage used by Matthew or the Magi (or by their

source). Secondarily, this trpa became corrupted to tspa
“you ceased” 10 and was then translated into Greek with the

force of  sp,a , (a particle of negation) as ou vdamw /j “not at all,”

similar to the translation in the Septuagint of !yIa ; as ouvdei,j

“in no way.”11  Thus, the Magi’s quotation from Micah lacks

any mention of ht'r"p.a, / Ephrathah or the oi=koj tou/ Efra-

qa “house of Ephrathah,” found in the Septuagint.12 Seeming-
ly, then, a  single scribal error in the textual tradition used by
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1.  The ~l'A[ and ~d,q, in the phrase ~l'A[ ymeymi ~d,Q,mi do not

indicated any kind of pre-existence. Compare the phrases  in (1)

Amos 9:11, ~l'A[ ymeyKi h'ytiynIb .W “and I will build it [the booth of

David] as in the days of old” and (2) Malachi 3:4,

 ~÷Il 'v'WrywI hd'Why> tx;n >mi hw"hyl; hb 'r>[ 'w> 
`tAYnImod>q; ~ynIv'k.W ~l'A[ ymeyKi

kai. avre,sei tw/| kuri,w| qusi,a Iouda kai.
 Ierousalhm kaqw.j ai`
h`me,rai tou/ aivw/noj

kai. kaqw.j ta. e;th ta. e;mprosqen

And the sacrifice of Judah and Jerusalem
shall be pleasing to the Lord,
according to the former days,

and according to the former years.

2.  The names ht'r"p.a,, tr"p.a ,, and ytir"p .a,, are cited in BDB (68)

under the root rpa, stem II, without definition.

3.  The jrP in Amos 6:5, used with reference to ecstatic singing
or playing a musical instrument, would be the cognate of Arabic

S?c (faraa) “to speak (thoughtlessly) or act hastily” (Lane 1877:

2375).

4.  Note that ry[ic' also has the by-form ry[iz" “small.” 

the Magi and Matthew—the misreading trpa as tspa—
accounts for the two significant variations in the abbreviated
quotation of Micah 5:2 (MT) in Matthew 2:26.

NOTES
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5. Reading perhaps hd'Why> ypeWLa;B. for the MT hd'Why> ypel.a;B.
and the Septuagint’s  evn cilia,sin Iouda “among the thousands of
Judah.”

6. Micah 5:2 (MT) is a misplaced verse which interrupts the
natural transition from 5:1 (MT) and 5:3 (MT). It reads as follows: 

Therefore He (YHWH) shall give them (“ the heads of the
house of Jacob and the rulers of the house of Israel” [MT
3:8]) up until the time when she (the “daughter of Zion”
[4:10]) who is in travail has brought forth; then the rest of
his (Jacob’s) brethren shall return to the people of  Israel.

This verse, when moved to follow 3:12, provides a second “there-
fore” clause corresponding to the “therefore” at the beginning of
3:12. The two verses when so united speak of the impending fall
of Jerusalem and exile in Babylon (alluded to also in 4:10).

7. The RSV and the NRS make the verb plural as though its ante-
cedent were the “seven shepherds and eight princes of men who
shall rule the land of Assyria with the sword,” mentioned in 5:6a.
The NAB opted for “we will be delivered.” But the versions follow
the singular in the Hebrew text, as do most English translations.

Elliger proposed in BHS to emend lyCihiw> to Wnl'yCihiw> “he will

deliver us,” and this has been followed by many translators.

8. The MT . . . ry[ic' ht'r"p.a, ~x,l,-tyBe hT'a;w> was expanded in

the Shem Tob Hebrew Gospel of Matthew to read (with additional
words underlined ):

htrpa hdwhy ~xl tyb htaw
. . . . ry[c hta !h hdwhy #ra

Six of the nine Shem Tob manuscripts (ABDEFG) read the

negative !ya ( = ouvdamw/j ) instead of interjection !h ( = ivdou).
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9.  See above, note 5.

10. For the confusion of the r with m and the m with s, see

Delitzsch 1920: 119–120 (§131). 

11. The #r,a'-ysep.a; in 5:3b (MT) may have influenced the reading

of trpa as tspa in 5:1 (MT) in the Vorlage reflected in Matt

5:26. The use of  S@"ds (mafârit. u) in Arabic for “the extremities of

a country” (Lane 1877: 2378), like the #r,a'-ysep .a; “ends of the

earth,” provides another possible explanation of how the stem jrp
(and its by-form trp) took on negative as well as locative con-

notations like the root spa. Were this the case, there would be no

need to appeal to a scribal error of misreading trpa as tspa.

12. Note John 7:42,
ouvc h` grafh. ei=pen o[ti

evk tou/ spe,rmatoj Daui.d kai. avpo. Bhqle,em
th/j kw,mhj o[pou h=n Daui.d e;rcetai o` Cristo,jÈ

Does not scripture say that
from the seed of David and from Bethlehem,

the village where David lived, the Christ will come ?



XXIII

CLARIFYING MARK 3:17 AND 9:49

Mark 3:17

Greek Text
kai. VIa,kwbon to.n tou/ Zebedai,ou 

kai. VIwa,nnhn to.n avdelfo.n tou/ VIakw,bou 
kai. evpe,qhken auvtoi/j ovno,maÎtaÐ Boanhrge,j(

 o[ evstin Ui`oi. Bronth/j\

Vulgate
et Iacobum Zebedaei et Iohannem fratrem Iacobi 

et inposuit eis nomina Boanerges quod est Filii tonitrui

RSV
And James the son of Zebedee and John the brother of James,

whom he surnamed Boanerges, that is, sons of thunder.

The Meaning of the Boane- Found in Boanerges

Mann (1986: 249) commented about this verse as follows:

The title Boanerges represents a so far unsolved problem.
Presumably the word should be divided as Boane-rges in the
Greek text, but while the first part of the word can be easily
understood as a rendering of the Hebrew Bene (sons of), there
is no word similar in Hebrew or Aramaic to explain the
second part as ‘thunder.’ Perhaps the best suggestion is still
that of Lagrange (p. 65), that the Arabic radjas (sic)1 did
mean ‘thunder’ and that the word may have passed into
common usage. . . . We can only conclude that Mark found a
complicated word and made of it what sense he could.”

By way of contrast, Parker (1983: 70–71), arguing for the
posteriority of Mark, stated, “He [Mark] knows little Hebrew
or Aramaic. True, he likes to include words from those lan-
guages. But every time he does, he gets something askew”
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(Parker’s italics). To illustrate this point, Parker cited from
Mark 3:17, “he surnamed them Boanerges, that is Sons of
Thunder” and commented,

No one knows where the author got the syllables boan
or boane: “son” is ben in Hebrew, bar in Aramaic. If the
ending -rges reflects Hebrew regesh, that means not
“thunder” but “bustle,” or else “wrath.” If it represents
ragaz or ra cash, both of these properly mean “tremble,”
“quake,” as in “earthquake.” Did Mark’s source perhaps
intend something like “quaking of the heavens”?

The answer to Parker’s question is an emphatic “No!”2

Taylor (1952: 231–232) had noted that Banhrgej (with just
the a in lieu of the oa) appears in MS 565 and Banhrgez
appears in MS 700, as well as the Syriac Sinaiticus, Harclean,
and Peshit. ta’s readings of y&gr Y[b (benai regeshy)—all of
which equal the Hebrew “the sons of (ynEB .) thunder.” Taylor

thought that either the a or the o in Boanhrge,j was a later
intrusion or gloss. However, given the preponderance of
manuscripts which read Boanh rge,j , I argue below that
Boanh rge,j was the correct transliteration of the original
Hebrew surname and that the Boanh- element has nothing to
do literally with the Hebrew ynEB . “the sons of.” I also argue,

contra Parker, that the -rge,j element of Boanhrge,j has noth-
ing to do with the “quaking of the heavens.”

Jastrow (1903: 147, 870) cited Hebrew [WB and y[iB . mean-

ing “to swell, burst forth, whence (of sound) to shout, re-

joice,” and he called attention to the by-form [b;n " “to burst

forth, to give forth, to utter.” Given the n in the boanhrge,j of
Mark 3:17, it is reasonable to assume that the verb [WB had
not only the attested by-forms y[iB . and [b;n " (with an initial n)
but also the by-form with a final !, i.e., ![;B',3—the participle
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of which would be !['AB, and the plural construct of which

would be ynE[]AB (vocalized like the ymel.A[  in Isa 45:17). This
ynE[]AB was correctly transliterated4 by Mark, or his source,

into Greek as Boanh , meaning literally “the shouters of,”5

which Mark paraphrased as Ui`oi. “the sons of.”

The Meaning of the -rges Found in Boanerges

The -rge,j of boanhrge,j is indeed the transliteration of the
Hebrew vgr “thunder,” despite the reservation of many com-
mentators to concur with this identification. Because vgr
“thunder” is not attested in the standard Hebrew lexicons
some have opted to emend the underlying Hebrew text from

vgr to zgr “excitement, raging” or to ~[r “thunder.” Taylor

(1952: 232) noted that Lagrange (1929: 65) preferred to find
the original in vg<r< ynEB. Lagrange recognized “that vgr is not

found in the sense of ‘thunder’ in Hebrew or Aramaic texts,
but he pointed out that radjas (sic) has this meaning in
Arabic, and suggests that it may have been current in popular
usage.” 6 Taylor noted that Torrey (1933: 298) stated also that
“thunderstorm” would perhaps be a more accurate rendering
of regesh and rugsha.

Rook (1981: 94), however, dismissed the proposals of the
commentators who derived Mark’s boanhrge,j  from an origi-

nal zgr ynb “excitement” or  Xgr ynb “commotion.” He con-
cluded, “Taylor also suggests that the Arabic cognate radjas
(sic) means ‘thunder,’ but a relationship between the word
used by Mark and an Arabic loan word is suspect.” He pro-
posed reading the g of  boanh rge,j as the transliteration of a

Hebrew [. For Rook, Mark’s boanhrge,j  came thus from a

Hebrew text having X[r ynb, meaning “Sons of (the)
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quaking (heavens),” which, he asserted, creates a parallel to
Mark’s interpretation of boanhrgej,  as “the Sons of Thunder.”
Rook, however, offered no suggestion of how or why the
Hebrew ynb (= be7nê or benê) was transliterated as boanh (=
boane% ).

In support of recognizing the -rge,j of boanh rge,j as being
a Semitic term for “thunder,” the following evidence comes
into focus.
• Aramaic av'g>rI “movement, noise” and tAvGEr>m; “noises”

(Jastrow 1903:  836, 1451; KBS 1189); 

• Syriac ^gr (rgš) “uproar” (Payne Smith 1903: 529),

which appears as Y&gr (regešy) in Mark 3:17.

• and the Arabic cognates F3@ (rajasa) “it thundered”
and F3!@ /Eè3@ (râjis / rajjâs) “thunder, or a vehement

sound” (Lane 1867: 1037; Wehr 1979: 378; Hava 1915:
242). Castell (1669: 3519) defined it as tonuit, concussum
fuit cum valido fragore, vehementiore sono.7

However, Hebrew Xgr, like its Arabic cognate(s), may
well have meant more than “noise” or “thunder” or “to make
a concussion with a powerful noise” (as defined by Castell).
The consonantal Arabic F3@ meant not only “it thundered,”
it was also the spelling for

• F3@ (rajusa) “it was unclean, dirty or filthy,” 

• F3@ (rajasa) “he did a bad, an evil, an abominable, or a

foul action,”

• F3@ (rijs) “uncleanness, dirt, or filth . . . anything that is

disliked, or hated, for its uncleanness, dirtiness, or filthi-
ness.”
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This ambiguity with F3@ (rjs) was probably true also with

the Hebrew Xgr. If so, Hebrew Xgr ynbcould have meant not

only “sons of thunder” but also “sons of filth.” For this reason
Mark 3:17 does not read benhrge,j, ( = Xgr ynb), which
would have been ambiguous as to whether James and John
were surnamed “Sons of Thunder” or “Sons of Filth.” Mark
rightly recorded their surname as boanhrge,j , which rightly

transliterates Xg<r< yn e[]AB “the shouters of thunder.” However,

instead of translating it, Mark simply paraphrased it as Ui`oi.
Bronth/j, “Sons of Thunder.” Were ynb used in the construct
with Xgr in a Hebrew consonantal text there would be ambi-
guity about the meaning of Xgr; but when the construct yn[wB
(=  boanh) “the shouters of ” appears with the unvocalized

Xgr, the Xgr must certainly mean “thunder” rather than
“filth.” The verbs [;WB and its by-forms y[iB. and ![;B' , used
for exuberant rejoicing, would not be the verbs of choice were
the shouting of obscenities and verbal filth the subject of dis-
cussion. (By analogy, if English spelling were like Hebrew
spelling, then BS could mean “bass” (= ba%s) when used  along
with sonorous, or the BS could mean “base” (= ba%s)  when
used along with onerous.)

Mark 9:48 /49

Greek Text

pa/j ga.r puri. al̀isqh,setaiÅ
MSS a B L W  D, etc.

+ kai. pa/sa qusi,a al̀i. al̀isqh,stai
MSS A C q L W , etc.

+ pa/sa ga.r qusi,a al̀i. al̀isqh,stai
MSS D a b c d, etc.
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Vulgate 9:48
omnis enim igne sallietur 
et omnis victima sallietur

Douay-Rheims
For every one shall be salted with fire: 

and every victim shall be salted with salt.

KJV
For every one will be salted with fire.

+ and every sacrifice with salt shall be salted.

Taylor (1952: 413) provides a helpful survey of the textual
variants and contextual problems in these verses; and Gundry
(1993: 526–528) presents a concise review of the many dif-
ferent interpretations proposed over the years for these verses
(without proffering an interpretation of his own.) A common
assumption of Taylor and Gundry—and most other com-
mentators before and after them—needs to be challenged in
order to understand properly the unity of Mark 9:42–50. That
assumption is that the ge,ennan, “Gehenna,” found in Mark
9:43, 45, and 47 refers to Hell,8 rather than to the literal earth-
ly ~Nohi yGE“the Valley of Hinnom,” which was accessible
through Jerusalem’s Dung Gate (tPov.a;h' r[;v ;) and became
the municipal dump for corpses, carcasses, excrement, and
garbage. There the maggots thrived on the rotting entrails and
the partially cremated remains of those who were not wealthy
enough or honorable enough to be buried. The spontaneous
combustion of the methane gas generated by the offal, gar-
bage, and dung produced endless fires and hot spots ready to
reignite.9

Criminals executed by stoning for breaking the Law (such
as “anyone who causes one of these little ones to stumble”
[Mark 9:42] ) were more likely to be cremated in the Valley
of Hinnom than to be buried in the tombs of their fathers. In
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Israelite and Jewish culture cremation was shunned because
the body of the deceased would become dismembered.10

Therefore, it would be better to have a watery burial whereby
one’s body would at least for a while remain intact. Thus,
Jesus’ fair warning in Mark 9:42, “It would be better for [the
offender] if a great millstone were hung around his neck and
he were thrown into the sea”—rather than being cast onto the
municipal dump beyond of the Dung Gate in the Hinnom
Valley. Many would have agreed with Jesus that a watery
burial was preferable to all the maggots, methane, and mutila-
tion awaiting the corpse at Jerusalem’s “Hinnom Mortuary.”

Taylor’s statement, “The fire of [verse 9:] 49 has nothing
to do with that of [verse 9:] 48,” is quite misleading, even
though it is quite understandable in light of the ambiguity of
Hebrew homographs and the limitations of Hebrew lexico-
graphy. What follows is a new interpretation Mark 9:49 based
upon a retroversion of the Greek pa/j ga.r puri. al̀isqh,setai
into Hebrew as r[bb xlmy lkh yk, which can mean not
only “for everyone [who ever lived] will be salted with fire”
but it can also mean “for everyone [deposited at the dump]
will be dragged through the muck.” This proposal is similar
to  Parker’s suggestion (1983: 71–72)  that

 in the first clause, the translator has perhaps confused
Hebrew malach, ‘to vanish,’ with melach, ‘to salt.’ The
original verses of 48–49a would then have read, ‘. . .
where their worm does not die, and the fire is not
quenched, for everyone shall vanish in fire.’” 

Homographs and Cognates of  xlm
The first Hebrew word requiring comment is  xlm, which

must lie behind the Greek a`li. “salt” and the  a`lisqh,seta
“shall be salted.” As cited in the standard lexicons of  Biblical
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Hebrew (like BDB 571), xlm had three meanings, namely

(1) xl;m, “salt,” which is the cognate of Arabic 1ps
(milh.), Syriac A{\# (melh.a%’ ), Aramaic ax'l.m i.  Its
derivatives were [a] the verb xl;m' “to salt, to season,”

[b] the  noun hx'lem. “saltness” or “the barren salt plain
which was the habitat of the wild ass,” and [c] the noun
x;Alm' “a mallow plant which grows in a salt-marsh.”

(2) xL;m; “mariner,” which is the cognate of the Akkad-
ian mala.hu, Arabic 2âs (mallâh. ), and Syriac A{\#

(mala%h.a%’ ), all meaning “sailor.”

(3)  xl;m'' “to tear away, to dissipate, to vanish” the cog-

nate of Arabic 9ps (mala.ha) “he pulled, or drew a thing,
he drew it forth quickly, vehemently.” This xlm ap-

pears only in Isa 51:6,#r,a'h'w> Wxl'm.nI !v'['K, ~yIm;v'i yKi
hl,b.Ti dg<B,K; “for the heavens will vanish like smoke,

the earth will wear out like a garment.”11

It is this third definition which appears in my translation of

Mark 9:49 as “for everyone [deposited at the dump] will be

dragged through the muck.”

However, xlm probably had other meanings in Biblical

Hebrew—meanings which were lost in later Rabbinic He-

brew and, consequently, are not found in standard Hebrew

lexicons. But those meanings may well survive in Arabic

cognates. Lane (1885: 2731–2734) listed the following defini-

tions for 1ps (mlh.  = xlm) and 9ps (ml.h, which also = xlm). 
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(4)  1ps (malah.a) “he suckled” and milh.  “milk” and “the

act of sucking” (an Indo-European loanword);

(5)  1ps (malah.a) “he become fat”;

(6)  1ps (malah.a /mallah.a) “he became goodly, beauti-

ful, or pretty / he produced something goodly, beautiful

or pretty,” and 1áps (malîh.) “goodly, beautiful, pretty”; 

(7) 1ps (milh.) “knowledge, science, learning” or “men

of science, learned men”;

(8) 1ps (milh.) and Ç0ps (milh.at) “a sacred or inviolable

bond, or the like, or any compact, bond, or obligation,
which one is under obligation to respect, or honor, or
the cancelling or breaking of which renders one obnox-
ious to blame.” Lane included this explanation: “[This

meaning is derived from 1ps (milh.) as signifying ‘salt;’

the eating of which with another imposes upon the two
parties a sacred mutual obligation.] ” 

(9) 9áps (malî.h) “tasteless, insipid, applied to flesh-

meat . . . that has no taste.”

Definitions 4–6 have no Hebrew cognates. However, de-
finition (7) serves as a commenary on the a[lati in Col  4:6,
o ̀lo ,goj u `mw /n pa,ntote evn ca,riti( a[lati hvrtume,noj , “Let
your speech always be gracious, seasoned with salt, so that
you may know how you ought to answer every one.” The verb
avrtu ,w means “arrange, prepare, make ready, of things requir-
ing skill or cunning,” the culinary sense of “seasoning” is not
required (Lidell and Scott 1966: 250). If the word “season” is
retained in translation the idea expressed equals “season with
reason so that . . . .” Otherwise the idea could be expressed by
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“prepare with erudition so that . . . ,” an idea similar to that
found in 2 Tim 2:5, “study to show thyself approved . . . .” 12

Definitions (1) and (8) serve as a commentary on Mark
9:50b, e;cete evn e`autoi/j a[la kai. eivrhneu,ete evn avllh,loij ,
“have salt in yourselves and be at peace with one another.” 13

A similar idea which relates salt and honor appears in Ezra
4:14, “Now because we eat the salt of the palace (xl;m.
an"x.l;m. al'k.yhe) it is not fitting for us to witness the king's
dishonor”; and in 2 Chron 13:5, “Ought you not to know that
the LORD God of Israel gave the kingship over Israel for ever
to David and his sons by a covenant of salt (xl;m, tyrIB.)?”

Parker (1983: 71), in his discussion of Mark 9:50 asserted
that the verse “is hardly intelligible as it stands,” and asked:
“Did the Aramaic first give the Hebrew shalom, then translate
this into Aramaic sh’lam ? And did our author or a previous
translator take this to be Latin salem  [‘salt’]?” Parker seems
to be unaware that Harris (1937: 185) appealed to a Latinism
in his interpretation of this verse, noting that in idiomatic
Latin ‘salt’ equals the accusative salem (not the nominative
sal ), which led him to conclude that  “ the writer, whoever he
was, of this verse contrasted [Latin salem] salt and [Hebrew
shalom] peace and made them correlative with one another.”

Mann (1986: 384–385), commenting on Mark 9:50, cited
Harris’s interpretation and concluded that it was “still worthy
of consideration.” But, in my opinion, the Semiticism /Arab-
ism cited in definition (8), above, provides a far more reason-
able interpretation of why a[la kai. eivrhneu,ete “salt and
peace” were so formally linked, making automatically a
“covenant of salt” (xl;m, tyrIB.) into a “covenant of peace”
(tyrIB. ~Alv'). 

Definitions (1) and (9) serve as a commentary on Mark
9:50a, eva .n de. to. a[laj a;nalon ge,nhtai evn ti,ni auvto.
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avrtu,sete, “but if the salt has become insipid, how will you

season it.” The Hebrew Vorlage could have read xlmy ~aw
wta wxlmt hmb xlmh, wherein the noun xlm “salt” is
definition (1); the verb xlmy “were to become insipid” is de-

finition (9); and the verb wxlmt “you will season” is defini-
tion (1 [a] ). The saying involved more than simple repetition
of one lexeme. A verb and noun from one lexeme (mlh. ) and
another verb from a second lexeme (ml.h) provided paro-
nomasia enhanced by assonance. But the lexemes mlh.. and
ml.h became homographs in Hebrew which created confusion.

Homographs and Cognates of r[b
The second Hebrew word requiring comment in support of

my reconstruction of the Hebrew text behind Mark 9:49 as

r[bb xlmy lkh yk, “for everyone will be dragged through

the muck” is r[b, stem III, meaning “dung, muck.” This r[b
is the cognate of Arabic ?ª[ª# (ba cara) “he voided dung”; ?ª[ª#
(ba cr) “dung”; and  ?ª[ª$s (mab car) “rectum, intestines, gut”

(Lane 1863: 226–227; KBS 1: 146,). In my opinion, this rare
word appeared in the Hebrew source used by Mark, and it was
read by Mark as the more common homograph r[b “to burn,
to ignite” and the name rA[B' “Torch /Burning” and the noun

hr'[eB. “torch, fire” (BDB 128–129; Jastrow (1903) 183;

KBS 1: 145–146). Other Semitic homographs could easily be
confused with r[b, stem I “to burn” or stem III “dung”—like

r[b stem II “cattle” and its Arabic cognate ?á[ª# (ba cîr) “ass,

camel,” and  Ugaritic b cr “to pillage” (UT 375: #495]), but
none of them fit the context of Mark 9:49. (Hatch and
Redpath [1897: 1242], listed eight different Hebrew words
which were translated by pu /r, including rWa, rWn, vae, and
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hr"[eB..) The homographs r[b “fire” and r[b“dung,” along

with the homographs xlm “salt” and xlm “to drag,” provide

the clues for reconstructing and reinterpreting the enigmatic
saying “all will be salted with fire.”  

CONCLUSIONS

The rush by commentators to interpret eivj th.n ge,ennan
“into the valley of Hinnom” of Mark 9:43, 45, 47 as a meta-
phor for Hell has been counterproductive. Certainly in Mark
9, th.n ge,ennan meant literally “the valley of [the sons of]
Hinnom,” i.e., the place just beyond Jerusalem’s Dung Gate
where more that just dung was deposited. In a culture where
cremation and dismemberment were anathema the watery
burial mentioned in Mark 9:42 may have been preferable to
having one’s corpse dragged through the dung and the decay
at a dump. Jesus gave a fair warning which had overtones of
Deut 13:1–10, which spelled out the penalty for any Israelite
who caused fellow Israelites to stumble from their love and
allegiance to their God. They were to be stoned! 14 In Mark 9:
42–49, Jesus threatened the same fate for anyone who “causes
one of these little ones who believe in me to stumble out of
faith in me (o]j a'n skandali ,sh | e[na tw/n mikrw /n tou ,twn
tw /n pisteuo,ntwn eivj evme). Therefore, instead of being
stoned and then dragged through filth, a clean watery drown-
ing could be seen as a better option for an offender.15 

But the best option  was to enter the Kingdom of God as a
righteous soul, even if dismembered. Jesus may have had in
mind the faithful mother and her seven tortured and dismem-
bered sons who defied Antiochus’ command to violate the
Torah by eating swine’s flesh. One son, speaking out of a
faith shared with his siblings and his mother,16 said to Antio-
chus “You accursed wretch, you dismiss us from this present
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life, but the King of the universe will raise us up to an ever-
lasting renewal of life, because we have died for His laws” (2
Macc 7:9).17 Jesus envisioned such faith from his little ones.

Mark’s Greek text makes it possible to add at least three
lost lexemes to the Hebrew lexicons, namely (1) the ![;B'“to
shout, to rejoice” which survives in the Boanh in the surname
Boanhrge,j of Mark 3:17; (2) the vg<r< “thunder” which sur-
vives in the -rge,j ending of Boanhrge,j ; and (3) the r[;B'
“dung,” hidden behind the pu /r “fire” in Mark 9:49. The r[b
/hr[b which must have been in Mark’s source should have
been translated either as kopri,a “dung heap, garbage pile” or
bo,lbiton “dung, filth,” instead pu /r “fire.”

The enigmas in Mark 9:49–50 become understandable
once it is recognized that the Greek al̀isqh,seta “shall be

salted” and  a`li. “salt” translated a Hebrew text having xlm.
That original xlm in Mark’s Hebrew source—even though
it was the xlm which meant “to drag, to pull”—attracted to
itself a number of other xlm sayings which contained the
xlm meaning “salt.”18 In the oral tradition the precision in
vocalization precluded ambiguities about what was being
said; but the clarity of speech was lost when the sayings be-
came scripted into consonantal texts which inadvertently
created ambiguities due to homographs. Once xlm “to drag”
was misread as xlm “to season,” secondary misreadings were
inevitable, such as reading the rare r[b “dung” as the more
common r[b “torch, fire”—which produced the problematic

“for everyone will be salted with fire.” Mark’s Hebrew Vor-
lage probably read r[bb xlmy lkh yk, meaning “for every
[offender] will be dragged through the muck,” proving Jesus’
point that “it would be better for him [the offender] if a great
millstone were hung round his neck and he were thrown into
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1. The quadri-literal stem F3<@ (radjis), allegedly meaning

“thunder,” was also cited by Rook (1981: 94), who cited Taylor
(1954: 232), who cited Lagrange (1929: 65). Mann (1986: 249), on
the other hand,  cited Lagrange directly. But I have been unable to
find the quadri-literal stem F3<@ (radjis)  in the lexicons of
Castell (1669: 3522–23), Lane (1867: 1065), Hava (1915: 247),
Dozy (1927: 521),  or Wehr (1972: 387) [with the page numbers
cited here being where the word should appear]. I have not seen the
commentary by Lagrange in order to check out his source, but I
suspect that a typographical error has occurred along the way
wherein the letter d was inadvertently added to the transliteration of
the tri-literal stem F3@ (rajis) “thunder,” and the erroneous quadri-

literal F3<@ (radjis) took on a life of its own.

2. Parker’s question (in 1983) about boanhrge,j meaning “the
quaking of the heavens” may have been inspired by Rook’s
proposal (in 1981) that boanhrge,j comes from an original
X[r ynb, meaning “Sons of (the) quaking (heavens),” which
is discussed below.

3. See GKC 85 u and 86 g  for a discussion of the affixed !. The place

name ![oB . (Beon) appears in Num 32:3 and in Jubilees 29:10; and

the name Baia,n (Baean) appears in 1 Macc 5:4. Because ![oB . of

Num 32:3 appears in Num 32:38 as  !A[m. l[;B;, it is commonly

assumed that the name ![oB . is an abbreviation of !A[m. l[;B;
(Moabite Stone, line 9), or !A[m. l[;B; tyBe (Josh 13:17 and the

the sea” than to end up at the local dump. The unseen scaven-
gers in the sea were regarded more favorably than the visible
worms and the smelly smoldering offal just beyond Jeru-
salem’s Dung Gate.

NOTES
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Moabite Stone, line 30), or !A[m. tyBe (Jer 48:23). However, it

seems best to recognize the stem ![;B' as a by-form of the root [;WB,

rather than a rare abbreviation for three different designators (see
KBS 1: 145). If the place name ![oB. is related to the verb [;WB “to

shout,” it would be analogous to the place name hn"Amh] (in Ezek

39:16) which is derived from the stem hm'h' “to roar, to be

boistrous.”

4. For the different ways in which the Hebrew [ was transliterated
in Greek, see the Supplement in Hatch and Redpath (1897:
1–162), passim.  It appeared as the smooth breathing mark V,
or as a g, or it was simply ignored.

5. An analogy for the verb [WB having the by-form !['AB with an
affixed ! is the verb vWB “to be ashamed” having the by-forms

hn"v.B', hv'WB, and tv,Bo— all meaning “shame.”

6. See above, note 1.

7. France (2002: 161) parenthetically noted “(regesh means ‘a
crowd’ or ‘commotion’, and a related Arabic word means
‘thunder’; . . . ” W. L. Lane (1974: 135, fn 60) noted that “vgr
does not mean ‘thunder’ in known Hebrew or Aramaic texts. A
related word in Arabic, however, has this meaning and it is possible
that the expression existed in the popular idiom of Jesus day.”

8. Lightfoot (1859: I: 85–86) in his commentary (first published in
Latin between 1658 and 1674) noted, “The mention of it [the Valley
of Hinnom] in the New [Testament] is only mystical and
metaphorical, and is transferred to denote the place of the damned.
. . . It was the common sink of the whole city; wither all filth, and all
kind of nastiness, met.” Lightfoot (II: 425) had no comment for
9:42, but stated concerning 9:49, “for everyone of them [‘whose
worm dieth not’] shall be seasoned with fire itself, so as to become
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unconsumable, and shall endure forever to be tormented, as salt
preserves from corruption.”  Thus, the problem of how a millstone
and a burial at sea can save a sinner from the eternal fires of Hell
and its everlasting fire-resistant worms was not addressed.

9. The phrase in Mark 9:48, o[pou o` skw,lhx auvtw/n ouv teleuta/| kai.
to. pu/r ouv sbe,nnutai, “where their worm does not die, and the fire

is not quenched” matches the phrase in Isa 66: 24, ~T'[.l;At yKi
hB,k.ti al{ ~V'aiw> tWmt' al{, “their worm shall not die, and their

fire shall not be quenched,” which became in the LXX skw,lhx
auvtw/n ouv teleuth,sei kai. to. pu/r auvtw/n ouv sbesqh,setai. Isa 66:24
belongs to a fragmented literary unit consisting of Isa 65:1–7,
66:17, and 66: 24. This unit had nothing to do with Gehenna or
Hell, but speaks of the penalty to be inflicted upon the idolaters who
worshiped in gardens and tombs. But they themselves would never
be buried or entombed. The very same idea is found in Jeremiah 8:2,
 Wyh.yI hm'd'a]h' ynEP.-l[; !m,dol. WrbeQ'yI al{w>, “and they shall not

be buried; they shall be as dung on the surface of the ground,” and
in 9:22, hd,F'h; ynEP l[; !m,doK. ~d'a'h' tl;b.nI hl'p.n'w>, “the corpse

of the man will fall like dung on the open field.” Jer 16:4, “They
shall die grievous deaths: they shall not be lamented, neither shall
they be buried; they shall be as dung upon the face of the ground,”
and Jer 25:33, “They shall not be lamented, or gathered, or buried;
they shall be dung on the surface of the ground,” are also relevant.

10. Tim McGirk reported in Time magazine (October 21, 2005) that
on the hilltop above the village of Gonbaz in southern Afghanistan
some American soldiers burned the corpses of the two Taliban
fighters. The U.S. military had asked the villagers to pick up the
bodies and bury them according to Muslim ritual, but the villagers
refused. The Australian journalist, Stephen Dupont, video-taped the
cremation and when the tape was aired on Australian television on
Wednesday, October 19, 2005, it unleashed outrage in Afghanistan
and in the Muslim world. Mohammed Omar, a  Kabul cleric,  told
newsmen, “the burning of these bodies is an offense against
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Muslims everywhere. Muslims traditionally bury their dead. Bodies
are burned only in Hell.” Four American soldiers involved in this
battlefield cremation were officially reprimanded, though not
charged with a criminal offense.

11. Jer 38:11 reads in part, yEAlb.W tAbx'S.h; yEAlB. ~V'mi xQ;YIw:
~yxil'm., “and [Ebedmelek] took from there old rags and worn-out

clothes.” The stem bxs “to pull, to drag about”  is the cognate of

Arabic %0D (sah.aba) “to drag” (Lane 1872: 1314); and a
synonym of xlm  “to tear away, to fragment,” the cognate of

Arabic 9ps (mala.ha) “to pull, drag, to break off” (Lane 1885:

2734a; Dozy 1927: II: 611).

12. Nauck (1953: 166 –168) proposed reading the xlwmmw !yrz
“industrious and salted” at the beginning of the Talmudic Tractate
Derek Eretz Zuta as “industrious and bright,” arguing that xlwmm
—meaning literally “having been salted oneself”—was a metaphor
meaning “to be sagacious.” But, in light of definition (7) the He-

brew xlm was actually a homograph which was totally unrelated

to the xlm meaning “salt.” Far from being a metaphor, it was an

independent lexeme meaning “knowledge, science, learning.” But

Nauck took the phrase e;cete evn èautoi/j a[la in Mark 9:50b to be a

very literal translation of the Hebrew xlwmm. The quotation of

Rabbi Yehuda (Nauck 167), xlm hb !yaX hrdqk ahy alw
could have two interpretations. Nauck read it as meaning, “he
should not be like a cooking pot in which is no salt.” But, in light of
the fact that hrdq “cooking pot” was also used for “skull”

(Jastrow 1903: 1318) and xlm could be the cognate of 1ps (milh.)

“knowledge, learning” Rabbi Yehudah may have said, “he
should not be like a skull in which is no knowledge,” i.e., he
should not be a numbskull or nitwit.
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“he should not be like a skull in which is no knowledge,” i.e., he
should not be a numbskull or nitwit.

13. The Alexandrian and Caesarean MSS lack the phrase in Mark
9:49b kai. pa/sa qusi,a a`li, a`lisqh,setai , “and every sacrifice
shall be salted with salt,” which is clearly a reference to Lev 2:13,

 xl'm.Ti xl;M,B; ^t.x'n>mi !B;r>q'-lk'w>
 ^t,x'n>mi l[;me ^yh,l{a/ tyrIB. xl;m, tyBiv.t; al{w>

`xl;m, byrIq.T; ^n>B'r>q'-lK' l[;
And every offering of your grain offering 

you shall salt with salt; 
you shall not allow the salt of the covenant of your God 

to be lacking from your grain offering. 
With all your offerings you shall offer salt.

14. Death to infidels for violating the first two commandments of
the Decalogue was normative and routine, with most executions
being so insignificant they warranted no historical notice. The
stoning of the nameless woman caught in adultery (John 8:3–9)
would have taken place without any historical record had it not
been for the attempt of the scribes and Pharisees to have Jesus
come to the woman’s defense and thereby have Jesus contradict
Moses— then they could have stoned Jesus along with the
adulteress. Similarly, Stephen’s being stoned as an infidel (Acts
7:54–8:3; 9:1–2) was just routine business for Saul of Tarsus who,
having consented to Stephen’s death, proceeded “to lay waste to
the church, and entering house after house he dragged off men and
women and committed them to prison, . . . still breathing threats
and murder against the disciples of the Lord.” The number of and
the names of Saul’s victims, aside from Stephen, were not worth
any historical recognition or record. According to Acts 14:19
“Jews came there [to Lystra] from Antioch and Iconium; and
having persuaded the people, they stoned Paul and dragged him
out of the city, supposing that he was dead” (but Paul was actually
just knocked unconscious and shortly recovered.). Theological
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vigilantes enforcing the Torah were accountable to no one. Their
victims experienced an ignominious death; their remains being
dragged away as trash to be burned. (See McDaniel, “The Ten
Commandments,” pp. 165–170, in The Pastor's Bible Study: A New
Interpreter's Bible Study, Volume II (Nashville: Abingdon Press,
2005).

15. If Gehenna in Mark 9 meant Hell rather than the dump beyond
the Dung Gate, it is difficulty to understand why Jesus said that
death by drowning (9:42) was the better way (kalo,n) to get to
Gehenna or to go to Hell. There is no hint that sea water would be
able to quench the fires of Hell.

16. The mother, who witnessed the torturing and dismemberment
of her children at their martyrdom declared to each son, “. . . the
Creator of the world, who shaped the beginning of man and
devised the origin of all things, will in his mercy give life and
breath back to you again, since you now forget yourselves for the
sake of his laws” (2 Macc 7:23).

17. Note also the apocryphal Wisdom of Solomon 3:1–8, 

But the souls of the righteous are in the hand of God, and no
torment will ever touch them. In the eyes of the foolish they
seemed to have died, and their departure was thought to be
an affliction, and their going from us to be their destruction;
but they are at peace. For though in the sight of men they
were punished, their hope is full of immortality. Having been
disciplined a little, they will receive great good, because God
tested them and found them worthy of himself; like gold in
the furnace he tried them, and like a sacrificial burnt offering
he accepted them. In the time of their visitation they will
shine forth, and will run like sparks through the stubble.
They will govern nations and rule over peoples, and the Lord
will reign over them for ever.

The punishment of the wicked is spelled out in 3:10–13a, 18–19,
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But the ungodly will be punished as their reasoning de-
serves, who disregarded the righteous man and rebelled
against the Lord; for whoever despises wisdom and in-
struction is miserable. Their hope is vain, their labors are
unprofitable, and their works are useless Their wives are
foolish, and their children evil; their offspring are accursed.
. . .  Even if they live long they will be held of no account,
and finally their old age will be without honor. If they die
young, they will have no hope and no consolation in the day
of decision. For the end of an unrighteous generation is
grievous.

18. See notes 12 and 13.



XXIV

HOW DID “RUST” GET INTO MATT 6:19–20

AND “PURSES” GET INTO LUKE 12:33?

Matthew 6:19  
Mh. qhsauri,zete u`mi/n  qhsaurou.j evpi. th/j gh/j(

o[pou sh.j kai. brw/sij avfani,zei 
kai. o[pou kle,ptai dioru,ssousin kai. kle,ptousin\

NAB
Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth,

where moth and decay destroy,
 and thieves break in and steal.

KJV
Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, 

where moth and rust doth corrupt,
and where thieves break through and steal.

Several commentators, including Mounce (1985: 56), Beare
(1987: 182), and Blomberg (1992: 122),1 are of the opinion
that “rust” was first introduced into the English translations of
Matt 6:19–20 by William Tyndale (1526), who translated
these verses as

Gaddre not treasure together on erth, where rust and mothes
corrupte, and wher theves breake through and steale. But
gaddre ye treasure togedder in heven, where nether rust nor
mothes corrupte, and wher theves nether breake vp, nor yet
steale.

But Tyndale was actually following John Wycliffe (1389)
who translated the verses as
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Nyle 3e tresoure to 3ou tresours in erthe, wher rust and
mou3the distruyeth, and wher theues deluen out and stelen.
But tresoure 3ee to 3ou tresouris in heuene. Wher neither rust
ne mou3the distruyeth, and wher theues deluen nat out, ne
stelen.

It is obvious that Wycliffe and Tyndale were not translating
here from the Greek text which has brw/ sij  meaning “food.”
According to Hatch and Redpath (1954: 231–232), the Greek
brw/sij appears in the Septuagint thirty-three times as the

translation of the Hebrew lka “to eat / food”—which is com-

parable to the thirty-nine times the synonym brw/ma “food”
was used to translate lka or one of its derivatives.2 

It is equally obvious that Wycliffe and Tyndale were  trans-
lating here from the Vulgate which, for these verses, reads

Nolite thesaurizare vobis thesauros in terra
 ubi erugo et tinea demolitur 
ubi fures effodiunt et furantur.

Lay not up to yourselves treasures on earth: 
where the rust and moth consume, 

and where thieves break through and steal.

The Latin erugo /aerugo definitely means “rust” and it was
used correctly to translate the ivo .j “rust” in James 5:3. More-
over, just as the “rust” in the translations of Wycliffe and
Tyndale does not render the Greek brw/ sij “food,” neither
does the Vulgate’s erugo “rust” translate brw/ sij. The Greek
brw/ sij and the Vulgate’s erugo —along with the Peshit.ta’s
A\>) (cakla c) “eaters /worms” and the Old Syriac’s LB{#

(mh.abel ) “worm”—can be accounted for by postulating a

Hebrew Vorlage which read wlkay lkaw ss ~X rXa. This
Hebrew phrase is unintentionally ambiguous.3 It can mean
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literally “where maggot and worm eat” or “where moth and
food eat .”  In my opinion, Jesus intended his words to mean
the former, but when the phrase was translated into Greek
(sh.j kai. brw/sij), it was given the latter meaning. 

Another ambiguous lka appears in Mal 3:11, which reads

hm'd'a]h' yrIP.-ta, ~k,l' txiv.y:-al{w lkeaoB' ~k,l' yTir>[;g"w> and

was translated in the NRS as, “I will rebuke the locust for
you, so that it will not destroy the produce of your soil”

(italics added). Other translations render the MT lkeao as
“devourer, insects, pests.” But the Septuagint reads, kai.
diastelw/ um̀i/n eivj brw/sin kai. ouv mh. diafqei,rw um̀w/n
to .n karpo.n th /j gh/j , “and I will appoint food for you, and

I will not destroy the fruit of your land.”4 The lka in the
Hebrew Vorlage of Matt 6:19–20 suffered the same mis-
understanding when it was translated from Hebrew into
Greek. The translator of the Greek rendered it as brw/sij
“food” when it should have been skw,lhx “maggot, worm.”5

Support for the above reconstructed Hebrew Vorlage comes

from the Peshit.ta, which reads as follows in Matt 6:19,

A`rAb )+~I* nW<l nW~I*+ AL

NI\B{# A\>)w A%*d r=)

NIB[gw NI&\f AB[gd A<i)w6

la% c tsîmûn lkûn sîma%ta%c bacr ca
catar dsa%sa% c wackla%c mh.ablîn

wacykac dgana%bec pa%lsîn wga%nbîn

Do not lay up for yourselves treasures on earth 
where the maggot and worm are destroyers.

and where thieves are breaking in and stealing.
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Noteworthy is the A\>) (ackla%c = alka) “eater /worm/
maggot” (Payne Smith 1903: 15; Jennings 1926: 21) Al-
though it could be a contextually meaningless  translation of
the Greek brw/ sij “food” or a meaningful translation of the
Vulgate’s erugo “rust,” it may well retain the noun that was
in the original Hebrew saying and point the interpreter in the
right direction for reconstructing the phrase.

The Old Syriac of Matt 6:19 differs from the Peshit.ta. It
reads

A`rAb )+~I* nW<l nW~I*+ AL

LB{#w A%* l<]d r=)

NIB[gw aB[g  NI&\fd r=)w

la% c tsîmûn lkûn sîma%ta%c bacr ca
catar dnkl  sa%sa% c wamh.ablîn

wcatar dpa%lsîn gana%bec wga%nbîn

Do not lay up for yourselves treasures on earth 
where the maggot and destroyer7 devour,

and where thieves are breaking in and stealing. 

The verb l<] (nekul) is a defective spelling for the 3ms im-

perfect lW<A] (neckûl) “it will devour” (= lkay). It provides
the clue for reconstructing the verb in the Vorlage as wlkay
“they will devour.”

The Peshit.ta of Matt 6:20 b has ALw A%* ALd A<i)

NI\B{# A\>) (cayka% c dla% c sa%sa% c wla% c cakla% c mh.ablîn)

“where neither the maggot nor the worm are destroyers”—
which matches the words in 6:19 b. But the Old Syriac varies
a little, reading A\>)w . LB{# A%* ALd r=) (catar
dla% c sa%sa% c mah.bil. wa ckla% c) “where there are not devouring

maggots [.] and eaters /worms.”
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The various words attested in the versions of Matt 6:19–20,
along with cognates, permit the following equation: 

ss' = sh .j = A%* (sa%sa% c ) = EÑD (sûs)

= erugo =  h['leAT =  hM'rI = bq 'r" 
= “moth, maggot, worm, eater, borer 

+ decay, rottenness, and rot.”8 

All of the words in this equation could well translated the

Semitic lka and /or one of its derivative forms.9  The precise
identification of the insect or rot involved will be determined
by context. If the insect is feeding on clothes it will be  the
larvae of the moth; but if it is feeding on a carcass, it will be
a maggot. In the case of Matt 6:19–20 the translation will be
different if the focus is on the treasure or on the ‘treasurer’
(the ‘treasurer’ found seven times in this study does not mean
‘the controller of funds’ but those ‘controlled by treasures’).

Davies and Allison (1988: 628) noted that James 5:2–3
“may well be based upon the saying preserved in Mt 6.
19–21.” Or it may go the other way around. These words
from James 5, 

your riches have rotted (se,shpen),
and your garments are moth-eaten (shto,brwta), 

your gold and silver have rusted (kati,wta), 

appear to have influenced the interpretation of Matt 6:19–20
and Luke 12:33, in that the focus of attention has been on the
loss treasures of garments and gold, rather that being on the
treasurer’s mortality wherein worms and maggots will have
the last word, so to speak.10

Beare (1987: 181–182) in his following statement reflects
the interpretation of most commentators that the focus in Matt
6:19–20 was on the treasure,11 not the ‘treasurer.’  
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The kind of ‘treasures on earth’ which are envisaged in
the basic charge are textiles, which may be destroyed by
insects, and such things as gold, silver, and jewels, which
may be carried off by robbers. . . . If he accumulates
earthly treasures—chests of sumptuous clothing or of
gold and jewels—his heart is bound to the earth; if he
seeks to accumulate treasures in heaven, his heart is fixed
on heavenly things.

The parable of the rich fool in Luke 12:16–21 and the par-
allel commands in Luke 12:33 provide clues for  interpreting
Matt 6:19–20. But Luke 12:33 has its own problem which
must be addressed first. According to Luke 10:4, Jesus pro-
hibited his disciples from carrying a purse, stating

 mh. basta,zete balla,ntion( mh. ph,ran( mh. up̀odh,mata(
 kai. mhde,na kata. th.n od̀o.n avspa,shsqe, 

Carry no purse, no bag, no sandals; 
and salute no one on the road.

Luke 22:34 indicates that the disciples had carefully obeyed,

Ote avpe,steila um̀a/j a;ter ballanti,ou 
kai . ph,raj kai. u`podh ma ,twn( 

mh , tinoj u `sterh,sateÈ oi ` de . ei =pan( Ouvqeno,j ,

When I sent you out with no purse or bag or sandals,
 did you lack anything? They said, “Nothing.”12

Thus, it is surprising to learn in Luke 12:33 that Jesus in-
structed not just his disciples but his entire “little flock” (to.
mikro.n poi,mnion) to “get yourselves purses that do not wear
out” (poih,sate eàutoi/j balla,ntia mh. palaiou,mena). This
seeming contradiction in Jesus’ instructions apparently emer-
ged when one word in Luke’s Hebrew source was misread. In
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the Septuagint balla,ntia “purse” translated the rArc. in Job

14:17 and the syKi in Prov 1:14. If Luke’s Hebrew source read

wlby al rXa ~ysk ~kl wX[, it could mean either (1)
“make for yourselves purses (balla,ntia) which do not wear
out,” or (2) “make for yourselves clothes (i`ma,tia) which do
not wear out.” The Hebrew ~ysk (scriptio defectiva) is unin-

tentionally ambiguous. It can be read as ~ysiKi, the plural of

syKi “purse,” or as ~yIsuK., the plural of yWsK. “clothing, cover”

(Jastrow 1903: 633, 652).13

In light of the promise in Luke 12:28, “if God so clothes the
grass . . . how much more will he clothe you,” the ~ysk in
Luke’s Hebrew source should have been read as ~yIsuK.
“clothes” (scriptio plene = ~yyIWsK.) rather than as ~ysiKi
“purses” (scriptio plene  = ~ysiyK i).14 This interpretation
brings Jesus’ instruction in line with his earlier prohibition
against the use of purses. Once Luke 12:33b is read as
“provide for yourselves clothes which do not grow old, with
a treasure in the heavens that does not fail,” the metaphor and
equation become obvious: the ageless clothes = heaven’s
everlasting treasure, i.e., everlasting life. This interpretation
matches perfectly with the words of Paul in 2 Cor 5:2–4, “We
groan, longing to be clothed with our heavenly dwelling, . . .
not that we would be unclothed, but that we would be further
clothed, so that what is mortal may be swallowed up by life.”
Paul would have the Corinthians “provide for themselves
ageless clothes,” i.e., God’s gift of heaven’s treasure. The
words ring true to the words of Isaiah (61:10), “For he hath
clothed me with the garments of salvation, he hath covered
me with the robe of righteousness.” This interpretation also
matches perfectly with the words of Enoch 62:13–16,
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And the righteous and elect shall be saved on that day, and
they shall never thenceforward see the face of the sinners and
unrighteous. And the Lord of Spirits will abide over them, and
with that Son of Man shall they eat and lie down and rise up
for ever and ever. And the righteous and elect shall have risen
from the earth, and ceased to be of downcast countenance. And
they shall have been clothed with garments of glory, and these
shall be the garments of life from the Lord of Spirits. Your
garments shall not grow old, nor your glory pass away before
the Lord of Spirits.

In the parable of the rich fool in Luke 12 the focus of at-
tention was not on the treasure but on the ‘treasurer.’ The
treasure was simply a lot of karpo,j  “crops,” stored in  easily
accessible barns; but the ‘treasurer’ was a plou,sioj “a rich
man.” As depicted by Jesus, though not stated directly,  the
foolish farmer lived according to the maxim espoused in Prov

13:8, Arv.[' vyai-vp,n< rp,Ko , “The ransom of a man’s life is

his wealth!” Prosperity was the LORD s gift to the righteous as
promised in the Torah: “The LORD will command the blessing
upon you in your barns . . . . The LORD will make you abound
in prosperity . . . in the fruit of your ground” (Deut 28:9, 11).
The foolish farmer was religious man in traditional ways, so
“the more the merrier!” But before the bugs would make their
way into the foolish farmer’s barns, the maggots and worms
would feast on his body: “Fool! This night your soul is
required of you!” The rich man had laid up treasures on earth,
but maggots and worms were his final acquisition and the
grave his final destination.”15

But there was no security for the foolish farmer even in his
grave—not for him nor for any treasure buried with him.
Grave robbers were real and abundant;16 and in their own way
they too were just laying up treasures on earth for themselves,
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not knowing that their souls would be required of them. More
worms and maggots—not rust and larvae —would feast on
newly fallen fools. Such is the fate of those who lay up for
themselves treasures on earth were maggots and worms con-
sume ‘treasurers’—not just treasures.

Once the lkaw ss “maggots and body-worms” in the Vor-
lage of Matt 6:19–20 became sh.j kai. brw/sij “moths and
food”—which eventuated in English to the “moth and rust”—
a disconnect was made, precluding the parable of the rich fool
from becoming a commentary on the command to “Lay not up
for yourselves treasures upon earth . . . but lay up for
yourselves treasure in heaven,” i.e.,  “Seek first the kingdom
of God and his righteousness (Matt 6:33) . . . and you will
have treasure in heaven (Luke 18:22), for where your treasure
is, there will your heart be also (Luke 12:34, Matt 6:21).” 

The question raised above in the title, “How did “rust” get
into Matt 6:19–20 and “purses” get into Luke 12: 33?” has
now been answered. When Jesus spoke his words in Hebrew
or Aramaic they rang with clarity and were deemed by others
to be worthy of being recorded. But, thanks to a spelling
system which used only consonants, ambiguities became
rampant once sayings were written down. Homographs were
no problem for those who had actually heard Jesus speak. But
where there was no oral recollection, varied interpretations of

the written consonant clusters soon emerged, like the ~ysk,

noted above, which could mean either “purses” or “clothes.”
Compounding the problem was the semantic range of some

Semitic stems like lka , which could mean either “food” or
“feces,” as well as “eater”—which in turn could mean “rust”
or “worms” or “maggots.” 
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1. Beare stated in his commentary, 

There is no word corresponding to ‘worm’. In Matthew, the
Greek word is brw/ sij, which means literally ‘eating’. The
more familiar rendering ‘rust’ goes back to Tyndale, and is
used in all classic English versions except the Geneva Bible
(1562), which replaces it with ‘canker’.

Bloomberg noticed, similarly, that the “rust” really meant “eat-
ing.” Davies and Allison (1988: 629) referred to Tyndale but did
not identify him as the first to introduce “rust” into this verse.

2.  Liddell and Scott (1940:332) gave the following definitions for
brw/ sij:  (1) meat, (2) pasture, (3) eating, (4) taste, flavor, (5)

Once the “maggot” is restored in Matt 6:19–20 and the
thieves mentioned there are recognized as “grave-robbers,” it
becomes obvious that “laying up treasure in heaven,” and
“providing one’s self with the ageless clothes of heaven’s
eternal treasure” (Luke 12:33) address the reality of human
mortality, as well as the promise of immortality. This is the
reality about which Paul wrote in 1 Cor 15:53–54,

 For this perishable nature must put on the imperishable,
and this mortal nature must put on immortality. When the
perishable puts on the imperishable, and the mortal puts
on immortality, then shall come to pass the saying that is
written: ‘Death is swallowed up in victory.’

It is not just earth’s treasures which are perishable, earth’s
‘treasurers’—those who lay up treasures—are equally des-
tined for death and decay. Thus, Jesus commanded his little
flock to “be rich toward God” (Luke 12:21) and secure the
ageless clothes of  heaven’s everlasting treasure (Luke 12:33).

NOTES
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decay, and (6) corrosion, rust in Matt 6:19. Its synonym, brw/ ma,
can mean (1) food, meat, that which is eaten, (2) tooth cavity, (3)
moth eating, (4) filth [i.e., the food in the intestines, like the

Aramaic al'k.Wa “excrement,” cited by Jastrow 1903: 25]. Defini-

tion (6) above for brw/ sij cannot be sustained. Arndt and Gingrich
(1957: 147) called attention to the Epistle of Jeremiah 1:10 (=
RSV 6:12) which reads in part, “[gods] which cannot save them-

selves from rust and corrosion (avpo. ivou/ kai. brwma,twn).” They
noted that a few manuscripts of the epistle have brw/ sij instead of

brw,mata being used along with the Vio,j “rust.” These variant
readings led them to conclude rightly that this combination of Vio,j
and brw/ sij argues against the identification of brw/ sij in Matt

6:19–20 with Vio,j. (For Vio,j “rust” see Liddell and Scott : 832.) 

3.  Compare the text in Shem Tob’s Hebrew Gospel of Matthew,

where the ambiguities in 6:19 were modified by having bq'r"
“decay” (but not aB'q .r I ‘rust’) rather than ss, and h[lwt “grub”

rather than lka. The full verse reads

wbrt l) {hl rm) dw( 

jr)b twrcw) rwbcl 

h(lwtw bqr wnlk)y# ydk 

.{wbngyw {ybngh wrpxy w)

Again he said to them:

Do not keep on heaping up treasures on earth

so that decay and grub devour it

or thieves dig through and steal.

The ambiguities in 6:20 were fixed by having ~yr “worm” rather

than ss, and again h[lwt “grub” rather than lka. The full verse

reads:
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{ym#b twrcw) {kl w#( 

{lk)y )l h(lwtw hmyr# {wqmb 

wbngyw wrpxy )l {ybngh# {wqmbw

Make for yourselves treasures in heaven

where the worm and the grub do not devour them

and where thieves do not dig through and steal.

(Howard 1995: 24–25.)

4.  Davies and Allison (1988: 629) are incorrect in their statement
that, “In Mal 3.11 LXX A, the word [brw/ sij] means ‘grass-

hopper’.” Hebrew lka could be used for a grasshopper, as well as

for food; but brw/ sij did not mean “rust,” nor did it mean “grass-
hopper.”

5. Davies and Allison (1988: 631) conjectured a bit about the
Semitic original of this saying since Matthew’s  dioru,ssw “to
break in” appears in Luke 12:33 as evggi,zw “to draw near.” 

If Luke is in fact original, it is more likely that assonance

characterized the Semitic original, for ‘draw near’ could be

qe7re%b, ‘moth’ could be rûqba% c, ‘destroy’ could be re7qa%b, and

‘worm’ could be raqqa%ba% c. [Does one interpretation of rqbc

= ‘worm’ or ‘rust’ stand behind Jas 5.2–3, another behind

the synoptics?] 

The answer to their closing question is a “No!” The attested mis-

interpretation of lka in Mal 3:11 tilts the scales in favor of

reconstructing the Vorlage with lka rather than bqr— for there

is no attested confusion between the Hebrew bq'r" “decay” and the

Aramaic  aB'Q 'r ; “wood-worm”or aB'Q 'r I“rust.” For the combina-

tion of “moth” and “worm,” note the addition in the Septuagint  to

Prov 25:20, w[sper sh.j i`mati,w| kai. skw,lhx xu,lw| ou[twj lu,ph
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avndro.j bla,ptei kardi,an, “as a moth in a garment, and a worm in
wood, so the grief of a man hurts the heart.”

6. Lamsa (1957: 956), following the Vulgate, paraphrased the
Peshit.ta’s reading Matt 6:19–20 as follows: 

Do not lay up for yourselves treasures buried in the ground,
a place where rust and moth destroy and where thieves break
through and steal. But lay up for yourselves a treasure in
heaven, where neither rust nor moth destroys, and where
thieves do not break through and steal.

7. The root meaning of lBx (h.bal) is “to twist, to writhe,” sug-
gesting that the “destroyer” in this context—where the maggot is
mentioned—is a twisting, slithering worm.

8. See the various lexicons, sub voce. The Greek sh .j “moth” is no

doubt a loanword from Semitic. In the Septuagint sh .j “moth”

occurs in Isa 50:9, 51:8;  Job 4:19, 27:18; and  Prov 14:30. These
bugs gave those who translated the Hebrew into Greek a hard time.

Although the v[ ' in Isa 50:9 was rightly translated by sh,j “moth,”

the v[ ' in Isa 51:8 became cro,noj “time,” as though the Vorlage

had t[ instead of  v[. But the ss ' in this verse was rightly

rendered as sh,j. In Hosea 5:12 the v[ “moth” was translated as

tarach, “trouble,” and the bqr “decay, wood-worm, or rust” be-

came ke,ntron “goad.”

9. The following Arabic cognates of Hebrew lka provide evi-

dence that the Hebrew root could also have been used for “rust”
and “corrosion,” as understood by the Saint Jerome.

• qk! (cakala) “to eat, eat away, corrode, to rust,”

• Çpkå (cakilat ) “corrosion, rust,”
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• r"kê (cukâl ) “corrosion, ”

• r"kê (cukâl ) “corroded, cankered, decayed,”

• qkë(s (muta cakkil )“corroded, rusty, rust-eaten,”

• qkç(s (muta cakil ) “corroded, rusty, rust-eaten.”

See Lane 1865: 71–72; Wehr 1979: 27; Hava 1915: 11.

10. The following texts provide compelling commentary for this
interpretation.

Job 25:6

h['leAT ~d'a'-!b,W hM'rI vAna/-yKi @a;  
“How much less man, who is a maggot,
 and the son of man, who is a worm!”

Isaiah 51:12

vAna/me yair>yTiw: T.a;- ymi
 `!teN"yI rycix' ~d'a'-!B,miW tWmy"

Who are you that you are afraid of man who dies, 
of the son of man who is made like grass.

Sirach 17:30 
ouv ga.r du,natai pa,nta ei=nai evn avnqrw,poij

o[ti ouvk avqa,natoj ui`o.j avnqrw,pou

For not everything is within human capability, 
since human beings are not immortal.

11.  Allen (1912: 61) cited the Testament Levi 13:6, “Do righteous-
ness, my sons, upon earth, that you may have treasure in heaven.”
By way of commentary Albright and Mann (1971: 79) cited from
Baba Bathra 11a and Tosefta Peah iv, 18  two sayings of King
Monobaz of Adiabene who had embraced Judaism: “My fathers
stored in a place where the hand can reach, but I have stored in a
place where the hand cannot reach,” and “My fathers gathered for
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this world, but I have gathered for the future world.” (Simon and
Slotki, 1935: 52–53). Davies and Allison (1988: 631) provide a
few more lines in their quotation of King Monobaz and call atten-
tion to Tobit 4:8–9, Psalms of Solomon. 9:5, 2 Baruch 24:1; Sirach
29:10–13; Gospel of Thomas 76; and a number of other texts.
Keener (1999: 228–231) also provides a very helpful survey, with
full bibliography, on the attitudes toward wealth and possessions
in the Graeco-Roman and Jewish literature.

12. According to Matt 10:9 and Mark 6:8, purses were allowed but
money was not to be put in them. But in John 13:29 and Luke
22:36 some disciples carried purses in which there was money.

13. It could also be ~ysiKo , the plural of sAK “cup” or sAK “thorn.”

14. Hebrew  syKi “bag, purse,” is the cognate of Arabic Fák (kîs)

“purse,” which is perhaps a loanword from the Persian ÇCák (kîst).

Hebrew hS'Ki “to clothe, to cover” is the cognate of the Arabic ÑCk
(kasa% / kasw) “to clothe, to dress” and ‘’\çCk(kisa%c) “clothes, gar-

ment, dress” (Castell 1669: 1718, 1767; Golius 1669: 487; Lane
1885: 2640; 1893: 3000; Hava 1915: 655;  Wehr 1979: 969–970;
BDB 476, 491–  492).

15. The words of James 5:3, kai. o ` ivo .j . . . fa,getai ta.j sa,rkaj

u`mw/n w`j pu/r “and the rust . . . shall eat your flesh like fire,”

could well refer to the grave worms.

16. Brown (1970: 984) noted that “Tomb robbery was a trouble-
some crime at this time [early 1st century A.D.], as witnessed in an
imperial edict against it.” This edict was issued by Claudius and
was found in an inscription discovered at Nazereth. Barrett (1989:
15) provides bibliography and the following translation:
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Ordinance of Caesar. It is my pleasure that graves and tombs

remain undisturbed in perpetuity for those who have made

them for the cult of their ancestors or children or members of

their house. If however any man lay information that another

has either demolished them, or has in any other way extracted

the buried, or has maliciously transferred them to other places

in order to wrong them, or has displaced the sealing or other

stones, against such a one I order that a trial be instituted, as

in respect of the gods, so in regard to the cult of mortals. For

it shall be much more obligatory to honour the buried. Let it

be absolutely forbidden for anyone to disturb them. In case of

contravention I desire that the offender be sentenced to capital

punishment on charge of violation of sepulture.



XXV

ADAM, ENOSH, AND “THE SON OF MAN”

INTRODUCTION 

In John 9:35 the manuscripts and versions differ over
which title was actually used by Jesus. The Greek manuscripts

p66, 75 a B D W read to .n ui`o .n tou/ avnqrw,pou “the son of the
man,” but manuscripts A K L X D Q Y read to .n uiò.n tou/
qeou/ “the Son of the God.” The Peshitta reads here hRBv

)Hl)d “in the Son of the God,” but the Old Syriac reads

A&])d hRBv  “in the Son of the Man.” Bernard (1923:

338) opted for the reading avnqrw,pou , arguing “if the ‘the
Son of God’ were the original reading here, it is surprising
that scribes should have altered it to ‘the Son of Man,’ which
does not appear in any of the other confessions of faith . . . .”
Likewise, Brown (1966: 375) considered the “Son of God”
reading to be “clearly the substitution of a more customary
and complete formula of Christian faith, probably under the
influence of the use of this passage in baptismal liturgy and
catechesis.” 

But in light of John 3:16–18, 10:34–36, and 11:4, the
manuscript tradition followed by the Vulgate (tu credis in
Filium Dei) seems preferable. Had the question by Jesus been
“Do you believe in ‘the Son of the Man?’” the man’s reply
might well have been, “Sir, what do you mean by that?”
Biblical scholars have ever since  been asking “What is the

meaning of  the arthrous o ̀ui`o.j tou/ avnqrw,pou?” 1 Bernard
(1928: cxxii–cxxxiii) presented a helpful summary of the
issues involved in the interpretation of “the Son of the Man,”
and he concluded (cxxxiii), “It was not a recognized title of
Messiah, and was not interpreted as such; rather was it always
enigmatic to those who heard it applied by Jesus to Himself.”
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But Fitzmyer (1979, 154) concluded that the arthrous o` ui`o.j
tou/ avnqrw,pou must be read as a title for Jesus, although the
“development of the titular usage is not immediately obvious,
and the missing link still has to be  found .” The remainder of

this study focuses on the enigmatic Hebrew ~da !b, Xna !b,

and Xwna rb and the Aramaic Xwna rb. All possible options

will be reviewed, and the “missing link” will be presented.

An important clue to the different meanings of ~da !b in
Biblical Hebrew comes from the statement made by the
Roman centurion found in Matt 8:9 in the Shem Tob Hebrew
Gospel of Matthew, which dates to the fourteenth century.2

The verse reads,

tl`mm yl `yw afwj !da ynaw
!ybkwrw !y`rpw !y`wryp ydy tjt

abyw ab ^lyw ^l !hm ��al yna rmwaw
. w`[yw hz w`[ ydb[lw

This was interpreted by George Howard (1995: 33) to mean

I am a sinful man and I have authority 
under the Pharisees and [I have] horses and riders

 and I say to one of them go and he goes, 
come and he comes, 

and to my servants do this and they do it.
The very idea, though, of a Roman centurion’s being ac-

countable to the Pharisees staggers the imagination. But this
is the only translation available given the definitions in
current lexicons of Biblical and post-Biblical Hebrew and

Aramaic, where ~da must mean (1) man, (2) red, (3) blood,
(4) Adam, or (5) Edom, which was also a code word for
Rome (BDB 9–10; Jastrow 1903: 15–17; KBS 70–73).
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Ugaritic and Arabic cognates (Gordon 1965: 352; Lane 1863:
35–36) support all of these definitions except for making Edom
a code name for Rome. But only the first of these definitions,
“man,” fits  the context of the centurion’s self introduction and
was consequently the basis or Howard’s translation and has

been the basis for all studies to date on the meaning of ~da !b
(ui`oij avnqrw,pou) “Son of Man” or ~dah !b (o` ui`o.j tou/

avnqrw,pou) “the Son of the Man.” 

But other definitions of ~da , attested in Arabic cognates,
need to be added to the Hebrew lexicons. In addition to the

Arabic Ås< ! (cadam î ) “relating to Adam”  = “human” 3 are

the following Arabic words for which there were certainly

Hebrew cognates in use in Biblical times:

• u< ! (c idâmu) and »¯u[ (cadamat) “ the chief, and provost,

of his people, the aider, the manager of the affairs, ” which

would be the cognate of the ~d"a'  in Gen 1:26, “let us make

ADAM . . . and let them rule.”

• uu[ (cadama) “he effected a reconciliation between them and

brought them together, made them sociable, or familiar with
one another, made them to agree, induced love and agreement

between them,” the participle of which would appear as ~dEao
in Hebrew;

• »su[ (cudmat) “agreement, familiarity, sociableness, com-

panionship, a means of access,”  which would be hm'dE ao  in
Hebrew;

• uuË¯ (mû cdam) “beloved, an object of love,” which is from

the root ~da and would appear as ~d"aWm .4

  The first of these definitions was surely to be found on the
lips of  the Roman centurion (ek̀ato ,ntarcoj) when he identi-
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fied himself to Jesus as an ~d"ae “a provost.” This interpreta-
tion is reenforced by the second word from the centurion’s

lips, ajwx, which is not the very common participle ajeAx
“sinner,” where the w is the vowel letter for A. This ajwx is

the cognate of the Arabic S!Ñ/ (h.uwwa%ct. ) “superintendent,

manager, the one in charge.” Thus, the w of ajwx here is a

consonant; and the a of this aj'W" xu is an Aramaism in the

dialect of the centurion (for the jW"xuh; one would expect in

Hebrew).5 Consequently, a more accurate translation of  ynIa]w:
aj'W"xu ~d"ae in the centurion’s self introduction to Jesus would

be “for I am a provost, the one in charge.” 6 

In the Shem Tob text this is followed quite logically by the

statement tlXmm yl Xyw “and I have authority,” after which
the centurion spelled out the nature of his authority. But the
Greek and Latin texts of Matt 8:9 differ from the Shem Tob
text—which is but one piece of evidence that the Shem Tob
text is not a simple translation of the Greek or Latin Gospel
of Matthew. The Greek and Latin texts of Matt 8:9, along
with their English translations, read as follows:

kai. ga.r evgw. a;nqrwpo,j eivmi up̀o. evxousi,an(
e;cwn up̀V evmauto.n stratiw,taj(

kai . le,gw tou,tw |( Poreu,qhti( kai. poreu,etai( 
kai . a;llw|( :Ercou( kai. e;rcetai( 

kai. tw/| dou,lw| mou( Poi ,hson tou/to( kai. poiei /Å7

RSV
For I am a man under authority, with soldiers under me; 

and I say to one, ‘Go,’  and he goes, 
and to another, ‘Come,’  and he comes, 

and to my slave, ‘Do this,’  and he does it.
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VULGATE
 nam et ego homo sum sub potestate habens sub me milites 

et dico huic vade et vadit et alio veni et venit
 et servo meo fac hoc et facit.

DOUAY RHEIMS

For I also am a man subject to authority, 
having under me soldiers; and I say to this, 

Go, and he goeth, and to another Come, and he cometh,
 and to my servant, Do this, and he doeth it.

The most conspicuous difference between the Greek and
Latin texts when compared with the Shem Tob text is that the
u`po. evxousi,an and sub potestate have the centurion saying he
is “under authority” rather than  “I have authority.” The one
translation agreeing with Shem Tob in the centurion’s “hav-
ing authority” is the Old Syriac text which reads

A[_LW? Yl +i)d A]) )Rbg Rig A]) p)
cap cena% c ger gabra%c cena% c d ci%t liy šûlt. a%na%c

“for I am also a man having  authority.”

However, the Peshit. ta here has A[_LW? +IX=d A])

(cena% c dith.êt šûlt. a%na%c), “I am under authority.” In the parallel
account in Luke 7:8, both the Peshit. ta and Old Syriac have

 A[_LW? =W}= A]Db`&~ d A]) 

(cena% c damša cbadna%c  [damša cbad cna%c] th.ût  šûlt. a%na%c)
 I am made to serve, I am under authority.

Because everyone in the Roman Empire was under the
authority of Caesar, there was little need for the centurion to
state this in his self introduction. Therefore, the reading of the
Old Syriac and the Shem Tob texts reflect the  most accurate
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Hebrew textual tradition. The words  tlXmm yl Xyw ajwx
“the-one-in-charge and I have authority” are reflected no-
where in the Greek and Latin text traditions. But it is most
unlikely that a redactor would have created the phrase which

included the rare ajwx ~da “a provost, the-one-in-charge.”
Thus the rare ~da “a provost” and jwx “the-one-in-charge”
definitely need to be added to the Hebrew lexicons.8

EZEKIEL AS A  ~da !b 
Just as the Arabic cognate u< ! (c idâmu) “provost” clarifies

the meaning of the ~da (= ~d"ae) spoken by the Roman

centurion, the Arabic uu[ (cadama) “he effected a reconcilia-

tion” clarifies the ~da !b (ui`ou/ avnqrw,pou) “son of man”
which appears about one hundred ninety  times in the Bible,
most frequently in Ezekiel where it appears ninety-three

times.9 The ~da !b in Ezekiel may not have been the generic

“Son of Man” but the title ~dEao !B, “Conciliator /Reconciler.”

The ~da in this title may have done double duty, referring 

•  to Yahweh who was seeking reconciliation with the un-
repentant Israelites: “For on my holy mountain, the moun-

tain height of Israel, says the Lord Yahweh (hwIhy> yn"doa]),
there all the house of Israel, all of them, shall serve me in

the land; there I will accept them (~cer>a ,). . . . As a soothing

aroma I will accept you (~k,t.a, hc,r>a,) when I bring you

out from the peoples and gather you from the lands where
you are scattered; and I will prove Myself holy among you
in the sight of the nations” (Ezek 20:40–41); and

• to Ezekiel who was Yahweh’s agent of reconciliation: “So
you, ~da !b ‘Reconcilor,’ I have made a watchman for the
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house of Israel; whenever you hear a word from my mouth,
you shall give them warning from me” (Ezek 33:7).

Failure to recognize that the ~da !b in Ezekiel was not
“the son of man” but the “Son of Conciliation /Conciliator”
greatly distorted the balance in the book between (1) the
manifold threats of death for the inhabitants of Judah and the
destruction of Jerusalem, and (2) the far fewer promises that
Yahweh would be their Good Shepherd (Ezek 34:11–31) and
give the Israelites a new heart and a new spirit (Ezek 36:
26–30). Punctuated throughout the entire book of Ezekiel is
Yahweh’s call for reconciliation with the rebellious Israelites
—announced ninety-three times, as a matter of fact, in
Ezekiel’s title, “Son of Conciliation /Reconciler.” 

THE MEANINGS OF Xna !b AND Xna rb
Just as ~da had all the different meanings noted above

(man, red, blood, Adam, Edom, Rome, provost, and recon-

ciler), so also Xna had multiple meanings. Psa 144:3 provides

one clear definition:

 WhbeV.x;T.w: vAna/-!B, Wh[ed'Tew: ~d'a'-hm' hw"hy>
 Yahweh, what is man that you acknowledge him, 

or the son of man that you take thought of him?

The ~d"a' and vAna/-!B, are synonymous, meaning “man”

(i.e., gender inclusive humanbeings). The Arabic cognate of

vAna is Fw! (canisa) “to be friendly, to be social” (Lane 1863:

113). Hebrew lexicons list several other meanings:

•  vn:a' “to be weak, to be sick,” with -áw ! (canî.ta) being

its Arabic cognate,
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• vn:a' “to be soft, to be delicate,” with -w! (canu.t) being

its Arabic cognate.

•  vWna ' “to be strong, severe, overwhelming.”10

These meanings are of no help in clarifying the title “Son of

Man,” whether it be the  Hebrew vAna/-rB; and  vAna/- !B, or
the Aramaic vn"a/-rB;.

Hebrew vAna/-!B , and Aramaic vn"a/-rB; (unlike ~d"a'-!B,)
could have triggered a number derogatory word-plays, analo-
gous to that of Simon Bar-Kokba, “Son of a Star,” who was
known to his enemies as Simon Bar-Kozeba, “Son of a Lie.”11

Given the occasional interchange of  v /f /s,  the Xna could

equal sN"a;, “a violent man” (Jastrow 1903: 86), and Xna rb
could mean “son of violence, a felon.” Also, given the occa-

sional interchange of the a and the [, the Xna rb could be a

variant of vn< [o-rB;, meaning “convict” (derived from vn,[o
“punishment, fine, mulct”) (Jastrow 1903: 1055).12 And given

the interchange of a and  [ the Xna could be the cognate of

the Arabic �³\�( cânis) “a man who is far advanced in age

and has not married” or “a virigin woman” (Lane 1874:

2173). Thus, Xna !b (as a by-form Xn[ !b) could mean a

“mature bachelor” or  “the son of a virgin.”

Moreover, the rb of Xna rb need not be the Aramaic for
“son” but the Hebrew/Aramaic rb “pure” (BDB 141; Jastrow
1903: 189), with some if not all of the overtones of its Arabic
cognate ?ª# (barr). Lane (1863: 176) cited ?ª# (barr) as meaning

pious [towards his father or parents, and towards God;
obedient to God, serving God, or rendering religious
service to God; and kind, or good and affectionate and
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gentle in behaviour, towards his kindred; and good in his
dealings with strangers]; good, just, righteous, virtuous, or
honest, true, or veracious . . . abounding in filial piety. . .
dutifulness or obedience . . . benevolent, goodness, bene-
ficence.

Thus, Xna rb need not be the Aramaic equivalent of the

Hebrew ~da !b, but a Hebrew phrase in its own right ex-
pressing a superlative by means of the nomen rectum Xna
being modified by the nomen regens rb. Ordinarily the
attributive adjective follows the noun, but there are good
examples of the modifying adjective being in the construct
state and the noun being in the absolute state (GKC 132c).

Consequently, the Hebrew Xna rb “the most pure man / the
man of purity” or “the Perfect Person”13 would have been a

homograph of the Aramaic Xna rb “the son of man,” but not

a homophone. Like the unvocalized ~da !b, the unvocalized

Xna !b and the Xna rb could be very ambiguous.

I ENOCH 46 AND 48 

The “Son of Man” texts in I Enoch 46 and 48 also point to

a tradition in which both Xna rb and ~da !b may have been

in the original parable. Verses 46:1–3 point to a Xna rb “son

of man” who can be recognized as “the Perfect Person” as in-
terpreted above,

And I saw there One who had a head of days, and his head
was white like wool and with him was another being
whose countenance had the appearance of a man And I
asked the angel who went with me and showed me all the
hidden things, concerning that Son of Man, who he was
and whence he was . . . and he answered and said unto
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me: This is the Son of Man who hath righteousness, with
whom dwelleth righteousness.14 

The focus on the righteous continues in 48:1, 4, and 7, “And
in that place I saw the fountain of righteousness . . . He shall
be a staff to the righteous, for he hath preserved the lot of the
righteous.” In 53:6 “the Son of Man” is named “the Righteous
and Elect One.”

But the power exercised by “the Son of Man” reflects that

of the ~da !b as interpreted above, “ the Son of Authority”

who is in full control—like the centurion who told Jesus he

was the provost (~da) in full control (jwx). Enoch  46:4–6

reads,

This Son of Man [or Son of Authority/One in Authority]
whom you have seen is the one who would remove the
kings and the mighty ones from their comfortable seats
and the strong ones from their thrones. He shall loosen the
reigns of the strong and crush the teeth of the sinners He
shall depose the kings from their thrones and kingdoms.
The faces of the strong will be slapped and be filled with
shame and gloom. Their dwelling places and their beds
will be worms.15

NEW TESTAMENT USAGE 

Johnson (1962: 418), along with many other commentators,
rightly recognized that the Greek o` ui`o.j tou/ avnqrw,pou in the
New Testament “is a Semitic phrase that would be familiar to
Jewish hearers, however ambiguous it was, but no Hellenistic
Christian would be likely to insert it into the tradition.” The
two key words to note are “Semitic” and “ambiguous.” The
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ambiguity of the Old Testament ~da !b  is minimal16 com-

pared to the o ̀ui`o.j tou/ avnqrw,pou in the New Testament.
Johnson noted also that

The double question, whether Jesus described himself as Son
of Man and what he meant by it, is of great importance. . . .
The most powerful affirmative argument is that in the gospels
the term is always found in words attributed to Jesus himself.
One gains the impression that he used it without explanation
and left it to his hearers to decide what meaning should be

attached to it.
Once the Greek o` ui`o.j tou/ avnqrw,pou is translated back

into Hebrew and Aramaic—and written without vowels—at
least fifteen meanings become possible (as noted above, seven

for ~da and eight for Xna). Even if Jesus and the disciples
knew perfectly well what was meant when they spoke in
Hebrew and Aramaic, ambiguity was unavoidable once the
Hebrew and Aramaic sayings were written using consonants
only. Nickelsburg (1990) questioned, “How was the Aramaic
term bar <eánasûa<  used in 1st century Palestine?” But the bar
<eánasûa< in his question should have been written without
vowels, for his vowels reflect but one of many interpretations.

The real questions is, “What did ~da and Xna mean in 1st
century Palestine?” The <eánasûa< “man” is just one of eight
possible meanings, as noted above.

The five most likely meanings of  ~da !b, Xna !b, and

Xna rb which became the anarthrous o` ui `o.j  avnqrw,pou. “the

son of man” and the arthrous o` ui`o.j tou/ avnqrw,pou. “the son
of the man” can be summarized as follows: 

• the son of man = a human being, a mortal 
(ben + ca%da%m, or ben + ce7no%š, or Aram. bar  + ce7na%š );
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• the man of purity =  the purest person 
   (Heb. ba%r ‘pure’ + ce7no%š ‘man’ ).

• the son of the reconciler = conciliator (ben + co%de%m);

• the son of authority = one in authority (ben + ce%da%m);

• the Son of  “the-One-In-Charge,” i.e., THE SON OF THE

SOVEREIGN (ben + ha% ce%da%m).

Early on Jesus was recognized as uiò.j qeou/ “the Son of

God” (hwla !b) and as  o ̀uiò.j tou/ qeou/ “the Son of the

God” (~ylah !b). The designation of Jesus as  o` uiò,j mou
o ̀avgaphto,j, “my Beloved Son,”17 appears six times in the
Gospels. Three of these are in the Synoptic accounts of Jesus’
baptism by John the Baptist when the voice from heaven
declared, “This is my beloved son, with whom I am well
pleased” (Matt 3:17, Mark 1:11, and Luke 3:22); and three of
them are in the Synoptic accounts of the transfiguration when
the voice from heaven declared, “This is my beloved son”
(Matt 17:5, Mark 9:7, and Luke 9:35). These quotations are
indirect affirmations that Jesus was recognized by some as
“the Son of God.”

The title “Son of God” appears in the Gospels twenty-eight
times, and its meaning is unambiguous. It was  affirmed by18

• Gabriel when he told Mary, “ The Holy Spirit will come upon
you . . . therefore the child to be born will be called holy, the Son
of God” (Luke 1:35).

• John the Baptist, who at Jesus’ baptism stated, “I have seen and
borne witness that this is the Son of God” (John 1:34).

• Nathaniel, when he came to Jesus, declared, “Rabbi, You are the
Son of God! You are the King of Israel” (John 1: 49).

• the disciples in the boat after Jesus walked on the water, who
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“worshiped him, saying, ‘Truly you are the Son of God’” (Matt
14:33).

• Martha who confessed, “Yes, Lord; I believe that you are the
Christ, the Son of God” (John 11:227).

• the Satan who twice challenged Jesus saying, “If you are the Son
of God . . . .” (Matt 4:3, 6; Luke 4:3, 9).

• the unclean spirits after they were cast out of the sick “fell down
before him and cried out, ‘You are the Son of God’” (Mark
3:11), or “What have you to do with us, O Son of God?” (Matt
8:29); and Luke adds (4:41 ) “they knew that he was the Christ.”

• the Gaderene demoniac who asked, “ What have you to do with
me, Jesus Son of the Most High God?” (Luke 8:28).

• the centurion and guards at the cross who stated, “Truly this was
a / the Son of God” (Matt 27:54; Mark 15:39).

• John who wrote, “these [signs] are written that you may believe
that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that believing you
may have life in his name” (John 20:31).

• Jesus himself when he reported to Mary and Martha, “This
illness [of Lazarus] is not unto death; it is for the glory of God,
so that the Son of God may be glorified by means of it” (John
11:4).

• Jesus himself in his answer to Nicodemus, “For God so loved the
world . . . God sent the Son into the world . . . He who does not
believe is condemned already because he has not believed in the
name of the only Son of God” (John 3:16–18).

• Jesus when he defended himself against blasphemy for having
said, “I am the Son of God” (John 10:34–36).19 

• Jesus  when he asked the blind man to whom he gave sight, “Do
you believe in the Son of God? ” and then answered the man’s
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question, “ Who is he, sir?” by saying, “You have seen him, and
it is he who speaks to you.” (John 9:35).

Therefore, it is unlikely that Xna rb—meaning either the
lofty but sub-divine “Perfect Person” or the mundane “son of
man”— was ever interchangeable with the title “the Son of

God.” The title ~da !b “the one-in-charge” or “the concili-
ator,” would have properly defined Jesus  mission, but not his

person. Only the last of the five titles listed above does justice

to his person. He was  ~d"aeh' !B, “the Son of the Sovereign,”

with the ~d"aeh' “the Sovereign” being Yahweh.  ~d"aeh'-!B,
was the equivalent of  laeh'-!B, “the Son of God.” This is what

lies behind the arthrous o` ui`o.j tou/ avnqrw,pou. The title !B,
~d"ae (without the definite article on the ~d"ae) means “One-

in-Authority” (as lyIx;-!B, means “mighty man”) and refers to

Jesus  who said, VEdo,qh moi pa/sa evxousi,a evn ouvranw/| kai.
evpi. Îth/jÐ gh/j “All authority has been given to me in heaven

and on earth.” This ~d"ae !B, is the title behind the anarthrous

o` ui `o.j  avnqrw,pou. “the Son of Man.”

Support for this interpretation that ~d"aeh'  “the Sovereign”

is an epithet for Yahweh, and the ~d"ae !B, is a title for Jesus

finds support from three sources. First is the use of the epithet

rWCh; “the Rock” for Yahweh in Deut 32:4, which was trans-

lated as qeo,j “God” in the LXX. The epithet rWc “Rock,”

without the h, appears again in Deut 32:18, where it is again

translated as qeo,n “God.” The epithet comes a third time in

Deut 32:31. ~r'Wc WnreWcK. “like our Rock, their Rock.” This

became in Greek  w`j o ̀qeo.j h`mw/n oi` qeoi. au vtw /n “like our
God, their god.” The same epithet found in Hab 1:12 is also
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noteworthy:
 . . . rWcw> . . . yvidoq. yh;l{a/ hw"hy" 

Yahweh, my God, my Holy One . . . and, O Rock, . . . 
 ku,rie o ̀qeo.j o` a[gio,j . . . kai. e;plase,n me 

O Lord, God, my Holy One . . . you formed me.

Here the Greek translator read the MT rWcw> as the verb “to
form, fashion,” and Jastrow (1903: 1270) noted that “in the
Agadah rWc “Rock” was used for the Lord and for the
Creator, as though rWc was derived from rc;y" “to fashion, to

create.” In the Psalms rWc “Rock” was translated by qeo,j

“God” in 18:31 (LXX 17:32 = II Sam 2:32), 62:3, 63:7 and
91:5. Thus comes the equation: Rock = God = Yahweh. The
name, noun, and epithet were interchangeable.20 By analogy

a similar equation can be postulated: ~d"aeh' “The Sovereign”
= God = Yahweh.21

The second source supporting the interpretation that ~d"aeh'
is an epithet for Yahweh comes from parallels in Arabic usage
of epithets for Allah. Among the epithets for Allah in Arabic
are:

•  vá/?oé  (calrah.îmu) “the Merciful” (=  ~Wxr: );
•  yt/?oé  (calrah.manu) “the Compassionate” (= ynIm'x]r: );

•  ;/àé  (calâh.adu) “the One” (= dx'a,h'), with the definite

article;

• ;/ê  (cah.ad un ) “(the) One” (= dx'a,), without the definite

article);

• ;/éÖ  (wach.id
un ) “(the) One” (= dyxiy" a by-form of dx'a,),

without the definite article).
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Lane (1863: 27) noted that “;/àé [calâh.adu], as an epithet,

is applied to God alone and signifies The One; the Sole; He
who as ever been one and alone . . . .” and he called attention

to the Qurcan Sura 112:1, ;/ê Äpoé Ñ| qg (qul huwa clalahu
cah.adun ), “Say, He is God, One God,” and noted that here the
indefinite “One” equals the definite “The One” and it can be

a substitute for the name Allah. The Hebrew ~d"aeh' “The

Sovereign” parallels the Arabic and Hebrew dx;a,h' “The
One.”

The third source supporting the interpretation that  ~d"aeh' is

an epithet for Yahweh is a variant in the Shem Tob Text of

Matt 19:17, where the phrase bwj awh wdbl lah yk “for
God alone is good” appears in Greek as ei -j e vstin o` a vgaqo ,j

“one is the good.” This indefinite  ei -j “one” means “The-One-
and-Only-God”  This interpretation of the ei -j  is supported by
the ei -j o ` qeo,j “one the God” in Mark 10:18 and Luke 18:19,
where the  o` qeo,j “the God” is the appositional modifier of

the indefinite ei -j (=dxah ). The dxah in the Vorlage be-
came in the Shem Tob text a doublet, wherein the dxah
became both lah “the God” and wdbl “alone.” There is no
way to relate the ei -j “one” in Matthew and the o` qeo ,j “God”

in Mark and Luke until the Hebrew dxah  “the One = God”
comes into focus.

As a matter of fact, in Matt 16:27 the o` uiò .j tou/ avnqrw,-

pou appears in the Shem Tob Text as lah !b “the son of the

God.” and the to.n uiò.n tou/ avnqrw,pou in Matt 16:28 also

appears as hwlah !b “the Son of the God.” 
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CONCLUSIONS

In speech the vowels precluded most ambiguities. The
ca%da%m “man,” the co%de%m “reconcilor,” and the ce%da%m “pro-
vost” were as distinctly different as the English ‘a dam,’ ‘a
dame,’ and ‘a dome.’ The Aramaic bar + ce7na%š  has to mean
“son of man” and the Hebrew bar + ce7no%š  has to mean “the
most pure person.” The a% vowel of ce7na%š  and the o% vowel of
ce7no%š make all the difference. The Hebrew ce7no%š “man”
requires the bar to be read as the Hebrew word for “pure,”
whereas the Aramaic ce7na%š  “man” requires the bar to be read
as the Aramaic word for “son.” When these words were
spelled without vowels, ambiguity was inevitable. 

With all of the right vowels restored and with the lexical
options (summarized above, pp. 360–69) in focus, it should

be just as easy to recognize ~d"aeh" “the Sovereign” as a title

for Yahweh as it is to recognize rWCh; “the Rock” and dx;a,h'
“the One.” Reverence for the holy name, whereby every

reading of hw"hy> became yn"doa], was no doubt a contributing
factor for using epithets—and even they may have been

reverentially changed, as ~yhla became ~yqla and as
“God” became “G-d.”22 Reverence for the name may well

have been extended to ~d"aeh' itself so that the  ~d"aeh' !B, “the
Son of the Sovereign” was intentionally mispronounced as

~d"a'h' !B, “the Son of the Man” which, in turn, produced the

baffling o` ui`o.j tou/ avnqrw,pou. The disciples and those in the
early church certainly knew that “the Son of the Man” meant
“the Son of the Sovereign,” which was but another way of
saying “the Son of God.” It was so well understood it required
no commentary.
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Reading “the Man of Purity” for the “Son of Man” in I
Enoch clarifies there the ambiguity of the ui`o.j avnqrw,pou..
The disciples’ answer to the question of Jesus in Matt 16: 13,
“Who do men say that the Son of Man to be?” is the clue for
interpreting the o` uiò.j tou/ avnqrw,pou. in the question as the

Hebrew vnOa/ rB; “the Most Pure Man” (the superlative of

rB'h; vAna/h'). Their answer,  “Some say John the Baptist; and

others, Elijah; but still others, Jeremiah, or one of the pro-
phets,” makes perfect sense with this meaning.23

More ambiguity can be removed when it is recognized that
o ̀ui`o.j tou/ avnqrw,pou could translate not only the Aramaic

aX'n" a/ rB; “the Son of the Man” and the Hebrew  vnOa/ rB;
“ the Purist Person” but also the Hebrew ~d"a' !B, “Son of

Man” and the Hebrew ~dEao !B, “Son of the Reconciler,” i.e.,
“the Concilator,” which was probably the title given to
Ezekiel (contra the MT vocalization and the ui `o.j avnqrw,pou
in the Septuagint). It may have been the inspiration for Paul’s
affirmation in II Cor 5:19, qeo.j h=n evn Cristw/| ko,smon
katalla,sswn e`autw/|( “God was in Christ reconciling the
world to himself.”

In Matt. 16:27, Jesus stated, “For the Son of Man is to come
with his angels in the glory of his Father, and then he will
repay every man for what he has done.” In this saying the o`

ui `o.j tou/ avnqrw,pou, “the Son of the Man,” could be the !b
~da where the ~da was ~d"ae “the-one-in-charge.” The title

“Son of Authority” may well underlie the texts were the “Son
of Man” functioned as the judicial authority. Nickelsburg
(1990) noted:

Perhaps the most remarkable fact about the NT son of
man traditions is their consistent ascription of judicial
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functions to the exalted Jesus. In spite of the frequent use
of Danielic language and imagery, these texts, with the
exception of Revelation, do not emphasize the Danielic
motif of “kingship,” much less an eternal reign. Constitu-
tive and central is Jesus’ role as judge (or, occasionally,
witness), an element introduced into the tradition from
non-Danielic, albeit royally oriented sources. This judicial
element, more than any other, identifies the NT texts as
derivative from the conflated Jewish traditions.

However, it was not just a matter of “conflated Jewish tradi-
tions,” it was a matter of deflated lexical data—with some
Hebrew and Aramaic lexemes having been lost in the post-
Biblical period. Thanks to Arabic cognates, the recovery of

~da “the-one-in-charge /the Sovereign” and ~da “the Re-
concilor” provides a reasonable explanation of the enigmatic
avnqrw,pou “man” in the title used by and about Jesus. Every
occurrence of o` ui`o.j tou/ avnqrw,pou can be interpreted as
“the Son of the Sovereign.” It was just another way of safely
saying “the Son of God”—without possibly profaning the
name or the epithet simply by saying it properly. 

The name Yahweh occurs over six thousand times in the
Hebrew Scriptures but not once in the New Testament. But,
in the epithet o` ui`o.j tou/ avnqrw,pou “the Son of the Man,” the
holy name appears in reverent disguise. Behind the Greek is

the Hebrew ~d"a'h' !B, “the Son of the Man,” and behind this

is the epithet  ~d"aeh' !B, “the Son of the Sovereign”—and “the

Sovereign” is none other than Yahweh, God the Father.
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ADDENDUM

THE ~wda AND avnqrw,pou IN

AMOS 9:11–12 AND ACTS 15:16–17

Amos 9:11 and an abbreviated quotation of it in Acts 15:16
read much the same. But Amos 9:12 and Acts 15:17 have
very different meanings, the latter being almost identical with
the Septuagint reading of Amos 9:12. These texts read as
follows:

AMOS 9:11 

tl,p,NOh; dywID' tK;su-ta, ~yqia' aWhh; ~AYB;
~yqia' wyt'sorIh]w: !h,ycer>Pi-ta, yTir>d;g"w> 

`~l'A[ ymeyKi h'ytiynIb.W 
In that day I will raise up the booth of David that is fallen

and repair its breaches, and raise up its ruins, 
and rebuild it as in the days of old.

SEPTUAGINT OF 9:11

evn th/| h`me,ra| evkei,nh| avnasth,sw 
th.n skhnh.n Dauid th.n peptwkui/an 

kai. avnoikodomh,sw ta. peptwko,ta auvth/j 
kai. ta. kateskamme,na auvth/j avnasth,sw 

kai. avnoikodomh,sw auvth.n kaqw.j ai ̀h`me,rai tou/
aivw/noj)

In that day I will raise up
 the tabernacle of David that is fallen, 

and will rebuild the ruins of it, 
and will set up the parts that have been broken, 

and will build it up as in the ancient days.
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ACTS 15:16

Meta. tau/ta avnastre,yw 
kai. avnoikodomh,sw th.n skhnh.n Daui.d 

th.n peptwkui/an
kai. ta. kateskamme,na auvth/j avnoikodomh,sw 

kai. avnorqw,sw auvth,n)

After this I will return, 
and I will rebuild the dwelling of David, which has fallen; 

I will rebuild its ruins, and I will strengthen it..

AMOS 9:12 

~Ada/ tyrIaev.-ta, Wvr>yyI ![;m;l.
 ymiv. ar'q.nI-rv,a] ~yIAGh;-lk'w>
`taZO hf,[o hw"hy>-~aun> ~h,yle[]

“On order that they may possess the remnant of Edom 
and all the nations who are called by my name,”

 says the LORD who does this.

SEPTUAGINT OF 9:12

 o[pwj evkzhth,swsin oi` kata,loipoi tw/n avnqrw,pwn 
kai. pa,nta ta. e;qnh evfV ou]j evpike,klhtai 

to. o;noma, mou evpV auvtou,j 
le,gei ku,rioj o ̀qeo.j o ̀poiw/n tau/ta)

that the remnant of men, and all the gentiles 
upon whom my name is called, 

may earnestly seek,
saith the Lord who does all these things.

ACTS 15: 17

o[pwj a'n evkzhth,swsin oi ̀kata,loipoi 
tw/n avnqrw,pwn to.n ku,rion
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 kai. pa,nta ta. e;qnh evfV ou]j evpike,klhtai 
to. o;noma, mou evpV auvtou,j(

 le,gei ku,rioj poiw/n tau/ta)

that the rest of men may seek the Lord, 
and all the Gentiles who are called by my name.

According to Hatch and Redpath (1954: 430–431) evkzhte ,w
“to seek” was used in the Septuagint to translate the Hebrew
vr:D" “to seek” over seventy times, but only here in Amos

9:12 does it appear as a questionable translation of  vr:y" “to
possess.” Therefore, it is most likely that in the Masoretic
tradition the d of Xrd was misread as a y. Consequently, the

verb became Wvr>yyI “they may possess” when it was original-
ly Wvr>d>yI “they may seek.”

A second misreading in the MT was the reading of ~da in
9:12 as ~Ada/ “Edom.” The Septuagint translators read it as

~d"a' “man,” which was followed by Luke in Acts 15: 17. But

there is a third option for interpreting the ~da in Amos 9:12.
As discussed above (pp. 360-364) ~da can be read as the

cognate of the Arabic u< ! (cadama) “he effected a reconcili-
ation between them . . . induced love and agreement between
them . . . that peace, or reconciliation, and friendship should

continue ” (Lane 1863: 35–36). Thus, ~da (or ~wda, with
full spelling) could be read as the sequential infinitive con-

struct ~doa/ /~doa] “to reconcile.” By  inverting the tyrIaev.-ta,
~Ada/ to read as tyrIaev.-ta, ~Ada/, the purpose for Yahweh’s

rebuilding the fallen booth and breaches of David was “in
order that they seek to reconcile the remnant and all the
gentiles upon whom my name is called.” The imperial and
ethnocentric statement in the MT in Amos 9:12 may well
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1.  Davies and Allison (1991: 43–53, Excursus VI, The Son
of Man) provide a helpful summary of the debate over the last
half of the twentieth century about the meaning of “the
mysterious synoptic title ‘the Son of Man’” in the Gospels.
They concluded

In view of all we have said, we are inclined to think that
Jesus used the son of man idiom on more than one
occasion in a novel or quasi-titular manner with the in-
tent of directing his hearers to Dan 7, and that he saw in
Daniel’s eschatological figure a prophecy of his own
person and fate. 

Davies and Allison referred to the one occurrence of the rb;K.
vn"a/., “like the son of a man” (in Dan 7:13) forty-six times;

but the ~d"a' !B,, which appears ninety-three times in Ezekiel,

is mentioned only three times (in just two sentences in the
whole excursus).

2. The twelfth book in the polemical treatise published be-
tween 1380–1400 by Shem-Tob ben-Isaac ben-Shaprut, en-

titled  !xwb !ba (ceben bôh.an > Eben Bohan) meaning “The

Touchstone,” contains the entire Gospel of Matthew in
Hebrew. A critical edition of this Gospel has been published

come from a triad of scribal errors: (1) misreading a d as a y,
adding the w to ~da and thereby changing the infinitive “to
reconcile” into the name Edom, and inverting three words
once the name Edom was mistakenly created. 

NOTES
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by George Howard (1987, 1995). In the preface to the Second
Edition, Howard stated, 

The main thrust of this second edition is to demonstrate
that the Hebrew Matthew contained in Shem-Tob’s
Evan (sic) Bohan predates the fourteenth century. In my
judgment, Shem-Tob the polemist did not prepare this
text by translating it from the Latin Vulgate, the Byzan-
tine Greek, or any other known edition of the Gospel of
Matthew. He received it from previous generations of
Jewish scribes and tradents.”

3. The usual word for “human” in Arabic is z�^ (bašar);

and z�_«[ ½^[ (cabû calbasar) means “Adam, the father of

mankind” (Lane 1863: 208).

4. See Lane 1863: 35–37 and Castell 1669: 41–42, where the
following definitions are included: “pacem fecit, amore junxit,
redintegravit amorem, concordia & consensum conciliavit,
firmavit, . . . dux & antistes est.”

5. Compare Hebrew jWx “thread, cord line” and its Arabic

cognate SÑ/ (h.awt. ) “a twisted string” and Tá7 (.hayt. ) “string,

“thread” (Lane 1865: 671, 831; BDB 296). The Arabic Tá/
(h.ayyit. ) “a man who guards, protects, defends” is also note-
worthy.

6. Note also the by-form yjx cited by Jastrow (1903: 448–
449) meaning “to live in luxury as a nobleman, to be
imperious, to lord it.” For the cognate S!Ñ/ (h.uwwa%ct. ), Hava

(1915: 150) included “tax collector” in his definitions. Had
the centurion confessed that he was a “sinner,” one would
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expect the tradition to have had some recollection of how
Jesus responded to that confession.

7. According to Luke 7:2–10, Jesus and the centurion never
actually met each other, the communication between the two
of them being carried out by a deputation of Jewish elders.

Luke 7:8a, which reads, kai. ga.r evgw. a;nqrwpo,j eivmi u`po.

e vxousi,an tasso,menoj  “for I also am a man being placed
under authority,” differs from Matt 8:9 only by the addition of
tasso,menoj “being placed.”

8.  The phrase ~yXwryp  ~ybkwrw ~yXrpw in Shem Tob’s
Matthew requires a comment. Howard translated this as “the
Pharisees and [I have] horses and riders.” But “Pharisees” and
“horses” just do not go together like “Pharisees and Saddu-

cees.” The ~yXwryp reflects the confusion in distinguishing

between the w and the y, so that the ~yXwryp should be cor-

rected to ~yXyrwp, the latter being the Hebrew cognate of

Arabic E@"c (fâriš ) “(mounted) horseman.” The three
Hebrew nouns correspond to the Latin celeres, equestris,
currus and to the English “cavalry, charioteers, and chariots.”

9. It appears 192 times in KJV; 190 times in NKJ; 189 times
in RSV; 183 times in NAB, and 182 times in NIV. It appears
28 times in Matthew, 13 times in Mark, 25 times in Luke, 12
times in John, twice in Rev 1:13 and 14:14, and just once in
Acts 7:56, Hebrews 2:6, and Sirach 17:30. In the Hebrew

scriptures ~da !b “son of man” comes nine times as the

parallel synonym of ~da “man” (Num 23:19; Job 25:6; 35:8;

Psalm 8:4; 80:17; Isa 51:12; 56:2; and Jer 50:40). In Jer 51:43

and Psa 146:3 ~da !b appears without the synonymous ~da
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“man,” and Psa 144:3 has vAna/-!B,.

10. Given the interchange of the a and the [ (as with am'G"
and [m;G", both meaning “to suck”), vWna' could be a by-form

and cognate of Arabic �´� ( cans) “rock, hard, firm” (Lane

1874: 2173).

11. Simon Bar-Kokba lead the third revolt against Rome
during the reign of Hadrian after the Aelia Capitolina was
built by Hadrian in 131 in Jerusalem and occupied by a
Roman colony. (Aelia was derived from the emperor’s family
name, and Capitolina from that of Jupiter Capitolinus, to
whom a temple was built on the site of the Jewish temple.)
Bar Kokhba’s revolt lasted for three years (132–135), but he
was defeated by General Julius Severus. 

12. This type of word-play may have contributed to the tale in
Sabbath 104b, which was thought by many, including zealous
Christian censors, to have identified Mary Magdalene with
Mary, the mother of Jesus, because it speaks not only of an
adulteress but identifies her as the mother of a man who for
his violence had been crucified. 

13. In English the superlative “the most pious man” or “the
most righteous man” may have overtones of a person’s being
self-righteous. Thus, the superlative “the Most Pure Person”
may best translate the title Xna rb “the Most Pure Man”
(which could be misinterpreted as machismo) or “the Man of
Righteousness /Purity” (which ignores the superlatve).

14. Translation by Charles (1913: 216). For an extended dis-
cussion on the original language of I Enoch and the various
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translation of the term “son of Man,” see Charles’ Introduc-
tion, pages 174–177.

15. The translation is by Isaac (1983: 34). For a brief note by
Isaac on the date of the Similitudes (37–71) being between
105–64 B.C., and the original language of I Enoch being
partially in Aramaic and partially in Hebrew,  see  his  Intro-
duction on pages 6–7.

16. The Aramaic vn"a/ rb;K . “like the son of a man” in Dan
7:13 is a personification for the “kingdom of the saints of the
Most High” (7:17, 21–22), which is the counter part to the
zoomorphic representations of the nations in Dan 7:2–8.
According to Dan 8:15–17, Daniel saw “one having the ap-

pearance of a man” (rb,g"-haer>m;K .) who had the “the voice of

a man” (~d"a'-lAq). His name was Gabriel (= rb,G< “warrior /

man” + lae “God),” and he called Daniel in Hebrew ~d"a'- !B,
“the son of a man.

17. See Aland (1968: 246) for Luke 9:35 which has o` ui`o,j
mou o` evklelegme,noj , “my Chosen Son” as a textual variant
in a number of manuscripts.

18. Not included in this list are the title “Son of God” found
in (a) the title of  Mark 1:1, (b) the questions and charges of
blasphemy made by the chief priests and scribes (Matt 26:63;
Luke 22:66–70; and John19:7), and (c) the taunts of those
reviling Jesus (Matt 27:40, 43; Luke 22:70).

19. Psalm 82 is a short poetic parable which depicts the
demise of henotheism and the rise of absolute monotheism.
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The gods (sun, moon, and stars, etc) allotted by Yahweh “to
all the peoples under the whole heaven” (Deut 4:19) failed to
adjudicate justly in their respective realms and were,
consequently, sentence to death, as though they were mere
mortals. Psalm 82 ends with this plea for monotheism: “Arise,
O God, judge the earth, for to thee belong all the nations.”
Brown (1966: 409) made no reference to this plain meaning
of the psalm, but was correct “in recognizing that Jesus was
arguing according to the rabbinic rules of hermeneutics which
were often different from modern attitudes.” In the rabbinic
tradition followed by Jesus the “sons of the Most High” were
deemed to be earthly judges for whom “god” was an honorific
title. Brown (1966: 410) noted “if there appears to be
sophistry in John x 34–36, we are not certain that either the
speaker or the audience would have had that impression.”

20. Compare the rybia' “the Strong,” an old name of God

found in Gen 49:24; Psalm 132:2,5; Isa 1:24, 49:26, 60:16.

The bqo[]y: rybia]l. in Psa 132:2 and 5 became in the Septua-

gint  tw/| qew/| Iakwb “to the God of Jacob.”

21. Note the beloved hymn of Agustus Toplady entitled Rock
of Ages, written in1776. Similar to the way Toplady made the
“Rock of Ages” apply to Jesus rather than to Yahweh,

scholars have tried to make the tou/ avnqrw,pou ( = ~dah)

refer to Jesus. But in reality the ~dah ( =/  avnqrw,pou) in the

title ~dah !b “Son of the Sovereign” referred to Yahweh. 

22. It is analogous to Jastrow’s citation (1903: 73) on ~yqilo a/,
which is nothing but a cross reference to H;Aloa/ , where it is
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simply noted that  ~yqla and  aqla were “adopted in order
to avoid uttering the divine name.” It goes without explana-

tion; but questions loom as to why the h became a q. Was the

q randomly selected or was ~yqla  an indirect reference to

the Shekinah since qla (the cognate of Arabic ioé [calaqa])

means “to shine, glow, glean” and the plural ~yqla could
mean “lightnings,” like those mentioned in Rev 4:5?

23. The parallel texts suggest that three questions were asked,
the second one being, Ti,na me le,gousin oi ̀ a;nqrwpoi
ei=naiÈ “who do men say that I am?” (Mark 8:227) or Ti,na
me le,gousin oi ̀o;cloi ei=naiÈ “who do crowds say that I am?”
(Luke 9:18); and the third being, ~Umei/j de. ti,na me le,gete

ei=naiÈ “but who do you say that I am” (Matt 16:15; Mark
8:28; Luke 9:20). The Shem Tob Hebrew Matthew at 16:
13–15 omits the first question all together. The Peshit. ta and
Old Syriac of Matt 16:13 conflated the first and second
questions, “What do men say concerning me, that I am a son
of man?” But the answer in Matt 16:14, which mentions John
the Baptist, Elijah and Jeremiah, is not a logical answer to this
question. (The Peshit. ta and Old Syriac of Mark 8:27–29 and
Luke 9:18–20 also omit the first question.) Mark 8:28 and
Luke 9:19 are perfectly good answers to the question in Matt
16:13, but not to the question in Mark 8:27 or Luke 9:18.



XXVI

NEW TESTAMENT MISCELLENEA 

A.

TEXTUAL VARIANTS AND AMBIGUITIES

IN MATTHEW 1:23 AND ISAIAH 7:14

Matthew 1:23

VIdou . h` parqe,noj e vn gastri . e[xei kai. te,xetai ui `o,n( 
kai . kale,sousin to. o;noma auvtou/ VEmmanouh ,l( 

Behold, a virgin shall conceive and bear a son, 
and they shall call his name Emmanuel.

Shem Tob Hebrew Gospel

!b dltw hrh hml[h hnh
  lawnm[ wmv tarqw

Behold the young woman is pregnant and will bear a son;
and you shall call his name Emmanuel.1

Isaiah 7:14

!Be td,l,yOw> hr'h' hm'l.[;h' hNEhi
  lae WnM'[I Amv. tar'q'w>

Behold the young woman is pregnant and is bearing a son;
and she will call his name Emmanuel.

Septuagint

ivdou. h` parqe,noj evn gastri. e[xei kai. te,xetai uiò,n 
kai. kale,seij to. o;noma auvtou/ Emmanouhl

Behold the virgin will conceive and will bear a son;
and you will call his name Emmanuel.
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The first difference to be noted in these four texts concerns

the naming of the infant. According to the  tar"q'w> of Isa 7:14

“she will call” (a 3fs waw-consecutive perfect indicating a
future action), the mother will name the child. The unusual

2fs  tar"q' (see GKC 74 g ) in lieu of the normal ha'r>q' could

(1) be repointed as the participle ta,r,qo, indicating that the

pregnant woman had already named her unborn son, or (2)

tar"q' could be emended to read with the Dead Sea Scrolls

which have arqw, “and he called/will call.” But the Greek

kale,seij in Isa 7:14 means “you (sg.) will call,” and the ka-
le,sousin in Matt 1:23 means “they will call,” as if the text

were War>q'w>  rather than the MT tar"q'w> . The Shem Tob

Hebrew Gospel read the tarqw of Isaiah as the 2ms t'ar"q'w>
“and you shall call,” following the Greek singular of Isaiah
rather than the Greek plural of Matthew.

The Hebrew adjective hr"h' “is pregnant” was translated

into Greek as a future active verb (evn gastri. e[xei); and the

participle td,l,yOw> “and is birthing” became a future middle

verb (te,xetai)—as though the Hebrew  were dlete w> hr"h]T;
“and she will conceive and she will bear.” 

 In summary, the first part of the “sign” given in the He-

brew of Isa 7:14 contains one adjective (hr'h'), one participle

( td,l,yO), and one finite verb—a waw-consecutive perfect

coming after the imperfect !TeyI “he will give,” which intro-

duced the “sign.” That one verb (ar'q ' “to call”) in the “sign”

itself became (1) a 3fs in the MT of Isaiah, (2) a 3ms in the
Qumran text of Isaiah, (3) a 2ms in the Septuagint, (4) a 2ms
also in the Hebrew Shem Tob Matthew, and (5) a 3mpl in the
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Greek Matthew. The Septuagint translators transformed the
Hebrew statements of fact—expressed by adjective and parti
ciple [i.e., the maiden is pregnant and is now bearing a child]
—into future verbs, making them predictive rather than indic-
ative.2

On the varied and sometimes ambiguous use of  hm'l.[;
“young woman” and hl'WtB. “virgin,” the following texts in

Hebrew and Greek illustrate the fact that hm'l.[; was not

always translated by parqe,noj “virgin.” 3 When hm'l.[; was

used for a “virgin” it required the use of hl'WtB. as a modi-
fier, which in turn required a modifying phrase like “whom no
man had not known.”

• Gen 24:43 taceYOh; hm'l.[;h\ “the young woman (calmah)

going forth”; and ai ̀ qugate,rej . . . evxeleu,sontai “the
daughters going forth.”

• Proverbs 30:19 hm'l.[;B. rb,G< %r,d,w> “an the way of a man

with a young woman ( calmah )”; and  kai. o`dou.j a vndro.j
evn neo,thti “an the way of a man in youth.”

• Exod 2:8  hm'l.[;h' %l,Tew: “and the young woman ( calmah”)

went”; and  evlqou/sa de. h` nea/nij “and the young woman
(neanis) went.”

• Deu 22:23 vyail. hf'r'aom. hl'Wtb. hr'[]n: “young woman,

a virgin (bethulah) espoused to a man”; and pai/j parqe,noj
memnhsteume,nh avndri. “a young virgin (parthenos) es-
poused to a man.”

• Gen 24:16 al{ vyaiw> hl'WtB.  daom. ha,r>m; tb;jo r'[]N:h;w>
H['d'y> “The maiden was very fair to look upon, a virgin
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(bethulah), whom no man had not known”; and parqe,noj
h=n kalh. th/| o;yei sfo,dra parqe,noj h=n avnh.r ouvk e;gnw
“the virgin (parthenos) was very fair to look upon, a virgin
(parthenos), whom no man had not known.

In Hebrew the term “Virgin” (hl'WtB. / bethulah)  was used
as  a title of honor in the epithets “the Virgin Daughter Judah”
(Lam 1:15), “the Virgin Daughter Sidon” (Isa 23:12), “the
Virgin Daughter Babel” (Isa 47:1), and  “the Virgin Daughter
Egypt” (Jer 46:11). These “virgins” were castigated by the
prophets for their wanton adultery/ idolatry, but the honorific
“Virgin” was retained in the epithets. The Canaanite goddess
of love and war, Anat, was known by the epithet “the Virgin

Anat.” In Aramaic aT'l.WtB. “virgin” may refer to a young

woman having difficulty in bearing her first child. Note-
worthy also is the Islamic tradition in which Mohammed’s
daughter Fatima—who was married to Ali Ibn Abu Talib and
was the mother of Hasan and Husein—is honored by nine
titles, including the title batûl “Virgin.” 

Given these varied uses of both hl'WtB. and hr"[]n: for
women with or without sexual experience, the only way to be
explicitly clear about the celibacy of a person was to spell it

out with a modifying clause such as rv,a] hl'WtB. / hr'[]N:
H['d'y> al{ vyai “a maiden/ a virgin whom a man had not

known.” In Matt 1:20, the modifying clause stated: “for that
which is conceived in her is of the Holy Spirit.” Without such
modifying statements even the honorific epithet “Virgin”
could be misleading about one’s truly being celibate.
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B.
THE MEANING OF “ISCARIOT”

The names Judas and Judas Iscariot appear in a variety of
forms in the Gospels and the actual meaning of Iscariot has
yet to be agreed upon. Here are the different readings:

• Mark 14:43, Viou,daj “Judas”;

• Matthew 26:14, !Iouvda" !Iskariwvth"4 “Judas Iscariot”;

• Mark 3:19, 14:10, Luke 6:16. !Iouvdan !Iskariw vq1 “Judas
Iscarioth” or !Iouvdan oJ !Iskariw vq “Judas the Iscarioth”;

• Matt 10:4, John 12:4, !Iouvda" oJ !Iskariwvth", “Judas the
Iscariot”; Mss. A C D Q P Y read !Iouvda" Sivmwno"
!Iskariwvth" “Judas Simon Iscariot”;5

• John 14:22,  !Iouvda" oujc oJ !Iskariwvth",6 “Judas, not the
Iscariot.” Ms. D reads !Iouvda" oujc oJ ajpo; karuwvtou,
“Judas, not the one from Karuot”; 

• John 13:2, !Iouvda" Sivmwno" !Iskariwvtou “Judas Simon
of  Iscariot.” Ms. D reads !Iouvda Sivmwno"  ajpo; karuwvtou,
“Judas Simon from Karuot”; 

• John 6:71, 13:26, !Iouvdan Sivmwno" !Iskariwvtou “Judas
Simon of  Iscariot”;

• Luke 22:3, !Iouvdan to;n kalouvmenon !Iskariwvthn “Judas,
the one called Iscariot.”

• Skariwvth" , Skariwv q, Scarioth, Scariota, Carioth, and
Cariotha are variants found in the numerous manuscript
traditions of all of the verses above.

OLDER DERIVATIONS OF  “ISCARIOT” 

Davies and Allison (1991: 157) and Klassen (1992:1091)
have provide helpful summaries of the various interpretations
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of ‘Iscariot’—none of which accommodate all of the variants

cited above. The place name bAj vyai in 2 Sam 10:6, 8

(which became Istwb in the Septuagint)7 provides a clue for

those who, by analogy, read !Iskariwvth" as the noun vyai
and the place name tAYrIq., meaning “the man of Kerioth.”8

This accommodates ms. D in John 13:2 and 14:22 which read
!Iouvda Sivmwno" ajpo; karuwvtou, “Judas Simon from Karuot.”

Some preferred to interpret !Iskariwvth" as  Axrey> vyai, “man

of Jericho.” 
Others take their cue from the Skariwvth", Skariwv q,

Scarioth, and Scariota variants, and identify ‘Iscariot’  as the
Greek sikavrio" and Latin sicarius, both meaning bandit,
assassin.” If this were the case, the initial !I of  !Iskariwvth"

would reflect the prosthetic a, which in Hebrew is prefixed to

some words to facilitate pronunciation, as opposed to taking

the initial !Is of !Iskariwvth as the Hebrew vyai “man.” This

identification of the !Is of !Iskariwvth as a prosthetic a also

works for those who read the skariwv of !Iskariwvth as being

• the Aramaic ay"r>q;v.ai “the false one, a liar, a traitor”;

• the Aramaic ar"q.ysi  “red paint,” making Judas a “dyer” or

a “red head”; 

• the Hebrew yTir>Q;si as found in Isa 19:4, which became

paradw,sw “I will hand over” in the Septuagint;

• the Latin scortea “coat or apron of leather,” becoming
secondarily a “purse” or a “purse-bearer”;

•  the Greek karuwto;" “one who is (from a town of) date
palms.”
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A NEW DERIVATION OF “ISCARIOT”

Jastrow (1903: 1413, 1417) cited the Hebrew masculine
plural noun tAyWrq. “persons called up to read from the Scrip-

tures” and the Hebrew tAaWrq. /~yaiWrq. “those called up to

read from the Torah,” i.e., lectors. This tAyWrq. is a cognate

of the Arabic \£@"ªg (qâ cri%y un ) “a reader/ reciter of the

Qur can,” and similar to the Arabic \!?g (qurrâ c) “a devotee,

one who devotes himself/herself ” to religious exercise . . . ”

(Lane 1885: 2504, from the verb ê?g (qarac) “to call, to read,

to recite, to chant [Scripture]” ).
This interpretation does justice to the Greek definite article

oJ in the named spelled out as !Iouvdan oJ !Iskariw vq or as
!Iouvda" oJ !Iskariwvth". This definite article in Greek re-
quires the name to be reconstructed as tAyWrq . vyai, with the

oJ !Is of the  oJ !Iskariwvth" reflecting an vyai in the construct

state (“the man of ”) followed by the tAyWrq . in the absolute

state. This derivation means that Judas would have been a
man familiar with the Tanakh, a lector who read aloud well
and probably had read widely. Religious texts like the Psalms
of Solomon may have contributed to a messianic zeal which
envisioned the coming of a Son of David who would “purge
Jerusalem from gentiles who trample her to destruction . . .
and the alien and the foreigner will no longer live near them”
(Ps Sol 17:22, 29) (Wright 1985: 667). Judas zeal for Jesus
may have led him to think that a staged betrayal would be a
sufficient catalyst to get the Messiah to demonstrate his power
to “destroy the unlawful nations with the word of his mouth”
(Ps Sol 17:24) and bring about a gentile free Jerusalem. When
his scheme backfired suicide became Judas’ option of choice
(Matt 27:5).
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The name !Iouvdan Sivmwno" !Iskariwvtou, “Judas Simon
of  Iscariot,” suggests that Judas’ fathers’ name was Simon
and that father Simon was a lector. If so, it was a good
example of “like father, like son,” for both could have been
lectors, one after the other.

C.

Revelation 13:18

A Clue from the Monk Beatus

_Wde h` sofi,a evsti,nÅ o ̀e;cwn nou/n 
yhfisa,tw to .n avriqmo .n tou/ qhri,ou( 

avriqmo.j ga.r avnqrw,pou evsti,n( 
kai. o ̀avriqmo.j auvtou/ e`xako,sioi e`xh,konta e[xÅ

This calls for wisdom: let anyone with understanding
 calculate the number of the beast, 

for it is the number of a person. 
Its number is six hundred sixty-six.

J. Massyngberde Ford (1975: 216), citing H. A. Sanders,
(1918: 95–99), quoted the commentary of the monk Beatus of
Liébana (in the Cantabrian Mountains of northern Spain),
written around 776 A.D. On Rev 13:18, Beatus commented:

“This is wisdom; he who has understanding let him
count the number of the beast. For it is the number of a
man,” that is, of Christ whose name the beast takes for
himself . . . . (my italics).9

In the opinion of the writer the most obvious name which
the Christ and the beast shared in common with a numerical
equivalent of 666 would have been sôter, which had anti-
thetical meanings depending on whether the sôter was a
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Greek word or a Hebrew word. The Greek swthr “savior” (as
in Luke 2:11 swth.r o[j evstin Cristo.j ku,rioj “a savior who
is Christ, the Lord”) would be transliterated in Hebrew and

Aramaic as rtws (= swtr = sôte%r). In Hebrew the s (s) = 60,

the w (w/ô) = 6, the t (t) = 400, and the r (r) = 200, which all
together equal 666.

The Hebrew and Aramaic word rtws (= swtr = sôte%r), in

contrast to the Greek word transliterated into Hebrew using
these same letters, means “destroyer” or “one who tears
down” (Jastrow 1903: 1022); and its Arabic cognate is  ?(H
(šatar) “to offend, abuse, revile” and ?á(H (šatîr) “knave,
rogue” (Lane 1872: 1503; Hava 1915: 351). Therefore, 666
can be a numeric code for “savior”—when based upon the
Greek loanword swthr (sôte%r)—or 666 can be a numeric
code for “destroyer” when based upon the Hebrew/Aramaic
rtws (= swtr = sôte%r).

The phrase “it is the number of a man” (avriqmo.j ga.r

avnqrw,pou evsti,n) would have been  aWh vyaii rP;s.mi (mis-

par cîš hûc) or aWh ~d"a' rP;s.mi (mispar ca%da%m hûc). Were it

the latter phrase with ~d"a' (ca%da%m /Adam), the phrase could

also mean in light of Arabic cognates cited by Lane (1863:
36) “it is the number of a ruler /provost” or “it is the number
of a peacemaker, reconciler, examplar.” 

Thus, Beatus’ comment, “[it is the mark /number of ]
Christ whose name the beast takes for himself ” indicates the
hidden wordplay requiring certain linguistic skills to recog-
nize that Christ’s Greek title rtws /swthr / swtr “Savior”—
being one way to indicate 666—was transformed to become
also the Aramaic/Hebrew name and mark of the beast called
rtws / swthr / swtr “Destroyer.” 
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1. The tarqw could be read as tar"q 'w> “she will call” as in the MT

of Isa 7:14; but in light of the 3ms arqyw in Matt 1:25, it is
properly read as the 2ms waw-consecutive “you (Joseph) shall
call.”

2. For the use in Hebrew of an adjective as a noun, see GKC §
132a, note 2.

3. On the ambiguity of parqe,noj (as in the Illiad II: 514, “She, a
modest virgin, went upstairs, where the god lay with her in secret,”
see Liddell and Scott 1966: 1339.

4. The -th" ending of !Iskariwvth" is the nomen actoris suffix

and the -wvq ending of  !Iskariwvq is the spirantized Hebrew t, the

original ending of the noun to which the -h" suffix was added.

5. See Aland (1968: 34) for the variants Scarioth, Scariota, Carioth,
Skariwvth", and Sivmwno" !Iskariwvtou.

6. See Aland (1968: 389) also for the variants Scarioth, Scariotha,
Scariotis, oujc Skariovta.

7. Josephus (Antquities. 7:121) refers to it as  [Istobo".

8. In Josh 15:25 the city named rAcx' ayhi !Arc.x, tAYrIq .—

which became “Hazorhadattah, Keriothhezron (that is, Hazor)” in
the RSV—was among the cities belonging to the tribe of Judah.

The Septuagint reads here kai. ai` po,leij Aserwn au[th Aswr,

the initial tAYrIq. read as the plural noun “cities.” In Amos 2:2,

tAYrIQ.h ; became also in the Septuagint po,lewn auvth/j “her cities,”

whereas the Vulgate read it as a place named Carioth, which came

NOTES
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into English as Kerioth. In Jer 48:21 the place name tAYrIq.
became Kariwq, and the noun tAbroQ.h; became ta.j po,leij “the

cities,” but in Jer 48:41 the name appears also as tAYrIQ.h;, which

became Akkariwq in Greek. Some have conjectured that the
definite article attached to this intensive plural would mean “The
City,” meaning Jerusalem.

9.  Beatus wrote his commentary on the Apocalypse believing that
the Savior would come at the turn of the millennium (1,000 A.D.)
and bring to an end the world as he knew it.



XXVII

PROBLEM QUOTATIONS 

IN THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS

The Epistle to the Hebrews contains about ninety quota-
tions or allusions from the Hebrew scriptures.1 It is widely
acknowledged that the author of this epistle was not interested
in an exegetical inquiry to discover the literal meaning of the
Hebrew texts or the earlier Israelite authors’ intended mes-
sages. The Hebrew scriptures were assumed to have been
written by God—or to be the utterances of the Holy Spirit or
the pre-incarnate Christ— and were used by the author of the
epistle to give authority to his faith affirmations about the
person and ministry of Jesus Christ. 

Most of the quotations in the epistle are rather straight
forward from the Hebrew text or the Septuagint with only
minor variations—as if they were quoted from memory—and
are trouble free.2 Some of the author’s allusions, though, have
been missed by a number of commentators. Such is the case
of the statement in Heb 1:3, “[God] spoke to us through a son,
. . . through whom he created the universe,” which was surely
drawn from the wisdom traditions found in

• Proverbs 8:22, 30, “Yahweh created me [Wisdom] at the
beginning of his work, the first of his acts of old . . . I was
beside him like a little child.” 

• Wisdom of Solomon  9:1–2, “O God of my fathers . . .who
has made all things by your Word and by your Wisdom has
formed man.”

• Wisdom of Solomon  7:22, “For Wisdom [is] the fashioner
of all things.”

• Wisdom of Solomon  8:4, “[Wisdom] glorifies her noble
birth by living with God . . . she is an initiate in the know-
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ledge of God, and an associate in his works.”

• Wisdom of Solomon 9:9, “With thee is Wisdom, who
knows thy works and was present when you made the
world.”

The affirmation in Hebrew 1:3, “the Son is the radiance of
God’s glory and the exact representation of His being, sus-
taining all things by his powerful word” clearly echoes
Wisdom of Solomon 7:25–26,

[Wisdom] is a breath of the power of God, a pure emanation

of the glory of the Almighty; . . . she is a reflection of the
eternal light, a spotless mirror of God’s active power, and

image of his goodness. . . . she renews all things.3

Just as the prologue of the Gospel of John reflects the trans-

formation the feminine hm'k.x' /Sofi,a (“Wisdom ” ) tradition

into a masculine  Logo,j /Cristo,j (“Word /Christ”) tradi-
tion, so the prologue in the Epistle to the Hebrew reflects the

transformation of  the hm'k.x' /Sofi,a tradition into the ui `o.n

tou/ Qeou //Cristo,j (“Son of God/Christ”) tradition. And,
whereas Matthew appealed to the Greek text of Isaiah 7:14 for
a prophecy of a virgin birth, the author of Hebrews appealed

to the metaphor of adoption in Psalm 2, ~Ayh ynIa hT'a; ynIB.
^yTid>liy; “you art my son, today I have begotten you,” (which
was a declaration of the divine origin and supremacy of the
Israelite monarchy) to proclaim the reality of the “first born”
Son of God who sat at “the right hand of Majesty on high”
and was superior  to the angels.4 Moreover, to support this af-
firmation, the author appealed to the same metaphor in II Sam

7:14, yLi-hy<h.yI aWhw> ba'l. AL-hy<h.a, ynIa ], “I will be to him

a father and he shall be to me a son”—disregarding the histor-
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ical context found in II Sam 7:14, where Yahweh said to
David:

When your days are over and you rest with your fathers, I will
raise up your offspring to succeed you, who will come from

your own body (^y[,Memi / koili,aj sou), and I will establish

his kingdom.

Buchanan (1976: 15), in his commentary on this epistle,
noted that there is no direct or indirect evidence “that the
author of Hebrews interpreted Jesus as belonging to the
family of David . . . . [he] never mentioned David in relation
to Jesus or the Messiah.”

Heb 1:6 and Deut 32:43

AM[; ~yIAg WnynIr>h; 
~AQyI wyd'b'[]-~d; yKi 
wyr'c'l. byviy" ~q'n"w
`AM[; Atm'd>a; rP,kiw>

Praise his people, O you nations;5

for he avenges the blood of his servants, 
and takes vengeance on his adversaries, 

and makes expiation for the land of his people.

The quotation in Hebrews 1:6 presents the reader with two
problems. The first is the statement that when God brought
the “first born” into the world, the angels (probably the
“winds” and  “flames,” mentioned in vs. 7) were already pre-
sent and were commanded to worship the “first born Son”
—despite the prior statement in Heb 1:3, that “[God] spoke
to us through a son, . . . through whom he created the uni-
verse.” Seemingly then the title “first born” was not used to
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designate the “first of creation” but was used as an honori-
fic—differing with Wisdom’s claim in Prov 8:22–23 that
“Yahweh created me at the beginning of his work,  the first of
his acts of old . . . when he established the heavens I was
there.” Whereas Wisdom claimed to have come before any
angels, according to Heb 1:6, the “first born” was greeted by
angels already there.

The second problem confronting the reader relates to the
difference between what appears in the Hebrew text of Deut
32:43 and what appears in the Septuagint, which was the
source for the seven word quotation in Heb 1:6. The thirteen
words in the Hebrew text of 32:43 (cited above) were ex-
panded into forty eight words in the Septuagint, and, of all
these Greek words, only seven were quoted in Heb 1:6. In
these texts, cited  in the next paragraphs, the boldface corres-
ponds to the MT of Deut 32:43, and the underlined text
matches the quotation in Heb 1:6.

Deut 32:43  

euvfra,nqhte ouvranoi, a[ma auvtw/| kai. proskunhsa,twsan

auvtw/| pa,ntej ui`oi. qeou/ euvfra,nqhte e;qnh meta. tou/ laou/
auvtou/ kai. evniscusa,twsan auvtw/| pa,ntej a;ggeloi qeou/
o[ti to. ai-ma tw/n ui`w/n auvtou/ evkdika/tai kai. evkdikh,sei
kai. avntapodw,sei di,khn toi/j evcqroi/j kai. toi/j misou/sin
avntapodw,sei kai. evkkaqariei/ ku,rioj th.n gh/n tou/ laou/
auvtou/

Praise, ye heavens, with him, and let all the sons of God
worship him. Rejoice ye Gentiles, with his people, and let
all the angels of God strengthen themselves in him; for he

will avenge the blood of his sons /servants ( ui`w/n / wyd'b'[])
and he will render vengeance, and recompense justice to his
enemies, and will reward them that hate him; and the Lord
shall purge the (his) land (of) his people.
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Heb 1:6

o[tan de. pa,lin eivsaga,gh| to.n prwto,tokon eivj th.n
oivkoume,nhn(

le,gei( Kai. proskunhsa,twsan auvtw/| pa,ntej a;ggeloi qeou/Å

But when he again brings the firstborn into the world,

 he says: “and let all the angels of God worship him.”

The radical difference between the MT “Praise his people,
O you nations” and the Septuagint’s “Rejoice, ye heavens,

with him” reflects the confusion of an [ and a X, as attested,

for example, in Judges 8:16 where the MT reads

ry[ih' ynEq.zI-ta, xQ;YIw: 
~ynIq\r>B;h;-ta,w> rB'd>Mih; yceAq-ta,w>

`tAKsu yven>a; tae ~h,B' [d;YOw:
And he took the elders of the city

and with thorns of the desert and with briers
he made known with them the men of Succoth.

The senseless last line here appears in the Septugint as kai.
hvlo,hsen evn auvtoi/j tou.j a;ndraj th/j po,lewj “and with
them [the thorns and briers] he threshed the men of the city”
(after which came the destruction of the tower of Penuel and
the killing of the men of that city). In the Vorlage of the Sep-
tuagint the MT [dyw “he knew/made known” was obviously
read as Xdyw “he threshed,” which is contextually the pre-
ferred reading.6 A similar error occured in the MT of Deut
32:43, where the AM[; ~yIAG WnynIr>h; “Praise, O Gentiles, his
people,” was—in light of the Septuagintal variant—originally
wm[ ~ymX wnynrh “Praise, O heavens, his people” or “Praise,
O heavens, with him” This phrase became corrupted when
the X of ~ymX was read as an [, and it became ~ym[ wnynrh
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wm[ “Praise, O peoples, his people.” The ambiguity of this

wm[ ~ym[ was reduced when ~ywg was substituted for the

~ym[. This change, which survives in the MT AM[; ~yIA G,

would have been unnecessary had the original ~ymX not been
misread as ~ym[.

The Septuagint of Deut 32:43 has two doublets. The first
one is (a) the euvfra,nqhte ouvranoi, a[ma auvtw/| (“Praise, O
heavens, with him”), reflecting a Vorlage with ~yIm;v' WnynIr>h;
AM[i, coupled with (b) the euvfra,nqhte e;qnh meta. tou/ laou/

auvtou/ (“Rejoice, O nations, with his people”), which reflects

a Vorlage with AM[; ~[i ~yMi[; WnynIr>h;. The second doublet

is (c) kai. proskunhsa,twsan auvtw/| pa,ntej ui`oi. qeou/ “and
let all the sons of God worship him,” coupled with (d) kai.

evniscusa,twsan auvtw/| pa,ntej a;ggeloi qeou “and let all the
angels of God strengthen themselves in him.” This second
doublet with its “sons of God” and “angels of God” interprets
the ~yIm;v' / ouvranoi “heavens” mentioned in the first doublet

cited above. Thus, the Song of Moses began with the vocative
“O heavens” in Deut 32:1, and apparently ended with the
same vocative in Deut 32:43, providing a classical incipit and
inclusio—clinching the argument that the MT ~ywg was not
original but a secondary clarification once ~ymX was misread
as ~ym[. Thus, when the author of Hebrews quoted the phrase
“and let all the angels of God worship him,” he used a phrase
found only in a doublet which was totally removed from the
Hebrew text and context of the Song of Moses.

Heb 1:8–9 and Psa 45:6–8

In the first verses of Psalm 45 the author stated with perfect
clarity, “I address my verses to the king . . . [for] you are the
fairest of the sons of men . . . therefore God has blessed you
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for ever.” But this focus did not deter the author of Hebrews
from appropriating part of the psalm as a hymn of praise for
the “Son of God” who was the fairest of the “sons of God.”

Despite the fact that the 2ms suffix ̂  “your” appears four-
teen times in Psa 45:1–5, 7–9 clearly referring to the king of
Israel or Judah, the suffix in 45:9 was read by the author of
Hebrews as referring to the Son of God, following the Septua-
gint’s  o` qro,noj sou o ̀qeo,j eivj to.n aivw/na tou/ aivw/noj,
“your throne, O God, is for ever and ever.” And many subse-
quent translators have followed the Greek texts of Psalms and

Hebrews, which understood the ~yhil{a/ in the phrase/ ^a]s.Ki
d[,w" ~l'A[ ~yhil{a/ to be the vocative “O God.” Thus,  ̂ a]s.Ki
“your throne” came to mean that the throne of God and/or the
throne of the divine Son would be for ever and ever. 

Given the fourteen ^ suffixes referring to the earthly king,

it is most likely that the psalmist intended ~yhil{a/ ̂ a]s.Ki to
mean “your divine throne,” with the ~yhil{a/ used here as an
adjective rather than as a vocative.7 This statement about
Israel’s or Judah’s “divine throne” being “for ever and ever”
reflects the same affirmation made in Psa 89:29, 35–37, “I
will establish his line for ever . . . I will not lie to David. His
line shall endure for ever, and his throne as long as the sun
before me.”

The last phrase from Psalm 45 quoted in Heb1:9 b, “God,
your God has anointed you with the oil of gladness above

your fellows (^yr,bex]),” indicates how the author of Hebrews

found evidence for “God the Father” and “God the Son.” The
“your” suffix in the phrase “your throne, O God” (1:8) had as
its antecedent the divine Son; while the “your God” in the
phrase “your God has anointed you” (1:9) refers to God the
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Father. And, whereas the ^yr,bex] “your fellows” in Psa 45:7
referred to fellow monarchs surrounding Israel’s or Judah’s
king, for the author of Hebrews it referred to the heavenly
comrades of the Son—the angels who were commanded to
worship the Son (1:6) and were the “ministering spirits sent
forth to serve” (1:14).

Heb 2:7, 9 and Psa 8:5

`WhreJ.[;T. rd'h'w> dAbk'w> ~yhil{a/me j[;M. WhreS.x;T.w:
You diminished him a little from God,
and crowned him with glory and honor.

hvla,ttwsaj auvto.n bracu, ti parV avgge,louj( do,xh| kai.
timh /| evstefa,nwsaj auvto,n

You diminished him a little less than angels, 
and crowned him with glory and honor;

Hebrews 2:7
 hvla,ttwsaj auvto.n bracu, ti parV avgge,louj( do,xh| kai.

timh /| evstefa,nwsaj auvto,n
You diminished him a little less than angels.

The single word j[;m. “little” became translated into Greek
with the two words bracu, “short” and ti “some, somewhat,
only,” both of which were used for space, status, or time. This
translations differ as to whether the bracu, ti meant “a little
lower” (spacial / social status) or “a little while” (temporal).
The Hebrew text of Psa 8:5 clearly means “you have made
him [= Adam = human beings] only a little lower than God,”
thereby affirming the very high social status of humans who
were given dominion over the works of God’s hands, as stated
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also in Gen 1:26–28. But once the ~yhil{a/ “God” was read or

interpreted here as ~yhil{a/ ynEb. “the sons of God” or “angels,”

then the bracu, ti, which translated the j[;m. “a little lower”
(with reference to status), was interpreted by some as “for a
little while.”

Thus, while the Vulgate, and most English translations ren-
dered the bracu, ti of Psa 8:5 as “a little lower than,” the
same bracu, ti when quoted in Heb 2:7 became “for a little
while lower” in the RSV, NAB, NAS, NAU, NJB, and NRS.
These latter translations rightly reflect the argument of the
author of Hebrews who has taken liberty with Psa 8:7 by in-

terpreting the vAna/ / a;nqrwpoj “man” and the ~d'a'-!b, / ui `o.j
avnqrw,pou “the son of man” to be the “last Adam” (I Cor 15:
45), even though the Hebrew has vAna/ “Enosh” for “man”

rather than ~d'a' “Adam”—not to mention that the Hebrew

has  ~yhil{a/ “God” rather than “angels.” But for the author of
Hebrews the psalmist’s recognition that Adam (= “human
beings”) had dominion on earth was but a coded revelation
that the Son of God had dominion over everything. The Son
became incarnate on earth for a little while (bracu, ti) as
Jesus, who as a son of Adam could demonstrate his dominion
over death and the devil—while at the same time expiate the
sins of all his earthly brethren, the children of Adam and of
Abraham.

Heb 8:9b and Jer 31:32b

The initial hNEh “Behold!” (=  ivdou.) of Jer 31:31 is not

found in Heb 8:8b; and the hw"hy>-~aun “oracle of Yahweh” (=

fhsi.n ku,rioj “says the Lord”) became in Heb 8:8–10  le,gei
ku,rioj “declares the Lord.” The more significant differences
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in the verses below (highlighted in boldface) have a ready
explanation.8 

Jeremiah 31:32

 ytiyrIB.-ta, Wrpehe hM'he-rv,a] 
`hw"hy>-~aun> ~b' yTil.[;B' ykinOa'w>

. . . my covenant which they broke, 

though I was their husband, oracle of Yahweh
or

. . . my covenant which they broke, 
and I was disgusted with them, oracle of Yahweh

Jeremiah 38:31 (LXX)

o[ti auvtoi. ouvk evne,meinan evn th/| diaqh,kh| mou
kai. evgw. hvme,lhsa auvtw/n fhsi.n ku,rioj

for they abode not in my covenant, 

and I disregarded them, saith the Lord.

Hebrews 8:9b
o[ti auvtoi. ouvk evne,meinan evn th/| diaqh,kh| mou( 

kavgw. hvme,lhsa auvtw/n( le,gei ku,rioj\

because they did not remain faithful to my covenant, 
and I disregarded them, declares the Lord.

The translation of  yTil.[;B' in the Septuagint as  h vme,lhsa “I

disregarded” may reflect a Vorlage with  ytl[g “to loathe, to

abhor,” rather than ytl[b. However, an emendation here is

probably unnecessary. Hebrew l[b had more than the one
meaning recognized in current Hebrew lexicons. It may be a

homograph of the two meanings attested for the Arabic q[#
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(ba cala): (1) “he became a husband, or lord, or master,” with

its noun q[ª# (bacl) “husband, lord, master owner,” and (2)
“he became confounded or perplexed, he was disgusted,”

with its participle q[ª# (bacil) “confounded, perplexed” (Lane

1: 228). The translation of l[b into Greek as  hvme,lhsa “dis-

regarded” makes sense once the second definition of the cog-

nate q[ª# (ba cala) comes into focus. Instead of interpreting

~b' yTil.[;B' as “I was their husband,” the context, the cognates

and versions9 suggest that the phrase meant “I was disgusted
with them.”

Heb 10 :37–38 and Hab 2:3–4

The quotation of Hab 2:3–4 in Heb 10:37–38 contains an
abbreviated and a rearranged text, as well as significant de-
partures from the Mosoretic text in favor of the Septuagint.
The texts to be compare include

d[eAMl; !Azx' dA[ yKi
bZEk;y> al{w> #Qel; x;pey"w>
Al-hKex; Hm'h.m;t.yI-~ai
`rxea;y> al{ aboy" abo-yKi

AB Avp.n: hr'v.y"-al{ hl'P.[u hNEhi
`hy<x.yI Atn"Wma/B, qyDIc;w>

For still the vision awaits its time;
it hastens to the end — it will not lie. 

If it seem slow, wait for it; 
it will surely come, it will not delay.

Behold, he whose soul is not upright in him shall fail, 
but the righteous shall live by his faith.
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dio,ti e;ti o[rasij eivj kairo.n 
kai. a vnatelei/ eivj pe ,raj kai . ou vk eivj keno,n

eva .n u `sterh,sh| u `po ,meinon au vto ,n
o[ti evrco,menoj h[xei kai. ouv mh. croni,sh|

e va .n up̀ostei,lhtai ouvk euvdokei/ h ̀yuch, mou evn auvtw]
o` de. di,kaioj evk pi,stew,j mou zh,setai

For the vision is yet for a time, 
and it will rise at the end, and not in vain:

though he should tarry, wait for him; 
for he will surely come, and will not tarry. 

If he should draw back, my soul has no pleasure in him:
 but the just shall live by my faith. 

Hebrews 10 : 37–38

e;ti ga.r mikro.n o[son o[son(
o` evrco,menoj h[xei kai. ouv croni,sei\

o` de. di,kaio,j mou evk pi,stewj zh,setai( 
kai. eva .n u `postei ,lhtai( ou vk euvdokei / h` yuch, mou evn au vtw /|Å

For yet a little while 
(= MT Hab 2:3a)

the coming one shall come and shall not tarry; 
(= MT Hab 2:3d)

 but my righteous one shall live by faith, 
( = MT Hab 2:4b)

and if he shrinks back, my soul has no pleasure in him.
( = LXX Hab 2:4a)

The MT  dA[ is reflected in the first of the two  o[son, mean-

ing “a while”; and the d[eAMl;' “appointed time” was read as

a poetic preposition and an adverb—d[o Aml. “for a while”—
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reflected by the second o[son. There is nothing in Heb 10:37

for the MT !Azx' “vision.” Nor is there anything for the MT

Al-hKex; Hm'h.m;t.yI-~ai bZEk;y> al{w> #Qel; x;pey"w> and its trans-

lation in the Septuagint as kai. avnatelei / ei vj pe,raj kai. ouvk

ei vj keno,n e va.n u`sterh ,sh | u`po,meinon auvto,n “it hastens to the
end, it will not lie. If it seem slow, wait for it.”

The translation of the MT AB Avp.n: hr"v.y"-al{ hl'P.[u has

been very problematic for the following two reasons. 

• The pu cal  hl'P.[u “she became swollen” has been widely

identified as a cognate of the Arabic qdª\ (cafal) “tumor”

and qdª\ (cofel) “hemorrhoid” (BDB 779), and then  para-
phrased as a verb or adjective to mean “shall fail”(RSV)
“lifted up” (KJV), “puffed up”(ASV, NIV, NIB),, “unbeliv-
ing“ (DRA), “succumb” (NJB), “rash” (NAB), “proud
[ones]” (NAS, NAV, NRS, NKJ), with the Vulgate’s hav-
ing “incredulus.”

• The verb hr"v.y" is commonly identified asrv;y" “to be up-

right,” the cognate of Arabic ?CÜ (yasara) “to be gentle, to

be easy”—which, with the modifier ynE[eB.,  means “to be

right in the eyes of ,” i.e., “to be pleasing.” (BDB 448). 

However, the MT hl'P.[u should be corrected to hl'B.[u, in
agreement with the Septuagint’s u`postei,lhtai and its quota-

tion in Heb 10:37. The Hebrew stem lb[, as understood by

the Greek translators, is the cognate of Arabic q$ª\ (cabala)

“held back, he drew back, he withheld, he diverted, he was

cut off [by death]” (Lane 5: 1941–1942; Hava 451).10 With

this definition in focus, the corrected MT  hr"v.y"-al{ hl'B.[u
AB Avp.n: means “his unrighteous soul was cut off ,” i.e., the
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unrighteous have been cutoff  [from life], but “the righteous

shall live by faithfulness.” With this correction of hlp[ to

hlb[ 11 and with insight from the  cognate q$\ (cabala), the
contrast between the fate of the unrighteous and the fate of
the righteous is clear—the former dies and the latter lives.

The Greek translation (including the quotation in Heb 2:4)

of the MT AB Avp.n: hr'v.y"-al{ as  ouvk euvdokei/ h ̀yuch, mou

evn auvtw “my soul has no pleasure in him,” reflects a Vorlage

with wb yvpn hrv al.12 The Greek translators did not have

a text with the 3fs perfect hrXy “she was upright,” but a 3fs

perfect of  rv / rrv “to have pleasure.” This stem is the cog-
nate of Arabic ?D (sar / surra) “he rejoiced, was glad, happy,
he experienced a pleasure, or delight.” (Lane 4:1337).13

Heb 10:5–7 and Psa 40:7–9

T'c.p;x'-al{ hx'n>miW xb;z<  7
yLi t'yrIK' ~yIn:z>a' 

`T'l.a'v' al{ ha'j'x]w: hl'A[ 
ytiab'-hNEhi yTir>m;a' za'  8
`yl'[' bWtK' rp,se-tL;gIm.Bi

yTic.p'x' yh;l{a/ ^n>Acr>-tAf[]l;  9
`y['me %AtB. ^t.r'Atw> 

Sacrifice and offering you did not desire, 
but my ears you have pierced;

burnt offerings and sin offerings you did not require.
 Then I said, "Here I am, I have come

— it is written  about/for/to  me in the scroll — 
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“I delight to do your will, O my God; 
your law is within my heart.”

qusi,an kai. prosfora.n ouvk hvqe,lhsaj 
wvti ,a / sw/ma de. kathrti,sw moi

 o`lokau,twma kai. peri. am̀arti,aj ouvk h; |thsaj
to,te ei=pon ivdou. h[kw 

evn kefali,di bibli,ou ge,graptai peri. evmou/

 tou/ poih/sai to. qe,lhma, sou o ̀qeo,j mou evboulh,qhn 
kai. to.n no,mon sou evn me,sw| th/j koili,aj mou

Sacrifice and offering you did not desire;
but ears / body you prepared for me:

burnt-offering and sin offering you did not require.
Then I said, Behold, I come:

in the volume of the book it is written concerning me,
I desired to do your will, O my God,

 and your law in the midst of my stomach.

Heb 10 :5–7 

Qusi,an kai. prosfora.n ouvk hvqe,lhsaj(
sw/ma de. kathrti,sw moi\

o`lokautw,mata kai. peri. am̀arti,aj ouvk euvdo,khsajÅ
to,te ei=pon( VIdou. h[kw( 

evn kefali,di bibli ,ou ge ,graptai peri. e vmou/(
 tou/ poih/sai o ̀qeo.j o. qe,lhma, souÅ

Sacrifice and offering you have not desired, 
but a body you have prepared for me;

sacrifices and offerings you have not desired.
“Then I said, ‘Behold, I have come 

(In the roll of the book it is written of Me)
To do your will, O God.’”
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The Hebrew yLi t'yrIK' ~yIn:z>a' “you have bored ears for me”

is translated literally into Greek by Aquila, Symmachus,
Theodotian, and in a number of Septuagint manuscripts. But
the major Septuagint mansuscrips (Vaticanus, Siniaticus, and
Alexandrinus) have  sw/ma “body.” There was evidently a con-

fusion in the (oral) tradition of  !z<ao “ear” (wvti ,a) with ~c,[,
“bone, body, self” (= ovste,on or  sw/ma; see especially Lam
4:7,  ~c,[, Wmd>a' “they were ruddy in body”). If the original

were  ~c,[, = sw/ma  = “body,” the verb may well have been

t'yrIB' rather than the MT t'yrIK'. This t'yrIB' (from hr'B')
would be the cognate of Arabic £?# / !?# (baraya) “to cleanse,

to restore the body;” as in the expression “He [God] restored
him to convalescence from disease, sickness or malady”; and

the noun £@"# (bâricun) “recovering from disease, sickness, or
malady, convalescent, healthy”(Lane 1: 178[form 4], 179;
Hava 26). The Greek kathrti,sw “prepared” would translate

Hebrew !WK “to prepare,” not the MT hr"K' “to dig, to pierce.”

The rp,se-tL;gIm. “scroll of scripture” may be a reference to

just Psalm 119, which contains many references about “de-
lighting in the law” (verses 16, 24, 35, 47, 70, 77, 92, 143, as
well as Psalms 1:2; 112:1; and 37:31).
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1. Henry Shires (in Finding the Old Testament in the New
[Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1974, 62–63] noted that in He-
brews “at least 28 O.T. passges are cited, and 21 of these are not
quoted elsewhere in the N.T.” Given the varied length of the quota-
tions in Hebrews, I prefer to count phrases rather than verses or
passages.

2. A good example of minor variations having no theological signi-
ficance is found in Heb 1:11–12 where Psa 102:25–26 is quoted,

which reads Wpl{x]y:w> ~peylix]T; vWbL.K; Wlb.yI dg<B,K. ~L'kuw> “and all

of them like a garment will wear out; like a raiment you change
them and they will be changed .” In the Septuagint (101:26)  i`ma,-

tion translated dg<B, “garment” and peribo,laion translated  vWbl.
“raiment,”with the repeated use of @l;x' “to change” matched by

the repeated use of  avlla,ssw “to change.” But in Heb 1:10 i`ma,-
tion “garment” appears twice and peribo,laion “cloak” once; and

the first  avlla,ssw in the Septuagint became e`li,ssw “to roll up”

in the epistle. 

3. James Moffatt (in A Critical and Exegetical Commentary of the
Epistle to the Hebrews , International Critical Commentary [Edin-
burgh: T. & T. Clark ,1924: 6) cited Wis 7:25–26 and commented,

The unique relation of Christ to God is one of the un-
borrowed truths of Christianity, but it is stated here in
borrowed terms. The writer is using metaphors which had
been already applied in Alexandrian theology to Wisdom
and Logos.

By contrast, George Wesley Buchanan (in To the Hebrews: Trans-
lation, Comment and Conclusions, Anchor Bible 36 [Garden City,
New York: Doubleday] 1976: 6–7) made no reference to Wis 7:25
ff., although he quoted Pss of Sol 8:2–14 as commentary on  the
“concept of time and creation” found in Heb 1:2 and 11:3.

NOTES
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4. Compare Deut 32:18, ^l,l.xom. lae xK;v.Tiw: yviT, ^d>l'y> rWc
“you were forgot of the Rock that begot you and you forgot the
God who gave you birth.”

5.  The fragment of the Song of Moses found in Qumran Cave 4,
cited by Buchanan, op. cit., 15 reads, “Praise his people, O
heavens.”

6. For other example of the confusion of X and [, see Friedrich

Delitzsch, Die Lese- und Schreibfehler im Alten Testament (Berlin
and Leipzig: Walter de Gruyter, 1920), 119, §131.

7. So interpreted, Psalm 45 can be included among the biblical
texts dealing with the divine right of kings, such as 

• The government of the earth is in the hands of the Lord, and
over it he will raise up the right man for the time (Sir 10:4).

• For your dominion was given you from the Lord, and your
sovereignty from the Most High (Wis  6:3 ).

• For there is no authority except from God, and those that exist
have been instituted by God (Rom 13:1).

• He appointed a ruler for every nation, but Israel is the Lord’s
own portion, whom, being his firstborn, he disciplined, and
allotting to him the light of his love, he does not neglect him
(Sir 17:17–18)

8.  The words in italics indicate almost complete agreement be-
tween these passages in Hebrews 8 and Jeremiah 31. The words
below in boldface indicate distinct disparity between the Masoretic
text and the Septuagint tradition. The few underlined words high-
light minor variations.

Jeremiah 31:31 “Behold! the days are coming, says the
LORD, when I will make a new covenant with the house of
Israel and the house of Judah, 32 not like the covenant
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which I made with their fathers when I took them by the
hand to bring them out of the land of Egypt, my covenant
which they broke, though I was their husband, oracle of
Yahweh. 33 But this is the covenant which I will make with
the house of Israel after those days, the oracle of Yahweh: I
will put my law within them, and I will write it upon their
hearts; and I will be their God, and they shall be my people.
34 And no longer shall each man teach his neighbor and
each his brother, saying, ‘Know Yahweh,’  for they shall all
know me, from the least of them to the greatest, oracle of
Yahweh; for I will forgive their iniquity, and I will
remember their sin no more.”

Hebrews 8:8b The days will come, says the Lord, when I
will establish a new covenant with the house of Israel and
with the house of Judah; 9 not like the covenant that I made
with their fathers on the day when I took them by the hand to
lead them out of the land of Egypt; for they did not
continue in my covenant, and so I paid no heed to them,
says the Lord. 10 This is the covenant that I will make with
the house of Israel after those days, says the Lord: I will put
my laws into their minds, and write them on their hearts, and
I will be their God, and they shall be my people. 11 And they
shall not teach every one his fellow or every one his brother,
saying, ‘Know the Lord,’ for all shall know me, from the
least of them to the greatest. 12 For I will be merciful
toward their iniquities, and I will remember their sins no
more.”

9. The Syriac reads with the Septuagint “and so I despised (+I%b
[be7sît]) them,” but the Vulgate reads “ego dominatus sum eorum.”

10. Lane (4:1555; 5: 1941) cited the expression rÑ$\ Ä(p$\
(cabalathu cabûlu) and &Ñ[H Ä($[H (šacabathu šacûbu), both
meaning “death separated him from his companions.”
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11. For the confusion of  p and b, see Delitzsch, op.cit., 115, §118.

12. For the confusion of  y and w, see Delitzsch, op.cit., 103–105.

13. Also noteworthy is @Ö ?D (surûr) “happiness, or joy, or glad-

ness, . . . or dilatation of the bosom with delight or pleasure . . . ” 

(Lane 4: 1339; KBS 4:1657). Although BDB (1057) recognized the

Arabic cognate of Hebrew  rvo “navel string” ( = ?D [surr]), the

verb rrv and its cognates were not cited.

ADDENDUM  

Matt 21:16–17 and Psa 8:2

But when the chief priests and the scribes saw  the wonder-
ful things that he did, and the children crying out in the tem-
ple, “Hosanna to the Son of David!” they were indignant;
and they said to him, “Do you hear what these are saying?”
And Jesus said to them, “Yes. have you never read, ‘Out of
the mouth of babes and sucklings thou hast brought perfect
praise?’”

Jesus’ quotation of Psa 8:2 in this conversation with his
adversaries follows either the Septuagint or a Hebrew text in
which one letter was different from that found in the Maso-
retic text. The Hebrew text used by the Greek translators did

not have the MT z[ “bulwark, strength” but ![ or !y[  mean-

ing ai,non “praise,” matching the Vulgate’s lauden, reflecting

the well attested confusion  z and  !.  (Delitzsch, op cit., 113

§112d [see above, note 6] cited examples from (1) Isa 44:14

with the MT !r,ao and the zreae in two manuscripts listed by

Kennicott, and (2) the Qere and Kethib in Psa 31:3 and 71:3,
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with !A[m' “habitation” and zA[m' “stronghold.” The stems !['
and hn"[' “to praise” are cognates of Arabic y` (g'an) and£x`
(g'anaya) (BDB 777; Lane 6: 2299, 2302). In Neh 12:36–37

both !yI[;h' and yl;l]mi were translated by ai vnei/n “to praise.”

The NIV, NIB, NLT and the DRA follow the Greek and
Latin texts of Psa 8:2 and the Greek text of Matt 21:17 by

translating the  z[o T'd>S;yI of Psa 8:2 as “you ordained /per-

fected praise.” Thus, the NLT reads, “You have taught child-
ren and nursing infants to give you praise. They silence your
enemies who were seeking revenge.” However, whether the

text contained z[ “bulwark” or ![ “praise,” the problem

remains of explaining how or when infantile voices ever des-

troyed (tyBiv.h;) an enemy or an avenger. Thus, the cluster of

words as they stand in Psa 8:2 remain an enigma.

However, once  the MT z[o is corrected to ![' “praise”—as

found in the Vorlage used by the Greek translators—and  the
last five Hebrew words Psa 8:2c are recognized as a misplace
phrase, clarity comes immediately. At one time the words of
Psa 8:2c, “you founded a bulwark because of thy foes, to still
the enemy and avenger,” must have followed Psa 7:6, which
when brought together constitute a logically coherent and
balanced stanza  that corresponds well with the balanced use
of “anger” and “judgment” in Psa 7:11. The reconstructed
stanza combining 7:6 and 8:2c would read

Arise, O Yahweh, in your anger, 
raise yourself against the fury of my enemies.

Awake, O my God; you decreed judgment
because of your foes, to still the enemy and the avenger.
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This relocation of 8:2c removes the insurmountable problem
of explaining how babies or their infantile voices served in a
defense against foes. Briggs (1906: 63) could only conjecture 

The poet may have been thinking of the creative strength of
God’s speech, of Gn. 1, and so of the strength that God had
established in human speech even of little children as supe-
rior to physical prowess. It is probable that he as thinking of
the divine strength as recognized and praised by children, in
accord with the rendering of the í.

More recent commentators have been a bit more creative but not
more helpful. 



CHAPTER XXVIII

LUKE’S MISREADING IN 16:9

OF TWO HEBREW WORDS 

INTRODUCTION

According to Matt 6:19 Jesus said, “Lay not up for your-
selves treasures upon earth,” but in Luke 16:9 Jesus said,
“Make to yourselves friends of the mammon of unrighteous-
ness.” The two imperatives are inconsistent, if not contra-
dictory. A similar problem appears in Luke 14:26 where Jesus
said, “If any one comes to me and does not hate his own
father and mother and wife and children and brothers and
sisters, yes, and even his own life, he cannot be my disciple.”
But in Matt 22:39, Mark 12:31, and Luke 10:27 Jesus de-

clared that Lev 19:18, “you shall love your neighbor ([;re =
kith-and-kin) as yourself,” was the second greatest command-
ment, exceed only by the commandment to love God. A third
problem appears in Matt 10:34–36, where the Prince of Peace
—having stated in Matt 5:9, “Blessed are the peacemakers:
for they shall be called the children of God”—announced,
“Do not think that I have come to bring peace to the earth; I
have not come to bring peace, but a sword.” And yet there is
no record that Jesus ever touched a sword.

I have already published my interpretation of the difficult
sayings in Luke 14:26 and Matt 10:34, in which I conclude
that a few statements of Jesus were mistranslated when they
went from Hebrew into Greek.1 The clarity of Hebrew speech
can readily be lost when, as was the custom, Hebrew spelling

did not use vowels. In Luke 14:26 the Hebrew word hnX /
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anX, meaning “to forsake” was misread as the word “to hate.”

In Matt 10:34,  ~lX “end” was misread as “Shalom”; and the

word @lx “change” was misread as “sword.” In this study,
using the same philological methodology,  I focus on the para-
ble of the unjust steward in Luke 16:1–13, giving primary
attention to verses:8 and 9.

Gächter (1950: 121) rightly noted with reference to the par-
able of the unjust steward (o` oivkono,moj th /j a vdiki,aj) in
Luke 16:1–13 that “this parable until now is still a crux inter-
pretum, and much more a crux praedicantium. Twenty-five
years later Topel (1975: 216) similarly noted, 

The literature dealing with the parable of the unjust steward
is staggering, and after all the effort expended, its meaning
still eludes us. Indeed, more than any other parable it can be
expected to keep its mystery for future generations of exe-
getes, for it bristles with difficulties.

But a few years earlier Fletcher (1969: 19, 24) rightly nar-
rowed the problems down to just one verse:   

V[erse] 9 is the real crux interpretationis of the parable. . .
The saying is so difficult that there seems to be no disposi-
tion on the part of interpreters to question its authenticity;
presumably nothing so obscure would have been introduced
into the tradition and erroneously attributed to Jesus. It must
have been spoken by the Master himself. . . . Does Jesus
actually mean to counsel one to use money2 to make friends
in order in some way to assure one’s admission to a

heavenly dwelling? [italics added]

The answer to Fletcher’s question is an emphatic “No!”
and this study, focusing on Luke 16:8–9, presents the reasons
for my coming to this conclusion. First, a look at Luke 16:8.
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Luke 16:8

kai. evph, |nesen o ̀ku,rioj to.n oivkono,mon th/j avdiki,aj
 o[ti froni,mwj evpoi,hsen\ 

o[ti oi` ui`oi. tou / ai vw/noj tou ,tou fronimw ,teroi u `pe .r
tou.j uiòu.j tou/ fwto.j 

eivj th.n genea.n th.n e`autw/n eivsinÅ

And the lord commended the unrighteous steward 
that he did prudently,

 because the sons of this age are more prudent 
than the sons of the light, 

in respect to their generation.

Vulgate
et laudavit dominus vilicum iniquitatis

 quia prudenter fecisset 
quia filii huius saeculi prudentiores filiis lucis 

in generatione sua sunt

Peshit. ta Transliterated  

 tyamykxd alw[d atybrl !rm xbvw 

!wna !ymykx anh aml[d ryg yhwnb db[
`adh !whtbrvb arhwnd yhwnb !m

Peshit. ta 

 tyamykxd alw[d atybrl !rm Xbvw
 

 !wna !ymykx anh aml[d ryg Yhwnb bd[

adh !whtbrvb arhwnd Yhwnb !m
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Lamsa
And the lord praised the unjust steward 

because he had done wisely; 
for the children of this world are wiser

 in their generation than the children of light.

Plummer (1922: 380–381) noted with reference to the early
contradictory allegorical interpretations (which identified the
steward variously with the Jewish hierarchy, publicans,
penitents, Paul, Pilate, Judas, Satan, or Jesus) that “A cata-
logue of even the chief suggestions would serve no useful
purpose . . . The literature on the subject is voluminous and
unrepaying.” Landry and May (2000: 287–288) expressed a
similar sentiment: “This parable has spawned a wide variety
of interpretations, although none has produced anything re-
sembling a scholarly consensus. . . it would not be wise to
provide a comprehensive review of the literature. . . .”3 There-
fore they discussed only “the most popular and the most
recent solutions to the puzzle of the Unjust Steward,” as they
presented the following interpretation of Luke 16:1–8a, with
no mention of the real crux interpretationis in Luke 16:9.

[The unjust steward] tries to get himself out of trouble by
restoring his master’s honor and salvaging his reputation as
a good, loyal steward. He forgives a portion of the amount
owed by his master’s debtors. People would assume that the
steward was acting on the master’s orders, so these gestures
would make the master look generous and charitable in the
eyes of society. The prestige and honor gained by such
benefaction would far outweigh the monetary loss to the
master. The master hears what the steward has done and
praises him for his actions since his honor has been restored.
Moreover, the steward is now in a position either to keep his
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position with this master or to secure one elsewhere, since
his reputation for loyalty and good service has been re-

covered. 
Thus, like the steward of the parable, Landry and May can

be praised (evpaine ,w) for their astuteness (fro,nimoj) in sug-
gesting indirectly that we take our text (gra,mmata) of 16:8
and change the negative avdiki,aj to the affirmative dikai,aj
“faithful.”  Thus interpreted, Jesus presented this fictitious
character as a model for his disciples to emulate, for through
his cleverness he had come up with a win-win solution to his
pending unemployment. The steward had been “unrighteous”
in the squandering his lord’s possessions; but he had re-
deemed himself and become praiseworthy through a manipu-
lation of his lord’s assets to his personal advantage and
benefit to others.

Mann (1992:34–35), who thought the “lord” in the parable
referred to Jesus, suggested that the ALIKIAS “experience/
expertise” in the original uncial text of Luke 16:8 was mis-
read as ADIKIAS “unjust.” For Mann Jesus was commend-
ing the prudent and experienced manager because he acted
wisely in the face of a situation that was beyond his control.
(But Matthewson [1995: 34–37] faulted Mann’s “guesswork”
as a hypothetical textual error for which there is no evidence.)

THE REAL CRUX INTERPRETATIONIS

Luke 16:9

Kai. evgw. um̀i/n le,gw( e`autoi/j poih,sate fi,louj 
evk tou/ mamwna/ th /j a vdiki ,aj( i [na o[tan evkli ,ph | 

de,xwntai u`ma/j eivj ta.j aivwni,ouj skhna,jÅ
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RSV
And I tell you, make friends for yourselves by means of

unrighteous mammon, so that when it fails
 they may receive you into the eternal habitations.

Vulgate
Et ego vobis dico facite vobis amicos de 
mamona iniquitatis  ut cum defeceritis
 recipiant vos in aeterna tabernacula.

DRA
And I say to you: Make unto you friends of 

the mammon of iniquity: that when you shall fail,
 they may receive you into everlasting dwellings.

Peshit. ta

amxr !wkl wdb[d !wkl ana rma ana  @aw

a lw[d anh anwmm !m 

~l[ld !whyljmb !wknwlbqn rmgd amd

Peshit. ta Transliterated and Translated

 amxr !wkl wdb[d !wkl ana rma ana @aw
alw[d anh anwmm !m

`~l[ld !whyljmb  !wknwlbqn rmgd amd
And I also am saying unto you, make for yourselves friends

from this unrighteous mammon,
so that when it is gone they will receive you

 into their everlasting tabernacles.

Although Landry and May translated the o` mamwna/j th/j
avdiki,aj “the mammon of unrighteousness” in Luke 16:9 as
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“dishonest wealth” or “ill-gotten gains,” they omitted the
word avdiki,aj in their commentary, stating simply “It is in-
deed a shrewd use of wealth where everyone wins, and Luke
has no problem showing Jesus enjoining his followers to be
so clever.” This omission of avdiki,aj followed the same
omission by Gätcher (1950: 131) who stated “Jesus brings
home to his disciples how they should detach themselves
from riches, apply it to their brethren in need, and thus secure
for themselves an eternal reward.” 

Although Fletcher (1963: 28) had recognized  o` mamwna/j
th /j avdiki,aj “the mammon of unrighteousness” as a “scornful
Semitism,” other authors when commenting on Luke 16:9
interpreted the text as if the th/j avdiki,aj “the unrighteous”
were not there or was not to be taken literally. For example,
Fitzmyer (1964: 41) commented on the phrase “make friends
with the wealth of dishonesty” to mean:

Use prudently the wealth that you have to insure your status
when the eschaton arrives. It does not mean that Christians
are to make use of ill-gotten gain; the expression is pejor-
ative and expresses only the tendency of wealth as such.”

Topel (1975: 220), in his following statement, appears to
be  comfortable in making the mammon of iniquity the equi-
valent of “riches” and “money” in general:

Thus Luke means by the parable that the unjust man can
show the Christian how to use riches to help the poor and so
gain God’s favor. Now this focus on the use of money is
probably the reason for the adjoining verses on the mammon
of iniquity, and so the proper use of money is an important
part of the Lucan version of the parable. 

Parrott (1991: 560), citing Jeremias (1963: 46, n. 86), stated:
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Unrighteousness mammon presumably does not mean here
ill-gotten gains, since it is impossible to believe that thievery
is being recommended. More likely the master’s goods . . .
are interpreted as representing any worldly goods . . . one’s
possessions.

So also DeSilva (1993: 255) paraphrased o` mamwna/j th/j
avdiki,aj as “material wealth” in his introductory statement:

The hermeneutical move, as it were, centers on the expedient
use of material wealth, and moves from the steward’s
context of remitting debts to the context of using wealth  to
benefit the disenfranchised members of the community and
society.

Likewise, Matthewson (1995: 33–34), omitted or paraphrased
the th/j avdiki,aj when he concluded:

Yet the parable as it stands in its present redactional context
concerns the wise use of possessions . . . the “sons of light
reflect prudence in the use of worldly possessions. . . . one’s use
of worldly possessions  is an effective test of one’s ability to
handle eternal reward because it reveals where ultimate loyal-
ties lie (v. 13). A disciple cannot render loyalty to mammon and
at the same time give to God the exclusive loyalty that he
deserves.

The omissions of the th/j avdiki,aj or paraphrases of it as
“material” or “worldly” (so translated in the NIV and NLT)
are indirect responses to questions raised by many, including
Gächter (1950:121, 123), who asked, “ How can Jesus make
villainy an example for his followers?” and “Did Jesus, who
otherwise knew so well how to speak to the hearts of men,
really propose a parable which necessarily strikes one as
touching on what according to all standards of morals is
wrong?” (italics mine)
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This is the crux! A straightforward and simple translation of
the Greek eàutoi/j poih,sate fi,louj evk tou / mamwna/ th /j
avdiki,aj has Jesus commanding the disciples to make friends
for themselves from

• the mammon of unrighteousness (KJV, ASV, NAS, YLT)
• unrighteous mammon (RSV)
• mammon of iniquity (DRA)
• wealth of unrighteousness (NAU)
• dishonest wealth (NAB, NRS).

That is what comes from the Greek. But did Jesus teach
this parable in Greek? Probably not! Torrey (1933: 157, 311)
argued that Jesus spoke in Aramaic and that some of the
Aramaic quotations were misunderstood when translated into
Greek. Assuming that an initial interrogative particle was lost
in translation from Aramaic to Greek, Torrey restored the
particle, thereby removing the difficulties in Luke 16:8–9 by
making Jesus’ statements into these questions: “Did the lord of
the estate praise his faithless manager? . . . and do I say to you
. . . ?” The anticipated answer would have been in the negative.
Parrott (1991: 513, n. 50) favorably cited Torrey’s Aramaic
reconstruction, and suggested that parable could have been a
“parable of preparation,” in which case the proposed question
in 16:8a could have been answered in the affirmative. How-
ever, most scholars have ignored Torrey’s proposals about an
Aramaic original having an interrogative particle which was
lost in transmission or translation. 

Nevertheless, many critics recognize “Semitic” elements in
the parable in which the Aramaic anwmm (mammônac =
mammon) is the most conspicuous. Fletcher (1963: 28, 30)
noted the “scornful Semitism” and a “Semitic aphorism”;
Williams (1964: 296) recognized the “Semitic type parable”;
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Hiers (1972: 32) spoke of the  “Semitic genitive construct”;
Topel (1975: 218) also recognized a “Semitic construct state”;
Ireland (1992: 97) identified the th/j avdiki,aj “as an instance
of the so-called Hebrew genitive”; and DeSilva (1993: 264–
265) noted the “Semitic counterparts” and “simple Semitisms.”

But, aside from Torrey’s working with the Aramaic, no one
that I am aware of has offered a reconstruction of the Hebrew
Vorlage of Luke 16:9—although the Hebrew translations by
Salkinson-Ginsburg,4 Delitzsch,5 and others—as well as the
Aramaic Peshit. ta cited above—are readily available. Certainly

Jesus, as an itinerant teacher (dida,skaloj), may have taught
the multitudes in Aramaic or Greek. But as an honored
Rabbi /Rabban (~Rabbi, / Rabboun = yBir; / !B'r;) Jesus surely
taught his disciples using Hebrew—just as the “Teacher of
Righteousness” at Qumran taught the “sons of light”using
Hebrew. It is inconceivable that Sadducees, and Pharisees
would have taken Jesus seriously if he and his disciples
handled Torah and Halakah only in Aramaic. 

The solution to the crux of Luke 16:9 becomes obvious
once an unverifiable but logical reconstruction of the Hebrew
Vorlage of the verse is made. Thus I offer this reconstruction
of the Hebrew Vorlage—the unvocalized text with ambiguities
and a vocalized text which removes of those ambiguities:

lw[h !wmmh !m w[rth ~kl rmwa ynaw
~lw[ twnkvm la ~kta wlbqy za bz[y rvakw 

lW:[;h' !AmM'h; !mi W[r"t.hi ~k,l' rmeAa ynIa]w>
`~l'A[ tAnK.v.mi la ~k,t.a, WlB.q;y> za' bzE['yE rv,a]k;w>. 

The intensive reflexive Hithpa cel  W[r"t.hi matches the
e`autoi /j poih,sate fi,louj “make friends for yourselves,”  the
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same form found in Prov 22:24, where the negative imperative

[r;t.Ti-la “do not make companionship” (BDB 945) was
translated as mh. i;sqi e`tai/roj “be not a friend.” But the

W[r"t.hi (spelled with a qames.  under the r over against W[r:t.hi
spelled with a patah.   under the r) may have had another mean-

ing.6 Standard lexicons of Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic list

three stems spelled h['r" : 
• Stem I,  h['r" “to pasture, to tend, to graze.” Its Arabic

cognate is Å�y (racaya). 

• Stem II, h['r" “to associate with, to cherish, to make a

friend .” Its Arabic cognates are Å�[y (ra% cî ) “master,

owner” and �\¿z¯ (miryâc) “companion,” which equals

the Hebrew [;re “friend, companion.” 

• Stem III, the Aramaic h['r" “to desire.” Its Arabic cognate

isÅ�y (ras.aya) and its Hebrew cognate is hc'r"  (BDB

945–946; Jastrow 1903: 1486).7 

A fourth h['r" needs to be added to the lexicons of Aramaic

and Hebrew. It is the h['r" which is the cognate of the Arabic

½�y / \�y [ra cwa / ra câ] meaning “he refrained from things

or affairs, he forebore, or he abstained from bad or foul con-
duct” (Lane 1867: 1108; Wehr 1979: 401).8 This cognate was

cited by Castell (1669: 3613) as meaning “abstinuit ab aliqua

re”). This verb,  h['r" stem IV “to abstain from, to refrain

from” (not  h['r" stem II “to make friends”) would have been

the  verb which Jesus used and found its way into the Hebrew
Vorlage of Luke 16:9. Consequently, the first half of the verse,

lw[h !wmmh !m w[rth ~kl rmwa ynaw, actually meant:
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“But I say unto you ‘Abstain yourselves from unrighteous
mammon!’” 

In the parable the unjust steward was praised by his master
for the clever use he made in the acquisition, dispersion, and
distribution of unrighteous mammon, even though it was at the
master’s own expense. The first point Jesus made in the appli-
cation of the parable was his own recognition that “the people
of this world are more shrewd in dealing with their own kind
than are the people of the light” (NIB 16:8). The second point
Jesus made in his application of the parable was his injunction:
“Abstain yourselves from (such) unrighteous mammon!’”
Shrewd, clever or crafty  acquisition, dispersion, and distri-
bution of unrighteous mammon was not to be a practice among
the children of light. It was just that simple. For “whoever is
dishonest with very little will also be dishonest with much”
and “if then with the unrighteous mammon you have not been
faithful, who will trust you with that which is true?” (Luke

16:10–11). Once the imperative w[rth in the Vorlage of

16:9a is recognized as h['r"  stem IV everything in the parable

fits together perfectly, even down to the evk in the phrase evk
tou/ mamwna/ th /j avdiki,aj( “[abstain] from unrighteous mam-
mon.” 

Luke’s misunderstanding of the proper derivation of the im-
perative w[rth in the Hebrew source he was using is under-

standable in light of the fact that h['r"  stem IV “to abstain

from” was as rare as h['r"  stem II “to make friends” was
common. Even if Luke had had access to our current Hebrew
lexicons they would have been of no help with this hapax
legomenon. The notorious ambiguity of Hebrew homographs
can be blamed for Luke’s first misreading of what he saw in
his unpointed Hebrew source.
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This appeal to an Arabic cognate to establish the existence

of h['r" stem IV “to abstain” in Jesus’ vocabulary receives in-

direct support from the way in which the Arabic Çg;L
(s.adaqat ) “alms, charity” (Lane 1872 1668) matches the use of

hqdc “alms, charity” in Hebrew (Jastrow 1903: 1264). In the

Shem Tob Hebrew Gospel of Matthew hqdc translates the

evlehmosu,nh “alms” in Matt 6:1–4, which matches the Arabic

Çg;L ( s. adaqat) “alms.”9 The opposite of  lw[ !wmm “unright-

eous wealth” would be  qdc !wmm “honest wealth.” Changing

the masculine qdc into the feminine changes the phrase into

hqdc !wmm “mammon of charity,” with the hqdc meaning

“liberality,” especially with reference to alms and almsgiving.10

Luke’s second misreading involved Jesus’ use of bz[ stem

I “to forsake, to abandon” which was a homograph bz[ stem

II “to restore, to renew.”11 The translators of the Septuagint and

Vulgate were unaware of bz[ stem II—just as Luke was

unaware of  h['r"  stem IV, “to abstain.” In the MT of Neh 3:8

is the phrase ~Il;v'Wry> Wbz>[;Y:w: meaning “they restored Jeru-

salem,” which is the translation found in the NIV, NIB, NAS,
NAU, NAB, and RSV, with the KJV, NKJ, and ASV having
“they fortified Jerusalem.” However, the Septuagint (contrary
to historical fact) reads kai. kate,lipon Ierousalhm “and they
abandoned Jerusalem.” Similarly, the Vulgate reads et di-
miserunt Hierusalem, which became “and they left Jerusalem”
in the Douay Rheims. Jastrow (1903: 1060–1061) does not cite

this hapax legomenon bz[ stem II in Neh 3:8, although it was

cited by Castell (1669: 2714) and defined by him as erexerunt,
instaurarunt, roborarunt (erect, restore, reinforce). 
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But Luke’s second misreading had nothing to do with bz[
stem I and bz[ stem II. Rather it was his misreading in the

Vorlage the Niphcal passive  bz[y (= bzE['yE ) “it will be for-

saken” as the Qal active bzo[]y: “it will fail” (= evkli,ph ). Either

way, the subject of the verb was the unrighteous mammon
from which the children of light must abstain.12

 With Luke’s two misreadings now identified, the Vorlage,

~kta wlbqy za bz[y rvakw
13~lw[ twnkvm la  

in 16:9b can be translated as “and when [the unrighteous mam-
mon] is forsaken they will welcome you into the eternal tents.”

Thus, in Luke 16:9 according to a Hebrew Vorlage, Jesus
probably said:

“But I say unto you ‘Abstain/ restrain yourselves 
from unrighteous mammon! 

And when it is forsaken /abandoned
 they will welcome you into the eternal dwellings.”

These words echo the admonition in I Enoch 104:6, “Now
fear not, righteous ones, when you see the sinners waxing
strong and prospering; do not be partners with them, but keep
far away from all their injustice.” The Greek text of Luke 16:9

—under the influence h['r" stem II “to make a friend”—has

Jesus repudiating this admonition of I Enoch; whereas the

Vorlage  with its  h['r" stem IV “to abstain, refrain” has Jesus

confirming the stated prohibitions.

 Those who would welcome (de,xwntai = lbq) those ab-
staining from unrighteous mammon would be heavenly angels
such as those present at the empty tomb upon Jesus resurrec-
tion. I Enoch 104:1–2 provides a good commentary for this
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identification. 

I swear unto you that in heaven the angels will remember
you for good before the glory of the Great One; and your
names shall be written before the glory of the Great One.
. . . But now you shall shine like the lights of heaven, and
you shall be seen; and the windows of heaven shall be
open to you.

CONCLUSION

When Luke misread in a Hebrew Vorlage of the parable of

the unjust steward the passive verb bz[y “it will be forsaken”

as the active verb bz[y “it will fail” he compounded the prob-
lem of his having also misread in the same verse the verb

w[rth as if it were from the well attested stem h[r “to be a

friend” rather than the hapax legomenon of the verb h[r “to
abstain.” As a result Jesus is quoted as saying enigmatically
“make friends for yourselves by means of the mammon of
unrighteousness, so that when it fails, they will receive you
into the eternal dwellings.” Reconstructing the Hebrew Vor-
lage with these two corrections in mind the text probably read

lW:[;h' !AmM'h; !mi W[r"t.hi ~k,l' rmeAa ynIa]w>
`~l'A[ tAnK.v.mi la ~k,t.a, WlB.q;y> za' bzE['yE rv,a]k;w>. 

“But I say unto you ‘Abstainyourselves 
from unrighteous mammon! 

And when it is forsaken
 they will welcome you into the eternal dwellings.”

With this reconstruction and interpretation, Jesus’ applica-
tion of the parable fits perfectly with Luke 16:10–13. The
declaration “you cannot serve God and mammon” (ouv du,nasqe
qew/| douleu,ein kai. mamwna), read as an injunction, means
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1. See Chapter 30 and Chapter 31 in Clarifying Baffling
Biblical Passages at http://daniel.eastern.edu/tmcdaniel/.

2.  Note how Fletcher reduced the tou/ mamwna/ th/j avdiki,aj
“unrighteous mammon” to the one word “money.” See below
pp. 6–8.

3.  Kissinger in his Parables of Jesus (1979: 398–408) pro-
vided a bibliography of one hundred thirty-three titles dealing
directly with just this parable. Ireland has provided the best

“Serve God! Master mammon!” The disciples as children of

light are to repudiate the lw[ !wmm  “mammon of unrighteous-

ness.” They are to control their  qdc !wmm  “legitimate wealth,

their honest assets” so that their mammon becomes hqdc
“charitable resources for alms.” This interpretation resonates
well with Matt 6:19–20, “Do not lay up for yourselves trea-
sures on earth, . . . . but lay up for yourselves treasures in
heaven.” I Tim 6:9–12 would be an excellent application of
this parable if its Hebrew Vorlage approximated what has been
proposed above,

 . . . those who desire to be rich fall into temptation, into a
snare, into many senseless and hurtful desires that plunge men
into ruin and destruction. For the love of money is the root of
all evils; it is through this craving that some have wandered
away from the faith and pierced their hearts with many pangs.
But as for you, man of God, shun all this; aim at righteous-
ness, godliness, faith, love, steadfastness, gentleness. Fight
the good fight of the faith; take hold of the eternal life to

which you were called.

NOTES

http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/cbbp-chapter30.pdf
http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/cbbp-chapter31.pdf
http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/Volume%20Two.htm 
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/
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summary of the varied interpretation in his book entitled
Stewardship and the Kingdom of God: An Historical, Exege-
tical, and Contextual Study of the Parable of the Unjust
Steward in Luke 16:1-13 (Supplements to Novum Testamen-
tum v. 70;  Leiden and New York: E. J. Brill, 1992.) He re-
viewed one hundred fifty studies in preparation for his
publication. 

4. The Salkinson-Ginsburg translation reads:

!keSoh;-ta, hl'w>[;h '- !B,-ta, !Ada'h' xB;v;y>w: 

Whfe[]m;-ta, lKefi rv,a]  
~he ~yliyKif.m; hZ<h; ~l'A[h' ynEb. yKi

`~t'rodoB. rAah' ynEB. l[;me
Full text is availabe online at http://www.dvar-adonai.org/. 

5. The Delitzsch translation has:

hl'w>[;h' !keso-ta, !Ada'h' xB;v;y>w:
tAf[]l; ~yrI[/h, rv,a]-l[; 

~r"AdB. ~he ~ymiWr[] hZ<h; ~l'A[h' ynEb. yKi
`rAah' ynEB.mi

Full text online at http://www.kirjasilta.net/ha-berit/ Luq.16.
html.

6. The imperative w[rth can be vocalized in two different

ways: 

• as W[r:t.hi , with the short patah.  under the r because the

following [ cannot take the dagesh which doubles the
middle letter of the stem in the Hithpa cel. The [ of this

http://www.kirjasilta.net/ha-berit/
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W[r:t.hi would have what the Hebrew grammarians call an

“implicit dagesh,” with the patah. theoretically being in a
closed syllable; 

• as W[r"t.hi , with the long qames.  under the r for compen-

satory lengthening of the vowel because the following [
cannot take the dagesh and the vowel under the r is in an
open syllable.

The quantitative length of the vowel in speech (a7, a, or a%)
would preclude any ambiguity about the meaning; but once
the words were written without vowels unintentional ambi-
guity was inevitable.

7. Sometimes the verb [['r"  stem I “to be evil, bad,” was con-

fused with the verb h['r"  stem II, as in Prov 18:24, where the

MT [;[erot.hil. ~y[ire vyai became in the KJV “A man that

hath friends must shew himself friendly“ (as though the text

were the Hithpa cel infinitive tA[r"t.hi of h['r"  stem II). But

by identifying the [;[erot.hil. as the Hithpacel infinitive of

[['r"  stem II “to break” the ASV reads “He that maketh many

friends doeth it to his own destruction.” The NIV and NIB
read similarly, “A man of many companions may come to
ruin.”

8. On the relationship of the w"l verbs to the h"l verbs, see

GKC §75 a.

9. Howard 1995: 22–23.
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10. Note that in Arabic  Çg !;L ( s. adâqat) means “love, affec-
tion” and iÜ;L ( s. adîq) means “a sincere and true friend”

(Lane 1872:1668).

11. Compare the difference of the English word refrain when
it is a noun and when it is a verb.

12. In the Septuagint lei,pein translated just two Hebrew
words, but evklei,pein translated forty-seven different Hebrew
words, and  evgkatalei,pein translated fifteen different words.
Given these options for constructing the Vorlage, the root

bz"[' became the verb of choice in light of the hb'Wz[] “was

abandoned” (=  evgkatelei,fqh ) in Jer 4:29 and the bzO[]y: “it

will cease”( = evklei,yousin) in Jer 18:14.

13. The Delitzsch translation of Luke 16:9b reads

~ybih]ao ~k,l' Wnq. ~k,l' rmeao ynIa]-~g:w> 

hl'w>[;-lv, Hn"Amm'B. 
`~l'A[ tAnK.v.mi-la, Atl{K. t[eB. ~k,t.a, Wps.a;y: ![;m;l.

The Salkinson-Ginsburg translation of the same text has

~ybih]ao ~k,l' Wnq. ~k,l' rmeao ynIa]-@a;w> 
hl'w>[;h' rAqm @s,k,B. 

~k,t.a, Wps.a;y: za' ACqi-d[; aboy" rv,a]k;w>.
`~l'A[ tAnK.v.mi-la 

See notes 4 and 5 for the internet addresses for the full text of
these translations online.



XXIX

SUMMARY

In the twenty-eight chapters above over seventy  problem-
atic words found in more than sixty different verses have been
given a new interpretation. Only a few of the problematic
words involved scribal errors, such as the confusion of a w and
a y, a r and a d, or a b and a k. There was just one example
of haplography involving the loss of a  h. Otherwise emenda-
tion of the text was unnecessary in the determination of a con-
textually appropriate meaning. The primary basis for a new
translation was provided by Arabic cognates of the Hebrew
word under investigation. In summary, the following list con-
tains the texts, the Hebrew word(s) investigated, and the pro-
posed new translation based upon an Arabic cognate.

Gen 2:1 Wlkuy>w: “they were perfected”

Gen 2:2 ~yhil{a/ lk;y>w: “and God was fatigued”

Gen 2:23 tWf[El. “to sustain life”

Gen 6:3 rf'b' aWh ~G:v;B. “ humans are into skull bash-

ing”

Gen 6:4 ~f'h' yven>a; “men of violence”

Gen 8:11 @r"j' tyIz:-hle[] “fresh olive leaf ”

Gen 16:10 ~d"a' ar,P, “peacemaker, reconciler”

Gen 39:6 hm'Wam. ATai [d;y"-al{w> “he would indeed  en-

trust to him whatever”

Deut 26:5 ybia' dbeao yMir;a] “a prolific Aramean was my

father”
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Num 20:7 ~h,ynEW[l., [l;S,h;-la, ~T,r>b;d"w> “make chan-

nels up to the rock with their help”

Num 20:10 ~yrIMoh; an"-W[m.vi  “Please listen!  Behold, O

 water carriers!”

Num 24:7  ~ybr ~ymab lwdyw w[rz !m tm lzy LXX
Vorlage) “there shall come a man from his
seed and he shall rule over many nations”

Num 24:17 jb,ve ~q'w>' “a comet [i.e., a star having lank

 hair”] shall arise”

Josh 24:10 ~['l.bil. [;mov.li ytiybia' aluw> “I was indeed

 willing to listen to Balaam”

II Sam 12:13 bYEa;t.a,w> hw"hyl; ytiaj'x'  “I have sinned

against Yahweh, but I have shown myself to
be repentant”

I Chr 4:9 wyx_'a,me dB'k.nI #Bêe[.y: yhiy>w: “and Jabez was

more afflicted than his brethren”

I Chr4:9 #Be[.y: Amv. ha'r>q' “she call his name

 Preemie”

I Chr 4:10 ynIker]b'T. %reB'-~ai “Ah, Please! Would that

you truly bless me”

I Chr 4:10 yliWbG>-ta t'yBir>hiw> “increase my people”

Psa 8:2 z[o T'd>S;yI “you ordained strength” read as

![o T'd>S;yI in the LXX Vorlage = kathrti,sw

 ai=non “you have perfected praise”

Psa 19:5 ~h,B' lh,ao-~f' vm,V,l; “verily, in the skies
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the scorching sun shines!”

Psa 19:6 AtP'xume aceyO !t'x'K. aWhw> “he comes out like

a fire-carrier from his canopy”

Psa 40:2 !Aav' rABmi ynIle[]Y:w: “he drew me up from the

burial plot”

Psa 40:2 bz"k' yjef'w> ~ybih'r>-la, hn"p'-al{w> “who does

not turn to skeptics nor misleading myth”

Psa 40:6 yLi t'yrIK' ~yIn:z>a' “ears you dug for me” be-

came yl tyrb ~ynza “you have freed me of

faults”

Psa 40:7 ytiab'-hNEhi yTir>m;a' za' “then he said ‘Behold

I confessed [sin]”

Psa 109:23 yTik.l'h/n AtAjn>Ki-lceK. “like a fading shadow

I  became worn out”

Psa 109:31 Avp.n: yjep.Vomi (LXX Vorlage = yvip.n:  yjep.v.M;)
“ to save from the ones pursuing my  soul” 

Pro 30:31 wm[ ~wq la $lmw  “and a king governing /

demagoguing a tribe of his people”

Pro 31:1 yr'd'n>-rB; hm,W ynIj.Bi-rB;-hm;W yrIB.-hm;
 “Prosper, my son! Flourish, son of my womb!
 Thrive, son of my vows!”

Pro 31:3 ^l,yxe ~yviN"l; !TeTi-la; “give not your strength

to women”

Pro 31:3 !ykil'm. tAxm.l; ^yk,r'd>W  “nor your acquisi-

tions to (women) who deceive kings”
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Pro 31:8 ~Leai =  ~yLiai “kith-and-kin”

Pro 31:8 @Alx] ynEB.-lK' “all the sons of the covenant”

Pro 31:8 yn"['-ynEB.-lK' !yDI “judge all of the sons of the

rich”

Pro 31:10 lyIx;-tv,ae “a woman of power” or “a woman

of intellect” or “a generous woman”

Pro 31:11 rs'x.y< al{ llv “he will not lack a son”

Pro 31:15 Ht'ybel. @r,j, !TeTiw: “she gave quality food to

her household”

Pro 31:30 !xeh; rq ,v, “infidelity is deceitful”

Isa 8:6 fAfmW.  (vwEf'muW or fwEf'muW) “barely visible”

Isa 8:8 ^c.r>a;-bx;ro al{m. wyp'n"K. tAJmu hy"h'w> “and

his camp shall thus fill the breadth of thy
land” (LXX)

Isa 8:9 WTxow" ~yMi[; W[ro “tremble with fear, O nations,

and be terrified”

Isa 8:14 vD"q.mi corrected to vrIq.m; “oppressor, grief-

maker”

Isa 53:9 ryvi[u / rv,[, “vile, ignoble”

Jer 20:7 tP'a,w" hw"hy> ynIt;yTiPi “O Yahweh, you told

me of the fiat (fatwa) and I was informed of
the decree (fatwa)”

Jer 20:7 ynIT;q.z:x] “you made me eloquent”

Jer 20:7 lk'WTw: “and you entrusted”
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Jer 20:10 y[il.c; yrem.vo ymiAlv. vAna/ lKo corrected to

y[il.c; yrIm.vo ymiWlvi vWna' lK' “an incurable

 weariness is my recompense; my being on
 guard is my undoing”

 Jer 38:31 ~b' yTil.[;B' ykinOa'w> “I was disgusted with

them”

Ezekiel (passim)  ~da !b “son of reconciliation” = “the
 reconciler” or “the son of authority” = “the

 One with Authority,” and ~dah !b = “the

 Son of the Soverign”

Eze 20:25 ~ybiAj alu ~yQixu ~h,l' yTit;n" ynIa]-~g:w> “I

gave them statutes that were indeed good”

Eze 20:25 ~h,B' Wyx.yI alu ~yjiP'v.miW  “and ordinances by

which they could indeed have life.”

Eze 38:21 br,xo yrIho hl'k'l. wyl'[' ytiar'q'w> “and

against him I have called for annihilation,
demolition, desolation”

Micah 5:1 ht'r"p.a, ~x,l,-tyBe “insignificant Bethlehem”

or “preeminent Bethlehem”

Hab 2:3   d[eAMl; !Azx' dA[ yK becomes !Azx' dW[y yKi
d[iAMl; “for a vision was promised to the pro-

testant”

Hab 2:3 #Qel; x;pey"w> “its intent would be understood by

the preacher”

Hab 2:3 Ab areAq #Wry" ![;m;l. “so that the one reading

it may be disciplined!”
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Hab 2:4 AB Avp.n: hr'v.y"-al{ hl'P.[u corrected to

AB Avp.n: hr'v.y"-al{ hl'B.[u “his unrighteous

 soul was cut off [from life]”

Hab 2:5 ryhiy" rb,G< corrected to ryhiy" rABGI “the strong

man demolishes”

Hab 2:5 hw<n>yI al{w> corrected to hw<r>yI al{w> “and cannot

be sated”

Gospels (passim) o` uiò.j tou/ avnqrw,pou “the son of Man” =

(1) Xna rb = “the son of man” or “the Most

 Pure  person” or (2) ~da !b = “son of man”

 or  “the Concilator” or “One with Authority,”

and ~dah !b = “the Son of the Soverign”

Matt 2:23 trzn Nazaret / Nazareth = “Hamlet”

yrIc.An  Nazarene  = “Helper/Victor”

Matt 6:19 o[pou sh.j kai. brw/sij avfani,zei = 

wlkay lkaw ss ~X rXa
“where the maggot and lice devour”

Matt 8:9 ajwx ~da ynaw (Shem Tob Text) “and I am

a provost, a commander”

Matt 21:9 ~lw[h [yXwm an[Xwh (Shem Tob Text)

(1) “Please save, O Savior of the poor,”

(2) whereas the an"-[.v;Ah of Succoth means

 “wave/mix branches,” and (3) the Aramaic

 an"F'h' means “Cheers! Hooray! Hurrah!”

Matt 26:14 !Iouvda" !Iskariwvth"  =  tAyWrq. Xya hdwhy 
 “Judas the Lector”
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Mark 3:17 Boanhrge,j “shouters of thunder”

Mark 9:49 pa/j ga.r puri. al̀isqh,setai =  lkh yk
r[bb hmly “for everyone will be dragged

through the  muck”

Luke 19:9 e`autoi/j poih,sate fi,louj “make friends for

yourselves” translates w[rth in the Vorlage,

as if it were from h[r, stem II, but it was a

hapax legomenon from h[r, stem IV, mean-
ing “abstain yourselves.”

Rev 13:18 e`xako,sioi ex̀h,konta e[x = (1)  swthr “savior”

or (2) rtws = “knave, rogue.”
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